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Story Synopsis:

“This world must be cleansed, and the death of those unrepented
sinners shall be the world’s salvation.”

It’s on the year 1990’s since the word “Executioner” was designated
with a different meaning.
Executioners are said to be a new creation of God that goes beyond
any humans in this world’s hierarchy. It’s stated that their
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position is in resemblance to the Angels and Demons. It’s on the
Angel’s duty to guide every humans so that their soul can go to
heaven in the end of their lives, while the Demon’s role is to
serve eternal punishment on every human’s soul that have already
fallen to hell. That concept is almost the same with the
Executioner’s purpose.

Executioners wanders the earth to kill sinners, those acts could
lead to every human’s despair and terror that may later end to
their absolute fear of committing any kind of sin. It’s said that
God placed the Executioners on earth to implore every people how
hell feels like. Hypothetically, their role is to make every
sinners suffer, and afterwards, cleanse the dark side of this
world. Because of that role, no one could tell if they are either
on the side of “good” or “evil”.

The current year was 2026;
Those stories had triggered Ai Katsunari to write the novel of her
dream. That enthusiasm had led her to Hanamaki city, Iwate, Japan
to set the Executioner there as her reference. Along her way, she
accidentally met the Superintendent of the Iwate Prefectural
Police named Seto Hibari – who happens to be the major investigator
of the Executioner Case. Directly from that man’s words, she find
out a different interpretation in accordance to the Executioner’s
description. Seto have a personal grudge to the Executioner, his
father was brutally murdered though he’s not classified as a heavy
sinner.

That opinion had brought Ai into sudden thrill. She realized that
this isn’t just a simple game that she can get involved with. Will
she handle all the following disasters that might happen anytime?

Seto made an agreement with her to join the team as a documenter.
Together with the Executioner’s Investigation’s desk, they tries
to uncover the mysteries behind the Executioner’s true intentions.
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Characters:
Haruka [Yatogami] (main):

A rather cunning and deceiving young lady who came to take the
life of the Executioner for some various reason. She is can also
be treated as an Executioner for having a supernatural ability.
It is stated that she was sent there by someone who is called as
“The Hell’s Contract”.
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Tatsuoh Yatogami [Executioner] (main):

The Executioner behind the non-stop murders in Japan. He was the
person whom the NPA Executioner’s Investigation’s Group had been
investigating from the start and also the one behind Kazuto
Hibari’s (Seto’s father) death. His past still remains as a mystery
as well as his main goal.
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Ai Katsunari (main):

The girl obsessed in glasses and books who went to Japan to
successfully write a Light Novel about the Executioner. She is a
very optimistic person who is always inspired to make her dream
successful. But sometimes, if her dreams were being criticized and
insulted by others, her personality can quickly change into a
rather arrogant side.
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Seto Hibari (main):

The Superintendent of the police on Iwate prefecture. He is the
new major investigator of the Executioner’s Case. Having with too
much hatred for the Executioner because of his father’s brutal
death, he is doing all that he can to seek for justice.
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Kyoshiro Kihara (main):

The police inspector of the Iwate Prefectural Police and also
included on the Executioner Investigation’s team. He is classified
as the group’s tactician with a high pride and ego. He often speaks
many unnecessary remarks towards other people inside his thoughts
and a type of person who never lets sympathy take over him. He is
as well a schoolmate of Ai during their middle school on States.
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Jin Kanzaki (supporting):
The Senior Superintendent of the Iwate Prefectural Police and an
old friend of Seto’s father. He was the major investigator of the
previous Executioner’s Case who have devoted about twenty years of
his career to end it, yet he had failed.

Megumi Kanzaki (supporting):

The daughter of Jin Kanzaki. She’s a newbie field work journalist
whose goal is to make the Executioner’s complete documentation as
well as to help her father.
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Kyotaro Takahashi (supporting):
The newbie police officer who became the undercover of Shiki. He
is classified as a skilled and talented police officer and has a
better future in his taken career. All of Kyoshiro and Seto’s hopes
gradually depends on him.

Eichiro Mikoto (supporting):
The newbie police officer and a best friend of Kyotaro. Unlike his
best friend, he is rather a type of person with a weak personality.
He is a classified pessimist, but on the other hand, he is a person
who cares so much for a friend.

Ryo Kirizawa (supporting):
He is a wealthy businessman who is classified as a major
stockholder of many branches of hotels in Japan and other
countries. But on that behalf, he is later found out as the
mastermind of the Shiki Criminal Syndicate.

Miuna Nishigaoka [Yatogami] (supporting):
She was a nine years old girl which resembles Haruka's face. Each
time Tatsuoh watches Haruka, he was always reminded of her. Tatsuoh
adopted her at the "Heaven's Will Orphanage" after knowing that
her parents and siblings were murdered by a robbery group.

Ayumi Yatogami (supporting):
She is the aunt of Ai who lives on Japan who happens to own a vast
area of clover fields. She knew Ai’s father since childhood.
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Shizuki Yatogami (supporting):
The daughter of Ayumi. She’s a cheerful girl who can enjoy playing
alone in the clover fields.

Commissioner General (supporting):
The Commissioner General of the National Police Agency.

Souichiro Katsunari (supporting):
The father of Ai Katsunari. He was a multibillionaire businessman
who owns the Katsunari Corporation which is also known as KHIS
(Katsunari Hologram Interface Series).

Mizuno Aihara [Katsunari] (supporting):
The wife of Souichiro.

Mirai Yatogami (supporting):
The mother of Tatsuoh who died ten years after sh gave birth to
him because of her weak physical condition.

Stygian (supporting):
The first ever known Executioner who devastated the entire country
of England by brutally killing approximately millions of suspected
unrepented sinners on the year 1990’s.
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Seijiro (supporting):
The man from the religion group [Facilis Descencus Averni] also
known as the [Executioner’s Religion]. He is a kind of person who
never loses composure; always being recognized by his scientistlike-fashion statement by wearing a perfectly clean lab coat.

Rentaro (supporting):
(No biography written.)

Miura (supporting):
The most trusted men of Ryo in Shiki.

Satoshi Yatogami (supporting):
The father of Tatsuoh. He was the president of the YUIS (a large
company throughout Japan). He adopted Souichiro by the age of seven
at the "Heaven's Will Orphanage" for one cause; and it is to be
his successor.

Kazuto Hibari (supporting):
The father of Seto whom the Executioner mysteriously killed. He is
also Jin’s friend while they are still working together as a police
officer in the Iwate Prefectural Police.
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Tadakoro Sasaki (supporting):
He is a police with the same age as Seto. The two of them were
colleagues during their police training. Somehow, they become
friends, and after Seto were placed as the major investigator of
the case, Sasaki volunteered to join the same group with him.

Hoshi (supporting):
The criminal who most trusted Kyotaro.

Zack Reinhardt (supporting):

The holy priest from the Episcopal Church of England.
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Holy Sacrament [Holy Archbishop of England]
(supporting):

The Holy Archbishop of England.
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“The Hell’s Contract” (supporting):

The mysterious name mentioned by Haruka during her encounter with
the Executioner. Though not clearly mentioned, “The Hell’s
Contract” is suspected to be the source of every Executioner’s
supernatural abilities. “The Hell’s Contract” has no specified
gender in the story that’s why the character was addressed as
[he/she].
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More Upcoming Characters:

NameLess (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

Shigeru Nagamori (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

UNdEFINEd cHArACTEr #00**-*** (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

Kotori Katsunari (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

Death Guidance (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

[Conqueror] (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

[Conflict] (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)
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[Scarcity] (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

[Death] (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

Disciple (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

Injustice (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

Thanatos (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

Morning Star (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

Killer (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

The Ventriloquist (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)
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Emperor (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)

“GOD” (supporting):
(No biography written yet.)
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Prelude:

"This world must be cleansed, and the death
of those unrepented sinners shall be the
world's salvation."
Executioners; they are all over this world, wandering for eternity.
Their entire identity is filled with mysteries and speculations,
they were once humans who had resurrected from the dead to serve
their so called salvation.

Do you know why they were called Executioners? As you scan this
word in the dictionary, you'll see that Executioners are people
who carries out a court imposed death penalty, or simply they can
kill in accordance with legal death sentence. To put that into
perspective, Executioners that we are talking about are murderers
who kills unrepented sinners. Killing sinners serves as their
excuse for the crime that they'd committed. Thus, a crime will
always be a crime.

They opposed the human's law, they are the country’s terrorists,
they are the world's nemesis, they are the religion's blasphemy.
Everything inside them is considered "evil". According to the
Christians, their souls will be under the deepest parts of hell.

No one knows why they suddenly appeared in this material world
that is called earth. Others are finding different answers, but
all of them have the same questions. The question that always
starts from how and why.
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The first Executioner was named Stygian. He devastated the entire
country of England. Giving his so called divine retribution from
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God. Hundreds, thousands, and millions of people suspected as
sinners were brutally murdered.

I can still smell the fragrance of blood. I still can’t forget
that Executioner’s face as well as his sinister smile. As I
witnesses him beyond those murdered people. Yes, all those blood,
I can still have the vision of it.

While I was walking towards that terror Executioner, I felt like
I was in the middle of a battlefield that happens to be over
recently. In this horrible scenery that I’m witnessing, it feels
like I was about to vomit. As I touch one of those corpse, I can
feel its cold body.

Some of them were crucified as their body were tilted and each of
their heads were pointed to the ground. Some of them were pierced
to the heart. Some of them were minced as their bodies cannot be
recognized anymore as a human.

Of course, how I could forget that nightmare, I still remembered
the day he shouted -“The Executioner’s Days is about to begin!! “

After that genocide, the church began to make their move. From
Protestants, Roman Catholics, Eastern Orthodox, Lutherans,
Mormons, Born Again Christians, and Jehovah’s witnesses. They
thought that the Executioners are the messengers of God. They
thought that their appearance is the sign of Saint John the
Divine’s revelation. They all assumed that the Judgment Day is
near.

They decided to ask for their repentance to God, and afterwards,
it’s like a miracle happened --- the Stygian vanished. Many lives
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were spared from that miracle, all of them can now breathe any
further.

Unfortunately, everything were just the start. The “Executioner’s
Days” that the Stygian mentioned began to reach its realization.

England, Italy, Russia, America, Germany, France, and Japan;
those were just countries whose the name Executioner was been
realized. Different countries but the same objectives and
mischief deeds, and it is to kill the sinners.

They are the demons of murder, bringing guilt, deep sorrow,
madness, despair, humiliation, pain, hatred, terror, blasphemy,
and eternal agony. All the malicious and infernal side of this
world can be described as them.

Sentencing death, serving judgment, creating the word “End”.
Rumors said that they were once Judiciators, someone who had given
the will and authority by God to choose the unrepented sinner’s
destination between life or death.

Some started treating them as supernatural entities which is
related to the angels and demons. But others are saying that they
are neither demon nor angel, they are neither alien, nor vampire
nor human. In simple words, they are neither anything, they are
only one of a kind, a new creation by God into this new world.

They can execute murder in different ways. From simple death to
massacre.
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One of them manipulates flames which makes a scenery of hell.
Scorching every sinners until they turn into ashes. Incinerating
their souls into the hell’s furnace.

One of them uses a katana, particularly slicing his victims with
his incredible speed and accuracy. His slash is as quick as the
speed of light, which makes every single of his victims die before
they know it.

One of them manipulates dolls that tortures her prey. A lovely
looking little girl with an expressionless face that looks exactly
like a doll but hides a mischief intent.

One of them is a bloodthirst. A person who makes a bloodbath simply
for fun and entertainment. A massacre is his hobby, only to remove
his boredom.

And one of them murders with a weapon shaped like a cross. A girl
who kills for her own personal reasons.

From up until now, their true motive or intention still remains as
a mystery. Despite those spoken words from those people’s rumors
and speculations, there is only a single girl who knows the truth.

There; she was sitting on the Godly pedestal.

She was compared to the Disciples and Prophets, who can personally
communicate to God. Saying her ideals, suggestions, praises, and
prayers.
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I guess this is super exaggerated for what you think it is, but I
think this girl can change the world’s future with just a blink of
an eye.

While I was walking towards the light from the outside. Staring at
the open door of the wide church. The current weather was perfect,
I can feel the upcoming of spring. From a cold winter to moderate
warmth of the season. The continuous singing voices of children
from a joyful choir adds additional tranquility.

While still in the middle of conversation about the Executioner,
the girl looked up above as she said something unexpected with her
soft tone of voice --“They are only committing murder to make us realize the importance
of life from one another.”

I suddenly paused……..

Those words had given me some thoughts, how could this girl say
something good about mass murderers?

Maybe; just maybe..,
This girl with a face full of innocence were once treated like
those demons of murder. Like those Executioners that looks like
the most terrifying person or thing on every human’s eye.

It’s really ironic, though I’m the person which is most likely
close to her, there is no doubt that I still don’t have any idea
about her true self yet. Everything that she thinks is obviously
impossible to be figured out in advance.
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She’s a girl that has no emotions. Always showing an expressionless
face, never experiencing sadness and happiness. I have never seen
her shed a single tear.
If I can question myself;
Is she really a human?
Despite those inhuman like behaviors, the only thing that makes me
convince about her might is that she is always calm. Always having
her trust to God.

The only thing I know, is that she’s the girl who can directly
speak to God himself. She is --“The Archbishop of England.”

One day, I’ll surely find out her true colors. As I smile this
day, and says to myself that I’m worthy, for the power given by
our Father.

All of you must remember thy name, the name that will be written
all over the history someday.
My name is --- “Zack Reinhardt.”

※※※※※

20 Years Ago:

The year was 2006 in the month of June. It’s the final month of
the spring season. The month where the temperature becomes warmer
and warmer. Nevertheless, even if this month is so close to summer,
it doesn’t mean that it’ll happen sooner or later. Because starting
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this month, there will be so many things that is going to happen.
So many things that will terrify the world once more. There will
be news about mass murderers and about Executioners. And this time,
the country is going to be Japan.

Already ten days had passed since this man had resurrected from
the dead. He is the man who witnessed hell by both of his eyes. He
witnessed every suffering of all those tortured souls.

Souls that are full of regrets and agony. Every sin has
corresponding punishment that those demons of murder executes.

a

The man believed that those demons totally hates humans for the
reason that humans are creations of God. The demons are the ones
who are taking over of hell which gives endless scourge to every
souls.

At that time, he was hearing thousands of them begging for the
Savior’s help for their souls to be cleansed, and afterwards; be
saved. All of them are crying, but then again, their repentance is
already too late for a very long time. Their names weren’t written
to the Book of Life, and their souls will never touch even a tiny
bit part of the heaven.

They are classified as sinners same as this man. Though had
consequently fallen to hell, whether you believe it or not, he is
still considered as a lucky person.

The explanation isn’t vivid, but he had given a chance to live
again. He will return to earth in order to kill. He will oppose
the heavens once he starts to agree with the covenant. His entire
life won’t be the same as before. His soul will be sealed under
the deepest parts of the burning Avernus.
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The man had already made his decision;
“I will not have any regrets about this, I will prove them that
their world is already twisted for a long time.”

He was overcame with hatred and suffering. According from what he
said, it seemed like this man isn’t afraid of anything anymore for
he had already witnessed hell --- the scariest place within a
person’s imagination.

By the tone of his serious voice, it’s really clear that he has a
goal whom he wants to achieve. He is willing to take a risk in
this immoral situation. Taking the contract in a very serious
manner, he is having his personal desires, he never loses his
motivation. He will do everything that he can to bring the endless
chains of tragedies.

Because of all this characteristics that can be observed from him,
perhaps his life were unfortunately composed of different sad and
miserable songs. His entire life might have been dragged into the
bewilderness of despair.

He was a sinner who is also killed by a sinner. Maybe his madness
and will to provide retaliation is the reason why he had given
another purpose in life.

For all the sinners, here is a message to you all:
“This is the Divine Retribution from God!!!”
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He roused from the dead, observed himself in the middle of nowhere.
The scene were covered with thick mists where almost nothing can
be seen by a normal person’s eye.

But not this man, he was surprised by his even clearer vision. He
felt that something changed on his physical state. He felt the
warmth all over his entire body. His flesh were rejuvenated.

His long brown hair turned to straight silky white. He observed
himself wearing clothes that are all black from top to bottom. His
coat were like the shadows, and in the darkness, only his white
hair stands out.

As he started to make a single step, he suddenly heard a clank,
it’s like a sound of a metallic material. Thus, he looked
underneath his coat, he was filled with surprise for he observes
a very dangerous weapon.

It was a katana, but this isn’t like those common type of Japanese
sword that he have witnessed in his past life. It is a short single
edged sword which makes it multiple times faster to be removed
from its sheath casing so that its user will always be the one who
makes the first assault.

It also take lesser weight compared to any other katanas. A perfect
weapon for executing 200 years of assassination.

He started to make a smile as he said:
“The Hell’s Contract was true.”

He looked up above those darken clouds and thick mists.
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As he goes beyond that dark and foggy place, he observed himself
in his hometown. The place is Hanamaki City, Iwate, Japan.

※※※※※

The time was almost three o’ clock (3:00AM) in the morning, it is
still dark, about three hours is still needed before the sun
completely rises.
A very thin mist covers the city of Hanamaki.
Those thin mists provides moderate cold that later produces
moisture on almost everything. This particular time of the day is
considered to be the perfect hour for deep slumber.

But this time doesn’t mean all people are still sleeping. As a
part of a real life situation in a society, every people needs to
work so that they will have something to eat and provide shelter
to their family.

Working means to earn money from the labor that you’ve shared.
It’s also intended to sustain a person’s basic needs in life for
the sake of survival. The presence of working is also to acquit
yourself with honor.

It is considered to have something for your personal pleasures and
desires or pleasures and desires to others. Nothing exciting is
going to happen in your life if you can’t start to do anything.

To work hard is to achieve something, and to achieve something is
to accompany with your goals.
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Yet, the concept of working doesn’t always mean to make yourself
a better person in the future, it may have the possibility to ruin
your life or worse; ruin the life of others.

Working has two categories, those are legal work and illegal work.
Working in an illegal way doesn’t make yourself clean. Yes, you
might earn much money compared to other legal jobs, but it stains
your soul with dirt in return.

You’ll never have a pure heart and conscience will always be right
behind you. Having hidden guilt to yourself isn’t the only thing
that you must worry about. The thing that you must worry the most
is that you’ve became a sinner; and as a kind of person like that,
it only means that your soul is required for cleansing.

※※※※※

There was a forsaken looking warehouse on the Hanamaki city. The
entire city were still too quiet at that particular time of the
day. Most people are still sleeping deeply which makes an image of
a calm and peaceful place.
But that calmness and peacefulness is only a diversion to hide its
dark side.

That warehouse were obviously abandoned if you try to look at it
from the outside, but once you gets closer and closer, you’ll find
out that there are busy happenings.

There are two men that are taking a tight watch in front of that
wide entrance. They were wearing their casual clothes, just like
a common factory worker. But behind on each of their pants, they
were closely hiding their very own handguns.
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By the time particularly three o’ clock AM, there are already
turned on switches of fluorescent lights inside. Workers were busy
in their job, continuously packing and carefully weighing those
crystal-like powdered substances.

Every small portion of those substances are basically illegal
drugs, and every grams of it has a corresponding price.
Tomorrow; at exactly the same time as today, is the moment were
all those powdered drugs is going to be smuggled to other cities,
or perhaps to other countries.
Tomorrow is the day to earn their money that can be worth for
millions of Japanese Yen (¥) or higher depending on the deal that
will be agreed by both groups.

This dirty work is one best example to distinguish legal work from
illegal work.

In the middle of this busy time of the day, a man is carefully
making a thorough surveillance. He is also the same as those
workers, doing the thing that needs to be done. He doesn’t waste
a second, continuously packing those drugs in front of him to be
delivered for tomorrow morning.

Everyone is busy as if each of them have no time for even a short
chat. Fortunately, that kind of scenario was a way to take some
advantage for this man’s true objective. He is having his personal
interest to that syndicate, observing their pace in such an
adaptive manner makes him look like a true professional on the
task that was assigned to him by his superiors. He can be treated
as a man that deserves honor and nobility.
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This man’s name was Kazuto Hibari; he is an expert inspector from
the National Police Agency (NPA). He is not well known from the
outside of the NPA, but almost all Japanese police officers knows
him as a skilled and talented member of the group that can easily
blend in to any kind of situation.

He is currently having an undercover’s surveillance to this ever
growing group of Drug Syndicate. After all those never ending work,
the boss suddenly entered together with his son to his left.

The boss was like a man who is easy to talk with. Excellent on
having simple conversations; of course, that talent must be
something required for his service. Making a light and
comprehensible chat is his way to manipulate a certain person’s
way and belief of thinking.
This technique of having an efficient conversation is what the
businessmen calls as “Sales Talk”.

He was smoking his last piece of cigarette as its already burning
in the halfway.
Despite the smoke passes through his son’s nose, it’s really
unexpected that the child never complained. This kid has no
emotions to spare, he doesn’t care of anything which makes every
person that looks at him jump to conclusions that this kid is a
stonehearted child.
He never shows any evidence of fear, sadness, and guilt, not even
happiness and laughter.

Afterwards, the smoke coming from the cigarette continuous to
spread through the child, and as a result, the kid can’t help
himself but to sneeze and is suddenly followed by a hard and
terrible cough. The weird action of the child draws everyone’s
attention. Some of the workers smiled, they were all expecting
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that the child would be shy at this unparticular moment. But the
workers expectations didn’t meet anything that they’d expected.
The kid never moved a single muscle on his face.
If anyone could jump to conclusions, then this kid really is a
stonehearted child.

The father looked at his son as the same time as the son looked at
his father.
The Boss smiles and said:
“I’m sorry for my mistake”
The father made an apology while he’s smiling. By the way of
speaking that simple sorry, the child took his father’s mistake in
a serious manner. The kid knows that his father’s sorry was true
without any single doubt.

“Kazuto-san, how’s it going..?”
The boss addressed the undercover’s name with “-san”, that means
that Kazuto is a person who is most likely close to him, more like
he trusted the man compared to any other persons on that warehouse.

“There will be no problem to worry about, Boss; let’s take it nice
and easy for tomorrow.”

“Your right, I guess I need to start practicing again with my
communicating skills.”

As the person in charge of the upcoming smuggling, this is going
to be Kazuto’s higher chance to sabotage the entire group’s
operation. He had already reported every details about it to his
superiors and he’s expecting further exchange of gunshots that
will happen the next day.
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“This Syndicate will surely be busted tomorrow once the assault
team conducts their operation” – While saying everything inside
his thoughts, he can’t help himself but to smile because of the
corresponding achievement and probably another promotion.

His expectations cannot simply go along its way that easy, he had
enough confidence that everything is going to turn into success.
All of it turned out to be planned except for one, the only thing
that the National Police Agency would never know that could
possibly happen starting this exact time.
A hardly unexplained occurrence of a mysterious person.

Nothing seemed to be expected to this early assault, a man in a
black coat were witnessed by everyone in the middle of that busy
warehouse. No one saw the man entered, not even the guards from
the outside, it’s like he is a ghost.

All of them inside was remained silent as their faces were all
filled with mystery and wonder. The continuous operation were
suddenly interrupted. The warehouse were filled with total
silence, all of their eyes and mouths were wide opened as an
evidence of a sudden shock.

The man was not moving from his post; maybe he’s waiting for others
to make their move.

“Kazuto-san, what is this…,”
The Boss can’t understand the mystery behind this man’s appearance.
It’s really easy to figure out that the man on black coat isn’t
someone that he have seen before.
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That man has a long white straight hair. The color of a hair which
is classified as “different”.

The Boss looked at his friend-Kazuto, and felt something weird
about his friend’s sudden reaction the moment he saw the mysterious
person. Kazuto’s eyes were wide opened, he was trembling…, as if
he have seen a frightening ghost.
Shivering to terror, Kazuto never included the mysterious person
within his calculations.

“What’s happening…, impossible...”

“—Impossible.”
Kazuto witnessed the man’s face that looks familiar. Except his
hair turned into white. He was sure about this, that the man had
already died ten days ago. He is really a ghost if you’ve already
known or somehow met him. He had suffered endless pain inside the
prison for his crimes, and an immediate execution was held for
him.

He died because of death sentence. He had finally endured all those
pain till his one last breath. But the NPA thought that it’s the
end, yet, they were all mistaken.

Kazuto keeps on making a question to himself;
“Does he came here for his grudge?”
That reasoning has a possibility. He must be taking revenge to the
persons who placed him to this state. Those people who needs to
keep their mouth shut. It’s like he is here to offer the most
tragic death. Their souls will be the cost for their debt to this
man.
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He is still not sure about the man’s objective. Who is/are the
person/s which needs to settle things with him inside this
warehouse? Maybe the boss of the Drug Syndicate, or maybe a police
officer like him.

Right from behind, the boss commenced a few steps towards the man.
The silence were still on its presence that’s why the only sound
or noise that can be heard were the Boss’s steps. The boss smiles
as he pointed his gun up close to the man’s head. He was holding
a revolver, then without any single warning the boss set the
trigger of his firearm as it clicks.

“Better have a valid reason why you came here my friend.”
The Boss said it in a calm moderate way, but if you carefully think
about what he said, it’s like he was giving an indirect warning.

His smile have some hidden meanings.
If it were like he was making a declaration of war against the
intruder.

Even so, the white haired guy didn’t answer. Still; he’s not
moving.
“State your business here--,”
He continued.
“—because if you don’t answer, I’m sad to tell you that there is
going to be a battle royal in this peaceful city. I know that you
know about the saying “Two is better than one”, the end of this is
obviously clear. You don’t have a single percent chance of winning.
This time, The Boss’s approach was like he was lecturing the man
about common sense.
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“You see.., I don’t want to take this for too long, better make a
reply or your head will blow off!”
The Boss directly said it, he will kill the man from behind if he
didn’t make an answer.

As expected, the man didn’t make a sense of reaction. Because of
it, the Boss closed his eyes for a short while and began to sigh.

“You leave me no choice…, sorry; “
“—farewell”
The Boss pulled his revolver’s trigger as a loud single gunshot
was heard all over that forsaken looking warehouse.

He really did pulled the trigger for good. He had totally lost his
patience to that mysterious person.
But without any of them had ever expected, yet together with that
shocking sound of a gunshot, the Boss landed into his complete
state of scare and terror.

The man didn’t die….,
He didn’t even lay down the warehouse’s floor.

Is this a supernatural phenomenon or some kind of a trick?

“Obviously, there’s something wrong in here, he shouldn’t be
staying alive in the first place.”
Kazuto knows something that any other of them doesn’t. He needs to
make a fast decision. Will he run or will he fight. He started to
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treat the man as even worse compared to that syndicate. He is more
of a threat than any other criminals, for the reason that he’s
invulnerable.
Even a gunshot from up close didn’t hurt him, it didn’t even left
a small wound.

The workers, the guards, the undercover, and the boss were all
terrified.

“Impossible.., that gunshot that I’ve fired…,”
The Boss can’t admit to himself everything that he just saw. Then,
the man started to turn his face to the Boss. He stared at the
overly terrified face of the recently cool looking Boss. The looks
on his eyes never loses its focus, keeps on staring at the
terrified person, more like showing his authority against them.

The Boss continuously steps backward until he makes a fine distance
to that man.
The next thing that happened were too sudden, most of the workers
pulled out their handguns from their pocket. Together, they pointed
it to the mysterious person which makes him completely surrounded.
Without any hesitations, they open fired gunshots towards the man.
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The scene suddenly turned into slow motion, before the shooting
lead bullets successfully reaches him, he quickly held the hidden
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katana underneath his coat. He bend his body, copying the stance
of a samurai, and then he quickly pulled the sword from its sheath
which is followed by a 360 degrees slash which makes the dusts on
the floor to be scattered.

All the shooting bullets were countered by that hit, preventing it
to reach him. And right after that slash, he quickly returned his
short sword to its case as it produces a moderately loud metallic
sound for about half a second.

The motion of everything returned normally.

Without
of them
through
as they

being noticed by those workers who shot the man, but all
were hit by that slash as their blood suddenly sprayed
the entire warehouse. Some of them were so badly injured
were sliced in half, while some of them lost their hand.

All the wounded were screaming because of pain. They were all
suffering from a bitter life. Everything happened too fast, they
were just working a while ago yet now they’re dying. They thought
that this is only a common day the same as the usual, but now
everything is like going to be the end.

The Boss was terrified to the fullest, the brutal murderer holding
a katana was facing him stands still while slowly removing his
sword from its sheath.

He landed the edge of his sword to the top of the Boss’ head in a
very smooth and light manner. The Boss cannot move a muscle, he
was too frightened to make a single move. Then, he looked at his
friend.
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“Kazuto-san!! Help me!!!”
The Boss was out of his mind. The way he shouts was too different
from the personality that he’s showing from before.

At the same time of saying that loud desperately begging voice,
the katana that is above his head was suddenly forced down to the
ground using the incredible strength of that man, leaving the Boss
vertically sliced in half.

This might be the valid reason why his act of shouting was
horrible. He must’ve felt that something is happening in the
katana.

This is already a massacre, but for that murderer’s perception,
this is still isn’t enough. This is just the start. The man moved
fast, he quickly dashed to each of the workers and kills them in
an instant in every different way. The syndicate can’t even make
any countermeasures, they were consequently dying one by one.

They kept on dying until Kazuto was the only person who remained
alive. The versatile police inspector never looked forward to this.
Everything happens to be a miscalculation, Kazuto was looking at
the man which is slowly walking closely to him.

By holding his pistol by both of his hands, he pointed the gun to
the mysterious assailant. The man was walking closely, stepping on
several of those bloody corpses right straight from him. His black
colored shoes were bloodstained.

“Tell me!! Why are you doing this!! What’s your motive for killing
all of them.”
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Kazuto was seeking some answers, he wants to know the assailant’s
proper reasoning why he is doing the mass murder. But the same as
before, the man didn’t answer, he is concealing the mysteries
behind his past.

He kept on moving closer and closer, then he stopped and bend again
his body; preparing to make his assault.

Despite the far distance that he had from Kazuto, still he slashed
and quickly returned his katana to its sheath. For the reason that
his katana was short, it obviously didn’t reached Kazuto. Kazuto
only felt the wind that passes through him coming from that strong
swing of sword. The solid sharp katana doesn’t even gets close for
at least a meter from him.

Kazuto assumed that the man was mistaken within his reach as he
took that moment as an opportunity to retaliate. He is the person
who never overrules against the world’s logic. He still can’t admit
to himself any existence of a supernatural phenomenon. He is still
saying to himself that there is no such person who possesses
extraordinary abilities.

“Stop fooling me!!”
He took the opportunity to make a gunshot against the man. He had
successfully fired a single gunshot. Yet, he doesn’t even
recognizes to himself that everything is over from the time the
man slashed from a distance seconds ago.

The man simply evaded the gunshot by slightly moving his body. His
attention was focused to the shooting bullet, that’s why after he
completely evaded it, he didn’t noticed that Kazuto was already
beheaded.
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Kazuto’s death wasn’t even anticipated by he himself. He’s on his
normal condition while pulling that trigger, nevertheless, he
never even felt that his head were took off.

Just what is this man’s trick? It’s clear that his sword didn’t
reached Kazuto’s neck, but after seconds he was smoothly beheaded
as his head rolled to the floor while his body were still
trembling, just like the movement of a lizard’s tail being
separated from its main body.
Afterwards, the man walks away from the crime scene. He was very
calm, looking like that mass murder was nothing for him.

Leaving the warehouse completely covered in blood and dead bodies,
he was walking, thus, while on the middle of his calm footsteps,
a kid unexpectedly shouted.

“Wait! Don’t leave yet.”

This is the first time that the child have spoken. This is also
the first time that he felt the words pain, hatred, and sorrow.
His eyes was like burning because of rage, his eyebrows were
closely pointed to each other while continuously breathing
heavily. He confronted the man without showing any sign of aghast.

“Why did you left me alive!!”
The kid’s reasoning has a point. What could be the reason why he
spared the kid’s life? Is there at least a bit of mercy that
remains on his heart?

The kid wants to know about this, then, he suddenly speculated an
answer. He said to himself that the reason why his life was spared
is that he is the chosen person to kill that murderer.
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“I will take all of this as my responsibility. One day…,”
“—I will avenge all these loss!!!”

The kid grabbed the man’s attention. While behind the darkness, he
looked at the kid and smiled convincingly.
“Then; you must remember this face until you’re prepared to see
hell itself.”

The mysterious murderer finally said a little bit of words. He’s
surprisingly interested from the kid’s bravery to confront him
though he have seen his father being brutally killed by him.

“Well then kid, you must remember this face and you should call me
as an—“
The man paused; then he continued.

“-Executioner.”
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Verse 1: Prologue

The year was 2026, it’s the seventh day on the month of May.

The entire surrounding was silent as a girl wakes up from her
sleep. She’s still spaced out as she yawns softly with her cute
sleepy face and stretches her arms.

While very slowly opens her eyes, the girl opened the cover of the
glass window to her side, particularly to her left. She carefully
wears her glasses and looked to the outside.

Her drowsy mood were suddenly changed, she was fully awakened after
witnessing a marvelous scenery beyond that glass window.
She saw herself above the clouds, and felt like she owns the whole
world. She’s totally overwhelmed just by watching that magnificent
view of one of the vast skies of Japan. It was early in the morning
and the sun is starting to rise as the rays of light pierces
through the holes of the clouds.

The clouds were in resemblance to sparkling gold that makes it
deserving to be watched for every ones in a while. And below that
golden radiance there’s an open view of one of the many cities of
that country. This scenery is similarly treated as an amusing setup
for the couples, just like the boy and girl in front of her seat.

She’s inside a luxurious looking passenger plane. The flight during
that time was very calm, there’s no any interruption, nor any
complaints from the passengers. Except for the fact that this
girl’s emotions were mixed up, she is kind of sad and kind of
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happy. Perhaps this is the term people calls as “jet lag”; or maybe
not.

As far as her behavior shows, it’s like there’s really a serious
problem. But even so, she decided to leave that loneliness behind
and tried to cheer up and showed a sign of amusement. She’s looking
forward to something, of course she has her plans.

So far, the passenger plane landed to the runway of the airport as
it makes a very unpleasant sound.

The girl is taking a stroll and heads to the outside of the airport.
She’s pulling her stroller bag which contains all her personal
belongings such as clothing, gadgets (laptop, smartphones, digital
camera, etc.), books, and more importantly; a pen and a journal.

At that moment, she’s on a very serious mood which creates an
atmosphere of her as a professional and well talented looking
individual.

Continuously walking and walking, until her feet leads her to the
airport’s exit. At that spot, she raised her head and read a sign,
it’s some kind of a welcome note that is written on the digital
screen from up above.

The message was—
“Welcome to Hanamaki City, Iwate Prefecture.”

As she comes out from that vast Hanamaki Airport, she began hearing
the noise made up by a busy civilization. Many people having
conversations to each other with different topics, the noise coming
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from different kinds of vehicles from huge up to small, and even
the further sounds of footsteps, all of it grabbed her attention.

The girl was sure to herself that a new world and a new beginning
awaits her. She looks around everywhere, trying to find someone or
something. She kept on continuing to explore, until she saw a
vehicle with a yellow carpaint on almost all of its exterior parts,
afterwards; she raised her hand.

“Taxi;”
The girl called for the driver of that yellow car which is quickly
corresponded. The taxi instantly goes after her, so fast that even
she herself cannot comprehend.

When you take a closer examination, the Taxi Driver often goes
after her before she makes a call for it. This is a bit weird for
what the girl thinks, but regardless of that, she didn’t took the
proposition in a more serious method, she just ignored the way the
Taxi Driver acts and entered the vehicle.

The Taxi Driver gets out of the car to help the girl by carrying
her luggage and placed it inside. The girl opened its door and
entered.
She felt the refreshingly cold temperature coming from the taxi’s
air conditioning.

“Thank you.”
She returned the favor of that man’s effort
assistance by saying that two simple words.

on

giving

her
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While the Taxi Driver was on his seat and holds the steering wheel,
he looked behind him where the girl is seated. He smiled and said:
“No problem; It’s part of my job."
The man is only showing the characteristics of a polite citizen of
Japan.

“Where will I take you miss?”

“I’m not really familiar of this city or even this country, but
can you take me to this place?”
This girl is obviously a certified tourist, but she anticipated
that a situation like this might happen that’s why she’d already
prepared.

She’s not really good about directions, so she only showed a
navigational map of the city coming from the GPS of her smartphone
and pointed the place where she’ll visit.

“Ahh.., so you’re going to the clover fields, what a perfect place
for a tour. But unfortunately miss, that place is almost near to
the outskirts of the city, so the ride would probably take long.”

“It’s okay with me.”
The girl didn’t complain despite the Taxi Driver tried to condemn
her request. It only means that she’s really into this. That place
must be so important to her, it must really took her interest.

Maybe it’s a place that can also be treated as a sanctuary where
she can take photos of her together with the versatile creation of
nature, or maybe it’s a place that can give her inspiration that
will take her motivation to a higher level, or perhaps it’s only
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a place where she can perfectly relax and forget all her problems
about reality.

The further scene were filled with silence. The Taxi Driver stayed
focused on his task, this man is really compatible or appropriate
to his job.

Taking the proper route, his way of driving is so smooth and formal
that every passenger will never experience any sign motion
sickness.

The silence longed enough further, the Taxi Driver just can’t let
his passenger get bored especially for this long ride.
He is aware of it, he wants to think of an interesting topic that
will cause a long conversation if necessary, for them to be
entertained. He kept on thinking, gathering the ideas around his
thoughts.

If finding an interesting topic is his main objective, then it
turns out that he doesn’t need to think of anything anymore after
the girl have spoken. The girl was the one who started the
conversation. Taking a deep curiosity, the girl asked a question.
“Do you know anything about the Executioners in this place?”

The Taxi Driver suddenly stopped from driving and looked down.
This is really a very interesting topic indeed. A not so typical
idea to start a long conversation.

“So this is maybe the answer why;” The Driver said it in his
thoughts, by the way he made that reaction, he more often gives a
hint that maybe he knows something.
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Actually the way he acted from his very first appearance to that
girl was something different getting to the point that every person
will have doubt on his true motive.

That topic surely grabs the girl’s interest. The ever known stories
about the Executioners throughout the world, and that includes
everything that is happening in Japan specifically Hanamaki City.

“Mr.., is something wrong?”
The girl worried about the Taxi Driver’s reaction after proposing
that question, she’s worried because the taxi had consequently
stopped.

Is her question that terrible?
This phrase remained to her mind. The term Executioner must be
considered as the most frightening word in this country especially
to this city where it all began.

She insisted to look at the mirror of the taxi’s front so that she
could precisely see the man’s face. She witnessed the Taxi Driver’s
face in a very serious mood. Based on his facial expression, he’s
seriously taking the girl’s question too harsh.

But for the girl’s perception, she simply concluded that the man
overreacted to the words that she have said.

The Taxi Driver closed his eyes, and after several seconds, he
slowly opened it as he played with the girl’s innocence with a
safe reply followed by a grin.
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“I don’t know if the stories were real, but some people says that
he’s a mysterious mass murderer which appears almost every
midnight.”
“-but why are you interested about it anyway?”
The Driver asked.

“It’s because I’m a writer, and the reason why I’m here is that
I’m going to write a Light Novel about the Executioner.”
That was too straightforward. The Taxi Driver was surprised by
that sudden change of pace. He finally found his answer to his
curious thought. Because of it, he decided to help the girl for
her further research by saying a suggestion.
“Well; if that’s what you’re here for, I suggest you go to the
Iwate Prefectural Police. I know a guy there who’s knowledgeable
about the Executioners. I’m sure that you’ll find something
interesting. So…, would you like me to take you there?”

The girl cannot deny to her facial expression the word
“excitement”, she’s so happy deep inside her heart, learning to
herself that there is always a chance.

Everything happened with just a blink of an eye. This is the best
chance that is gradually offered to her. She quickly answered
without a bit of hesitation.
“If it’s the only way to do this, then it’s okay for me.”

※※※※※

After a short while, the taxi finally came
headquarters. The driver slowly parked his car.

to

the

police
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“We’re finally here.”

The Taxi Driver gets out of the car and insisted to open the door
beside the girl’s seat. The girl smiled to him as she’s seeing the
gentleman like attitude of the taxi driver.

“Come on, I’ll take you to him.”

The girl gets out of the car and the man tried to escort her. But
without any warning, the man runs forward to the headquarters’
gate leaving the girl behind, perhaps he only advanced his steps
from the girl. Then, a police officer suddenly saluted to him.

The girl suddenly felt totally weird about it. Everything that she
recently saw is very awkward to look at. Why did that police
officer saluted in front of him?
The Taxi Driver turns back and faces her direction once she gets
closer. He lend his hand to her, then she responded likewise.

“….”

Both of them shake hands, while the girl is still on the condition
of being mixed up. She don’t have any idea of what this is going
through. The Taxi Driver’s actions turned out to be very
unnecessary.

“By the way, I’m glad you came here.”
The Taxi Driver said while their hands were still shaking.

“What’s this all of a sudden, I.., I still don’t get it.”
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The girl said while wearing a blank facial expression.
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“I’m Seto Hibari; I’m the Superintendent of this headquarters and
also the Major Investigator of the Executioner Case.”

The girl suddenly paused for a while. So the guy that the Taxi
Driver said to her who’ll give the additional information about
the Executioner is only pertaining to he; himself.

“So it means that you’re the answer to my needs.”

“Hmm.., maybe it is, come on let’s go to my office.”

“…. Yes; Okay..,”

No one saw that coming, who would ever thought that the
Superintendent of the police were disguised as the taxi driver
that time. Well.., maybe that girl is lucky enough in her trip.

Before they enter, Seto ordered something to his fellow police
officer.
“Please tell Kyoshiro-san to bring the Executioner Investigation
documents to my office. Oh, also tell him to be hurry because we’re
having a very special guest.”

“Okay Sir.”

The girl recognized something, the name “Kyoshiro” sounds familiar
to her, she kept on thinking. Thinking…, thinking…, thinking…,

“What’s your name?”
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Seto questioned in a light manner. Still; the girl kept on thinking
that’s why she didn’t heard the man saying a word.

“Miss?”

The girl finally heard the Superintendent after her long thoughts,
and as a result, she cannot comprehend with what Seto have
questioned.

“Pardon…?”

“I said what’s your name?”

“Oh, I’m sorry, I’m Katsunari; Ai Katsunari.”
The girl replied together with a smile.

“Hmm…, Katsunari; sounds familiar.”

“Just don’t mind it.”
Ai quickly replied in a hush with a grin on her face.

The Superintendent suddenly became serious.

“You’re here for an information about the Executioner’s Case am I
right?”
“Well; yeah.”
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“Then follow me.”

Together; they walked to the head quarter’s hallway which heads to
the Superintendent’s office. Ai observed those police officers
doing different things that kept them busy for this current hour
of the day.

“Honestly, the only reason why I’m going to help you on writing
that book is for the investigation’s documentation. I wanted every
single event and happenings about this investigation to be written.
And in the end, I wanted to show the world that the Executioner
must be hated by everyone.”

Ai was suddenly enthralled by that kind of determination. It only
proves that Seto is never considering this as a simple case. Likely
he wants to prove something.

This isn’t just a simple game where if you lose you can start over
and over again from scratch. There’s no turning back. This’ll be
his last resort in this career. He will never let his superiors
down with this most controversial case in the entire history of
Japan.

Because of that serious act, Ai decided to be silent for a while.
She decided to only follow Seto’s footsteps.

They finally reached the Superintendent’s office. Seto slowly
opened its door and insisted Ai to enter.

“This room is very well organized, it’s even tidy compared to my
room back home.”
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“Of course, I really need to keep things clean. After all I’m the
Superintendent of this headquarters, but honestly my room at home
isn’t like this well-organized.”

“- you may have a seat Katsunari-san.”
Seto had given Ai a seat and then Ai do so afterwards.

“So; where shall we begin…,”

Before Seto starts his further words, another police opened the
door and entered the room without warning. He didn’t even knock
before entering, he just goes straightforward without any single
permission.

That negative certain behavior had dealt Ai to have a first
impression about that police. A first impression that that police
officer is a failure of following the rules.

“Superintendent; these are the documents that you wanted to see.”
The newly arrived police officer was holding several black folders.

After Ai heard the police’s voice, her first impression were likely
changed. She recognizes the man’s voice, that voice is familiar to
her. She already heard that voice for a long time ago but she just
can’t express that exact moment.

Then, to have some proof about it, she looked at the police’s face.
She was surprised as her face became a little red.
It’s really him…,
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“Let me introduce him to you; his name is—“
Before Seto formally introduces the man, Ai quickly crossed.

“--Kyoshiro; Kyoshiro Kihara is your name right?”

“Well, you’re right.., but how come you knew my name..,”
Kyoshiro replied with a deep curiosity.

“No wonder why you’ve already forgotten. You’re my middle school
classmate on States. It’s really obvious that you’ve already
forgotten about me because a long time had passed since then. It
just happens to be that it’s not easy for me to forget some names.”

So everything that Ai thought after she heard the name Kyoshiro
isn’t just an overthought delusion. The two of them crossed again
each other’s path.

“I’m sorry to ask you but, what’s your name?”

“Oh, I’m Katsunari; Ai Katsunari.”

Kyoshiro’s eyes became serious for about half a second.
“So what took you here.“

“I just wanted to write a novel about the Executioner.”
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Kyoshiro was overwhelmed and said:
“So you became a writer or more like a novelist.”

“I’m still an aspiring one. Honestly; this is the first time that
I’m going to write, but I believe that this is going to be a
bestseller someday.”

Seto were suddenly discouraged to Ai’s current state after he heard
what she just said. He’s expecting that Ai is a very professional
to her career. But indeed, his expectations didn’t meet to its
reach. So after all he’s still jumping to conclusions, somehow
he’s been misleaded. This Nisei girl is only an optimistic dreamer.

“Kihara-san, you became a police eh..,”

“Yeah, actually I just got promoted as the Police inspector a year
ago.”

“You’re so lucky because you’ve finally achieved your dream,
because unlike me, I’m still on my first step.”

“My dream isn’t yet accomplished, actually, this is only the
start.”
Kyoshiro’s way of saying those words were serious, it’s like his
eyes was burning. He said that everything were just the start,
that phrase only proves that becoming a police officer nor having
the Police inspector’s rank isn’t his main goal.

That long conversation had led to Seto’s boredom, that’s why he
decided to cross the line between the two.
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“Enough with the conversations we’ve got work to do.”

“Ahh.., Okay,”
Ai and Kyoshiro replied together with a short sigh.

“These are the case files about the recent investigation.”
Seto had given Ai the documents and she started scanning several
of the pages. She’s carefully looking at it little by little.
Reading every important words that are written on the documents
enclosed from that black folder, and simply by looking at her face,
it easily expresses that every words, phrases, sentences, and
paragraphs really took her interest.

“It’s almost 20 years had passed since the case started. But still,
there are few information that were found about him. It all started
on the 17th day of June on the year 2006.”
All those words that came out of Seto’s mouth were clearly taken
Ai’s attention. She took her personally designed black pen together
with a black small journal from her stroller bag’s pocket.

That pen has a name written on it vertically in Japanese
calligraphy form. Its font was colored white so that its text would
perfectly stand out beyond its black case or body.

While Seto is still on the middle of saying those further
information about the investigation, Ai is continuously writing
the important things that she heard. She’s writing fast that time,
more likely every detail of it can be classified as a “precious
treasure” for her, but then there is also a possibility that she
only wants to make her novel to be completely detailed together
with convincing explanations and plot twists.
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“A massacre happened on a Syndicate’s hideout 20 years ago near
the central parts of these city. The victim counts had
unfortunately reached to 47, and almost all of them were involved
to the current city’s smuggling cases. All of them were brutally
murdered. The National Police Agency including the Japanese
Government were shocked by that incident. And because of it, they
started an investigation. At first; all of them formulated a theory
that everything happened were due to that drug syndicate’s conflict
between its dealer. But when another exact incident happened again,
they assumed that the criminal could be the same as the conqueror
who devastated the entire country of England on the year 1990’s
were millions of sinners were killed. In other words, that murderer
was compared to the “Stygian”.”

“So; the criminal that keeps on wandering in this country were
already concluded as an Executioner since then?”

“Yes.., All of that criminal’s acts were in resemblance with the
Stygian’s way of killing that’s why the NPA together with the
Japanese Government already proposed a conclusion to their theory.
We started calling him as an Executioner. Directly from the Prime
Minister as well as with the power of the Emperor, the Government
decided to take that situation remained as hidden to prevent the
Japanese citizens from a total panic, unfortunately, that option
of restraining the further spread of information didn’t ended into
success. After four months had passed and the situation became
even worse, those chained tragic incidents of mass murders resulted
for the people’s different self-interpretations until all of them
agreed to each other that an Executioner can only be the possible
cause of this mayhem. Because of it, the Government can’t help but
to tell the citizens about the real situation. So many people were
frightened by that incredulous proposition that resulted for
others; especially to the wealthy, to leave the country and have
a new life and safer place on other countries. While those who
remained still continued to live their life despite of their
unassured safety. All of them promised to themselves to never
commit a heavy sin for them to be excluded from the Executioner’s
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execution list. They said to themselves that if they didn’t commit
any sin, the Executioner will never go after them. As far as we
all know from the Executioners, it’s said that they only have the
authority to kill unrepented sinners, many people are saying that
it’s their main objective. They said that Executioners exists to
inspire fear and to promote order. They said that they are here to
show the true concept of hell and to make us realize how hell feels
like.--”
Seto’s expression was suddenly filled with a bit of anger.
“—But I don’t ever believe on that damn thing.”

He felt hatred inside his heart. There are many things that he
doesn’t believe about those people’s opinions. This is the first
time that he have shown this kind of personality to Ai which
quickly evoked her curiosity.

That face is completely different from his noble gentleman
appearance recently. So this noble gentleman also tends to get
angry for some times as well. This only shows that there is no
such thing as a consistent personality especially if a person is
showing a sign of negative emotions.

Sudden burst of emotions is one big factor that changes ones
feature and personality, which gradually changes the impression of
other people who witnesses it. Every individual has a side on them
that they don’t want to show to anyone. Thus, only you will know
who you really are. This concept is mostly be directed to Seto.

As far as anyone could tell, Seto must really be a noble person.
He had reached the rank of a Superintendent in such a young age.
“If you can answer…., what’s the reason why you won’t believe on
anything that people says about the Executioners?”
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Ai just couldn’t help but to ask a question because of her deep
curiosity about Seto’s background.

Kyoshiro were slightly shocked by that unexpected question.

Though Seto was the one being asked, still; he wasn’t surprised
about it. He closed his eyes as he nodded.

“Okay; I’ll tell you the reason why, of course; how would I believe
in everything that they’ve said. They said that the Executioners
are only targeting sinners right?”

“Uhmmm…, I guess so.”

“Then how come my father is also included to those 47 victim counts
during the Executioner’s first ever mass murder incident.”

“…..”
Ai’s eyes were wide opened for a second as she was startled by
that explanation.

Seto is only seeking revenge. The extreme will and reason to search
for justice had dealt him to the point of having a deep hatred to
the Executioner, and that hatred might led to extreme anger and
wrath.

So after all his serious interpretations
reasonable. This is really his last resort
This Executioner Investigation is cannot be
about 20 years of searching for answers with

to the case is very
for finding justice.
closed until now, for
his own resources and
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investigations, at last he became the one in charge of the
Executioner case. He's the person who’s holding the key. This time
is the perfect chance that was given to him. A chance that will
happen for once in a lifetime. This is the probable cause for all
his hard work.

Ai looks down the floor and felt some guilt to herself for asking
the question.
“I’m sorry…, because I’ve asked.”

“It doesn’t matter, actually it’s good for you to know.”
Seto replied.

Ai have spoken with her silent
forwardly accepted by Seto.

voice,

and

that

apology

was

Seto was the son of the deceased “Kazuto Hibari”. Kazuto is also
a police officer, he was an undercover of that syndicate. The day
after tomorrow might be the end of his task if the Executioner
didn’t interfere.

Seto was still a child that time, and after he found out that his
father’s surveillance is about to be over, he felt the excitement
and prepares for a great welcome.

He was a son of a classified skilled and talented police. His
father’s comrades have their expectations that Seto will follow
the path that his father reached, which; Seto would really want
to.
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Inspired by his father’s deeds, he promised to himself that he
will also become a police to continue everything that his father
started.

“My father is a skilled police officer, and I have a great respect
to him. That day I was very excited to hug him again once more. I
wanted to feel his warm body.”
“—“Too much expectations would never ever come true.” I guess that
phrase can really be applied to my current situation that time. On
the next day, I’ve found out that my father died. And the worst of
it is that the cause of death was a massacre. I was totally
terrified and about to breakdown, it was followed by a great shock
and trauma. I wouldn’t have thought that something like it might
possibly happen. It’s like the flow of time runs wild, but after
all, I still wanted to give him a warm hug. Unfortunately, I cannot
feel his warm body anymore, I was inside the morgue as I hug his
so cold and frozen body; and I can’t help myself but to shed all
the tears that came out of my eyes.”

“From that day, my promise to my father had changed, I will follow
his path not only because he became my inspiration, but because I
wanted to brutally murder that Executioner with my bare hands, he
beheaded my father that’s why it’s the same thing that I’ll do to
him.”

“—I will take his head off and let it roll to the ground.”

The
The
has
own

Executioner is the one who dragged Seto into this situation.
Executioner changed the revolution of his world. Everything
changed since he witnessed his father’s head separated to its
body. Vengeance overcame his soul.

“So at least everything is clear on me from now on; all of my
doubts have been removed, but regardless of that, I still wanted
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to make an apology. I’m really sorry.., it’s because if I haven’t
asked you wouldn’t have been remembered your past.”
Ai said while her body was bended towards Seto doing her apology.

“It’s okay; besides, all of it happened for a long time. If I
haven’t endured that experience, I guess I am not deserving to be
called as the Superintendent right?”

Ai was happy deep inside her heart, at least now she’s already
relieved. At least she knows that Seto have finally get over of
that sorrowful memory. She’s overwhelmed for knowing that Seto
have never given up despite that tragedy; he tried to stand up
again to his own feet and decided to move forward and seek for
justice. She knows to herself that one day, Seto will find the
thing that he is looking for. She concluded that Seto must have
existed to change the flow of this twisted world and vanquish the
evil.

Seto were destined to become the Superintendent. Ai was sure that
one day, he and the Executioner will cross each other’s path. And
when that day comes, she’s sure that Seto will be the successor of
salvation and the world will reward him of a new beginning.

Afterwards, without any expectations to she herself, her curiosity
kicks in again.
“The Executioner Investigation is almost 20 years ago right?”

“Yeah.”
Seto quickly answered the question.
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“Then why does the Executioner is still cannot be captured until
now.”

This is honestly a good question. That one is a huge question mark
on Ai’s mind. Who would ever think that a notorious person like
the Executioner is still cannot be restrained under the police
authority from up until now.

“The only reason why this case is still cannot be resolved is
because the Executioner is such a very professional killer.
Regardless of his supernatural strength, he is obviously skilled
on committing his assassinations. He leaves a crime scene with no
trace. Unlike the Stygian from England, the Executioner have never
shown himself to the police. Actually I haven’t seen him personally
until now, nor our Senior Superintendent have yet seen him from
eye to eye. We cannot find any single evidence that could possibly
be linked to his identity. The only thing that is left after his
massacre are those brutally murdered bloodstained dead bodies of
the sinners. There are also incidents of people witnesses him doing
his crime, but the only testimony that they can give is the
description of the Executioner’s outside appearance. They said
that he is a man with a long white and straight hair which wears
a black coat, a katana serves as his weapon. There are no other
information that the witnesses can tell beyond that. That’s why in
other words, only knowing his outside appearance couldn’t really
give much help to the investigation. The Government also made a
Special Investigation’s Team that holds a countermeasure about the
Executioner, actually the NPA had that Special Investigation’s
Team placed into a newly created special corps bureau which is
called “Assassination’s Bureau” were all members are considered as
the most elite police officers. That group held several tests and
actions but all of it were declared void or futile against that
Executioner. They also tried to hardly examine every crime scenes
but it happens to be that finding any evidence is hopeless. You
can’t even trust to any surveillance cameras because the
Executioner only takes advantage of its blind spots.”
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Seto continued to talk about it as Ai carefully listens. She is
still writing on her journal until she figured out that it’s late
already.

※※※※※

“Oh.., it’s 9:34 already. I’m sorry but, I’ve got to go.”

“Where are you heading Katsunari-san..,”
Kyoshiro questioned in light manner.

“I’m going to visit my Aunt for the first time.”

“Where is that place?”

“I’m not really sure about it but, I think she’s living near the
west side of this city.”

“The west side, you mean the clover fields’ right?”

“I guess so…,”
Ai was not really sure about that answer.

After Seto heard from Kyoshiro that Ai must be headed to the clover
fields he’d finally figured out why she was heading there at the
first place, So her other agenda of going all way through Japan is
to see her Aunt.
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“So that’s why you’re really here for, I’m sorry because I took
you to this place instead of the clover fields.”
Seto said his apology for the reason that he was the one who
dragged Ai to the Police Headquarters.

“Oh! That! Don’t worry about it, By the way, I’m the one who
insisted to come, it’s not your fault.”

“I have an idea, I’ll drive you all the way to lessen your expenses
to the fare.”

“You don’t need to; I mean…, everything is going to be fine. Don’t
worry, there is always a next time right? Next time, I will insist
to join a ride with you Hibari-san.”

Kyoshiro recognized something familiar on what Ai have just said.
The words “There is always next time” or “There is always a second
chance”, he’s sure to himself that he have heard those words from
long ago. Now, there’s no doubt that he really met Ai before.

He remembered Ai saying those words, leaving it as a proof that
she’s a type of person which is always having a positive point of
view in life. She is the kind of person who can change negative
thoughts into positive ones.

Whenever she feels hurt, got scared, or even feel down, she is
always standing up, looking front, and moving forward. Never
removing her hopes that maybe someday or perhaps tomorrow, there
will be a new success that awaits her.
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Whenever she’s lost somewhere, and faces many cases of failures,
she’s always trying to overcome her fears by saying to herself
that there is always a second chance, that there is always next
time. If she fails today, she never worries for the second chance
can turn into success someday.

That’s why; she never loses hope…, she’s never planning to think
of a worse future, the same of having a perception that the world
has no mistakes. She is the best reference for finding an example
of an optimistic person.

The three of them heads out to the Headquarters’ exit. Kyoshiro
looked and called for a taxi that Ai will ride. The taxi goes
quickly to the HQ’s wide gate as its tires harshly screeches.

“Okay; I’ve got to go.”
Ai said, while carefully giving a simple wave of farewell. A common
type of farewell which happens on our daily life each time members
of a group part ways and goes to each of their respective
destinations.

Ai treads towards the taxi which is located from a sharp distance.
Once again, she slowly waved her hand and smiles to the two. Seto
Kyoshiro then lifted their right hand and smiled in return.

“See you tomorrow…, have a safe trip.”
Swiftly replied by Seto.

The three of them seemed having the same benefit to this sudden
agreement. Though Seto’s reasoning of making the girl involved in
this case is still doubtful that maybe he is being greedy of his
authority. First of all, how come a highly classified investigation
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like this can be easily informed to an innocent individual which
is not even a professional to her certain career.

In this case, you can hypothetically say that Seto is sometimes a
dumb and might be also called as an idiot. But in terms of his
character and his role, all that is happening can be a part of his
personal plan. He must be having a one-sided objective.

※※※※※

Somewhere within the area of the city of Hanamaki, there was a man
with a long white hair wearing a black coat. He is simply
classified as the Executioner.

He is standing still from the top of a high building establishment.
Without moving from his post, the strong wind continues to blow
from up above as his coat and long hair were lifted lively.
Steadily looking for something below that tall building, and
carefully staring at an old infrastructure from a far distance.

That place is supposedly considered as his target for this day.
Everything is going to turn into a miserable scenario. It might
also become another form of crisis. Another kind of humiliation in
a society that ends into sorrow.

However, the Executioner is still on the middle of waiting for the
right time. He is searching for a proper moment and opportunity to
assassinate. Under the thorough patience, he was looking forward
to the upcoming barrage of bullets that will consequently happen
sooner on that area.
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His hair and his coat were still continuously blown by the wind as
he smiled bitterly.

※※※※※

Meanwhile, the taxi had finally reached the train station. In order
to go to the clover fields in a much lesser time, she needs to
ride a train. Taking that option naturally saves much time and
reduces the hassle.

The taxi arrived the same time as the Bullet train passes by and
about to run off. Ai heard the sound coming from that very long
transportation vehicle. She hastened her footsteps through the
train’s door that is about to be closed in a matter of seconds.

How fortunate, Ai reached the door. She entered with her seemingly
tired facial expression and immediately taken a seat directly
looking at the window.

After a while, that even she didn’t noticed – the view beyond the
glass window had changed, she was amazed of that marvelous view of
the wide area of the clover fields.

According from what she have known, that vast area of land belongs
to the property of their clan for over 67 years. This is only a
proof that the Katsunari family are classified as one of the most
influential family in Japan long ago.

Therefore, by simply looking at that perfect
conclusion that she’s close to her destination.

view

serves

a
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Luckily; the train station is closer ahead of her Aunt’s house. As
she makes her step outside that train, she unexpectedly breathe a
very fresh air. The entire surroundings became too quiet, it’s
like she’s on the countryside of Japan. So few people were on that
station. The moment were even more relaxing--- the clear open sky
and cotton like cumulus clouds. The natural development of nature
is part of those refreshing side of the site.

She even heard the continuous singing voices of chirping sparrows.

She heads to that place and pulled her stroller bag and walks
towards her Aunt’s Japanese style mansion that can be directly
seen from a fine distance.

She’s was even more impressed of the mansion’s architecture as she
walks closer and closer. Her Aunt is waiting for her in front of
the wooden sliding door that is already widely opened.

“I’m glad you came here, my daughter is very excited for your
arrival.”
Her Aunt have given her a bright welcome.

“Come in…, let’s get inside.”

The two of them gets in as her Aunt’s daughter quickly left her
room after she heard someone from the outside. Her Aunt’s daughter
runs after her, she’s an 8 years old cheerful little girl.

“Hello…,”
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The little girl had given her a welcome as Ai responded with a
smile with her body and knees bended having the same height as the
kid.

“You’re Katsunari Ai-san right? You really looked beautiful than
I’ve expected. I’m Ayumi Yatogami, and I’m glad to see you.”
Her Aunt made a formal introduction to her while they are heading
to the guest’s room.

“Shii-chan, please introduce yourself to your onee-san…,”

“Hi!!..., Onee-chan, I’m Shizuku Yatogami. I’m happy to see you
for the first time; I’m excited to play with you.”
Formally introduced by her Aunt’s daughter while she’s smiling
great that ended up revealing her teeth.

“Your mother had really given you a beautiful name.”
Ai replied together with a severely apprehended smile.

※※※※※

The three of them were at the guest’s room where there is a kotatsu.

“Shii-chan, you can play to the clover fields if you want.”

“Really!!”
Shizuku was surprised as she tried to confirm what her mom just
said. It’s obvious to her face that she’s very excited.
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“Yes.., just don’t go too far.”

The little girl carelessly runs outside the mansion. Likely
Shizuku’s burst of excitement is due to her mother’s rare
decisions. The conversation of the two must really be something
very urgent as it takes Ayumi to initiate.

Before the two begins the formal conversation, Ayumi first filled
both of their cups with green tea. While Ayumi was filling Ai’s
teacup, she also kept on gazing at Ai’s face. That look had led to
Ai’s insecurity to herself, she can’t make a direct eye contact
with her Aunt as she only tried to look away.

Ai’s teacup was finally filled as Ayumi insisted to sit on her
knees in front of her.

“So, what took you here Ai-san..?”

“…..”
Ai suddenly showed a sign of depression the moment Ayumi started
to speak.

“I’ve got a contact from your Dad and he told me that you’ve run
away.”

So that’s why Ayumi made a suspicious gaze at her. Ai was doing
arrogant things. It is the reason why she’s a bit worried while
she was still at the Hanamaki Airport. As a matter of fact, the
possible cause of her decision of running away is to write that
Novel that she’s been saying.
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It really is true that only you will always be the one to make
your own decision where you can find comfort in your own ways. And
if somehow every bit of it ends up to failure, you need to always
be ready to suffer for the consequences all by yourself.

Remember that you’ve made that decision by yourself, that’s why
you mustn’t involve anyone if that decision happens to be a
terrible mistake. However, we can’t control other people’s
decisions. Sometimes, when a classified failure is gathered to you
just by giving a try, people that are closer to you may have their
sympathy. Your friends, your family, and every person involved to
you will always be a part of your world, no matter if it’s under
the circumstances of happiness or loneliness.

“It’s just that, he is always against me, I didn’t even felt the
freedom and privacy on that place. All things that comes in his
mind is work. He doesn’t even give us some time to make him take
care of us as his very own daughters. He doesn’t give me the will
to call him as my Dad.”

This is other one tough reason indeed. The only way that she have
chosen in order to achieve her dream is to turn her back to her
own family. She barely goes outside of her mansion where she’s
staying back on States. And if she does, a body guard always
follows her destination.

Her life was like of a princess, or rather a lonely member of a
royal family. Every action that she will do always needs an
approval or permission from her Dad, and unfortunately, most of
her actions can’t be done. She was like a member of a state composed
of a communism government. Because of all the written uninteresting
details within her memories of the past, she decided to be slight
a rebellious.
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Leaving that place doesn’t mean that she’d really overthrown her
parent’s name and dignity. Of course she’s a little sad because
she will leave her younger sister behind. But then she thought,
her younger sister acts far more mature compared to her that’s why
she’s sure that everything is going to be alright.

“You know.., you need to understand him, he is just doing all those
things for the sake of you two.”
Ayumi replied as she suddenly remembered the things that they play
together with Ai’s father while they were still young.

“Ai-san, would you like to walk outside?”

Ai quickly nodded.

“I-It’s okay!....,”
Ai replied too sudden for she wasn’t really prepared to answer
that question.

Both of them stands up as Ai accidentally stared at her teacup.
The moment they stepped towards the shine of the sun from the
outside, Ai realized to herself that they didn’t even sipped even
a small volume of that green tea. It’s really clear that they took
their conversation in a grief intense.

Both of them reached the clover fields as they happily watches
Shizuku playing naturally as a child.
“I will never forget all those things, those moment that lives on
memories only. In this very wide area where we enjoyed the best
seasons of being a child; such good memories that will always be
remembered.”
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“I don’t even know that he enjoyed his young moments.”
Ai mumbled with a very low tone of voice which only she can hear.

“-He doesn’t even make us feel that kind of enjoyment.”

Her disappointment to her father had brought Ayumi of feeling a
bit sorrow as she said:
“You know, you’re Dad happens to be a lonely person to begin with.
He has a brother with the same age as him…,”

“So my Dad has a twin.., I don’t even know about that.”
Ai said with
continued:

a

quick

response.

But

then

Ayumi

immediately

“-No it’s not, it’s because your Dad was just an orphan of the
Great Yatogami Family before.”

Ai was shocked by that sudden revelation. After all the years that
she slightly spent with her father, not even a single word is said
in accordance to his past. Still, she doesn’t know anything about
it. Perhaps that could be the reason why she’s not permitted to go
to this country.

As Ayumi touches those clovers by her right hand she said:
“Those brothers were always together, they were united by all these
clovers. There was a time that his big brother picked up a fourleaf-clover. As a child, they believed that each leaf represents
something.”
“-the first is for “fate”, the second is for “hope”, the third is
for “love”..,”
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“-and the fourth is for “luck”.”
“From that day, their relationship as brothers became stronger. As
the time went by, your Dad’s purpose and role on living to that
family had started. He was praised and became a young achiever as
well as the family’s successor. While the original son decided to
live a normal life. Your Dad thought that his brother only wants
to escape their family’s responsibility and thus tried to oppose
him. That argument triggered themselves to start to hating each
other. After that day, their rivalry started even for a girl’s
love. From brothers, they become enemies, and even in death they
treat each other as rivals.”
Ayumi have spoken all those words with all her hearts content.
Each words that she said never indicates any sign of lie. She truly
is a big part of Ai’s Dad’s history. She observed most details
about Ai’s father, whether her Dad is on the point of being sad or
being happy, Ayumi is always there.

Besides Ai’s Mom, Ayumi was the second person who knows him so
much. They can be called as childhood friends, she considers Ai’s
Dad as her savior every time she falls into trouble. That’s why
this time, she wants Ai to know about her Dad’s different side
which she have not yet seen.

She wants Ai to see her childhood friend’s different image. All
that her father have done will always have a cause in which, in
the end, hopefully Ai would understand.

“So it’s better to understand your Dad, he had painful memories
that cannot be simply washed away by tears. Remember that every
pain and sorrow that you’ve already felt in your entire life is
not even an inch compared to your Dad.”
Ayumi said while her face were showing a sign of loneliness.
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“All of that stories, I didn’t even know all of that stories. His
attitude is very unpredictable, and I don’t have any idea that
he’s been keeping secrets like this.”

“Every second of my life is already a second chance, that’s why in
return, I should never make any mistake.” She remembered what her
Dad said to her before. Now, she knew the reason behind all those
words.

※※※※※

The two of them returned to the guest’s room and finished drinking
each of their teas. Ai closed her eyes as she breathes deep and
said:
“You’ve questioned me a while ago if what’s my plan of coming here
right?”

“Yes.”
Ayumi answered in a hush for she didn’t expect that question to
come in.

“My answer is that, I’m writing a novel about the Executioner.”

“The Executioner; how do you know him…, “
Ayumi’s eyes widened.

“The answer would be simple, I love reading things which grabs
most of my interest”
Ai quickly replied.
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“Ai-san, you really don’t know what you’re doing, that man have
already killed hundreds of people. If you’re brave enough to see
people that are soaked in blood and brutally murdered, then I guess
you still have a chance to reach that goal. But for what I’m
seeing, you’re just a simple girl who can easily experience a
terrible trauma.”

Ai was harshly insulted by Ayumi. It’s like Ayumi is treating her
like a kid who can never live alone all by herself.

She looks down as the tips of her hair was pointed to the floor,
and together with a moderately loud tone of voice she said:
“No! No one can stop a person who wants to reach a certain dream!”
She was enraged for taking Ayumi’s proposition as an insult. She
assumed that Ayumi was looking down on her, more apparently trying
to discourage her.

“I’m going now, I guess I don’t belong in this place.”

“Wai-t..,”
Ai was treading and headed outside the mansion with her stroller
bag as Ayumi lifted her right arm and pointed her palm to the
leaving girl.

She was staring at Ai with her face differently painted. Ayumi
can’t believe that girl’s sudden change of behavior. Ai must really
be some kind of a nice person, but when in terms of her side where
her dreams being insulted together with herself being offended,
her nice personality can instantly change into an arrogant side.
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She hates to be criticized. She hates her mistakes being mentioned
by someone, especially to those people who’s not even knowledgeable
to her field of career and experience.

“Tatsuoh….,-san.”
Without knowing to herself, Ayumi suddenly thought of someone who
is almost having the same attitude as Ai. A certain man that
resembles her behavior having the name Tatsuoh.

As Ai gets out, she crossed Shizuku- whose facial expression had
changed showing a slight worry about what happen to her sister.

“Onee-chan, you’re leaving already?”

Ai holds Shizuku’s cheeks by her left hand
“Farewell, Shii-chan.”

“….”
Shizuku was filled with wonder. Her big sister left her as simple
as that. She didn’t even got to say goodbye to her big sis, she’d
became speechless after she saw Ai leaving quickly.

Though Shizuku still has many plans about them enjoying together.
Though she still wants to play with her. She admitted to herself
that it will not happen for this day. Therefore, she’s still hoping
that they can play together for some other time.

※※※※※
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Ai was inside a taxi which is headed to her temporary home. She
already had an apartment, well.., nothing is supposedly expected
for a girl that came from a wealthy family, but her apartment is
only simple. It’s only a four tatami sized room that can fill in
a normal person’s needs. Her apartment is already composed of a
kitchen, bathroom, and a quite small living room.

Obviously, this unit is enough for a single person, but for a girl
that wears a rich surname, of course this isn’t enough! She might
be having some sort of a misfortune, hopefully she will be alright,
hopefully she can easily adapt to her new environment as soon as
possible.

The taxi was continuously running, but this time, Ai felt some
difference in her experience compared to Seto’s driving skill. She
felt the severe motion sickness that further becomes even worse
from time to time.

The sunset was over recently, she did tried to think how Ayumi
tried to disdain her.

“Everything is going to be alright, I must be prepared if something
like that would happen. Ai.., stay calm.” Those were inside her
thoughts, if something like Ayumi have spoken turns out to be a
scenario that could happen to her, then she must be prepared for
anytime. She has no other choice, or else her entire life will
turn into despair that may eventually scorn herself for eternity.

That overthinking had dealt her to the point of being spaced out
for a while until knowing to herself that the taxi is farther from
her apartment after checking her GPS on the phone.
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The taxi driver was driving so fast as the car goes through an
alley. The sun had fully set several minutes ago, the place was
already dark, there are so few working street lights that they’d
crossed. Even if Ai is not familiar to this city, well.., based on
what she witnesses, it’s certainly clear that she’s not headed to
her apartment.

That situation had brought her to suspense. What is happening?
What’s wrong with the taxi driver? What’s his motive? What’s his
intention? Those thoughts engulfed her mind.

“Mr.., I think you’re taking us to a wrong direction…,”
Ai said while her facial expression was showing a total worry and
fright.

What if everything that Ayumi have spoken will begin to turn into
reality. Will she endure all the following act of terror?

“No, I’m just taking you into a shortcut to that hideout.”
The taxi driver replied, while he was doing a very evil smile.

“But that’s not where I’m heading!”
Ai shouted. She was startled. Therefore she needs to think fast.

She was planning to struggle but..,
“….”
-the taxi halted and its engine were completely turned off, then
the driver adds some sort of a sleeping chemical on his
handkerchief and forcibly made her smell that piece of cloth.
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At first, Ai is constantly struggling, but then she suddenly felt
dizzy. She can’t move a muscle as she can’t help herself but to
close her eyes. She felt the total drowsiness getting to the point
that she fell asleep not by her own will.

※※※※※

Ai quickly opens her eyes. She is breathing heavily as she watches
with her blurry vision some unfamiliar appearances of men from a
distance. Those men are talking to each other but she just can’t
comprehend what they’re saying. She observed herself sitting on a
metal chair while her two wrists were tied from behind. She wasn’t
wearing her glasses, perhaps it was took off by the criminals or
else it was fallen somewhere. She’s still spaced out while feeling
a severe headache that might have been caused by that sleeping
chemical that the taxi driver forced her to smell. She still have
no idea where she exactly is. But according from what she’s seeing,
it’s like she’s inside of some kind of an abandoned establishment.

She quite remembered what the taxi driver said a while ago. The
moment where he said that he’s taking her into a shortcut to their
hideout. It’s obvious that this is really the hideout that he’s
been speaking of.

After several seconds, a man which is facing her position saw her
already awakened. The man walks closer to her to make a
confirmation.

“She’s already awake!!”
The man shouted as his comrades heard it from a distance.

“What are you going to do to me..,”
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Ai said while she was shivering and breathing heavily.
Another man comes close to her and said:
“Our Boss will tell you everything, okay; I’ll take her to him.”

“Okay..,”
The remaining men replied all at once.

Ai must’ve understood everything that is happening. This is clearly
a kidnapping scene. She knows to herself that she’d come from a
wealthy family. Nevertheless, it’s very unparticular for her to be
kidnapped if the group’s intention is for ransom purpose; -for the
reason that she’s not really popular into this place.

That uncertain theory had dealt her to the point of touching her
forehead, but she realized that something important is missing on
her face, more apparently on her eyes.

“Where are my glasses…,”
Ai said, that moment increased her worry. That red semi rounded
eye glasses must be so precious for her. That thing must’ve fallen
somewhere else while she was under her very deep forced slumber.

One of the criminal escorted Ai to a room. This group’s motive is
still undefined. She’s still unsure if her theory is right. She
won’t know whether the result of her hypothesis is correct unless
she enters that room.

The criminal knocked the door twice.
“Boss.., she’s finally awake.”
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“Okay, let her in.”
That voice came from that room. It is a voice of a man which is
more like on the age of 40’s.

The criminal beside her opens the door as its creaking sound were
quite heard. Ai entered on her own, she really wants to know the
person behind all of this. In others words, she was seeking answers
to this group’s motive.

She saw the boss of that criminal group while sitting on a chair
and faces her. That room is totally different, it never looks like
its abandoned compared to its outside appearance. Everything
seemed fixed inside that room.

Well, that man’s voice matched his age. The boss looks like a
middle aged man with a formal and presentable appearance. By
looking at him, you may doubt that he is a boss of a criminal
group. He looks like a very wealthy person, he was wearing a black
suit that matched with his short haircut.

“You’re name is very popular for a guy like me, “
The Boss said in a very negotiating manner.

“What are you saying..?”
Ai replied with a big question mark on her mind. She truly doesn’t
know what the boss is really up to.

“You’re
the
daughter
of
“Katsunari
Souichiro”multibillionaire owner of the Katsunari Corporation.”

the

The Boss quickly answered his questionable statement. So, to sum
things up, the man whom the Boss named as Souichiro Katsunari is
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considered as
businessman.

one

of

the

mostly

respected

multi-successful

“You’re just mistaken, you must’ve only misunderstood me for a
wrong person.”
Ai immediately replied. Her theory is starting to turn into
reality. The only question remaining to herself if the reason why
this man knows her.

“-just think of it, how can a daughter of a multi-billionaire roams
around from this far country with no single body guards around
her.”
Ai tried to strengthen her reasoning in order to persuade the boss
to believe her. She wanted to divert the Boss’s idea about her.
She wanted to conceal everything if possible.

“Mmm..,”
The Boss smiles.
“-seemed like your tongue slipped a little. Ha! Ha!! You can never
show a lie to me. If you aren’t the heiress of the Katsunari’s,
then how come you’ve figured out that she came from a far country.
Obviously if you don’t know anything about the Katsunari’s, then
according to their names which is Japanese, you should have thought
that their family is settled in this country. I know that Ai isn’t
that popular to be known if only you’re a normal girl right? Well,
that’s the reason if you’re a normal girl, but unfortunately, you
are not.”

As people says, “falling from your own trap”. That is exactly what
happened to her. Her intention of saying those words is to lessen
the boss’s doubts but it unfortunately turned out into a worst
case scenario. It’s like she’d personally given the man a vivid
hint.
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“No!! Believe me, I’m not the person you’ve been looking for!!”

“-Shut up!!”
The Boss crossed…
“-tomorrow your father’s love for you will be proven.”

Ai became speechless, it seemed like her lies is futile to this
man. Since she arrived to this country, she made a commitment to
herself that she’ll never reveal her true identity to anyone. She
wanted to keep a mask to conceal everything in her past.

Though this time is really ironic, she thought that she’d equally
hidden her identity, but based from what she’s witnessing this
moment, it seems like her position’s been changed to that man in
front of her. She has no idea how the Boss knows her so much.

Just who is this guy?

“What is he planning to do..,”
Those words entered her thoughts.

“There will be a kidnap for ransom scenario tomorrow. Don’t worry,
your ransom is still a very small amount of money if it comes to
your father. Let’s simply say, ¥500 billion for the freedom of
Katsunari Ai.”

“¥500 billion!! Even a multibillionaire couldn’t get that large
amount of money for a single day.”
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Ai shouted because of shock. That ransom is really shocking indeed.
¥500 billion for a single day is very difficult to get even for a
rich man. And if it comes to her father, that ¥500 billion is a
very large amount of loss to his wealth. Closing a single branch
can be possible to happen if he will agree to the criminal’s
demand.

“I know he can, he can make solutions to any problems like this.
Nothing is impossible if it comes to your father. I know his
attitude. So, are you supposed to be excited for what’s going to
happen for tomorrow? If you asked me that question my answer would
probably be yes.”
The Boss said closely to her ears. He is full of confidence and
very optimistic about the next possible scenario. The Boss then
finally faced the man whom escorted Ai to this room.

“Okay; so you’ll be the one capable of watching her tonight. By
tomorrow morning at exactly 5:00 take her to our next hideout and
then we’ll make a phone call to his father.”
The Boss’s order were forwarded to that man.

“Everything will be alright Boss.”

“Okay; I’m leaving.”
The Boss of the criminals slowly walks away and left the room.
Leaving the two behind, for Ai’s perception, that man which is
slowly walking away from her is one absolute mystery. She’s
carefully having her sight from that man until the criminal beside
her holds her shoulder by the left hand.

“Let’s go, I’ll take you to your temporary room for this night.”
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While the two of them are heading to her designated room, the
criminal sad:
“Don’t worry; you’ll be safe, you just need to follow the rules.”

“Why are you doing this?”
That question suddenly flashed to Ai’s mind as she can’t help but
to say it.

“Doing what?”
The criminal misunderstood her question.

“Why do you call yourself as a criminal.”
Ai said while she’s facing down and her expression seemed kind of
lonely.

Together with a serious facial expression the criminal answered:
“You see, this is our way of living. We existed into this world to
be hated by others.”
Those words only came from his opinion though. But because of that,
it turns out that everything that he said has a meaning.

Despite that thoughtful answer, Ai is still feeling sorrow.
“I don’t understand.”
Ai said. She’s not convinced of what the criminal have spoken.

Then, the criminal closed his eyes.
“You’ll understand soon.”
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※※※※※

It’s almost 4:00, this is really called as a misfortune for this
girl. But according to her belief, this is even worse than a
misfortune. This is classified as her agony or some kind of a
consequence to her wrong decisions.
A single night.
Right after a single night she’d already abducted. Her life is
already in danger. She is inside a dark quiet room. Alone, sitting
down the bed and looking down the floor while her two hands is
holding her forehead.
The man is taking surveillance to her while waiting on the door of
that room. She has no idea that this mess could possibly happen,
she can’t normally think anymore, she just can’t stay calm.

She’s always saying to herself that everything is going to be
alright, but no matter how hard she thinks of a positive outcome,
there comes a flash of her memories about her father. She can’t
admit it to herself, but this time only her Dad can give her hope.
Yet; a question still remains in her thoughts, what if her Dad
declines with the criminal’s demands? What if her Dad wouldn’t
want to bet his wealth in order to save her? What if her parents
absolutely abandoned her?

She’s becoming hysterical.

With those questions, of course she can’t stay calm. Does her life
going to end up just like that! How boring…, how plain…, how
stupid.
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Of course she don’t want her like to end up like this. She is a
girl with a dream who wants to achieve. She has a goal,
unfortunately everything right now is involved to that cycle.

A while ago she said to herself that she’s got to be prepared for
this to happen. Expectations is really opposite compared to reality
itself.

In the end, her tears started to pour, her eyes are half closed.
Is there any second chances left for her? It’s really unparticular
to see an optimistic person who gives up in a situation like this.
Her positive thinking isn’t applicable in this very horrible
moment.

※※※※※

Meanwhile, the four remaining criminals are having a continuous
chat to each other which is furtherly followed by laughter.

※※※※※

Ai can’t take it anymore. All the negative thoughts are gathered
upon her. She can’t stop her tears from falling. All her hopes are
gone. She’s starting to reach the stage of trauma. She only watches
these kind of scenes on TV, and if the main heroine of the story
loses all kinds of hopes, as expected the main protagonist will
come and save the day.

Unfortunately, this isn’t a TV show, she’s not the main heroine
therefore no one will save her.
She’s not expecting like it to happen but…
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“BAM!!! BAM!! BAM!!”
The two of them suddenly heard continuous gunshots from the
remaining four criminal’s direction.

“What’s happening out there.”
The man who is taking guard of her was shocked by those gunshots.

The continuous gunshots was then followed by loud screams.

“Hibari-san…” Ai said in a low voice while her eyes are both
suddenly wide opened.

She assumed that Seto happens to find out what happened to her.
Someone is going to save her from this worst case scenario. Her
negative thoughts had gradually changed into small hope. She can’t
help herself but to smile a little, her tears of sadness changed
into tears of happiness.

“I’m going to be alright...” Ai said in her thoughts.

The continuous gunshots became lesser and lesser together with
those loud screams. As if the only noise that they hear is the
very fast approaching footsteps. They don’t know whose footsteps
it came from, but Ai was so overwhelmed.

“Rentaro!!!”
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The man guarding her recognized that voice. That voice is coming
from his comrade, he is also the person behind those fast
footsteps.

Theoretically, the criminal guarding Ai has the name Rentaro, and
somehow it’s like his name was loudly called for him to give
assistance.

Rentaro watches his ally running closer and closer to him. He was
terrified by his comrade’s facial expression. It’s like death was
chasing that man. He’s clearly watching his comrade already
exhausted and tired. But had no other choice but to run for the
sake of survival. That man has no capability to struggle, his life
is doomed.

Without any sudden expectations, Rentaro heard a swing of a sword,
and right after that, his comrade’s left leg were cut straight as
its blood splattered all over the floor. And right before the man’s
body completely lands, his neck was then sliced as his head rolls
towards him.

The head stopped from rolling the moment it reached Rentaro’s
shoes. There’s blood everywhere, this is like a horror movie scene.
Rentaro was enveloped with terror. He can’t stop his arms and legs
from shaking. Not a police nor a common type of criminal could do
that hideous brutal bloodbath. It’s like a demon did this massacre.

As he watches his ally’s body beyond the shadow of the darkness,
he witnessed a silhouette of a man with a long white straight hair.
That man smiled with a very terrifying aura. This is clearly a
person whom he never dreamed to fight. Maybe he needs to pay for
his sins. Maybe he needs to die to bring fear to others to do what
he had committed.
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As far as anyone could expect, the murderer assaulted Rentaro in
a flash with his katana. So fast that he didn’t even see the
enemy’s action while removing that sword from its sheath. The
murderer slashed his body faster than a blink of an eye. That
Executioner is really skilled, at the same moment as Rentaro’s
wounds opens together with the spray of blood coming from his
flesh, the Executioner immediately returned his katana to its case
that allows a metallic sound to be produced for about half a
second.

Rentaro was murdered with his eyes wide opened as his body directly
slammed to the seamless concrete floor.

Ai witnessed all of it while she’s inside the room that resulted
for her hands to hold her mouth as she can’t take to continuously
look at it. She was about to throw up as she witnessed a very
horrible death.

The murderer then faced her direction. Ai was breathing heavily
together with an unparticular shiver that she have never
experienced before. This only means that she’s not the main heroine
of this story. Seto will never save her. This man she’s facing
this time is no savior, this is no prince, this is no main
protagonist, this man will never save the day, he will only make
everything worse.

The Executioner walks towards her. The only thing that she can do
is to step back with her cold feet. That time she remembered Seto’s
lines during their conversation the time where Seto described the
Executioner’s appearance.

“A man with a long white straight hair wearing a black coat and
uses a katana.” –that description is best related to the mass
murderer in front of her.
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She’d overcame with too much fright and terror which eventually
resulted for her vision to become blurry and about to lose
consciousness. But before she do so, a question suddenly came out
of her mouth without even knowing to herself.

While breathing heavily she said:
“Are you the…,”
“-Executioner…?”

Together with that question was her total loss of conscious as her
vision turned all dark hearing the sound of her body lightly
slammed down the floor.

-------- END OF CHAPTER 1 --------
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Verse 2: Murderers

[Reinhardt’s Monologue]

Death; it’s something that occurs in the end of every life form.
Death is the only thing which, people will never know what truly
means when they are still breathing. Death is something that you
can’t experience while you live. But by watching people who are
miserably suffering from it, you can gradually anticipate what it
really is.

Sometimes people watches gore and horror movies in order to witness
a terrible act of death, that way, people can connect with the
same feeling of suffering. Or rather they can conclude for their
very own outcome that death is something painful and tragic. Tears
will fall every time there is death, those loved ones that is/are
left suffers for the worst, they will cry until their eyes dries
out.

Some says that when someone dies their soul will either goes to
heaven or hell, and that destination only depends on what you have
done while still living.

As common people says, death is chained together with pain and
misery, but sometimes death may also be connected to laughter.
Other people has the desire to kill, and after they do so, extreme
happiness will be all over their soul. Just like every
Executioners, their desire to kill is in accordance to their
commitment. They kill to give people their realization.

Ironically, they kill to make this world a better place.
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※※※※※

Ai’s eyes suddenly opened as her blurry vision was looking towards
the fluorescent light from the ceiling. The ceiling’s paint were
all white.

“Ai-san.., Ai-san.., Ai-san.., “
She’s continuously hearing two voices of men calling her name.
That voice’s sound becomes louder and clearer as her mind starts
to perform with its proper condition. She don’t know where she is,
she’s only hearing voices. Thus, after hearing those voice many
times, she’d finally remembered most of what happened yesterday.

She was abducted by an unknown group of criminals, and plans for
a kidnap for ransom scenario.

“I’m glad you’ve finally woke up Ai-san.”
Kyoshiro said in an overwhelmed and light manner.

“Tell us what exactly happened to you.”
Seto crossed with a very serious voice. Of course he knows that
she’s been kidnapped, but the question remaining to himself is
that – why? Despite that curiosity, the other reason of asking
that question is to find out some answers about that mass murder
incident that could be again linked to the Executioner
Investigation.

“What happened to me….,”
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Ai paused for a little.., while she was lying down the bed inside
a room of a wide private hospital.
“-I remembered.”
“-I was heading to my apartment that time, then I was kidnapped by
a criminal group and then..,”
Her eyes widened open, she is experiencing from a shock, she was
terrified as her face was opposite from being optimistic.

“He killed them all.”
She said in a very horrible way.

“So he did it again.”
Seto is enraged, the Executioner did it again. He committed again
an unreasonable crime.

“Ai-san, can you state what really happened that night? I need to
make a report to my Senior Superintendent about this new crime
that the Executioner did. – “
“- it’s only if you really can right now. Don’t worry, I’m not
forcing you to do so.”
Seto said after he have calmed down for a little. Is this really
how the country of Japan welcomes a tourist? It’s only her first
day yet she’d already witnessed a terror act.

Even so, Seto is still glad because it looks like Ai is alright.
She’s not suffering from a trauma so far. She is still fortunate
because that time, the Executioner happens to be in a good mood.
He doesn’t involve an innocent people like her while doing his
massacre.
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“Okay; I can tell you everything.”

Ai sighed for a second...
“I really can’t remember everything, I was totally frightened that
time. I was already scared from the moment I was abducted.
Honestly, the moment where I was about to lose hope, I carelessly
assumed that when the gunshots began, you were there to save me.
Unfortunately, that deduction was a mistake. I was kidnapped by a
criminal group that time. I talked to their boss and he planned to
have a kidnap for ransom scenario.”
Ai paused for a little as she saw Kyoshiro’s face while looking
upset.

“So that group was trying to have a deal of kidnap for ransom…, so
that is really their objective.”
Seto said while he was continuously writing everything that the
girl stated on his digital journal. Deep inside of Seto’s thoughts
is to find a valid and acceptable reason why she’s been kidnapped.
Therefore, he insisted to make a question.
“So you’ve been kidnapped.., but, why?”
His eyebrows suddenly curled while saying that question.

Ai was surprised a bit as her eyes widened for about half a second.
Then after that, she looked down with her eyes half closed.

“I don’t really know why, but I guess the criminal group observed
me the moment I came to this country. For what I see is that, as
a tourist from States, the criminals thought that I can be a big
deal.”
Ai lied to her trusted person, but that lie also serves as her
excuse for her safety. She don’t want to spread any details about
her father and about her true identity. She made a commitment to
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herself that she’ll never rely to her parents that’s why no one
must know about her. Yet, her excuse or opinions about the
criminal’s motive still less strengthened to successfully divert
Seto’s attention.

First of all, how come a criminal group make a certain crime to a
victim that they didn’t even really know? How cheap.

“So what happened after that.”

“After that, I was taken to a room. That was the exact time when
I was about to lose all hopes, then suddenly; I heard continuous
loud gunshots from the criminal’s direction.

“- I first assumed that it was you Hibari-san, but after I saw the
criminal guarding me being slashed by a sword, I said to myself
that everything is going to be over to me. I witnessed him with my
both eyes, just exactly what you said yesterday turned out to be
his appearance. That very moment, he was walking closer and closer
to me, I was shivering and terrified, I can’t help myself but to
lose my consciousness and be fainted.”
“- and after that, I suddenly woke up and observes myself in this
hospital.”

“Ai-san, thanks for your help. I’m sure your statement will make
this investigation closer to be concluded.”
Seto said while he is keeping his journal to his jacket.

Ai then smiles, and then she said:
“I’m glad, because you started calling me by my first name. Then,
is it okay for you two to call each of you by your given names?”
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Seto and Kyoshiro then smiles while facing her.

“Of course it’s okay for us, after all.., you’re a part of the
circle right? Actually you’re starting to be a great help for this
investigation. Though we’re under this serious Executioner
Investigation, it is okay for us to be friends with you.”
Seto said with an overwhelmed facial expression on his face.

“-Okay, I’m going to the Headquarters to report the following
details to Senior Superintendent Kanzaki-san. I’ve got to go, see
you later.”
He continued while he was walking away and waved a goodbye, as Ai
and Kyoshiro were looking at his direction.

Now, only the two of them were inside the room. The entire scene
turns into silence as the two of them were showing a sign of being
upset to each other.

“Ai-san, you’re still very lucky because you haven’t suffered from
a trauma despite that horrible thing that happened.”

It’s like Ai isn’t taking attention of what Kyoshiro recently said
to her. She was looking down towards the floor while the lower
half of her body is lying on the bed. Her eyes are half closed…,
she’s very lonely.

“My glasses; it’s gone.”
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Kyoshiro is not expecting what Ai have spoken. He was a bit
shocked, more like Ai was saying a joke but she isn’t.

“After all the things that consequently happened you, after your
life was placed into danger…, you even care more about that glasses
of yours?”
His eyebrows curled a lot while asking that question. It’s really
unparticular for him to see a kind of girl like this who even care
more about her things despite her life could be fallen to a great
risk.

“Of course, it’s not just an ordinary glasses.”
Ai answered the question as fast as she could. There’s no doubt
that that glasses is something precious to her.

“Why is that? Is it worth a million yen?”

“Of course not, it’s more expensive than that.”

“You’re kidding right?”
Kyoshiro was surprised by that answer.

A glasses that can be worth more expensive than a million yen ..,
where could you find something like that? Perhaps it’s a limited
edition eye glasses, or maybe somehow she or her parents purchased
it from some kind of a live auction.

“No I’m not, it’s because it has a sentimental value in it.”
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Kyoshiro was then stopped after that. It’s the proper reason for
this, that glasses will never be a worth of any kind of expense if
it comes from an important person of your life.

“It was given by a friend, no; it was rather given by a best
friend. My best friend gave it to me on my 17th birthday. She always
helps me on almost all things, without her, I think I will not be
the one that you’re watching right now..,”
“- she teaches me on many things especially on how to communicate
with others. In other words, she helped me grow up and become an
adult.”

Kyoshiro then turns back and looked at the window.
“Don’t worry, when you came back to states, I’m sure she’ll give
you again another pair of glasses.”

“It’ll never happen.”
Ai quickly replied.

“Why? Was there a problem about your relationship with each other?”

“-she’s already gone; gone for a long time.”
Ai said while she was showing a smile. But that smile turns out to
be very different. She’s smiling while her tears were continuously
falling.

Kyoshiro didn’t see this side of her before. This is a very rare
moment if it comes to this optimistic girl. He is witnessing a
smiling girl while tears are falling from her eyes down to her
cheeks. Maybe the reason why she’s showing that smile is to show
to him that she’s alright. But no matter how you look at it, it
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turns out that she really can’t take it anymore. She just wants to
show a positive side. Though that optimism is very hard to find
from her in this very moment.

“She’s doing all that she can to show a smile no matter what.” He
said in his thoughts. According to him, Ai is showing a smile to
represent hope, she doesn’t want to spread her negative thoughts,
that maybe somehow, there will be a second chance that awaits her.
Next time, everything is going to be alright. Next time, the world
will welcome her with a new beginning, next time; she’ll witness
success on her own.

“That glasses was the only thing that makes me remember her. But
don’t worry, I’m okay; right?”
The way she said those words was in a form of a question. Is she
really alright? She can’t understand herself anymore.

Kyoshiro’s eyes suddenly wide opened while he’s staring at Ai’s
pitiful face.
“She’s trying to hid her true feelings behind a smile.” –he said
in his thoughts.

Then he closed his eyes and sighed. He picked something from the
left side of his pocket. After that, he quickly faced Ai and wears
something to her face – more specifically; to her eyes.

Ai was startled as her eyes wide opened for about a second.
Together with the last tears that have fallen to the white
bedsheet, Kyoshiro insisted to put on his own glasses to her.
Everything happens too sudden, she really can’t understand these
feeling that she’s been experiencing right now. Her face suddenly
turned light red. The hope that she’s been searching for was there,
the second chance happened in an instant.
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Just a while ago she was asking for hope, she was awaiting for a
second chance, she’s searching for a new beginning. And now, it
seemed like all her wish had been granted. Kyoshiro really made
her feel better.

“Stop crying now, I’m giving you my own glasses. This is what I’m
using while in work facing a computer.”
Kyoshiro said in a light manner.
Afterwards, he smiled at Ai and said:
“- it may not worth a million yen but just like your best friend’s
glasses, think of it as a precious thing given by a new friend.
Think that it also has a sentimental value in it.”

“…”
Ai had gone speechless by those inspiring words, Kyoshiro was
indeed her friend. His actions placed her to a calm and overwhelmed
state.

“So, Ai-san, promise me that you’ll take good care of it no matter
what happens. Don’t ever lose it like your best friend’s glasses
because I’ll probably get mad at you.”
Then after those words he did a short laugh.
“Ha.., ha,”
He turns back and stared again at the glass window. Then he
continued.

“- because when time comes that I’m about to leave this world,
hopefully I can still see your face while wearing it.”
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Ai’s tears had stopped. Her smile turned to be in a real way.
Kyoshiro replaced a precious thing from her with the same quality.
She didn’t expect those actions to come from a silent type person.

She closed her eyes and placed her right hand to her
looking down. She wanted to savor this moment. Deep
heart is the overwhelming happiness, her mind were
peace, she’d finally calmed down. All of it thanks to

chest while
inside her
finally at
Kyoshiro.

While wearing that semi-rounded eyeglasses with a black colored
frame, she showed Kyoshiro a very charming smile as she slowly
said:
“Kyoshiro-kun, thank you.., so much.”

Kyoshiro really appreciated what Ai have just said. He faced her
with a calm expression as he replied with a smile. His decisions
had successfully dealt into a better outcome.

“Oh no, my head; my head hurts.”
Ai said in a rush which quickly alarmed Kyoshiro.

“Ai-san, are you alright?”

It’s obvious that she’s lying this time. Perhaps she’s taking this
moment as a perfect opportunity. There is no doubt that she really
has some hidden feelings to him. She pretended that she’s not
alright for them to get closer. This chance is really worth to be
grabbed for every once in a while. She insisted to make the first
move to this one sided courtship. But indeed, maybe she’s really
in a rush, the moment a while ago seemed to be sad or way too
lonely, but right after a matter of minutes, everything instantly
changed into a rather opposite mood.
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At first, she was holding her head by her both hands but then…,

“Now my stomach hurts, it really hurts, help me Kyoshiro-kun.”
Now she’s holding her stomach, and pretends that her stomach hurts
this time.

Kyoshiro looked dissatisfied about that certain action, but he
decided not to show his reaction to Ai and played with her game.

Her way of execution is very unnatural, you can easily notice
that she’s only playing with her game. Well, she’s not to be blamed
in this case, because she has no experience when it comes to many
things like love and relationships, she doesn’t have those while
she was in the middle of her teenage life. She has no experience
when it comes to courtship or anything else. Her father didn’t
allow her to have this on the first place. That reason is probably
the cause why the action that she did for her to be recognized by
Kyoshiro will obviously end to failure.

Kyoshiro hidden a one second grin as he said:
“I think I can’t handle that on my own, I’d better call for a
doctor or a nurse.”

Ai didn’t think about it to happen. If Kyoshiro happens to call
for a doctor or somehow a nurse, of course he’ll find out that
she’s lying about her condition [Though Kyoshiro knows it from the
start], then Kyoshiro might leave a doubt about her that she’s
just trying to fool him. Everything might be alright if Kyoshiro
is a fan of such games and stuffs, but unfortunately, she has no
idea on what Kyoshiro’s reactions will be.
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Kyoshiro was headed outside the room when Ai quickly said:
“Ah.., Kyoshiro-kun, you don’t need to. I think I’m alright now.”

After hearing what Ai have spoken, he then closed his eyes in a
matter of seconds and sighed a little. Then he faced again the
girl who looks a little frustrated.
“I’m glad you’re alright.”

By the expression on his face, it’s like he’s only playing along
because he’s taking pity for her.
“That girl’s emotions is very easy to be manipulated. I took pity
for her because she has no experience at all, she’s very innocent
in many ways. Perhaps it’s because of her Dad have taken control
of her life for about eighteen years. Her father must be very
strict about her own decisions. But what I see this time is
different from the past. Yes; she may still be ignorant on almost
all things, but she’s still doing her best to move forward. At
least now I can see her smiling. I just hope that that smile will
still be the same until the very end. I hope in the end, she will
still show that positive side of her to everyone else.”
He said in his thoughts, then he stopped and suddenly continued.
“- why am I thinking these things.”

Thus; a nurse entered the room. That nurse looks like a women in
the age of 20’s.

“One of your friend have told me that the patient of Room 401[the
room number that they occupy] had already waken up. I brought
fruits so that you’ll have something to fill in with your stomach.”

“Can you eat all by yourself?”
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The nurse questioned Ai.

“It’s okay with me, I can do it by myself.”

“Okay; I hope you can leave this hospital soon…”
The nurse then smiled to the two. More like she thinks that the
two of them were supposed to be couples.

“I’ll just check your condition before I leave.”
The nurse then looked at the test results and examined it. While
she’s in the middle of listing some records, Kyoshiro was then
about to interfere with her work.

Kyoshiro smiled as if he wants to continue the game that Ai
started.

“Luckily, you seemed fine. Your condition is okay right now.
Hopefully you can leave this hospital after lunch.”
The nurse said in a very light manner.

“But her head and stomach hurts just a while ago. Are you sure
she’s alright?”
Kyoshiro quickly replied while he’s smiling from a direction where
Ai never sees.

Deep inside him was the excitement of witnessing the nurse’s
reaction and specially Ai – the girl who started it all.
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“Really.., but according to my check her condition is fine.”
The nurse answered while she’s already mixed up for a little.
Worrying that she might have mistaken her diagnosis. Was she spaced
out while doing her examinations? But no matter what, she knows
that she have done her job properly.

“K-Kyo-Kyoshiro-kun, I guess the nurse is right. After all she’s
a professional in this case.”
Ai replied in a hush and gibberish manner.

“Well; you’ve got a point in there.”
Kyoshiro answered as if he was convinced with Ai’s reasoning.

However, the reaction of the two made Kyoshiro smile a little.
Talking about falling from her own trap- That is what exactly
happened to Ai.

※※※※※

“Okay, I’m leaving.”
The nurse said.

“Thank you so much.”
Ai and Kyoshiro replied at the same time.

The nurse then walks towards the door as she makes her formal exit.
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The moment have turned again into silence right after the nurse
leaves.
Not for long.., after Ai slowly said:

“Kyoshiro-kun, those apples, those are what I like the most. It’s
what I wanted to eat.”
She was pointing the tray filled with different kinds of fruits
that was brought by the nurse recently. She was precisely pointing
at those red colored fresh apples.

For the reason that she can’t reach the fruit, Kyoshiro insisted
to grab one and held it to her.

“C-Could you…, peel it for me?”
Ai said in a very shy manner and full of hesitation.

“Okay, no problem.”

Kyoshiro picked up the knife from the tray and started to peel the
apple’s skin slowly. The moment where Kyoshiro agreed without
hesitation, Ai’s face suddenly turned red as she completely
blushed. She just can’t look straight at Kyoshiro’s face that time.
The scene were filled with deep silence while Kyoshiro was on the
middle of peeling the apple. It was too quiet as if the only sound
that they hear was from the tick of the clock together with the
wind breeze coming from the half opened window.

“Here..,”
Kyoshiro handed the apple towards her.
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“Oh.., thanks.”
Ai was startled that moment. She held the peeled apple coming
straightly from Kyoshiro. Because of that, she accidentally
touched Kyoshiro’s hand that made her hesitate for a bit.
Afterwards, she slowly took a bite of the apple. While eating the
fruit, it looks like she’s shy in front of Kyoshiro, more likely
she was insecure of herself while eating the apple in front of
him.

While the apple were already half-eaten, she looked down and
thought of something serious.

“Kyoshiro-kun promise me, please promise me for one thing.”

“...”
Kyoshiro has no idea what she really meant. What’s this thing that
he needs to promise for? Is it that important to take things too
seriously?

“Please promise me to keep my true identity.”
Ai said while she was looking straight at Kyoshiro’s empty facial
expression.

Everything makes sense, this is a serious conversation to be
tackled about. Her safety still depends on her identity’s
declaration. If everything can fortunately turn out that her real
identification will be kept hidden, then she can be at ease.
Initially, the Boss of the criminals who abducted her knows that
she’s a daughter of a rich man. Therefore, a kidnap for ransom
scenario proposed to be the group’s motive.
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Kyoshiro’s face became serious.
“So tell me, why do the criminal’s kidnapped you, did they knew
that you’re the daughter of Katsunari Souichiro?”

“Their Boss knows my real identity.”

“Why does he know that..,”
Kyoshiro can’t help himself but to be mixed up.

“I don’t know, I just can’t get it why he knows everything about
my Dad.”
Ai said with a worrying facial expression.

Kyoshiro’s face turned even more serious, more like he’s having
some doubts about Ai.

“So tell me the truth, did you just ran away from your father,
because unlike before, this place is too far from your home, I
wonder why there are no bodyguard’s around you.”

“Yes.., I ran away from home, it’s because he doesn’t want me to
come here, to this place. He’s saying so many worse comments about
this city.”
Ai answered with a quick response.

Kyoshiro became upset about her, for the reason that she have
hidden secrets to him. He knew all along that Ai came from a very
wealthy family since middle school. He just can’t take that Ai ran
away from home.
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“I think he has his own reasons, maybe he don’t want you to go
because you might get hurt, like how exactly happened to you right
now.”

Then he looked down to the floor and continued:
“- you need to leave this country Ai-san, you have to go back to
your home. You’re no longer safe here, first of all, we can’t
guarantee your safety.”
He suddenly became sad as he said:
“- I can’t guarantee your safety.”

But no matter what, Ai made a quick response with a loud voice.
“No! I will never leave this place until I wrote that book. This
is the dream that I’m finally waiting for. This is the only thing
that’s going to fulfill my life. So no matter what happens, I’ll
never give up. I will never give up until I wrote my best ending.”

After those meaningful words approached a moment of silence. What
Kyoshiro said to her unfortunately reflected as an insult or
criticism. That’s why Ai’s reaction happens to be very personal.

Kyoshiro was shocked by it. He closed his eyes and followed it
with a smile. Seemed like he was convinced of Ai’s words.

She really wanted to reach her dream – and it is to write her best
ending. She opposed her parents with this decision, there were so
many misfortunes that happened with this decision, many people
doesn’t have trust to her for they can only see an innocent and
inexperienced girl. But despite all those doubts, misfortunes, and
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distrusts, she’s still doing everything on her own ways. Is this
still classified or included to her own meaning of optimism? Or is
it beyond that?

Who would ever refuse to a best ending? This is the goal that she
wants to achieve. Easier said than done, she knew from a long time
that it’s hard. Especially this goal which involves the most terror
phase of the world. She’s only keeping these words in her mind –
“If she gives up today, she’s a hundred percent sure that she’ll
never handle the even worse struggles and challenges of the world
tomorrow.”

Everything is just the start, and in order for this goal to be
achieved, giving up will never be considered as an option.

“Okay; just trust me. Just take a good rest and be fine.”
Kyoshiro slowly said.

“Please; please promise me Kyoshiro-kun. My identification should
be kept secret. My safety is up to you now.”
Ai replied with a desperately begging voice.

“Okay; I promise.”

Ai was then surprisingly overwhelmed of Kyoshiro’s reply.

“Alright; I think I’ll go now and follow Seto-san. It’s because
I’ve got something to tell him.”
Kyoshiro said in a quick but decent way.
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“Hmmm.., okay,”

“Take care of yourself, have a good rest. Well then; see you
later.”
He said while he was beside the room’s door and about to leave.

※※※※※

He gets outside of the room while walking moderately fast.

“Ai-san; I can’t guarantee that promise. This isn’t just a simple
game, Executioners are the ones we are talking about. If you think
that everything is as easy as what you’re saying, then I guess
you’re wrong. Many people already died in this crisis. The reality
beyond this investigation can be easily compared to hell itself,
so if you think that you can change everything just by saying you
can do it, then I suppose you really are foolish. You can’t rely
on optimism in these kinds of situations, and even a second chance
or next time is not applicable. Ai-san, grow up already.”- Kyoshiro
said inside his thoughts together with a very upset face.

So the truth is that he’s still playing an act the moment that he
agrees with her and make a promise. He wasn’t really convinced of
those words about Ai writing her best ending. For him, those words
really came from a person who doesn’t know anything about reality.

“Ai; you haven’t seen hell yet.”
He said while he was walking down the stairs.

※※※※※
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The entire news production team were doing each of their task for
the field work. Checking the proper light balance, preparing the
conditions of the cameras, and most importantly, reviewing the
script to be reported.

There is a really huge mess that happened on their site. Two
vehicles happens to have clashed each other on the middle of the
road. The scenery was quite horrible yet still miraculous, those
two vehicles were absolutely crushed on each of its front, but
there’s no blood anywhere, nor a single person’s dead body or
someone which is classified as wounded.

In the middle of those busy noise coming from different kinds of
preparations, a lady which is approximately 21 years old is
currently experiencing from a great intense and excitement.

She has a light brown hair with a ponytail style, and her cute
charming face is perfectly suited in front of a rolling camera.

This intense mixed with excitement only proves that this is her
first time in her chosen career. She’s a newbie journalist and a
field work is assigned to her.

But honesty, she’d rather prefer herself to be a field work
journalist than a studio news anchor. She was searching for some
chills in this career, this is a type of job that she’ll ever
enjoy. This is a type of career where she’ll never reach the point
of boredom. With this job, she will witness different aspects in
life. She can witness different perceptions. She can anticipate
other people’s feelings.

She can witness crime scenes just like her father, and most of
all, as a member of a journalist’s community. She wanted to show
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to the world the truth beyond every hidden secrets and lies,
especially the never ending investigations about the Executioners.

To be honest to herself, her true intention is to follow the
Executioner Investigation, she wants to know every single detail
about it, and finally; write its complete documentation.
Nevertheless, she really wanted to help her father about his
research and investigation.

Her father have already devoted about twenty years of his career
in order to end this case. Unfortunately, that twenty years isn’t
enough. That’s why this time, she wants to give her father a hand.
And hopefully it will soon reach to resolution after that.

“Kanzaki-san; you’re up.”
The staff of the production said to her.

The girl then faced the staff member as she showed a sign of
excitement.
“Alright; Megumi, do your best.” – The girl said to herself. Her
name is Megumi Kanzaki; a newbie field journalist. She is pretty
excited for this day. She’s getting fired up for the reason that
this is her first time reporting a news. The intense that she felt
is finally gone.
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She treaded towards the site, carefully stands straight, showing
her proper posture in front of the camera. Then, a man showed a
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thumbs up hand sign which means that the camera just started
rolling.

After watching that sign Megumi smiled in front of the rolling
camera.

※※※※※

“Today we are airing live in the middle of this car accident that
just happened recently. A green SUV unfortunately crashed to a
school bus. Fortunately, there are only minor casualties and only
the driver of the bus took minor wounds and injuries …….. …..”
Seto and a 40 years old man wearing the same police uniform as him
was watching that live broadcast from a hologram TV inside an
office.

“My daughter is doing a great job.”
The man said while he is staring at the television up above. The
time was already ten o’ clock when Seto came to the place.

“Hmm, nothing expected from
Superintendent of the police.”

the

daughter

of

the

Senior

Seto said in a convinced manner.

So the person he was facing this time was his superior. He is the
chief of this Police HQ of Iwate Prefecture; his name is Jin
Kanzaki having the rank of a Senior Superintendent and also as a
proud father of the newbie journalist Megumi Kanzaki.

Yes; he had already devoted about twenty years of his career for
this Executioner Investigation. He is a strong and noble man which
is about the same age as Seto’s father. The truth is, if Kazuto
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Hibari [Seto’s father] is still alive, he might be the one on the
position instead of Jin. But everything seemed to end up in a very
different way. And all of it is because of the mysterious
appearance of that Executioner.

“So; Hibari-san, tell me what exactly happened to that girl. But
first of all, is she alright?”
Kanzaki said while he was picking something up from his pocket.

It was a cigarette. He slowly placed it to his mouth and about to
lighten it up with his zippo lighter when…,
“This is no place to smoke chief.”
Seto said showing a sign of frustration to his commander abiding
the rules.

“Don’t worry.., I’ll just open the window.”

Seto is still not convinced by that reasoning. Kanzaki then walks
towards the transparent sliding glass window and opened it wide.
Then he lighted his cigarette as its smoke crossed to the wide
opened sky.

“But anyway, she’s still very fortunate. She didn’t even received
the slightest of wounds and luckily, she’s not showing a sign of
trauma.”

“..I’m glad to hear that.”
Kanzaki replied in a very overwhelmed and fine way.
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“But first of all Kanzaki-san, why did you order me to take her
from the airport.”
Seto said with his face full of curiosity.

So this is the answer to all of this. From the second Seto and Ai
met happens to be planned. So it isn’t anything like a coincidence
at all, Kanzaki was the person who ordered Seto to take Ai from
the Hanamaki Airport.
“I just can’t imagine why we even let her join to this
investigation. At first I thought that the reason for it is that
she’s a professional writer who will document every events and
happenings. But yesterday I’ve found out that she’s just a normal
girl. I still don’t have any clue about your objective for this.”

“Hibari-san, better leave that questioned inside your head
unanswered. That part about her happens to be from a personal
client. After all; it’s not the one that we should be focused on
right?”
Kanzaki replied in a decent way.

“-So; let’s start our main topic here.”

Seto paused for a second.
“Okay;”

“-it’s positive, that the Executioner was the one behind from it
all. There are exactly five victim counts and all of those victims
were considered as criminals who kidnapped Ai Katsunari. According
from Ai’s testimony, the criminal’s motive is for “kidnap for
ransom” purpose.”
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Kabzaki’s eyes wide
criminal’s motive.

opened

for

a

second

after

hearing

the

“-she said that she doesn’t know to herself why the criminals
kidnapped her. But then it’s not the big deal. The important detail
for this case is all about the Executioner’s massacre. As a member
of the police who is taking care of this investigation, these vile
actions is giving me an insult to my position. I really can’t take
seeing the Executioner freely doing his crime.”
Seto said seriously together with anger.

“Take it easy, Hibari-san, remember that you’ve just placed to
that position last month. Take your time, don’t rush. I believe
that you’ll be a better success than me just like your father. I
have failed once to end this investigation, that’s why I placed
you as the major investigator of this case.”

“…”
Seto became speechless. Kanzaki really have a strong trust to him
for the reason that his father is a good friend of Jin.

Kanzaki looked straight at him with a serious facial expression.

“So, what do you plan to do.”

“What I’m planning to do; honestly I have no idea. I still don’t
have any lead about the Executioner’s weakness. I was eventually
dragged into this position in an instant. Yes, I cannot deny to
myself that I wanted to be the its major investigator, but when I
really reached these seat, the atmosphere turned to be very
different. I found it very difficult to search for a perfect and
suitable plan.”
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Seto said in a frustrating way.

He might be still shocked because Kanzaki quickly made a decision
that he’ll be the major investigator of the case. This only means
that he isn’t prepared yet to face the truth behind that
Executioner’s true intention.

Kanzaki faced him with a smile drawn on his face. Then, afterwards,
he walks near the opened glass window to finish smoking his last
piece of cigarette before it burns through its filter.

“Hibari-san, I remembered. That was once the name that I always
address to your father. He was a really good friend of mine. You
know, we have witnessed each other’s life from the moment he
married your mother…, I can consider him as a happy person till
the very end. But do you know the time when he experienced the
most overwhelming happiness….?”
His face turned really calm.

“- it was from the day that his son was born. He became a very
proud father and a husband to her wife. It’s like he was on the
cloud nine the moment you were born. I still remembered he said to
me these exact words – “You know, it’s very easy to find for
happiness, the only thing you need is someone who can inspire and
persuade you to wake up every morning. People that are close to
you, friends where you can trust with, and most of all; a family.”“
“Ha, ha.., it’s kind of weird that I still remembered every words
that he have spoken the moment his wife gave birth to you.”

Those words turned out to be a surprise which startled Seto. He
never even thought that his father have that kind of fulfillment
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in his life. He said that he have already searched for happiness.
A kind of happiness that is worth for living your everyday life.

It’s really unparticular for a police; who witnesses crimes,
deaths, disasters and extravagant actions to search for happiness
in a very easy way. Most of the negative resolutions in this career
can clearly result to depression. Hence, his father was different,
he can easily overcame those negative thoughts that are gathered
towards him. For the reason that every time he wakes up early in
the morning, he can easily see the people that needs his help,
especially his small family. Every time he opens those eyes, there
comes his loved ones making a bright welcome to him to face this
world at ease.

Those smiles of welcome persuades him to work even harder. Those
smiles are considered as his inspiration to stand up, move forward,
and make some improvements day by day.

“Senior Superintendent; I’m glad to hear that from you. Now; I’m
relieved because I knew that my father have lived long enough to
see himself become the hero. He was my hero, and till the very
end, I know that he’s happy for he reached and proved to himself
his very own theory of happiness. Now; the only thing that I can
do to give him the most glorious and heroic death is to serve him
the proper justice.”

“Kanzaki-san; trust me, I will be the person who will end all of
this mess.”

His father also serves as his inspiration to finish this
investigation as soon as possible. He was even calmer this time,
because he knew that his father’s soul remained peaceful until
now. At least by knowing that information, he wasn’t supposed to
be uneasy anymore.
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※※※※※

The door of the Senior Superintendent’s office opens from the
inside as Seto gets out of the room. Exactly the period when he
comes out, Kyoshiro happens to cross him.

“Hibari-san, perfect timing. Honestly I really came here to inform
you something.”

“Our conversation happens to be over seconds ago.”

“Oh; I’m glad to hear that. By the way, Hibari-san, I’m happy to
tell you that, I’ve finally formulated a plan to restrain the
Executioner.”

Seto was a bit shocked from that rushed announcement as he can’t
help himself but to hesitate a bit, but he decided to take
Kyoshiro’s opinion.

“So, Kyoshiro-san, what is exactly your plan.”

“I just came to think of it a while ago after what happened to Aisan. Perhaps like; having an undercover police in a criminal
syndicate. According to my theory, there is going to be a higher
chance or probability that the Executioner will appear to that
group. We will always have a 24hours surveillance to that criminal
group and if the Executioner happens to encounter them we will
always be prepared to restrain him.”
Kyoshiro was overwhelmed while explaining the concept of his plan.
He also happens to be a member who joined the desk for only last
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month where all the personnels in charge of the Executioner case
were replaced.

His plan is about 80% chance to come into success according to his
own deductions. The Executioner’s targets happens to be unrepented
sinners, so as anyone could see, criminals are absolutely
classified as sinners themselves. With that point of view, Kyoshiro
happens to formulate that plan. Despite the risk that might fall
to the assigned undercover, there is still a high chance that the
Executioner will not involve the police just like what happened to
Ai. An act of horrible trauma might be the possible result after
a person witnesses a very terrifying act of death and bloodshed,
in which; Ai fortunately didn’t suffer. Therefore, any case of
trauma is now quite impossible to happen because a police officer
is trained to take on a horrifying scene like that. So, as a
resolution, the assigned undercover will be alright.

Kyoshiro was calmly waiting for his superior’s reply until Seto
quickly said with his loud voice:
“No..!! I’ll never agree to that plan!”

He is totally against it without having second doubts.

“Kyoshiro-san, I’ll never repeat the same mistake that my father
did. I will never let anyone of my subordinates to risk their life
to this investigation.”

Kyoshiro was then disappointed as his facial expression was clearly
showing what he really felt. According from what he recently saw,
he was certain to himself that Seto is not suited for his position
right now. It’s like he’s not the Superintendent taking a proper
leadership. Initially, Seto still has no plans to restrain the
Executioner yet he quickly rejected Kyoshiro’s plan.
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“He has no shame to himself” those words suddenly came inside his
thoughts.

“But without taking any actions all our lives will be at risk.
Even the lives of the innocent people isn’t safe anymore.”
Kyoshiro scowled at Seto.

“We are doing all that we can.”
Seto replied as fast as he could.

“Doing all that we can; are you stupid Hibari-san.”
Kyoshiro said slowly with his face down.
Thus, afterwards Kyoshiro looked at Seto in a very harsh way. His
glance were terribly serious as her two eyes were like crossing to
each other.

Seto, then walks slowly as Kyoshiro still keeps on staring at his
back view perspective angle.

“You’re so stupid, you don’t deserve to reach the rank of a
Superintendent. After all you’re still a kid who can’t make a
decision all by yourself. You said that you’re seeking justice for
your father right? Then why did you still refuse from what I’ve
said. We became a police to risk our life against the enemy. Have
you already forgotten that part of our reality? Hibari-san, I’m
very disappointed to you.”
He said all of it inside his thoughts while keeps on staring his
superiors back that further becomes smaller and smaller.
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He was really enraged for Seto rejected his devised plan. So what
will happen now? Seto, what is supposed to be your plan? Those
thoughts wandered his mind. He was really disappointed on Seto’s
decisions. He would have thought that Seto is already a grown up
man. Actually Seto is two years older than him, but still he acts
even more mature.

Seto was only doing it for his subordinates safety, this sounds
like a very good and wise decision. Yet, still considered as a
foolish one. At first, his impression to Set is that he is a man
who has intellect if it comes to such situations. He assumed that
Seto will be the one who holds the key to this investigations
resolutions because of his grudge towards that Executioner, but he
had mistaken for everything that he had anticipated.

Seto is only a fool who cares more about his personal reasoning
rather than the actual situation of this country’s crisis.

※※※※※

This world; has its dark side. It’s obviously clear, that our life
is not only composed of mere happiness, that there is no such thing
as a perfect life.

Every person experiences suffering and pain. That reasoning is not
really considered as a new topic. First of all, we cannot
completely call ourselves as humans if we cannot comprehend through
those dark sides.

People don’t need to always search for a happy life. As a true
nature of being a human, we also need to know the true meaning of
pain. There is no such thing as a painless lesson, in order to
learn something, you need to experience a feeling that is called
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“pain” which will gradually
realization and acceptance.

turns

yourself

to

the

stage

of

There are dark sides of this world that we need to face, we can’t
help it, for there is no other thing that we can do, we can’t
escape the dark side of this world that is called “death”.

One day, people will die, and you cannot deny to yourself that
it’ll happen to you sooner. No one can refuse death. Other people
says that you should be prepared for it to happen, however, that
saying never happens in reality. Once sudden death actually struck
your life, you’ll always make a question to yourself;

Have I lived enough to satisfy this single life that have given to
me?

Each other’s lives are always completely different. Their only
remaining similarity is the fact that life will arrive death. Each
of them might conclude for their life as boring, sad, or happy.

Thus, is there anyone who ever experienced a worst life?
I guess, the answer would probably be --- “YES”.

All those thoughts are simply varied to this girl. She has a long
white hair, and her eyes were red like the color of blood. The
innocent face that she wears was showing a sign of loneliness.

Based on her appearance, you can simply say that she’s a part of
the plot. It’s like her eyes have already witnessed hundreds or
thousands of deaths, for those eyes never shows any emotions.
However, her lonely facial expression could only prove that she
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have suffered the feeling called pain or even worse than that. Her
age is approximately 16 years old, she’s a young lady. But despite
that young age, she would have already done hundreds of meaningless
massacres. This is classified as a worst life indeed.
Some kind of a worst life where you’re absolutely forced to kill
for your own commitment.

The time was 21:00 in the evening. This some part of the city where
she is standing is too dark already.

The skies were all cloudy, you neither can see the light of the
stars nor the moon. The girl was looking up above those thick
clouds as her white hair is continuously carried away by the wind.
It’s like she’s trying hard for star gazing. But she was actually
looking the direction of that tall building.

Then, she walked towards that establishment. As she makes her first
step, her movements were more often she was carrying a very heavy
burden.

She was carrying a cross shaped weapon on her back. It was a huge
weapon composed of a metallic material, that weapon that many
chains wrapped around it together with its sharp edges. When you
take a closer look at her shadow, it’s like you were witnessing a
shadow of a grave.

The moon was shining little by little as her shadow becomes thicker
and thicker. Perhaps that weapon were made for further execution.
Its double sided edge has the same features as a sharp and curve
blade of a scythe.

That weapon is giving her a very heavy burden. Her method of
killing might be the same as the beheaders. She’s like carrying a
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huge cross for her punishment to always be remembered, or perhaps
this is only her atonement to her sins.

※※※※※

A police officer was running quickly through the Police
Headquarters hallway with his very fast footsteps creating a loud
sound on the floor. He crossed several of his fellow policemen
until he finally gets to his destination.

While breathing heavily because of tiredness, he looked at the
door of that room. There was a sign written on it. The sign was –
“Superintendent’s Office”.
He quickly knocked twice as he opened the door, perhaps his report
was really an emergency.

Seto was in front of him as he completely opened that door.

“Sir!! there’s another report that could be connected again to the
Executioner.”
He reported while breathing heavily.

Seto was shocked about that sudden bad news. He was enraged by
that report. It’s like the Executioner doesn’t care about anything
anymore, and that action turns out to be a grave insult for Seto’s
position. It’s like this is only a game for the Executioner.

※※※※※
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The entire scenery were much filled with humiliation. There are so
many stationed police officers at that site as well as the
forensics group, initial investigations group, and of course; the
media. The siren’s wail were continuously heard even from a far
distance. That very dark place were again converted into a
bloodbath area.

Seto and Kyoshiro was there at the crime scene. Two people were
considered as dead right after they came. But this time, they
weren’t sliced or somehow cut by a sharp blade. Their entire body
was burned as their clothes and almost 70% of their flesh turned
into ashes.

Exactly at that place, Seto witnessed a crying woman.

“My son, he burned my son.”
The woman said together with her shedding tears of deep sorrow and
terrible misery.

Seto had given sympathy to that crying woman, and yet totally
enraged to the Executioner.

“Hibari; nothing will be resolved if we don’t take any actions.”
Kyoshiro said it in his thoughts while he was gazing at the enraged
facial expression of Seto from a distance. He still couldn’t get
over from their argument. He was totally pissed off.

“Can you state me what you’ve seen ma’am.”
Seto says so in an interrogating manner.
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“I-I saw it, h-he killed my son…, and his friend by both of his hhands, he turned them all into this. It’s like they were
incinerated.., in --hell. And then after those thick smokes came
out of his hands, I clearly saw a huge c-cross.”
The woman explain while she’s breathing heavily. She’s under the
influence of trauma. Her testimony turned out to be very different.
Maybe she’s out of her mind that’s why she said all those nonsense.

But Seto believed on what the partially insane woman said.

“Her description about the Executioner was very different.”

This is another mystery for the Executioner Investigation’s desk.
Seto couldn’t imagine that something like this might happen. That
woman’s testimony is incredulous, yet the way she have spoken never
indicates a lie.

※※※※※

The two of them returned to the Police Headquarters to complete
their initial report. To be specific, they are both inside the
Superintendent’s office. Seto was sitting down his chair with his
arms resting on his table. He was heavily thinking of both
witnesses testimonies while Kyoshiro was beside the door
thoroughly looking at him.

“So, what are you gonna do now.”
Kyoshiro whispered
expression.

to

himself

with

a

disappointed

facial
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“A huge cross, that description is something very different
compared to Ai’s statement as well as the previous investigations.”
Seto said so in his thoughts.
“It’s like there’s a huge loophole in this investigation.”

His eyes suddenly widened, it’s like he remembered a very important
detail.
“This is the first time that there’d been a crime which ended up
to this resolution. This is the first time that the Executioner’s
victims were burned as a cause of death. This action of killing is
far opposite compared to those previous murders. Ai’s testimony
and the woman’s testimony is very different from each other.”
He said all those deductions inside his thoughts.
“This could only mean that..,”

Seto was shocked by the theory that came into his head, he must’ve
found something reasonable and logical.

“There are two Executioners.”

“—what!!?”
Kyoshiro just can’t believe that sudden proposition.

“It all makes sense now, the description of the woman a while ago
is different from what Ai-san have told us. So, that idea had led
for me to formulate my own theory that there might be two
Executioners that might be doing those continuous mass murders.”

“Kyoshiro-san, I need to talk to that woman again.”
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Kyoshiro had no other choice but to obey that order. He was indeed
shocked of Seto’s sudden proposal. But somehow, he thought that
that proposition is still reasonable, his theory has a sense I a
logical way.
He then decided to get out of the office.

“But all of these deductions, are as it is from now. All of it
still remains as a hypothesis that needs to be proven someday.”
Seto said in his thoughts.

He is sure to himself that his theory is a great hint that this
investigation is clearly going to meet its end. If he fortunately
solves the mystery about this situation, then the next scenario
depends if it’s going to be the end or not.

Once he makes his own interrogation to that woman, hopefully
everything will be answered. Every mystery is about to be solved.
That; was Seto’s expectations.

※※※※※

The time was 2:48. The Executioner is heading somewhere. He was
walking as his coat was carried by the wind composed of some dust
particles.

Upon reaching his destination; he didn’t expect what he witnessed.
His two target of this hour was not there. The only scenery that
they left is a burned place which is surrounded by those recently
placed police lines.
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Thus, without any expectations, a soft voice of a girl was heard
by the Executioner.

He faced at the direction where that voice came. It was from the
top of a tall building which is composed four floors. It was
clearly a voice of a girl; but instead of witnessing what he had
really imagined, the turnaround shows a huge silhouette of a cross
behind the light of the moon. However, it’s not only a cross,
because in front of it is an expressionless young lady with a white
hair and scarlet red eyes.

“…”
The expressionless face of the girl were suddenly added an emotion.
But that emotion doesn’t fit with the girl’s previous appearance.

The girl showed a very sinister smile, more like a smile of a devil
who’s thirst for a horrible murder.

-------- END OF CHAPTER 2 --------
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Verse 3: Dilemma
The entire darkness were cleared for a sudden, the thick clouds
which covers the moonlight were taken away by the approach of the
strong wind. That wind was strong enough remove all those clouds
and mists, which gives the two Executioners a vivid vision.

The intense moonlight strucks down the entire city. That light
gradually gives that girl her additional feature, the shadow that
comes out of that light has the shape of the cross.

Every story life of the Executioners were supposedly considered as
a very miserable tragedy. The terminology that is being used to
best describe their life was unfortunately the words – “very
miserable tragedy.” Maybe that life is as harsh as anyone would
have imagined or even beyond that.

Never forget that every Executioners still lived their life as a
human before they turn into that kind of monster. So, that only
means that they still know about how it feels to have emotions,
they are once humans after all.

That girl, is having resemblance of that Executioner. She has a
white straight hair, and her eyes were like of a snake and its
color is the same as the color of blood. She was wearing a white
straightjacket; the same clothes that are being used by the
detained insane people from the Asylum. It’s like that clothes
really matched her personality from the moment she smiled.

“Mmm..,”
That smile is filled with terror. A very scary smile to look at.
Her cute and innocent face is only her mask to deceive everyone.
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That smile replaced her charm into terror and despair. It’s even
beyond the smile of a demon, it’s the scariest smile that only
this girl could do.

The Executioner kept a stare to that young lady. Though showing a
calm facial expression, deep inside his mind was the total wonder
and curiosity. He has no idea of the girl’s intention.

“Who are you!!”
The Executioner shouted so that the girl could clearly understand
what he’s saying even from a seemingly far distance.

“I.., am Haruka, and I’m ordered here to settle everything.”
The girl responded while she’s still at the top of that four
floored building.

That girl’s name was Haruka. Her name is clearly Japanese, it means
that she’s an Executioner who originated from Japan, and perhaps
she’s a new Executioner. But despite the fact that her name is
indeed Japanese, her face doesn’t match it at all. Her facial
features were in resemblance to the English people. To sum things
up, maybe that name wasn’t supposed to be her real name, maybe she
wanted to keep her true identity remained as hidden for some
various reason. She’s a deceiver indeed.

“You should return to where you came from. I was sent here by “The
Hell’s Contract” to eliminate you, [he/she] was totally
disappointed about your current state.”

“So this is the one that [he/she] said to me before.”
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The Executioner said in his thoughts. That is something came from
someone who is called as – “The Hell’s Contract”. “The Hell’s
Contract” is supposed to be the one behind from all of this global
crisis that totally changed the people’s beliefs.

Just what is that “The Hell’s Contract’s” plan? Just what really
is [his/her] motive? Everything still remains as a mystery. The
only theory that anyone could propose this time is that maybe that
“The Hell’s Contract” is the source of every Executioner’s
supernatural capabilities.

The scenery of the two Executioners is a very strong evidence that
Seto’s theory was right. There are really two Executioners
wandering the country of Japan to kill every sinners in their path.
That could also be the possible reason why this investigation is
still cannot be shut down.

“The two Executioners theory” -- if Seto finds out that his theory
is right, then this investigation may fall into two different
paths, the paths were if this investigation will be harder or
easier.

From behind the moonlight, Haruka started to move a muscle. She
raised her left hand and then touched the chain that is
interconnected to the handle edge of her weapon to its main body.
The chains sounded lively, while touching it, she handed down her
right arm and pulled the cross like weapon from her back.

The weapon is very huge indeed to be carried by a young lady. This
girl is a prowess based on her appearance. It’s like the
Executioner was confronting a demon. She is maybe the personal
assassin of that someone addressed as “The Hell’s Contract”. She’s
the Executioner who will be assigned to finish the other
Executioners who makes a mistake and disobey the rules.
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Haruka quickly jumped from that tall building and makes a direct
assault to the Executioner by doing a slash with the use of her
weapon. However, the Executioner jumped backwards to evade it.

The Executioner’s face turned serious, he didn’t even noticed to
himself that he had gained a slight wound on his shoulder coming
from that assault. This is the first time that he received a wound
from an enemy, he was no doubt a fast moving class of Executioner,
his speed makes his evasion a hundred percent reliable if it comes
to every battles. But fighting this girl that he’s facing this
time was different to be compared from those previous battles that
he had encountered. This is the battles between Executioners.

Haruka faced his direction and made again a very sinister smile.

“Hmmph.., this is interesting isn’t it.”
She said while showing her cute but rather cunning side.

She lifted her weapon upwards by using her both hands. Quickly
running towards the Executioner. Before she gets close, the
Executioner held his katana and had a stance. He bend his body,
his right hand is holding the katana’s handle while his left holds
its sheath.

He was preparing to slash the girl once she gets closer. Haruka
were still running, but before she gets to the Executioner’s reach,
she unexpectedly jumped higher that the Executioner’s height. The
Executioner didn’t anticipated that action. Haruka swiftly pointed
her weapon downwards to increase its force and pressure of landing.
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The Executioner instantly removed his katana from its sheath. That
sudden movement ended up for their weapons to clash in mid-air.
That clash of solid materials caused a very strong force that waved
all over the site. That shockwave results for the dusts on the
ground to spread all over.

That was a very powerful force coming from each of them. They are
people who possesses supernatural powers after all. So, there’s
nothing unexpected by their actions.

The two of them had their distance to each other.

Then, in a matter of seconds, the two of them slashed which results
again for their weapons to collide.

“The contract between you and [him/her] is over now!”
Haruka
shouted
while
she’s
continuously
assaulting
the
Executioner. She lifted once more her cross-like weapon as she
landed it to the Executioner.

“Tell me, what did I do that breaks the contract between us.”
The Executioner said while he deflected Haruka’s previous assault
by his katana. The two weapons clashed which caused a very massive
spark and waved a very strong force.

Each clash of their weapon results for the wind to change its
direction together with the spreading thick dusts.

Haruka then stopped after hearing that interesting question coming
from the Executioner’s calm voice.
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“So, you still can’t get it. Actually, it all happened for about
20 years ago. Or simply, it happened on your first day as an
Executioner. There is a non-sinner that was involved from that
massacre that you did.”
She answered with her cute and calm voice. Then after a second she
smiled while facing her opponent.

“—you’re still lucky don’t you know it, it’s because you have still
lived for about 20 years, so very fortunate because I didn’t agree
with “The Hell’s Contract’s” order to eliminate you at the first
place. But regardless of that, this time the situation’s been
changed.”

She afterwards showed a very lonesome facial expression where
anyone can took pity for her. Her blood-colored eyes is about to
drop some tears.

“I’m sorry..,”
She said in a sad tone of voice.

At that very moment when Haruka really dropped a single tear from
the left side of the eye, the Executioner witnessed an image of a
litte girl from her. That little girl happens to have the same
facial features as Haruka. She’s like the child version of Haruka
herself. Just what really is that formed image? Perhaps that little
girl is a big part of the Executioner’s mysterious past.

The formed image of the little girl from Haruka’s body smiled at
him, and together with that smile are tears that have fallen to
the ground.
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Soon after, that formed image changed back to Haruka. The
Executioner was shocked by that sudden flash of vision. His facial
expression turned very inexplicable, more often he remembered
something very terrible from his past.

Thus, no matter what, he still never loses his focus. He changed
his face into a serious one.

After that meaningful apology, Haruka immediately runs towards
him.

“Haaaa!!!”
Haruka shouts while she’s running.
She raised her weapon sideward as she prepares to make a 180
degrees slash.

The Executioner held his katana with his right hand and bended his
body as it makes a perfect stance for killing. He quickly removed
his sword from its sheath for about half a second. Removing that
short katana from its sheath is way too easy to be conducted for
about half a second or less because of its perfect structure.

He swing his sword as fast as he could while dashing towards the
young girl. The two of them crossed each other together with those
assaults.

They stopped as they faced each other from behind. The consistent
sound of the metallic materials had stopped as it was quickly
replaced with silence.
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The Executioner slowly returned his katana to its sheath together
with a clank that can be moderately heard for a second.

They completely stopped from moving as if they were frozen. The
silence were still. The direction of the wind returns normally and
the thick spreading dusts clearly vanished to thin transparent
air.

Then two of them closed each other’s eyes and smiled. Maybe they
are assuming for their own conclusion that there’s a victor
already.

Thus; as no one would expect, after Haruka turned and faced the
Executioner, she wasn’t expecting it to herself, right after she
moved a single muscle, her thin wound quickly opened as her blood
splattered on the entire site. She was unknowingly slashed to her
body. Her body was diagonally slashed from the left part of the
side of her chest to right side of her tummy.

That is considered to be the Executioner’s way of doing his
assassination. The way he cuts down the enemy isn’t with the use
of some kind of a trick. There was a logic behind it. His way of
killing is in a matter of using his skill and capability of his
weapon during combat.

The very light weight and thin blade of that katana is one factor
why he can make a slash that could precisely cut down his enemy.
Its lesser weight can give him the advantage to make a full swing
of his sword with all his supernatural strength. His immediate
swing of his sword makes a very thin but fatal wound towards any
kind of enemy. Those thin close wounds is the reason why the person
who’s been slashed doesn’t notice it on the first place. Even if
his katana cuts through every nerves and flesh, for the reason
that it’s very thin, the blood still normally flows and transfers
from one nerves to another.
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The victim’s blood circulation turns to be normal but as the time
passes, the victim’s body will start to separate with each other.
And obviously that dispersion will quickly happen the moment when
the victim moves.

That kind of
opened after
have a large
as her white

wound is what exactly happened to Haruka. Her wounds
she moved even a little. She was not expecting to
fatal wound on her body. So much blood were spilled
straightjacket turned to scarlet red.

“You really don’t know whose you’re facing with. I am an
Executioner who had lived to serve that “The Hell’s Contract” for
about 20 years. And that 20 years is very long enough for mastering
my Hell’s Relic.”
The Executioner said with a confident voice.

The term “Hell’s Relic” pertains to every Executioner’s weapons
for doing their massacre. Their Hell’s Relic also serves as their
partner in crime as well as their best instrument to kill.

The Executioner then faced Haruka.

What is this?

His eyes suddenly wide opened. It’s like his presence as a scary
individual vanished in an instant. He was shocked. He was
terrified. He was in despair.

It’s like he have seen a Devil.
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Haruka is still sharing a cute and innocent smile despite that
huge open wound that she’d taken from the Executioner. She’s
neither showing a sign of pain nor agony. It’s like she doesn’t
feel anything, it’s like that fatal wound never existed. Maybe she
is prepared enough for this to happen getting to the point that
she trained herself well to resist such pain. It was too late for
her to dodge the Executioners quick assault, therefore she had no
other choice but to freely take it, and yet she wasn’t even
affected by that dreadful slash.

Perhaps that’s the reason why she smiled while both of them closed
their eyes.

“Yes; I have no doubt about that. I knew that you’re an Executioner
who stayed in this dirty work for about 20 years..,”
She said with a very likely convinced tone of voice.

She took an intense look towards the terrified Executioner.
Her face was totally looking serious as if her personality had
changed again. This is merely her third persona inside her body.
That facial expression is only an evidence that this time, she’ll
take this battle seriously.

She sighed as if she’s disappointed about the Executioner.
“Huhh..,[sigh] but you know.., you’re not the real one at all.”
Yet, after saying those words, she did again a very sinister smile
in front of her rival.

The Executioner had no idea who this girl is. He has no idea of
her true identity, all that he knows is that Haruka was sent here
by “The Hell’s Contract” to eliminate him.
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This is the first time that he fought against someone like him;
more appropriately—someone who is stronger than him. Haruka didn’t
feel any pain from his fatal assault, that may be his trumph card
on that fight. A normal person would have died earlier from that
open wound, but unfortunately, Haruka isn’t a normal person.

“This is maybe an exaggeration to myself, but I think that Haruka
might be beyond every Executioners that have existed. Not to
mention the first Executioner “Stygian”, I can assume that Haruka
is stronger than anyone. I’ve felt a very terrifying presence
inside of her, She might be included on the list of “Six most
Terror Executioners of NameLess”. She just said unfortunately I’m
not the real one, just what are the meaning of those words? Well,
if I precisely think of it, then she could mean that she’s the
real one right? So this means that all of us are merely fake
Executioner except herself?”
He said in his thoughts.

Is she really worth to be called as an Executioner?
What a perfect question that can’t be clearly answered. The answer
to that could be a “maybe”. Anyone wouldn’t be sure to say the
right answer, for Haruka can only be described in one word –
“mystery”.

Right after that terrifying
that can be loudly heard all
can be compared to a power
building infrastructure. It
that four floored building
before the battle commenced.

smile was a very massive explosion
over the entire city. That explosion
of a bomb that can implode a huge
almost ravaged the ground floor of
establishment where Haruka stands
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Black thick smokes were all over the entire site spreading together
with the burning materials and fragments from that building. The
ashes fell like snow throughout that place.

What does really Haruka came up to? She even destroyed an entire
building just to show her authority against that Executioner. That
was a though battle. That was clearly a battle between the
overpowered elements of this world. Now that the fight is over,
only a single question remains;

Who was the victor of that game?

That explosion had lead for Seto to be completely awakened. The
incident really startled him.

“What the…,”
He was shocked by that unusual event as he quickly gets up and
runs as fast as he could towards the window of his house. There
was an orange light gleaming from that glass window that’s why he
proposed that can clearly saw the scenery from that perspective.

He was terrified after witnessing that scenery. He was freezing
and staring with wide eyes and eyebrows raised. That site is
burning as the black smokes continuous to spread out of it. More
importantly, that is also the same with the site were the two
burned bodies was found. That realistic approach had brought Seto
into suspicion. He speculated that that explosion is from the other
Executioner’s actions and perhaps thought that maybe his objective
that time is to erase all the evidences that could be linked to
him.

He immediately made a contact to Kyoshiro’s phone. He swiftly
dialed Kyoshiro’s phone number and made a call.
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“BEEP.., BEEP.., BEEP..,”
That was continuous the sound coming from his phone because
Kyoshiro hasn’t picked it up yet.

“Hello..,”
Kyoshiro responded.

“Hello.., Kyoshiro-san; this is me Seto.”
He swiftly spoke.
“Hibari-san; there’s a..,”

“I know, this could be him. We’ve got to check out that place.
This could be the other Executioner that uses flames as a weapon.”

“Okay..,Sir.”
Afterwards Kyoshiro hang off the phone as it stopped resounding.

Seto then pressed the end button on the screen of his phone as he
watched its written time. The exact time is clearly 3:12AM.

He took a serious gaze towards the explosion site that is still
kept on burning.

“Seriously, everything is already mixed up.”
He said those words in his thoughts. Everything is really mixed
up, Seto was hypothetically that the other Executioner uses flames
as a way of killing, in which unfortunately isn’t true.
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※※※※※

The sirens from the police vehicles, ambulance, and firetrucks
kept on wailing. The entire ground floor were burning into ashes,
the temperature is inexplicably hot due to the strong flames. The
thick smokes can quickly suffocate anyone who enters within its
areas. This fire incident is really a big emergency for those fire
fighters who’s already giving their best shot to control the
situation.

Unfortunately, the fire is still expanding. There are already seven
firetrucks that were sent to prevent the fire from further
expansion and luckily somehow, they can declare the situation as
fire under control.

Seto’s car finally arrived at the explosion site. He opened the
door of his car and gets out, heading nearer to clearly comprehend
the cause of it. He was there to make a further investigation that
could hopefully answer his theory. That serious massive explosion
could only be done by an Executioner. There is no sign of any
terrorism act in this country for these days, that’s why he removed
that kind of scenario in his theories.

He then saw a man standing near the restriction line of that
burning building. He assumed that that man can be a witness of
that explosion and approached him.

“What happened here..,”
Seto calmly asked the man.
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He was about to show his police badge and have an efficient
conversation but…,

“Sir!”
The man did a quick salute in front of him.

Seto was confused by that unanticipated action. That man must be
a police officer like him. It is clear, for the man’s actions were
obviously like of a police officer. First to mention, he knew that
Seto has a superiority inside the police agency. His quick act of
doing a salute could only meant for a proper respect to someone
whom you treat as your upperclassman.

However, Seto doesn’t know the man’s name. Nor his facial feature
doesn’t made him recognizable. He is sure to himself that he had
never seen the man’s face from any parts of the Police Headquarters
from before. His face were an absolute new character on Seto’s
eyes. Who really is this guy? Is he something that I’ve forgotten?
That question can easily be read all over his face with a furrowed
eyebrows. Maybe he had only forgotten the man’s facial features.
Perhaps that man is a type of person that lacks on presence which
unfortunately ended up for his details to be completely removed on
Seto’s memories.

That startling moment ended up for himself to pause for a little.

But suddenly the man have spoken.
“According to one of the resident’s testimony, who happens to have
stayed at the other side of the building, stated that he heard
something like clashing of metallic materials. While he was on his
room, he said that he can’t express the real situation, but for
what he thinks, he concluded that it’s some kind of an argument.
And then he suddenly heard something that terrified him. He heard
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the word “Executioner” from those two people. After hearing that
word, he decided to stay on his bed; never attempting to look
beyond his window’s room. And that’s probably the reason why he
isn’t sure to himself if that explosion really came from the
Executioner’s hands.”
The man reported thoroughly.

Seto was impressed by that report. Now; it’s even more complicated
for him to think that he have forgotten such a talented police
officer. Everything that he just said is very precise.

Despite that detailed report, Seto was hypothetically saying that
this investigation gets even more complicated. Then.., he just
recognized something mysterious about that man.
“Wait, why did he believed what the witness have said? Does this
mean that he knew something about the investigation?”
He said in his thoughts.

“But Sir.., I think that man’s testimony isn’t that well supported.
I guess not even an Executioner; (who is believed as someone who
only kills sinners) could do this hideous crime right?”

Seto had a sigh of relief, at least now he knows that that man
isn’t involved in any of the Executioner Investigation team’s
movements.
“[sigh] But what the kid said has a point, if the other Executioner
was really the one behind that explosion, then it’s concluded that
he is a worse enemy compared to the previous Executioner. For now,
it again turns out that the recent witness’s testimony is different
from what that woman and Ai said. It’s getting complicated, now I
could assume that the other Executioner also uses a weapon, he
must’ve done that explosion to erase all the things that might
still be treated as an evidence. He must have returned to the site
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after he found out that the police checked out the two burned
bodies of the victims.”
He said again in his thoughts while he was biting his lip.

After that monologue, he returned to his normal self and looked
towards the reliable man in front of him.”

“What’s your name..,”
He said in a calm voice so that the man won’t have doubts about
him for not knowing his name.

Actually both of them are not wearing their police uniforms that
time that’s why he has no idea of the man’s rank.

The man looked at his face with a calm and smiling facial
expression. That man’s face is too kind to look at. He has a short
haircut and a brown-colored hair. It’s like he’s the righteous
type of person you can find on every shows and movies. Based on
his appearance, you can conclude that he’s the kind of person who’s
very easy to forgive. A type of person with no hurt feelings to
someone. His face is just to kind to commit any kind of sin. He
can be considered as a hero of justice to anyone; who will never
let the evil take over the good. Maybe he could be the answer for
Seto’s prayers, a type of person who can be considered to share a
same goal with him.

“Sir..! I’m Kyotaro Takahashi; and I’m a new police officer.”

That was indeed an acceptable reason why Seto doesn’t recognize
that man. His name was Kyotaro Takahashi, he is a new member of
the Iwate Prefectural police. But despite those two information
about him, Seto is still wondering of something.
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“But I didn’t see you before walking around the HQ.”

“It’s because tomorrow will actually be my first day of duty.”

That question was clearly answered. It’s not
anything about that guy. It’s not like Seto
about Kyotaro’s identity. It just happens to
newbie in this job. Of course you’ll never
you haven’t seen him or her yet.

like he doesn’t know
has really forgotten
be that Kyotaro is a
recognize someone if

“So you’re a new one, but what you just did is a great start.
You’re doing a great job Takahashi-san.”
Seto replied in a convinced manner.

That is really a great start for Kyotaro’s career. He was the first
police officer who investigated the crime scene. This is considered
to be his first step towards his further success that could
hopefully happen in the future. His first day of duty is still
tomorrow, but this time, he proved that whether you’re on your
duty or not, a police should always be a police. Justice must be
served for anytime at all cost. Justice mustn’t chose for someone
who will be served. Justice must be for everyone, no matter how
rich or poor that person is.

The smiling face of Kyotaro were replaced by a very heartwarming
feeling as he replied.
“Thanks for the compliment Sir.”

“You deserve it.”
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Seto tilted his head and looked at the minimal fire coming from
that four floored building. The fire department bureau declared
the situation as fire under control. They are really worth for
giving praises because of their good job. Now, the thick smokes
became lighter and lighter. You can now make a vision to the
building’s destroyed and burned properties. The building’s
structures turned to the color of black. Ashes still continues to
be carried away with the wind’s direction.

Neither the police nor the firemen knows the exact casualty of
that tragedy. But the worse is, according to everyone’s suspicion,
there are about hundreds of people that are trapped inside that
building. Everyone seemed to be anticipating for the worst case
scenario that might came all over the news once the sun rises. But
hopefully, that will not be the exact headline that will came out.

Seto and Kyotaro; as well as Megumi Kanzaki [who happens to be
staring at them from a distance] witnessed all those people that
fortunately came out of that building before the further fire
expansion. Most of them have their very own relatives that are
still trapped inside it. Most of them are crying for so much worry.
They are weeping so hard for the reason that they’re having guilt
to themselves because they are helpless, the only thing that they
could to right now is to wait. And each of them knew that waiting
won’t solve anything.

“These people; were all suffering from an inexplicable pain. No
one desires for this to happen to themselves. We can say that they
are in misfortune for now, but after all, that misfortune wouldn’t
have to happen if the Executioners never existed right? Damn it!
This Executioner is even worse, he intended to kill those innocent
people without a good reason. Takahashi-san, it’s said that
Executioners are creations of God right? And according to the
Christian doctrine, everything that God does has a good and
appropriate reason, but this time, just what exactly is that reason
that he wants us to find?”
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“-Or else, does this time, God began to mislead us?”

Kyotaro can’t exactly comprehend what Seto meant that time, but
then he looked up the sky and gazed at the stars. The exact time
was 3:48AM, the stars were still glimmering with a soft light.

“This world might be very cruel, but we can’t help it. Someone who
is called God is still the one who owns the authority of this
world. After all we’re simply a part of his creations. Let’s just
hope that a miracle could happen. Let’s trust him, Superintendent.”

Seto have turned speechless from what Kyotaro have recently said.
So Kyotaro seemed to be very kind enough, somehow he is the kind
of person who never loses trust to God. He was hoping for a miracle,
but unfortunately in a terrible situation like this, a miracle is
not reliable to be expected to happen. However, if you carefully
think of what he said, it just turns out that a miracle is the
only hope that the people can trust.

That terrible scenario can even lose your trust to God, that’s why
Seto seemed to be not convinced. He might not have a great faith
to God, because this time in his thoughts: “A miracle will never
be an option.” The world needs to face its reality no matter the
resolution would be.

Without a sudden, Kyoshiro arrived the site with his car. He gets
out and runs towards Seto’s current location.

Seto was disappointed the moment he saw Kyoshiro’s face. Maybe he
still can’t get over from their argument yesterday, but somehow,
it’s like he couldn’t help himself to compare him to Kyotaro.
Kyotaro is still a newbie but despite that, it seems that he is
doing an even greater job compared to Kyoshiro.
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“You’re late Kyoshiro-san.., everything were just answered by this
man beside me.”

“Oh.., I’m glad to know that. By the way, who’s him?”
Kyoshiro said while pointing his index finger towards Kyotaro.

“I’ll explain it to you at the Police Headquarters. Let’s go.”
Seto responded while he was walking briskly away from the two men
and headed towards his car.

But Kyoshiro ignored him. He was consistently looking at that
desolate burned building.

“There is a very low chance for them to survive in such a situation
like that. The building is composed of four floors, and with that
kind of massive explosion, I guess most people on the ground floor
have died because of its impact, and thus, most of the people that
got out are the ones from the second floor, using an elevator is
unnecessary because of the total power loss. That’s why I think,
the people from third and fourth floor have no chance to survive.
It’s either they’ll jump from that elevation or to stay in a place
that they could assume as the safest. Those people who decides to
jump will gamble their life into luck while those who stayed will
slowly die from suffocation.”

“—and that happens to be my theory Hibari-san.”
Kyoshiro said.

Kyotaro was quite impressed by that deduction as he unknowingly
opened his mouth slight.
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Kyoshiro then followed Seto; he was running at first, but after he
gets close, he decided to walk behind Seto’s back. Then Seto turned
around for the reason that he sensed something. He turns his back
towards Kyotaro- who was not moving from his current position while
facing his two superiors from a distance. This is what he have
sensed, he sensed that Kyotaro was not following his footsteps.

“What are you waiting for…,”
He said with his loud voice addressed to Kyotaro.

“…”
Kyotaro was speechless.

“You’re a member of the police right?”

After hearing those words from his superior, Kyotaro was convinced
as he showed an overwhelmed facial expression.

Several seconds after Seto’s question towards Kyotaro, Kyotaro
then quickly replied.
“Yes.”

※※※※※

The time had exactly reached to 4:00AM, the scenery was focused at
the National Police Agency or NPA. That building was suddenly
transferred and located at the Shinhanamaki which consist of
exactly 20 floors. It was the agency in which the higher ranks
such as the Commissioner General is located. That building is
classified as the Capital Police Headquarters, and it is occupied
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by approximately hundreds of police officers. By this exact time
there are many police officers inside because of that alarming
explosion.

※※※※※

Kyoshiro, Seto, and Kyotaro were inside
office. They were all having their seats.

the

Superintendent’s

“So you’re a new member.”
Kyoshiro said.

“Yes Sir,”
Kyotaro replied.

“I want you to join the Executioner Investigation.”
Seto unexpectedly said straightforward.

Perhaps that can be called a sudden decision, but it’s wise indeed.
A talented person like Kyotaro is obviously a great help.

Kyotaro was startled by that sudden order that comes directly from
his respected superior. His Superintendent must have thought about
it just a while ago, this is not rushed decision, all of it are
supposed to be planned.

His face turned serious…,
“I’ll be happy to do my job.”
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Kyotaro accepted it without hesitation despite the reason that the
Executioner is the one he is going to confront.

“So, Hibari-san, what do you think of that explosion?”
Kyoshiro questioned in a very light voice.

Seto faced Kyoshiro from his right side.
“I think it’s the other Executioner.”

Kyotaro was shocked by that hypothesis. He didn’t even know that
there might be other Executioner beside the previous one.

“The other Executioner; or let’s just address him as the Fiery
Executioner. I think he decided to burn the entire place to hide
something. Let’s assume that he is not that precise on committing
perfect crimes unlike the Executioner, so we can say that there
could still be important evidences at that site that’s why the
Fiery Executioner returned.”
Seto urged to reply at Kyoshiro’s question.

“But Sir..,”
Kyotaro suddenly interfered with the conversation of the two
leaving the two of them to change their attention to him.

“I think there’s a loophole on your initial theory. Because
according to the recent witnesses words, he heard some kind of an
argument. And what about the sound of clashing metallic materials.”

“The two Executioners…,”
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Kyoshiro quickly said.

“So there’s a possibility. Okay; here’s my theory. The two
Executioner might have met each other at that site. Perhaps I
think, the Executioner went to that place to kill those two people
who happens to have burned from the start. And then, it happens to
be that the Fiery Executioner cleared that task already. Maybe
that triggered their argument. First of all, if that Fiery
Executioner’s goal is to burn the site and remove the evidences,
then the sound of the clashing metallic materials that the witness
heard shouldn’t have happened. That Fiery Executioner could just
scorch that entire site and leave, and yet he didn’t. I guess it’s
on the Executioner’s nature to have misunderstandings. Especially
that was the first time that the Executioner met someone like him;
who happens to be interfering his work.”
Kyoshiro stated all those explanations on a rather clear and
convincing method.

“You’re right, it must be the two of them fighting each other. And
I think that massive explosion could only result for one of them
to be eliminated. Well, that is still a theory for now. When the
sun goes up I’ll return and investigate at that site. But first,
I need to report all of this to our Senior Superintendent. I know
that he’ll be a bit shocked about our further deductions. Kyoshirosan, I need you to take our own initial report directly to the
Commissioner General.”
Seto said.

Kyoshiro’s eyes suddenly wide opened.
“-the Commissioner General;”

“I hope he’ll believe us this time. So for now.., I guess we need
to return to our home.”
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Kyoshiro then yawn after hearing what Seto have spoken.

“I guess you’re right.”

※※※※※

The time was already 4:31AM, Seto was precisely holding the
steering wheel while driving his car headed to his home. He was
showing a very serious facial expression, more like he’s
reminiscing something. There are so many thoughts inside his mind
that he needs to build up just like a puzzle that needs to be
solved.

“The main question behind all of it that still remained unanswered
for each and every Executioners are their reason of committing
such sins. The process or procedure that they have been encountered
before they became an Executioner also remains as a total mystery.
“
Seto said in his thoughts.

His eyes suddenly wide opened as he remembered something.
<< Perhaps like, having an undercover police in a criminal
syndicate. For what I think, there will be a higher chance that
the Executioner will appear to them >>
He remembered Kyoshiro’s plan.

“But I don’t have to risk the lives of my subordinates, I can’t
risk his life.”
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“-Kyotaro Takahashi; a new member of the police is our advantage
from the criminals as well as the Executioner. He is not well known
because it’s only his first day of duty tomorrow. And his identity
will be kept hidden from everyone outside and then…,”

His face turned out to be very disappointed to himself after saying
those words while he’s continuously driving his car.

※※※※※

The sun showed up for a bit, this could only mean that it’s morning
already. All the stars are gone as the sunrise starts to lit up
from the horizon. This is a very beautiful day having a perfect
weather, there’s no sign of any approaching rain. Not even a single
nimbus cloud. The color of the city was very clear.

But still, that perfect weather can’t make up the mood of those
people suffering from misery because of that explosion. This
perfect day turns even worse for them, people suffering from the
very mysterious thing called “death” and “tragedy”.

The rays of sunlight pierced through the glass window of a six
tatami sized wide room. Even if the time was only about 6:00AM,
Megumi Kanzaki is already formally dressed. As a field work
journalist, getting earlier to that explosion site is a must. The
incident will surely be a big headline. Actually, she’s already
there at the site minutes after the explosion. She’ll only return
to the place for more updates especially to be informed of the
current situation of the victims.

Her wide room is very well-organized. It’s like a room of a rich
girl, having a collection of books which is about thirty of it in
a single shelf.
From her bed are some of her plushies from
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different anime’s, and on its side is a digital alarm clock which
she relies on from time to time so that she’ll never be late from
work.

She was sitting on her chair while staring at her face from a large
mirror. Continuously brushing her long light brown hair while
holding her red-colored scrunchy from her mouth. After noticing to
herself that she have combed her hair properly, she placed the
hairbrush aside and picked up the scrunchy from her mouth by her
right hand.

She strangled it properly to her hair to make a formal ponytail
style. By closely looking at the mirror, she is now sure to herself
that she’s presentable to the public’s eye.

Megumi stands up and picked up her case which consists her personal
belongings such as identification cards and everything else. She
slowly opened the door of her room and walks down the stairs then
slowly goes the kitchen.

It’s like she’s picking something up important from there. She
smiled as she carefully watched her father.

Jin was already wearing his navy blue police uniform while sitting
down his chair which is very close to a table with an ashtray. He
was drinking his black coffee from a medium sized cup that time.
It’s really obvious that the coffee was hot because of the smoke
that still kept on spreading from it.

He slowly sipped a small volume of the coffee and placed it in a
small plate which exactly fits it up. Then after that, he lighted
his cigarette with his zippo lighter. He smoked in a convenient
way as he slowly breathes out the smoke coming from his mouth.
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“Dad, I’m going now.”
Megumi said in a very delightful manner.

Jin then faced and looked at his daughter.

“Okay; be safe.”
He raised his hand a little as a sign of showing a decent goodbye.

Megumi smiled, and then she directed towards the living room. After
her thorough footsteps, she opened the main door on the living
room which connects to the outside. She heads off of that door
while smiling and looking up the beautiful sky and clouds
indicating a perfect weather.

※※※※※

At that exact time, Seto was already on the explosion site. He was
walking around and tries to find for some details and answers about
Kyoshiro’s theories. There is obviously a possibility about it
that the two Executioners must have started that explosion caused
by each of them fighting with all their supernatural abilities.

While he continuously making a stroll all over, he can’t help
himself but to feel the loneliness and negativities on the ravaged
building. The atmosphere on that place was very dark and miserable.
The siren’s voices coming from the ambulances were still. The
approaching of those vehicles are non-stop. People kept on crying,
others are worrying from their relatives that are still trapped
where their bodies is still cannot be found from up to this hour.
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An if it happens to be that the rescue team founds one or more
victims, the continuous crying and horrible loud voices of those
survivors and relatives are miserably heard all over. All of them
are crying so hard, their tears never stop from pouring.

“My son is gone.”
“This is not happening.”
“No; it can’t be happening.”
Those were some reactions from those persons who have unfortunately
lost their loved ones. They still can’t admit it to themselves
that something like it happens to their lifeline. They are hoping
that this is only a dream yet it isn’t. The whole world is very
cruel for them.

There was this pitiful little girl who is crying together with the
hopeless crowd. She’s finding both of her parents that are
consequently trapped inside.

Seto witnessed this girl’s pitiful appearance. He took sympathy
for the lonely kid. He quickly walks to her position and pat her
head gently.

“Hey kid.., what’s wrong..”

“Mmm.., Mr, I’m looking for my parents.”
Said by the innocent looking little girl.

That kid is about nine years old. Her face is very innocent and
cute. Yet, appreciating that cuteness for this moment is not really
matching with the mood. Seto’s face turned even lonelier this time,
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for the reason that the little girl said those words filled with
innocence. That girl was all alone by herself.

“Let’s hope that everything will be alright.”
He says so to comfort the girl and make her feel calm. His words
had given the little girl a tiny bit of hope.

Then, without a sudden, so fast that even Seto cannot catch up;
those rescue team from the inside rushed out of the burned
infrastructure. The rescue team have again successfully retrieved
the victim’s burned dead bodies that are placed down the stretcher.

The commotion became heavier at the same time. The people wants to
confirm whether those bodies came from their loved ones. However,
even if they want to, they just couldn’t cross the restricted area
conducted by the operation team.

Despite that, Seto rushed towards the dead victims together with
the kid. He showed his police badge to the operators and entered.

“Mom; Mom was wearing that same necklace. It’s the one whom Daddy
gave her.”
The kid unexpectedly said in a calm innocent voice.
Then she lifted her head and faced Seto.
“Mom, what happened to my Mom?”

The little girl was filled with wonder, she just can’t comprehend
the exact situation. Her mother’s body turned all black like the
ashes. Actually she can’t figure out if either that body is from
her mom or not. But by the time she grows up, she’ll know that
everything happens to be a very miserable tragedy.
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Seto can’t take it anymore. He closed both of his eyes wearing a
sad but somehow enraged facial expression.

“This is so cruel. This kid doesn’t deserve to suffer like this at
such a young age. Her life will live to despair until she gets
old. So, does this really makes sense to God’s perception? This is
so much for a little girl like her to handle. She’ll keep that
loneliness to her heart all the time. She’ll carry that burden
from now on. Even for an innocent girl with no terrible sins, God
still despised her.”

“-is this really the concept about the Executioner? Even a nonheavy sinner isn’t safe anymore.”
He said in his thoughts.

That little girl will suffer for the worse compared to anyone of
those survivors. Her parents died, now; she’s all alone. Alone in
the darkness in this very cruel and unfair world. Even the pity
and sympathy of other people will never save her. She will live in
vain and somehow die in vain.

But honestly, that little girl’s life could be much compared to
Seto’s. Seto also lost his parents on a very young age and yet he
didn’t live a very miserable life. He was the one who decided to
move forward by himself. He didn’t take the option of living a
life with despair and terror. Despite hatred and vengeance is a
negative emotion, that feeling was the one who encouraged him to
seriously take the same career as his father. So perhaps, his
vengeance and hatred to that Executioner was the key that triggered
his achievements. In accordance to that, the kid has still a tiny
bit of hope in her life. As long as she’s consistently breathing,
her mind normally responding together with her body, she can still
face success.
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It’s up to her choice if she’ll take the path of staying in the
miserable darkness, or trying to stand up and move forward.

Afterwards,
Megumi
finally
reached
her
destination.
She
unexpectedly saw Seto’s depressed facial expression that gives her
the will to approach him.

“Hey; Hibari-san.”
She said while slightly raising her hand.

She’s glad after seeing the Superintendent of the Iwate Prefectural
Police. This’ll be the perfect timing to find some answers about
the incident’s investigation that she’ll report afterwards. But no
matter how glad she is, she still cannot stay calm by watching
Seto’s facial expression. It’s obvious that there’s a serious
problem. Maybe this isn’t really a perfect timing for a further
conversation. She also witnessed the little girl beside him.

A little girl that is filled with wonder but unknowingly can’t
stop her tears from falling.

She can’t help herself but to feel the same loneliness that the
little girl could bear. That could be the reason from Seto’s
depressed facial expression. He worried so much about that kid’s
future getting to the point of being spaced out. That could only
be the reason why Seto never heard her voice calling his name.

It seemed like Seto will never say a word but..,
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“Magumi-san; I’ll tell you about the details of the initial
investigation.”

Then he paused; thus he continued.

“-but I need your help on something.”

Megumi lowered down her head and then she instantly looked at Seto
upon hearing his favor to be asked.

※※※※※

The entire group of the Iwate Prefectural Police were in a rush
because that incident.
Seto was carelessly walking inside the Headquarters when a police
came to make a certain report.

“Sir. The Senior Superintendent calls for a meeting.”

“Okay; I’m going.”
He replied in a very light and slow manner.

Jin was really aware of this crisis. Since the Executioner starts
the chained murders and homicide incidents, this’ll be the first
time that he killed about hundreds at the same moment. This is so
brutal and intense in the part of every Japanese citizens. Their
country will surely fall into despair again. The worst case is..,
this scenery might be compared to the 1990’s incident about the
most terror Executioner on England who declared war against God.
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Plus; supposedly the other reason of calling this meeting is to
discuss about the Executioner Investigation desk’s theory about
having two Executioners.

Kanzaki, Seto, and Kyoshiro was at the Senior Superintendent’s
office having an urgent meeting.

“So, let’s discuss about that theory that the two of you have
formulated.”
Kanzaki said to start.

But it seemed like Seto still isn’t on the mood. He was not in
himself.

“Hibari-san..,”

“…”
He is still spaced out that’s why he didn’t catch up with Jin.
“Huh.., I’m sorry. It’s just that everything still isn’t clear all
this time. Yesterday, we formulated a theory that there might be
two Executioners, but I’ve got a feeling that there’s a mistake
about it.”
He said in a serious tone.

“-and what’s it Hibari-san.”
That question quickly entered to Kyoshiro’s mind as he can’t help
himself but to straightforwardly say it.
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“Honestly, I don’t know what I’m saying anymore. But the question
is.., if that Fiery Executioner knows how to use a weapon for a
faster way or method of killing, then he can just cut down his
enemies like the previous Executioner does. I mean, what’s the
reason why he uses flames to burn his victims, his weapon could be
useless that way right?”

“It’s true but.., what if the Fiery Executioner burns his victims
so that there’ll be no evidences that will be left from their
bodies. One possible reason could be that he intentionally wants
us to know that there are two Executioners.”
It’s true that the Fiery Executioner [Haruka] has a weapon for
killing her victims. She can just kill every sinners with her
weapon yet she didn’t. Instead, she burned her victims. Kyoshiro’s
explanation is reasonable. Burning a human and turning them into
ashes can clearly destroy everything including its evidences. For
example, using a gun to kill or any kind of weapon like knife can
make a direct contact to its victim’s body that can unfortunately
lead to a trace of evidence.

Leaving that reasoning behind, Haruka might only be doing that
kind of killing to make her satisfy what death really is. Maybe
she is such a sadist girl who wants to burn her victims until its
flesh and bones turns into ashes. Perhaps she just want the people
to know what hell feels like before they enter the real burning
side of afterlife. She wants to burn the sinner’s flesh first and
when they die, their soul will also be burned in hell for eternity.

“But there really is something wrong about it.”

“Hibari-san; remember that you’re the one who said it yourself.
You’ve just said a while ago that you don’t know what you are
saying anymore.”
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“There’s no time for arguing about that you two.”
Kanzaki crossed the conversation.

“As a police, you must never remove the doubt that killing a person
is not only in the hands of the Executioners. Other cases like
this can also be done by a person. Remember that humans can also
kill other humans. That can be the best excuse that we can use to
our main problem for this time. For this very moment, our main
problem is all about the report of the media. If the report that
turn out all over this country is because of the Executioner’s
actions, then for sure Japan will face again another crisis. We
must give an appropriate excuse about the cause of that explosion.
If this really is done by that Fiery Executioner that you’re
talking about, then this could be the worst. You know why?”

“-it’s because innocent people have been involved.”

That is really a big problem. If ever all the citizens finds out
that the explosion was caused by the Executioner, then Japan will
surely be into total panic again. The worst case is, due to the
extreme fright and terror towards the Executioner; almost all the
people might leave the country for further safety. If they found
out that even a non-sinner is involved, then they’ll be sure too
themselves that death will always be a threat in their everyday
living.

“Kanzaki-san; I believe that’s not the problem anymore. I’ve
already spread a fake report to each and every news networks of
the country. This is a part of the Executioner Investigation that’s
why it needs to be hidden for this moment. It’s sad for her part
but, even Megumi received the same report directly from me.”
Seto replied to his Senior Superintendent.
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Jin was displeased as he frowns a little.
“It can’t be helped. It’s for her safety after all.”

“By the way, Kyoshiro-san, what did the Commissioner General said
about our report.”

Kyoshiro looked at Seto upon hearing his voice directed to him.
“Huh.., that one. Of course it’s the same as the usual, he just
ignored it. Am I the only person thinking this, I think the
Commissioner General isn’t taking us seriously. I know that the
previous Investigation team could be better than us, but at least
he needs to show us some support about it. If he’s appointing less
experienced police officers like us into this, the he should also
have a proper supervision.”

Jin then lowered his head and became upset.

※※※※※

[The National Police Agency]

“Hmm, those amateurs are still trying to solve this one, and now
they are saying that there are two Executioners. I won’t ever
believe them until they can give me proper evidences. All of them
are just full of theories inside their mind. What a shame.”
The Commissioner General said while he’s standing straight and
facing the huge window in front of him while his concentration was
pointed on the entire view of Hanamaki City.
Then he frowns;
“If only [NameLess] have agreed to us in the first place.”
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※※※※※

The urgent meeting was adjourned just a while ago. Seto already
made a solution about Jin’s problem why he called for the meeting.
And that solution is to spread a fake information which contradicts
to the safety of the Japanese citizens. That fake information is
intended for them not to worry about the worst cases and
situations.

The two of them were walking at the Headquarter’s hallway headed
to their respective offices. Seto was following Kyoshiro’s
footsteps- looking his back view perspective. He was wearing a
very hesitating facial expression while continuously looking at
Kyoshiro’s back. Afterwards, he insisted to approach Kyoshiro by
lifting his arm a little towards his shoulders.

“Ahh.., I remembered Hibari-san.”

Before Seto reaches his shoulders, Kyoshiro faced his direction.

“Were really unfortunate. It’s sad to say that the woman who
witnessed the murder of the two burned bodies immediately took a
flight and left the country since the explosion happened.”

Seto was shocked by that bad news. That woman would have answered
most of her questions regarding the Fiery Executioner.
Then; Kyoshiro suddenly felt that Seto is becoming unease.

“Hibari-san, is something wrong?”
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Seto lowered his head.
“Uhmm..,”
He muttered.

“What’s it; Hibari-san.”

“It’s about the plan that you’ve suggested to me the other day. “
Seto muttered with some hesitations.

“-I guess great kings should make hard decisions. I’ve been in a
dilemma last night, but because Kyotaro Takahashi happens to join
the investigation, I’ve already made a decision.”

“-we’ll do your plan.”
He said with all the confidence remaining in himself.

“Do you really mean it? Because if you do then surely there’s no
turning back.”

“Yes;”
He quickly replied. That means he’d really thought of it seriously
until he arrived in this decision.

“But Kyoshiro, there’s one question. How come you’ve arrived to
that plan without thinking about the Executioner’s supernatural
abilities? He might be invulnerable to any kinds of firearms.”
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“I have a doubt that he cannot be affected of anything like guns
or any kind of weapon.”

“…”
Seto was speechless by that answer.

“Have you ever heard some news about Executioners before that have
been killed by a simple firearm? There are some incidents involving
the Executioner’s death just with a work of a single police
officer. That’s the reference that I’ve found to come up to that
conclusion.”

“But it’s still too risky. Remember that the Executioner have been
doing non-stop crimes for about twenty years, there’s no doubt
that he’s invulnerable.”

“But he still haven’t shown himself to us right?”

“Well yeah.., but what’s the..,”
Kyoshiro crossed him.
“It’s because he knew that if the police happens to be his rival,
his chance of survival will decrease. He is always well prepared
if his doing his assassinations right? Then what could possibly
happen if we turn that table aside. What would happen if the
Executioner will be ambushed this time?”

Seto’s eyes widened. He finally get what Kyoshiro meant. The
Executioner is aware about the Police’s skills that’s why he never
shows himself to them. But somehow, that plan could really bring
them to tragedy. It’s because from the start, the Executioner
happens to be invulnerable is such kinds of firearms.
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Kyoshiro’s plans and deductions is obviously a mistake. However;
this is still their decision so it can’t be helped.

“It’s true that my plan will be more of a success if the person
who will play the role of the undercover will be our latest
member.”
Kyoshiro smiles as he said..,

“Hmm.., Kyotaro Takahashi.”

※※※※※

Kyoshiro and Seto finally found out the answer to an appropriate
plan. Kyotaro Takahashi is indeed a great help for this
investigation. His lack of presence can be useful for this time,
everything goes according to their point of view. Now, does this
devised plan of Kyoshiro can change the country’s future with a
higher chance or probability to success?

In order to make a formal proposition of that plan, they need first
a confirmation coming directly from the man who’s going to play
that part.

They successfully
beside him.

found

Kyotaro

together

with

another

person

This time, it’s certainly clear that Kyotaro is a member of the
Iwate Prefectural Police because he was wearing a uniform. This is
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his first day of duty, and yet this’ll be the very exciting day
when Seto starts to announce his big role.

“Sir!”
The two newbie police said with their loud voice together with a
salute.
The two superiors welcomed them.

“I believe you’re also a new member.”
Seto addressed the other police officer beside Kyotaro.

“Yes; I am Sir. My name is Eichiro Mikoto.”
The other police replied with a tone of voice showing a respect.

“So, I believe you were in good friends with Kyotaro am I right?
Then I guess you must follow his path, if you wanted to, I want
you to join the Executioner Investigation.”

The moment Eichiro heard those words coming directly from Seto, he
was shocked for he found out that his friend is already a part of
the classified one of the most dangerous investigation. It is true
that the Executioner’s Investigation is one of the most crucial
and life risking part of the Police’s designated desk. Despite
that, it was not really new for his best friend to face any kind
of danger. From the moment Kyotaro became a police, he became more
passionate on living his everyday life. This’ll give a thrill to
himself and somehow, his best friend is already part of it; so how
could he refuse to this very rare opportunity?

Eichiro might be a new face in this career, but he wanted to show
everyone that he’s got the talent and skill which makes him to be
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a deserving police who will join this never ending Executioner
Investigation.

“Yes; I would like to.”
He was glad as he accepted that offer without a single hesitation.

Thus; Seto gets his face close to Kyoshiro’s ear.

“I think Eichiro
Kyoshiro-san?”

would

also

fit

that

role,

don’t

you

think

Seto said it in a whisper-like voice which Eichiro and Kyotaro
cannot comprehend.

But that action diverted Eichiro’s attention into suspicion.

“Hmm, I guess you’re right, but we’ve already made a decision about
it.”
Kyoshiro replied.

Very quick footsteps that came from a girl suddenly approached
them.
“Kyoshiro-kun, Seto-kun, good morning.”

That girl who’s calling their
wearing black semi-rounded
discharged from the hospital.
the Executioner’s incident so
everything with a smile.

respective given names was the girl
eyeglasses. Ai was successfully
She didn’t get a single wound from
she was indeed lucky enough to face
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Her facial expression was in a very positive mood. “A world filled
with second chances and hopes” that is what she wanted to represent
on that optimistic facial expression. Her smile were in resemblance
to the perfect weather; it can simply change someone’s mood into
more relax and tranquil state.

“Ai-san, so finally you managed to get out of that hospital.”
Seto said.

“I guess that Executioner had given me a second chance after all.”
Ai replied while she’s still smiling.

By those words that unexpectedly came out of Ai’s mouth which
consists of the name “Executioner” had brought them to remember
the tragedy regarding the massive explosion. Well, Eichiro was an
exception, he wondered for some reason why they are showing those
lose faces.

Ai’s facial expression changed, she also remembered the same
incident that can’t be worth to smile with. The massive explosion
must be the one that are inside their minds. But then she still
smiled as she said:
“Those people that have died from that incident were very
unfortunate, yet, no matter how many droplet of tears falls for
that someone whom we loved the most, still; nothing will change.
Those people that are crying this very moment, they must always
say to themselves that there’s always next times and second chances
to their remaining years of living. They should never spent all
those times into misery, they should know that as long as they are
breathing, there is always a hope that can be fulfilled even if
that someone you loved is already gone.”
Ai smiled again as she continued.
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“-they should be more like me, despite what happened the other
day, I still found myself breathing and living this second chance
that have given to me. Despite all those danger, a second chance
still came upon me. I already promised to myself that I will write
my perfect ending till the very end.”

All those delightful words had brought for their realization except
Kyoshiro. He didn’t even make a single reaction about it. He must
really be a man of action who contradicts with Ai as a girl who
uses pleasant words to change ones perception.

The two of them has the same intention of giving a sign of hope to
everyone. Yet, their way of execution is too opposite from each
other.

Right after those words of hope was a moment of silence.

“You’re only saying that because you cannot connect with the same
feeling as them.” –Kyoshiro disappointedly said in his thoughts.

It’s like his impression towards Ai have changed since their
conversation
at
the
hospital.
Seemed
like
he’s
really
disappointed.

“So; who’re they?”
Ai said pertaining to the two police officers that she haven’t met
yet.

“I’m Eichiro Mikoto, I’m glad to see you.”
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“I’m Kyotaro Takahashi; I’m happy to see you.”
The two of them formally introduced themselves as they bowed their
head in front of the girl.

“I’m Ai Katsunari; and I’m also glad to work with you two.”
Ai replied in a respectful manner while bowing her head.

“The two of them are new members of the Executioner Investigation.”
Seto said for some further information to Ai.

“By the way, this girl beside me is the one who writes the
documentation of the Executioner Investigation.”

“Thank’s for further introduction Seto-kun, well, if they’re
involved in the Executioner investigation, then I guess I’ll be
seeing the two of you almost every day. Do you mind if I call the
two of you by your respective given names?”
Ai simply asked.

“Yes; it’s okay Ai-san.”
Kyotaro quickly replied.

With full of hesitation, Eichiro muttered while his face is a
little bit red.
“W-Well, I.., I guess it’s okay.”

Ai smiled as she said:
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“I’m glad to hear that, so now I’m gonna call the two of you as
Kyotaro-kun and Eichiro-kun.”

“So let’s get back from where we started.”
Seto interrupted the conversation.

“Our main intention of coming here is because of you Kyotaro
Takahashi-san. Takahashi-san, I need your further cooperation.
We’re giving you a very special task.”

Kyotaro’s face became serious while Eichiro’s face was the opposite
of it. He was sensing something terrible about the Superintendent
will say.

“-you will be the undercover for the Shiki Criminal Syndicate.”
Eichiro’s eyes widened open. As if that word was terrifying enough
to make him completely frozen. Just what is this Shiki Criminal
Syndicate?

“But that’s a very large group of drug syndicate that you are
talking about. It’s really dangerous.”
He said with an anxious voice.
He had full of doubts about his superior’s true intention of making
his best friend join that investigation.

“But it’s better to take risk than to lose hope.”
Kyoshiro said with a low tone of voice while his head’s down.
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With full of confidence by saying his words that crossed through
the same time as Kyoshiro have spoken, Seto replied to Eichiro’s
opinion:
“It’ a duty of a police to do what it takes in order to serve
justice.”
The way he said those words were filled with superiority. His voice
turned Eichiro into a speechless state. That voice were likely
compared to a tyrant King who’s giving his personal orders to his
servant.

Eichiro was about to speak some words that can oppose over them
but Kyotaro happens to cross him.
“Before I became a police, I knew that with this profession, my
life would be at risk someday. But no matter how risky or dangerous
that situation could be, I’ve already made a decision…”
Kyotaro paused for a little… then he continued.

“-I will accept it.”
He said with full of confidence. He accepted that challenge without
any single hesitation running around his mind.

This is the true Kyotaro Takahashi tat everyone’s been expecting.
He was the kind of person who’s not afraid of anything that is
considered as “evil”. For a hero of justice like him, his
righteousness should not be apprehended by any bad guys especially
those Executioners. He has no hesitation whenever anyone calls for
his help and assistance. No matter how bad or terrible it comes,
he will never hesitate, because justice and righteousness needs to
be served for anytime and anywhere. He was considered as a man of
his words. He never even breaks a promise. In one description, he
can simply be classified as a “hero” for everyone.

Seto smiled with a sharp glance as he said:
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“Then we’ll start the plan tomorrow.”

“Okay; we’re going now because Ai-san will be
everything that happened on the incident recently.”

documenting

Kyoshiro said, perhaps that’s also his trick to quickly finish the
conversation and so that Kyotaro will not have the chance to change
his mind as well as Eichiro’s persuasion.

The three of them walked forward together, leaving the two behind.

“Kyotaro; don’t you even care for yourself?”
Eichiro questioned his best friend with a loud voice together with
a little anger.

“We’re the only one who’s making our own decisions, I just need to
do this to end everything.”
Kyotaro replied with a calm voice.

“But what if you die, would you still call yourself as a righteous
hero? Would it still be heroic if your friends and relatives will
be mourning and ask for revenge because of your decisions?”

Despite those words filled with love and care, Kyotaro only showed
a smile closely to his best friend’s face.

Eichiro was startled by that very unparticular action. Honestly he
was only doing it for his best friend’s safety. He knows to himself
that he’s not as strong as his best friend. But if the use of words
to convince Kyotaro not to go is the only way to change his mind,
then he will do it at all cost.
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He was Eichiro Mikoto, a 21 years old man with a short black hair.
His appearance would be pretty normal for every people’s sight. He
can somehow be treated as a person with a very weak personality.
A person whom the strong will hate for treating him as a burden.
But of course Kyotaro was an exception. He can be treated as a
weak, a pessimistic, a type of person who’s always playing safe
and goes to the flow. He always relies on to others, just like a
pawn in a game of chess. The man in the lowest rank, the man who
always goes in the frontline, and a man who deserved to be
sacrificed if necessary.

※※※※※

Seto, Kyoshiro, and Ai were inside the Superintendent’s office
while the hologram TV was turned on. Ai was continuously typing
letters and words on her laptop. She was documenting the
investigation as well as writing the Light Novel with the use of
a word processing software.

A news flash were suddenly aired on that temporary network station.
The news turned out to be about the massive explosion as Megumi’s
face popped up at the screen.

We are still live at the explosion site. According from the
police’s report, the cause of the explosion is from the methane
gas that are based on the underground. Most of the survivors that
have escaped are the people from the second floor who happens to
have crossed the partially unaffected area of that building during
the current time. Already 157 were classified as dead victims and
97 people were physically and psychologically injured from this
very horrible tragedy.”
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“-now; we are here live watching at the horrible scenery. All the
experts said that we should keep a proper distance for the reason
that it may collapse for anytime. This distant view can clearly
show us what the exact destruction happened on that site….,”
While Megumi is still on the middle of
expectations happened in a blink of an eye.

her

report,

every

The remaining three floors of the building were imploded down to
the ground as a very loud noise from those building materials as
well as the people shouting because of astonishment were loudly
heard. All the concrete and glass fragments were crushed into
pieces. That scenery was very tragic. The thick dusts were widely
spread everywhere together with the remaining dark ashes. The four
floored building collapsed in an instant. That incident happens to
be one of the most horrible beyond the entire history of Hanamaki
city.

Everyone was shocked by that scenario. It’s like the end of Japan.
All of the people’s eyes and mouth were widened as the scenery
were broadcasted all over the country.

Megumi’s report had really brought despair and terror to everyone.

While looking that incident from the room’s TV, Seto said:
“I’m trusting you with this plan, so this time, I’ll give you the
authority to be in charge of this investigation.”
“-I’m counting on you Kyoshiro-san.”

He looked up again and stared at the TV as he continued:
“-so be ready to share that ideal plan of yours tomorrow.”
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Kyoshiro looked at Seto. Then, he swapped his facial expression to
a very serious mood as he said in his thoughts.

“Tomorrow; is going to be the start.”

-------- END OF CHAPTER 3 --------
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Verse 4: Game of Death
[Reinhardt’s Monologue]

The world that we’re living is imperfect for every human’s eye.
But people never stops on trying to find an alternative solution
to every problems. Humans are the ones who governs the earth, they
existed to make a change and adapt to any circumstances. Humans
are treated as the sovereign and superior compared to any living.
However, that sovereignty and superiority were only before the
Executioners existed in the world’s hierarchy.

Executioners are compared to the Angels and Demons, in which,
humans can never go beyond. People all over the world concluded
that Executioners are creations of God. That conclusion was
speculated after the Stygian’s genocide in England.

For some unknown reason, that first Executioner vanished. Every
humans felt the relief all over their heart and soul.

After that 1990’s genocide incident, people around the globe
searched for their liberation. Humans aren’t just contented of
what they are having, just like a single person’s desire to fly in
order to prevail superiority. They never stop to search for answers
on how to defeat the Executioners. And so, ever since the
Paranormal Group of Investigators proclaimed that they were the
ones who placed the Stygian into death sentence, the war between
Humans and Executioners have commenced.

And somehow, the leader of that group called [his/her] name as
someone you’ll never forget that easy.
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[He/She] was named as – [NameLess]

※※※※※

Just like any other people wants to find, the Executioner
Investigation’s desk from the Iwate Prefectural Police were doing
all that they can to make their country a better and safer place.
It’s obvious, that each person desires for safety and salvation;
that each person desires for a peaceful life.

Everything is about to be resolved, for the police inspector had
already devised a plan to capture the Executioner. He was Kyoshiro
Kihara; a skilled police officer who came from the States. His
plan were not that accurate on the first place, but with the help
of the newbie police officer named Kyotaro Takahashi, that
inaccuracy gradually changed into something that we can call as a
reliable but still a risky plan under their point of view.

The entire Executioner’s Investigation desk held an urgent meeting
which tackles the proper execution of Kyoshiro’s plan. Each of the
police officers inside that room are wearing the same serious
facial expression. This plan isn’t really a simple game, this is
categorized as a game of death for every police that are involved
to this. Though this plan may have a high risk [according to their
perception], Seto still approved it because of his trust to
Kyoshiro. He knew that Kyoshiro isn’t a kid anymore despite his
young age in this career. He formulated his very own plan with
deep thinking capability. He distinguished first the disadvantages
and advantages before he came up to this plan that’s why Seto
seemed to be relieved. He knew that when something wrong happens,
Kyoshiro will find an appropriate countermeasure regarding it.
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Kyoshiro must be desperate to perform that Executioner’s death
sentence, but even so, he still thought about it to stop this
country’s crisis that’s currently happening for about 20 years.

Seto had entrusted Kyoshiro the role of being the major
investigator. So this time, the Police Inspector will be the one
to call the shots. Everything will now depend on his decisions.
With the help of this plan, each and every police involved will
definitely found the intense thrill of their life. All of them
waited enough time to face the Executioner in frontal combat. They
have waited enough to see the resolution of this never ending
investigation.

No one knows what the outcome would be. Is this really going to be
the end? Will this stop Japan’s crisis? Will this change every
human’s perception in life? Will this give the people’s liberation?
None of those police knows the appropriate answer. For what they
are sure is, is that this investigation will cause again another
bloodbath not only to the criminals nor the Executioners, but also
with the police.

Anyone is vulnerable, anyone may die in an instant. Because in
reality, there is no such person as a main character. Everyone in
this world is considered as a vulnerable person who can die at any
place, or at any time.

“The plan is like hitting two birds with one stone. We all knew
that the Shiki Syndicate is classified as one of the largest group
of drug syndicates all over Japan.”
“-in other words, there’s a high chance that the Executioner may
appear to them.”
Kyoshiro have said all those words which serves as his introduction
to his ideal plan.
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“Kyotaro Takahashi will be the undercover of Shiki. We will have
a hundred percent surveillance to that group. To simplify things
up, our undercover will be delivering us his daily information
about the syndicate’s actions and routines. Hence, if they attempt
to conduct a drug transaction, then we can stop theM. At first
look, our plan’s goal is only to annihilate that group, but when
the time comes that the Executioner shows up to them, then I guess
the real action will begin.”

It’s like he’s ready to confront the Executioner with his
declaration of war. << -the real action will begin >> that’s the
scenario that he’s clearly expecting.

Most likely, this is what he really meant before.
<< Yeah, actually I just got promoted as the Police inspector a
year ago >>
<< My dream isn’t yet accomplished, actually, this is only the
start >>
After all, having the position as a Police Inspector isn’t his
main goal. This could really be the start of everything. He wants
to kill the Executioner to gain a very honorable achievement that
is likely difficult to be reached.

This proves that Kyoshiro is really a man of action. Unlike Ai, he
never uses meaningful, inspiring and artistic words to convince
someone else and change other’s point of view in life. He is moving
according to his pride and ego. He would rather choose to show his
world’s infernal side to further make them realize that life isn’t
something easy to live.

He is not the type of person who escapes reality. He faces his
problems and struggles without any single hesitation in his heart.
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“Every human being needs to face reality and overcome it. Those
who don’t want to struggle doesn’t deserve a peaceful life.”
-That; was his personal quote in life.
He is a strong person indeed. His actions and behaviors only proves
that he’s not just a good looking police officer who wants to show
off. He was very serious about it, getting to the point that he
will involve the suspected largest criminal syndicate in Japan.

Kyoshiro glanced at Kyotaro as he picked something up from a box.
He slowly opened it and inside was a watch. He held that device
and given it to Kyotaro.

“Here.”

“…”
Kyotaro was surprised. Is this a gift coming from his superior? Of
course not.

“Takahashi-san, you need to use this watch in case of emergency.
It may be cheap and old class if you look at it, but that design
is fully intended for this investigation. That device isn’t only
a simple watch, it consists of a microphone, a recorder, as well
as a transmitter. And if an emergency unexpectedly occurred, simply
press its side buttons all at the same time and it will quickly
contact us.”

Upon hearing that clear explanation from Kyoshiro, Kyotaro replied
with a serious look on his face.

“I understand Sir.”
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At that very moment, Eichiro was looking at his best friend from
a fine distance. It seemed like he’s very upset in this turnaround
of events. This is not what he wants, this is too risky enough. He
don’t want to see his best friend to suffer for the next days of
his life. Though he has this trust to his best friend, he still
cannot remove the doubt that Kyotaro may fall into danger. For
some reasons, he cannot stay calm because they are not only facing
simple criminals. The Shiki Criminal Syndicate and the Executioner
is the one they are talking about.

This is the real deal. And a newbie police officer cannot handle
that pressure for a very short period of time. He knew that Kyotaro
is strong enough to face any kind of suffering, but what he is
thinking right now is the possible reaction that Kyotaro’s loved
ones may have if something terrible consequently happens. He can’t
help himself but to be pessimistic. It’s like this is very
impossible to be taken care of by the Executioner Investigation’s
desk itself.

Thus, Kyotaro looked closely at his watch and seemed like he felt
the excitement into this livelier investigation.

The design of that watch is so classic. It’s an analog type watch
which consists of its three ticking hands. For this current year
which is 2026; the age where you can call as the [world of
holograms], that type of watch is simply calling off its cheap
appearance. Yet, just like Kyoshiro said, its outside appearance
is its important feature to deceive every people’s eye. It may not
be as advanced as the watches these days which is composed of a
hologram interface technology, but this one has its very own
distinctive features most applied for an undercover investigation.
Its microphone feature can receive even the lowest quality of sound
such as (-16) decibels for about four meters of distance. Its
recorder have enough memory capacity to straightly record sounds
24/7. Most of all, its transmitter is always working as long as
the device is running.
“Are you sure this’ll work?”
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Ai questioned Seto with a blank facial expression on her face.

By asking that question, it seemed like she had some doubts about
this, since the Executioner are the ones they are talking about.

Their major target is the first Executioner which is having the
characteristics of a swordsman. That Executioner is an assassin,
he leaves every crime scenes without single trace of evidences. He
is also knowledgeable in different ways of killing in fast and
perfect execution. There are only few surveillance cameras that
have caught this man on act. It’s like before he makes his
massacre, he first scrutinizes every position of surveillance
cameras to perfectly adjust on each of its blind spots. It’s like
the Executioner is classified as a genius in logical and physical
aspects. No doubt, that that Executioner is still cannot be caught
red-handed from up until now.

“We need to trust him.”
Seto replied through Ai’s sudden question.

He was very serious that time. He really did put all his trust to
Kyoshiro. However, placing Kyoshiro into his position as the major
investigator of the case seemed like very sudden. No one have ever
expected some kind of decision like that.

None of the police could admit it, it’s because Seto have waited
a very long time to be placed in that position. He has this very
strong desire to avenge his father’s death. Is that goal not so
important this time? Perhaps that was not his priority to tackle
for now. There is a much bigger problem which needs to be given
attention; and that is about the --“two Executioners theory” –
Yes; even from up until now, that still remains as a theory.
Concluding that there really is two Executioners in this country
still don’t have the support of evidences.
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[There are too many possibilities; that may occur on the next
following days.

[One]
[After the incident that results for a massive explosion]
If the true reason about that incident is because of the two
Executioners having a battle with each other, then, one of them
must got killed or eliminated. That could be obvious, that some
kind of explosion that strong could clearly turn any human’s flesh
into ashes, and if somehow, that explosion really came from the
Executioner’s abilities, then it’s concluded that any Executioner
must be vulnerable from it.

[Two]
After that incident, if neither one of them shows up or even commit
a crime for less than a week, then the possible outcome could be
that both of them were consequently killed.

While the third; --[Seto’s eyes widened;]

“That’s not gonna happen.”]

Seto said all those possible scenarios in his thoughts. More like
he must be ready to formulate a succeeding plan if one of it turns
out to be the exact result.

Yet, the unparticular theory is the third. “That’s not gonna
happen” – just what he means by that? He was wearing a very
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different facial expression that time. It must be the worst theory
that might happen, no one must have expected anything like that,
but Seto anticipated it.

That’s the worst case scenario.

Therefore, he said that – << That’s not gonna happen >>. It must
only mean that that kind of theory has a very low percent chance
that could turn out to be the result.

Despite those worse possible scenarios, it’s still kind of weird
that Seto have replaced his role to Kyoshiro. The other thing that
makes it more suspicious is that the plan whom Kyoshiro formulated
can turn out to have the exact resolution which caused his father’s
death. His father happens to be also on the undercover surveillance
the time he was brutally murdered by the Executioner. For some
reason like that, it must be difficult for him to do the same
procedure again.

Now; as if it shows that Seto’s decision is to simply make an
excuse if something goes wrong. He must have done that sudden
action so that he’ll never blame himself or somehow regret if the
worst case scenario consequently happens.

“The Shiki Criminal Syndicate; I couldn’t really think what’ll
happen on the next days, but I’m sure that this will not be like
the past other times.”
Seto said in his thoughts. The Executioner is not only the main
problem that may encounter by the Executioner Investigation’s
desk. The Shiki Criminal Syndicate is also a very serious problem
to deal with.
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※※※※※

The Shiki Criminal Syndicate --- they are suspected as one of the
largest group of drug syndicates in Japan. Aside from the
Executioner, they are also the one that brings terror and shame in
this country. The police believes that this group is still
overgrowing throughout.

They are classified as the group behind most of the Executioner
related crimes. To be exact; there are ten Executioner incidents
which is supposedly involved with the group. Most of those crimes
turn out to be a sabotaged drug transaction. This group must’ve
really hated those Executioners, for the reason that millions of
yen were already wasted because of those chained-failed
transactions.

Ironically, the Executioner helps the police on stopping that dirty
work. As if they were vigilantes who murders anyone whom the police
cannot completely handle fast.

It’s not that the police doesn’t even make any actions in
accordance to them. Actually, they have also sabotaged for exactly
seven drug transactions which involves the Shiki. About fifty of
the criminals were imprisoned from 2023 up to this year. When you
combine each of the police’s successful operations together with
the Executioner’s crimes, the total criminals that were captured
and died would approximately sum up for over hundreds.

That number of criminals can vividly mean that Shiki Criminal
Syndicate is a very large group. The total number of victims and
criminals imprisoned could only be less than a half of their total
members for the three years of their existence.
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That group have very least details, those criminals imprisoned
always keeps their mouth shut. They said that if they say a single
word about the group, their family and loved ones will suffer the
terrible consequences that they can’t possibly imagine. They said
that they could be even worse than the Executioner.

According to the police, that group made their very first crime
three years prior. The exact date was December 05, 2023. In that
operation, four of the police failed to survive. From that moment
the group started to grow even larger.

No one knows the mastermind beyond Shiki. It’s like that is someone
who’s intelligent enough to stay for up to three years. The police
made a conclusion about that group after they captured for up to
ten of the criminals. According to every criminal’s backgrounds,
all of them have their families that they support in everyday
living.

Therefore, the National Police Agency declared that each of them
have someone important or precious to them. That characteristic is
part of the group’s strategy to maintain the member’s trust to
them and to force everyone’s emotions so that none of them will
spread any information corresponding the group.

Their mastermind really is something very different. He must be
the kind of person who always finds other people’s weaknesses, and
afterwards; manipulates it. After all, it’s the nature of every
human to have the incompetent term called- “emotion”.

This could be really called as the most highly anticipated day for
each and every police. This is the beginning of the country’s hope.
The Executioners Investigation’s desk worked hard enough to
strengthen that plan. From a simple idea which is gradually
formulated to have a successful way to trap the Executioner, this
plan is the result of each and every police’s hard work. The time
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has come, finally; the plan which is furtherly called as the
“Executioner’s Execution” started.

So; let this game of death begin….

※※※※※

The concept of the “Executioner’s Execution” is quite simple. The
newbie police officer which takes advantage of his lack of presence
to any criminal’s eye had given a very important role or task. His
name is Kyotaro Takahashi; and this time, he will be the undercover
of the police to the suspected one of the largest criminal group
named “Shiki Criminal Syndicate”.

His task can be considered as a tough and hard work if it comes to
a newbie like him who just started his career as a police for only
the other day. However, he is different. He is the man who could
really fit and adapt with this role. He is considered as one of
the most skilled and versatile during their training. That’s why,
there’s no doubt that he can do this job properly.

During his surveillance, he was assured to make a daily report to
the police about the criminal’s daily actions and routines. This
could be the proper way to make a sufficient action to observe
each and every movements of that group. It’s the perfect time to
take many evidences especially about the hidden identity of their
mastermind. And if somehow, that group takes an action about any
sort
of
drug
deal,
as
an
undercover,
the
Executioner
Investigation’s desk can directly know the location of that
transaction. Because of the police’s eyes, there will be obviously
such a low chance of the drug deal’s success. That is going to be
considered as the first execution of the plan before the
Executioner shows up.
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However, this plan is called “Executioner’s Execution”, that name
is definitely intended for the Executioner’s fall. In other words,
this plan’s main objective is to capture the Executioner. Together
with the 24/7 undercover surveillance, when the exact time comes
that the Executioner happens to show up to them, then the police
will always be ready to take actions.

※※※※※

The time was already 10:17AM. The place was dark because of the
nimbus clouds all over the wide sky. The place was quite noisy as
Kyotaro was continuously following a man’s footsteps towards a
common looking establishment near the Tohoku Expressway. He was
wearing his casual clothes that time. His looks was very simple.
There’s no any traces of being a professional and talented police
officer in his outside appearance.

Of course; that outside appearance is a must! Together with the
casual wear is his analog watch placed on his right wrist. That
fashion statement is way too perfect for blending in to any
situations like that.

“Were finally here.”
The man said with his clear voice.

That man is the person whom Kyotaro’s been following within his
footsteps. According from that man’s look, it’s clear that he’s
some kind of a delinquent person. He is also wearing a casual
clothes which perfectly fits with his tall height and fairly dark
complexion.
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That man’s role is to take Kyotaro to his designated group.

The two of them successfully entered the infrastructure. Kyotaro
was surprised from what he witnessed, it’s because inside that
building are those men preparing or somehow assembling their guns.
The exact head count of those men were six. And each of them have
their personal guns. What’s shocking for it is that those firearms
aren’t simple. Those are considered as high caliber firearms which
can be compared to those that are used by the assault team. To
place that into perspective, that group’s heavy firearms are far
better compared to any member of the Executioner Investigation’s
desk.

This syndicate really deserves the title “one of the largest and
vile.” The mastermind of that group must be someone very rich
enough to provide those needs. That could be the reason why this
syndicate is still cannot be disbanded. Neither the police nor the
Executioner can stop their continuous work.

After entering that place, the man from before half-raised his
hand and showed a sign to follow him.

“Come follow me..,”

The two of them walked over that infrastructure and headed to a
single room. It’s like that room was only intended for this
situations.

The man knocked the door twice before he opens. The opening of the
door made a creaking sound which only proves that it’s quite old.
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Inside that old room was a middle aged man smoking a cigarette.
The only thing that makes that man’s presence a bit shocking is
that his facial features completely matched with the one who
abducted Ai Katsunari.

This man’s identity were filled with mystery from the very
beginning, and yet, he still never stops to give everyone the
chills down their spine. His appearance just showed a sudden
thrill, just who is this guy? His intention of abducting Ai the
other day is for kidnap for ransom purpose. So, that only concludes
that Shiki Criminal Syndicate is not only doing drug transactions
but kidnapping as well.

This group is very sinister, especially this man who is classified
as the mastermind of each and every actions of Shiki. With his
looks together with the group’s actual presence to the public,
it’s obviously clear that this man is a millionaire –but really,
if he is already a kind of achiever like that then what’s his true
goal of starting that group? What is he planning?

That’s not really important for the Executioner’s Investigation’s
desk. But…, Kyotaro felt something very different.

He was shocked as well as startled. His face looks awful as if he
saw a man which is familiar.

Yet, he forcibly closed his eyes as his brain functions with its
normal condition.

“Remember, this is an undercover investigation.”
That’s what he’s saying in his thoughts.
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Leaving that startled facial expression behind, he stayed calm in
front of the group’s Boss. It’s really weird if the Boss saw him
like that, it may directly lead to suspicion. Kyotaro needs to
adapt to any kind of situation like that no matter how crazy or
intense it turns out.

He resumed his calm expression as the
examination to his information documents.

boss

takes

a

closer

“So; your name is Yamato Ishida.”
The Boss said.

The name – [Yamato Ishida] serves as Kyotaro Takahashi’s undercover
agent’s name. From this moment, he will play the role of Yamato
Ishida as a part of Shiki. This time, he’ll play the part of a bad
guy.

Before the investigation commence, the Executioner Investigation’s
desk completely altered his entire identity. His name is Yamato
Ishida, a 22 years old man who is born in Tokyo and goes to Hanamaki
city to take care of his mother. Everything was altered starting
from his name, date of birth, hometown, and family backgrounds.
Those fake information is intended to deceive that group. All those
information were written to perfectly execute this plan.

“Yes..,”
Kyotaro Takahashi, or let’s say Yamato Ishida said that reply with
a calm voice.

He has well adapted into this unexpected circumstance. He must’ve
practiced himself being addressed as [Yamato Ishida] so that he
can get used to it in no time. Thus, according from what everyone
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observes, it seemed like he had already performed that task just
now. He is really the best person who could fit in this role. But
somehow, not only his new identity is the one that he needs to be
used to, a way to blend in with those bad guys should be a more
difficult task.

Hence, it may turn out that he can play with that role as well,
that’s why there is nothing to worry about. Actually, that role is
only compatible to those persons with too much patience. A person
involved to this must take each second as calm as he could be.
Plus, he should never let himself be insulted by anyone of them.
So; in other words, none of those remaining police officers
including Seto and Kyoshiro would perfectly adapt with that role.
Thank God; Kyotaro was there to spare them.

“You’ll be assigned together with those men you’ve just crossed a
while ago.”
The man beside him said.

Yamato have now joined those criminals and will begin their dirty
work. This time, the hero will play the role of a villain.
Hopefully, just hopefully…, everything will be a big success.

※※※※※

Kyoshiro and Seto were inside the Superintendent’s office of the
Headquarters. Both of them are silent while continuously arranging
some documents regarding the Executioner Investigation when…

“Ring!!”
That was the sound which directly came from Kyoshiro’s phone.
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He quickly picked up the phone from his pocket; trying to know
what that message could be, or perhaps, thinking if that mail is
about the investigation or not.

He slides his phone’s lock on its screen and opened the e-mail.
He’s quite surprised for that e-mail were from the undercover
Kyotaro.

Because of that surprised expression, Seto ended up to be curious
about it which had given him the will to ask:
“Who is it Kyoshiro-san?”

While still looking at the content of that message, Kyoshiro slowly
replied:
“It’s from Takahashi-san.”

After hearing that name, Seto directly came closer to him in order
to know the exact details regarding that message. At first
impression, that mail could be about the “Executioner’s
Execution”.

“What does it say..,”

“He said that he figured out the identity of the Shiki’s Boss.”
Kyoshiro replied with a serious look on his face.

“-there’s an attached image in it.”
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He quickly pressed the touchscreen button of that mail which
commands to open the attached image file in it.

At that exact moment, Ai entered the room with a smile on her face.
Hence, that facial expression had changed right after she looked
at those two, who seemed to be in a shock for some various reason.
She has no idea of what is currently happening. While wearing a
blank facial expression on her face, she initiatively gets closer
to the two.

“Just what is going on this time.”
She was curious as she can’t help herself but to come closer.

“What is it? May I see?”

“Hmm…,”
The two came to look at her direction. Thus, afterwards, Kyoshiro
handed the smartphone to Ai.

There’s nothing to be expected, Ai was terrified after she saw the
face of that man. She had the exact terrified facial expression
like the other day that she was kidnapped.

With her eyes wide opened and breathing heavily, Ai have spoken
some words in a very low tone of voice.
“It can’t be happening.”
The way she said it were like a whisper which only she could hear.
However, that face still triggered for Seto and Kyoshiro’s
awareness.
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They couldn’t really understand what Ai have spoken, despite that,
they knew that something’s wrong. She’s terrified just by looking
at the image of the Shiki’s Boss…, so; how come there’s no problem
about it.

“T-That man..,”
While still in a terrible shock, she pressed her right palm towards
her mouth with her eyes half-closed. She stepped back a little as
she continued.
“-h-he is the one who kidnapped me.”

This is just awful. Kyoshiro and Seto’s eyes became wide open as
well. This is indeed a very small world. Who would have ever
thought that those Executioner’s victims who abducted Ai could be
linked to the same syndicate. After hearing that information
directly from the girl, Seto added the very recent victim counts
who abducted Ai as an additional members of Shiki that the
Executioner murdered.

“That man’s name on public is Ryo Kirizawa.”
Kyoshiro accessed the internet on his phone after saying so. Then
he used its hologram interface features so that Ai and Seto could
clearly comprehend on what he is saying. He searched the name [Ryo
Kirizawa] on the “google browser”.

After a second, so many results popped up the hologram screen,
then Kyoshiro selected and pressed the top link on the first page.

Afterwards, all the information about the famous man named Ryo
Kirizawa came out of the wide hologram interface.
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“His complete name is “Ryo Kirizawa”. According to this information
about him, it’s stated that he’s a businessman and is classified
as a major stockholder of many branches of hotels in Japan and
other countries. Of course he is already classified as a rich
personality. He is beyond successful if we say so, but really; I
don’t even have a clue that he’s the mastermind of Shiki. That
could be the reason why Shiki is considered as one of the largest
criminal group. His wealth is enough to provide every needs
especially for having a continuous recruitment. Plus, it’s obvious
that he’s the man behind those criminal’s possessions of high
caliber firearms. So now everything makes sense, the group of Shiki
happens to be founded three years prior, and that three years also
matched with the date he returned to this country from Rome. It
also happens that when he came back, he already had a wife and his
son.”

“So I guess her wife isn’t Japanese right?”
Seto questioned.

“Yeah.., I think so, I guess her wife came from Rome.”

The mystery behind that man had yet all revealed. His name is Ryo
Kirizawa. So far, only his outside appearance were shown. No one
still knows his goal, and seriously; the very harsh problem
regarding him is the reason why he knew everything about Ai’s
father. Could he be someone whom Ai’s father knows? Because the
very moment Ryo have spoken to her about her father is like of
someone who is very close to him.

Well; that kind of knowledge could also be obtained from a deep
research, but maybe it’s not like that.

Thus, afterwards, another message were unexpectedly sent again by
the undercover police.
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Gladly, Kyoshiro created a new mail account before the
investigation began. His name on that newly created account is
classified as a fake name which is registered as Usagawa Haru. The
other thing that makes the operation more precise is that the
messages sent and received by each other is immediately deleted
after they read it. That way is used to remove the evidences that
might show up. Even the histories in their phones were perfectly
cleared.

He opened the second e-mail and read its contents carefully.
[
From: Yamato
To: Usagawa
Subject: None
Body:
Sir; I wanted to tell you that were having a drug transaction
tomorrow at 21:00. I’ll inform you the exact location tomorrow.
]
Kyoshiro then smiles…, while still looking at that mail.
“You don’t need to tell that to us Takahashi-san.”

“I guess he’d already forgotten the function of that watch.”
Seto continued upon hearing Kyoshiro’s voice.

All the sounds that the watch records were directly transmitted to
the Executioner’s Investigation’s desk. Everything that Shiki is
talking about can quickly be heard by the investigation’s group as
long as it’s within the four meter distance from Kyotaro. In other
words, the police have the direct ears and eyes on that group.
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Simply, everything they say which could be personally heard by
Kyotaro results to a leak of information.

“He was so active on that part getting to the point that he have
forgotten about his personal devices.”

Despite that mistake, Seto is still relieved because Kyotaro is
doing a great job. That undercover never misses any opportunity.
He will not let that group stay longer.

“So!”
Seto have spoken with his loud voice.

“-it’s time to get to work.”

※※※※※

The time was exactly 21:00 in the evening. The place was dark, and
that darkness could be even worse because of the few turned on
lights on that room.

This is the drug operation that Kyotaro’s speaking of. The group
where he’s been assigned to was the one who’ll execute the
operation. Their number were seven including him, while the other
party were composed of three people who will take the negotiations.

The standing leader of their group came to approach the three men
to deal with. This is the first time that Kyotaro will personally
witness an actual drug transaction. And for him, this work is
awfully one of the worst.
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The faces of those three men were not like of a Japanese. They are
rather American citizens who came all the way here for the drugs.
Those three has a short haircut, their hair are blonde, and their
height is absolutely about two to three times taller compared to
any of them.

The four of them were trying to negotiate with each other. They
were at some distance with Kyotaro, that’s why he cannot comprehend
from what they’re saying.

The six remaining members including himself was only there at the
corner of that wide room while carrying briefcases. Those
briefcases contains drugs in it. There are exactly six briefcases,
and if each of them could cost for about a million yen, then the
total amount of it could reach to six million. That is really some
large amount of money to deal with. Ryo might be very happy again.

That room
its glass
that they
enough to
time.

has a wide view of Hanamaki City when you look beyond
window. According to that description, it’s concluded
are inside a tall building, a kind of building tall
watch the perfect view of the city’s light during night

That room must have been temporarily occupied by those Americans.

Afterwards, they heard those four laugh. It seemed like they’re
getting to know each other, but somehow, that could also trigger
that the deal was decided.

Meanwhile, outside that building was the beautiful aerial view of
the city. Those lights makes the night filled with appreciation.
Thus, beyond that aerial view crossed a helicopter.
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Three men wearing their complete equipment as a member of the
Assault Team from the outside rappelled towards the current floor
where the deal was held and quickly breaks its glass window as its
fragments fell over. Those assault team members rushed the room
and open fired gunshots towards the criminals. That room was dark
enough to put the two syndicate to their tight disadvantage. That
was a too sudden entrapment operation.

The assault team’s advantage is that they have their night vision
goggles and equipment. That is why the operation seemed easy for
them.

The gunshots were still on its presence. It means that the
criminals were still fighting back. Then one of the assault team
member turned on and off the flashlight from his gun two times.
Kyotaro’s eyes widened for a second.

“Hoshi-san!!”
Kyotaro called one of his fellow criminal.

Then, the man named Hoshi looked at him while his mind were still
jumbled because of shock.

“…”

“We need to get out of here.”
Kyotaro said while there were still exchange of gunshots.
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The two of them runs towards the door; abandoning their other
members behind. They have no choice, the operation was been
ambushed, the outcome of it is clear, that’s why, the only option
left is to run and get away from that mess.

Of course; Kyotaro anticipated this to happen. After all this time,
he was still the person behind all of it right? The sudden turning
on and off of the assault team member’s gun serves as a signal for
him before he starts his escape. He already formulated an escape
route before the operation starts and that escape route will be
the route where the assault team will not cross. So; it’s obvious
that the way that Kyotaro takes will be the safest way for every
criminals. Making that man named Hoshi join him is only to hide
their Boss’s further suspicion.

If Kyotaro will be the only person left who happens to escape
that mess, then Ryo will clearly have doubts about his
identity. This is his first drug deal, and by failing that
with such a perfect execution of the police could only mean
he’s part of them.

from
true
deal
that

The continuous gunshots and commotions had dealt the total fright
and panic of all the civilian people from that building.

They were terrified as they can’t move a single muscle. While most
of the woman and children are crying with their eyes half closed,
they are really on the overly terrified state. Hearing those
continuous loud gunshots are very unfamiliar for them.

The continuous loud siren’s sounds were all heard on the ground
floor of that building. That only means that the police finally
came to the site.
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Seto immediately runs towards the building as its wide sliding
glass door automatically opened. His footsteps was very fast while
he was holding his handgun by both hands and heads to the drug
transaction’s room.

While he was continuously running, He saw Kyotaro together with
Hoshi. He then ignored Kyotaro’s presence as they crossed each
other. On that exact second, their eyes suddenly met, and based on
their facial expression, it seems like Seto is showing a sign of
an impressive work for Kyotaro.

The assault team and the criminal group were still exchanging the
same gunshots. Only three of the criminals were left. All the three
American criminals were declared dead while their blood were
continuously spilling all over the room. While the two criminals
of Shiki were also dead, one of them was their leader who holds
the negotiations.

Thus, the three remaining were hiding on the thick hard wall nearby
the entrance. They have no other choice, they have lost the fight.
They tried to look at each other’s faces, even though they are not
saying any words, they still nodded upon each other. It’s like
they’ve finally decided.

One of the criminals takes a deep breath…

-And then shouts hard.
“We surrender!”
That was a very loud voice that crossed the loud continuous
gunshots from the assault team. That voice was loud enough to be
heard by them. Afterwards, the firing have ceased.
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The assault team pointed the flashlight of their guns to the wall
where the criminals hid. The remaining criminals revealed each of
them with their hands up and placed it to the back of their necks.

They have finally surrendered. The drug deal had failed.

※※※※※

The gunshots was over. All the three remaining criminals were
perfectly restrained. The crime scene looks terribly awful. Every
corner of that wide room were filled with blood coming from those
corpses. The lights on that room were all turned on as all the
details and evidences about the crime scene were completely clear.

A restriction police line was already placed within the areas of
the room filled with bloodshed. The crime scene operatives were
continuously doing their primary investigation. Most of them were
taking pictures of those dead bodies lying down the floor. While
the others were locating the shrapnel, slugs, and other bullet
materials all over.

Kyoshiro and Seto was there having their observation on the site.

Then, one of the criminals saw the Superintendent’s face and his
eyes were wide-opened together with anger.

“So.., you’re the person behind from all of this!!”
The criminal shouted.
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That man’s loud and unpleasant voice grabbed Kyoshiro and Seto’s
attention. They came closer to them to have a little chat as well
as an initial interrogation.

“So, what’s wrong if I’m the person behind all of this?”
Kyoshiro replied together with an evil smile on his face.

Seto was startled by Kyoshiro’s sudden action. He was about to
reply to that criminal, and yet before he does, Kyoshiro quickly
answered. What makes it worse, is that Kyoshiro’s tone of voice
were like of an enemy. Perhaps that way or method of speaking is
only to grab those criminal’s attention and as well as to show
them that in this country, the Japanese government takes the
authority.

The criminals spit’s some saliva from his mouth as he said.
“So you’re the one behind it. Our boss will find you. I’m sure he
will. And when he does, you’ll probably know what will happen.”
The criminal replied with a confident tone of voice.

“Soon, all of you will be imprisoned on the largest jail in this
country. Oh.., I’ve forgot, that prison is also located in this
city am I right? Ha.. ha.., better prepare yourselves to rot in
jail for the rest of your lives. --- and that over respected Boss
of yours, I guess he’ll also suffer the same consequences.”
Kyoshiro glared at the criminal with a sinister smile with his
chin up as he said:
“Let’s just say, Mr. Kirizawa will also follow that path that
you’ll all take.”
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The criminal was shocked with his eyes wide-opened as his jaw
unknowingly dropped. He was terribly shocked because the police
found out the mastermind of Shiki. He just can’t admit that the
identity of their Boss were found out so easily.

“You
look
that
your

f*cking criminals! Don’t ever look down on us. Don’t ever
down any person whom you doesn’t know yet. Because what if,
person you treats as a trash is only keeping a mask to deceive
eyes.”

Kyoshiro’s eyes wide-opened as he took a closer look to the
terrified criminal. Then, he placed his lips to the criminal’s
ears as he whispers.
“-better find out who the real monster is.”

The criminal unexpectedly shivered to terror. As if he was facing
a devil whispering softly to him. His body was shaking while
starting to breathe heavily. Kyoshiro was like a monster. That
criminal was totally terrified just by that whisper.

That man was speechless. The police have taken over the three
criminals, leaving one of them into despair while the other two
were still trying to struggle. The three of them were placed to a
car which will be headed to the largest prison in Japan located in
Hanamaki City.

That was a very weird and awkward personality that came out of
Kyoshiro. Seto was filled with wonder from that sudden role play.
Hence, there is a question, is that really a role play? Or else;
is that really his true nature? Kyoshiro is a kind of a silent
type person. But that’s not true, he’s always saying so many
insulting words and phrases in his thoughts that he just can’t
lively express.
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If this could really be his true personality, then he can really
be called as a demon, he can really be called as a monster. He can
really be called as a deceiver.

But no matter what, the ways he have spoken those words could only
be a part of his plan’s execution. Altering people’s emotions is
the easiest way to manipulate them. If the criminals were insulted,
then the action that they could possibly do is to oppose. That
expression can also be served as a bait to those bad guys, so that
their true nature will reveal until their anger will explode
resulting for them to make such unnecessary actions.

It’s like he was showing the role of a villain. If he has no chance
of winning against a strong enemy, then he will find its weakness.
Plus, there is no person who has no weakness, if you can’t defeat
someone physically, then you must take advantage on him by
destroying his psychological aspects.

Seto then remembered the moment where he crossed over with Kyotaro
while he was heading to the room of that building. He looked up
and smiled.
“Takahashi-san, you’re doing a great job.”

Kyoshiro haven’t spoken anything after Seto says so. His main
target is not anyone from that syndicate. Though the Shiki is also
classified as one of the worst, Kyoshiro’s attention is not on
them. For him, the involvement of Shiki only serves as a bait to
that Executioner. Just as the plan describes – “Hitting two birds
with one stone”. As this plan ends, the expected victims will be
the members of the Shiki Criminals Syndicate including their Boss
and most importantly, the Executioners.
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※※※※※

The next day;

The three criminals were successfully detained to the largest
prison on Japan. That prison’s name was “Executioner’s Hell”. It’s
obviously a weird name, more like Japan was advertising the
Executioners itself. But the true reason behind that is, its name
Executioner’s Hell is directly derived from the Executioner.

The name “Executioner’s Hell” which means – the last place of the
Executioners where they will witness and suffer the meaning of
hell in this world’s point of view. That name is intended for the
Executioner to suffer.

And if hopefully it comes out that the Executioner was successfully
captured, then that Executioner will be detained to the
Executioner’s Hell itself.

The three criminals were already wearing their prisoner’s uniform.
They were escorted by four police officers. Surprisingly shocked,
their jaws were dropping as they watches how really huge that
prison is. That prison is really constructed so that the
Executioner will never have the chance to escape before his/ her
death sentence happens.

They were consequently taken to their own cells. But they felt
something different. It’s because none from the police have even
attempted to make an interrogation to them. Maybe they had already
given up for they knew that none of them will spread a single word
regarding the syndicate.
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※※※※※

Meanwhile at the Syndicate’s hideout…

“Boss, I-I’m terribly sorry… everything were sabotaged by the
police.”
Hoshi replied an apology.

Ryo; with his eyebrows completely curled, was showing a facial
expression filled with anger. 6 million yen(¥) were just wasted.
The worst case is, their American dealer just got involved to the
shootout which unfortunately resulted to their loss. Now; he is
sure to himself that that American group will never try to attempt
the same deal to them because of the risk. This is really a loss
of opportunity to Ryo. It’s like he really wanted to curse that
police officer’s group and annihilate them.

That six million yen could make this wealthy man even more
wealthier. Maybe he was just greedy of everything that could
possibly be obtained in this world especially when it comes to
money.

Ryo then stared an intimidating look towards Kyotaro for about
half a second.

While Kyotaro was on the room’s corner, his face is consistently
casted downwards as he cannot make an eye contact to their boss.
Because if he does, and then makes an awkward response, he was
sure to himself that the Boss will take a careful suspicion to him
that may end up to the plan’s failure.
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“Miura..”
Ryo called for the person beside him. He was the one who escorted
Kyotaro during his first time of seeing the Boss.

Miura then placed his ears closer to the Boss’s mouth.

“_____...____..._..__”
Ryo whispered to Miura’s ear.

Miura nodded, and then he replied:
“Yes Boss; I understand.”

Kyotaro decided to look at the Boss’s direction the moment he calls
for Miura’s name. He can’t hear a single word from Ryo’s mouth the
time he whispered to his trusted subordinate. But then that time,
he can’t explain to himself why his heart started to tremble
faster. He can’t admit it to himself, but he thinks that their
Boss must’ve suspected his identity.

※※※※※

A week had passed since then, and until now, there isn’t still
movements coming from the Syndicate’s side. As well as the
Executioners; they have never showed up until now.

Because of the single week of peace, Seto have already thought of
his second theory. The theory where in if the neither one of the
Executioners shows up within a week, then the two of them must’ve
been eliminated the same time with the massive explosion. Even so,
he still cannot completely propose that conclusion to anyone, He
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said to himself that he should never jump to conclusions, he needs
to wait first until Kyoshiro’s plan is over. Patience; takes place
in his mind for this very moment.

※※※※※

So far, Ryo decided again to have a drug deal, but this time, this
isn’t something grand for he knew that the National Police Agency
must still have their eyes on them. This drug deal is not the same
as before. This time, they are going to smuggle drugs to be placed
to a private plane.

Unfortunately; Kyotaro is the one who will be doing the task as a
drug courier. And so; this time… what is he going to do?

Ryo personally made a conversation to Kyotaro…

“Yamato-san, I hope you’ll play this role properly, but don’t
worry, I know that you can do it. I believe in you.”
Ryo said in a very intimidating manner, as if he was playing dumb
to Kyotaro on doing that very impossible task.

“…”
Kyotaro is at loss for words. He can’t find a proper solution for
this.

So; what would be the countermeasure
Investigation’s desk this time?

by

the

Executioner’s
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※※※※※

While still inside the operating room of the Police HQ, Seto and
Kyoshiro; as well as Eichiro were shocked by that task that Ryo
had given. This is such an impossible thing to do. The security of
the Hanamaki Airport is just way too strong, he will immediately
be caught red-handed if he attempts to carry drugs.

If this happens to be a coincidence, then there’s no doubt that
this is the worst.

What would be their proper succeeding action? The two superiors of
the Executioner Investigation
were thoroughly finding
an
acceptable solution to that terrible problem.

Afterwards, they formulated two possible scenarios:

First; The Executioner’s Investigation’s desk will give an
information to the Airport’s operators specifically the screeners
that Kyotaro is an undercover of the police; so that they will let
him pass during his items and body screening regarding his carried
drugs.

Second; the police will make their sudden action to Kyotaro. As if
he was actually accused of being a drug mule. Kyotaro will act as
a criminal who will try to run when it comes out that the Airport’s
security team will caught him in the act of smuggling drugs. And
after that, when he was already restrained by the police, he will
make an act that he is trying to struggle. But in the end, it will
lead to the resolution where in Kyotaro is completely captured.
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But those two possible scenarios can be absolutely considered as
a disadvantage.

The problem on the first scenario is that if Kyotaro happens to
cross the screening without a single conflict, then Ryo will only
end up to a further suspicion towards him. Because with his simple
way of hiding those drugs, it’s obvious that he must get caught.
And if he doesn’t, then it would only mean that Kyotaro is under
the Police’s side. Actually, maybe Ryo really had suspicion to
Kyotaro, it’s because the ways he will hide those drugs is not
very convenient, it’s like he is placing Kyotaro in a suicide
operation.

While the problem on the second scenario is that if Kyotaro happens
to be completely restrained, then it just means that everything is
over from the “Executioner’s Execution plan”. Thus; if somehow,
the police will make Kyotaro escape, then it may still increase
Ryo’s suspicion.

So; it’s concluded, in other words, both of those two possible
scenarios could clearly end up the undercover investigation.

None of those two countermeasure plans can put everything at ease.

This could be the true colors of Ryo Kirizawa. He doesn’t even
care if one of his men were killed. As if a life of a human can
easily compared to the insect. He is greedy, yet not for all kinds
of precious things found in this world. His attention is only for
the wealth and fame. He doesn’t need to have greed of having
friends and loved ones. Though he has a wife and a child, it felt
like the word family is only to hide his true nature.
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Therefore, he can simply be classified as a person of avarice. He
has the authority because of his wealth. In other words, money is
only the precious thing that he ever desires.

If you have wealth, you’ll also have the power to govern
everything. He is considered as one of the most influential man.
A man entitled as one of the “Greats” in the history of business.

Yet, he has a very agnostic dark side. Not only famous businessmen
knows him. Even the high class syndicates recognizes him as one of
the “Greats”.

※※※※※

Eichiro walked out from the operation room. He was continuously
walking on the hallway with his face looking so down. While
carefully entering the men’s room, he looked at his face in a wide
clear mirror. He was looking at a terrified facial expression of
a man.

He worried so much regarding the safety of his best friend. What
if everything that he said to him during their recent argument
happens? What if.., he dies?

Still cannot understand how he will react if something wrong like
that happens. For over seven years that he spent time over his
friend, he never would have thought that terrible things may
happen. This world is turning very different this moment according
to his point of view, all its darks sides is gathered upon him.
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This time he thought, how could Kyotaro defend himself as a hero
of justice? That man named Ryo Kirizawa is the worst villain for
him to be faced this time. If it comes to movies, naturally the
hero will be the victor and vanquish the evil that the villain
committed.

Unfortunately, Kyotaro is not the kind of hero that can be found
on any kinds of comic books. He is just a normal person which never
possesses any super powers. Actually this time, it’s like Kyotaro
is between the devil and the deep blue sea. His best friend was on
a dilemma, this situation has one of the most difficult choices.

Kyotaro were suddenly dragged into a game of death surrounded by
different powerful and supreme people.

Eichiro doesn’t know what to do
his forehead with his left hand
seems hopeless. He really can’t
happening, as if he was about to

anymore. He was heavily holding
showing a sign that everything
comprehend why this is suddenly
explode in a matter of seconds.

He can’t even assist his best friend. If he could only have the
power to change the past, then he would’ve forced Kyotaro to never
join the investigation.

There are so many thoughts that were gathered upon him. If Kyotaro
didn’t join this, then every second of his life would be filled
with happiness. If Kyotaro didn’t became a police, then his
wouldn’t have happened. And more importantly, if Kytaro didn’t met
him, then this case would never have begun.

Those thoughts were filled with the word “what if”. It means that
those things are events that never happened on the present.
Everything about those “if’s” is too late to come true.
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Eichiro blames all of it to himself but…
Why?

This man is awfully weak. He always loses hope, Kyotaro was the
one who was on the dangerous state yet Eichiro is suffering even
worse. His life were filled with negative emotions, classified as
one of the worst man with worst personality.

Really…, does he deserve to be called as a police officer included
on the Executioner Investigation?

※※※※※

Because of the terrible mess which is very difficult to be handled
by himself, Kyotaro is always unease. He can’t help himself but to
make a phone call to his Superintendent.

He quickly dialed Seto’s phone number and waited for his response.

“Takahashi-san…”
He finally answered as his voice came directly from Kyotaro’s
phone’s speaker.

“Sir… what am I gonna do this time. It’s very hard to make decisions
by myself. I really need your help.”

His voice was agitated, as if he has a cold feet.
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Even the calm and confident hero of justice became nervous –this
is what Seto’s in mind.

He wouldn’t have expected that Kyotaro felt something like that.
So there came a question to himself; “Is this all his fault because
he approved Kyoshiro’s plan?”

Most of them are becoming hysterical…

“Takahashi-san; we will let you get all the way through the
Airport’s inspection.”

“-but… What if the Boss suspects me after that…”
Kyotaro crossed to Seto’s words.

So, the Executioner’s Investigation’s desk finally formulated a
countermeasure. And thus, they have chosen the first plan to be
executed. Yet still, the plan could clearly end up to an absolute
failure.

But who knows, perhaps they have thought of something that can
make things change.

Seto happens to be confident to himself, he was showing a very
calm facial expression as he replied.
“Don’t worry about it, we’ve anticipated all the possible theories
that might consequently happen; and we decided to follow that
countermeasure.”
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“-but Sir..,”

“Takahashi-san!!”
Seto said with his loud voice as he suddenly paused..
Then he continued.

“-just trust me.”
The way he have spoken those words were strong enough to totally
remove Kyotaro’s doubt. Where does he really get that confidence
from?

What is really their finalized countermeasure?

More like he’s ensuring to himself that this’ll be a success. Maybe
it’s time for the protagonists to take turns.

Just what are the modifications that they did to make all of them
conclude that that is one precise operation to counter.
Kyotaro paused for a while after hearing his Superintendent’s loud
voice. And then he closed his eyes as he takes a very deep breath.
He had finally stayed calm after hearing Seto directly said to him
the words <<just trust me>>.

All he needs is trust to his comrades. He knows that Seto is doing
all that he can to make this one a successful resolution.

This time; he had finally waken up from his miserable self. His
hopes were regained and it’s all thanks’ to Seto. He smiled to
himself, because he thought that was so dumb for the reason that
he have forgotten that his comrades are still there and will never
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let him become a sacrifice just like a useless scum. Of course;
Seto will never let his subordinates lose their trust on him. He
will never let any of his subordinates fall within his grasp.

Kyotaro opened his eyes as he replied slowly.
“Okay Sir;”

“So Takahashi-san; is there someone you treats you as a friend
there?”

Kyotaro’s eyes suddenly wide-opened for a second.

※※※※※

The day that everyone anticipated have commenced. The scenario was
located at the tight and secure Hanamaki Airport. The weather was
sunny as the wide blue open sky was covered with a sudden thrill.

It’s already 10:41AM, Kyotaro Takahashi was wearing his casual
clothes, more like of a tourist holding a large stroller bag.

He was very serious that made him gulp once. While he was escorted
by three criminal members which also includes Hoshi, it’s really
hard to believe that Ryo Kirizawa wasn’t there to observe. After
all; he was the one who formulated that agreement to the other
criminal group. Everything was prepared. Everything inside
Kyotaro’s stroller bag were considered as drugs to be smuggled.
That may not worth as grand as the previous drug deal, yet it still
cost for over a million yen.
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The only problem regarding that is that it seemed like Ryo didn’t
took this deal seriously. He knew from the start that Hanamaki
Airport is too secured, hiding those drugs in a simple stroller
bag is clearly closer than giving in. All their preparations are
futile, now it just shows that Ryo’s true motive is to show
Kyotaro’s true colors to every one of them.

For some various reason, Kyotaro felt discomfort.
“It seemed like I still feel nervous until now.., before everything
starts, I’ll go to the rest room first. Hosh..”

“Hmm.., Okay, I’ll follow next to you Yamato-san.”
Hoshi quickly replied to him. As if both of them were thrilled in
this situation.

Kyotaro bit his lower lip as he calmly looked towards Hoshi. The
two of them heads to the restroom while the two remaining criminals
stayed still and looked for anything suspicious.

※※※※※

“Everything is still under control, the plan is well executed.”
Seto said while he was walking at the entrance of the airport
wearing a disguise.

He was together with Kyoshiro. They were disguised as a normal
citizen walking around the airport, just like a person whom you
happens to pass and eventually forget. They definitely fit in with
the enormous crowd while holding each of their stroller bags as
well.
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“Kirizawa-san; let’s see what you’re up to.”
Kyoshiro said with a very serious look on his face.

He was indeed a bit enraged by Ryo’s actions. Not only are the
Executioners the ones who are underestimating the police’s
authority, but the Shiki Criminal Syndicate as well. This time, he
wants to prove that this case is not a kid’s game where in Ryo
could play the way he wants for anytime. This time, he’ll prove
something that the Shiki had never seen before.

※※※※※

The execution of the drug deal have started, Kyotaro took a deep
breath, and then he took a step towards the conveyor belt-like
path of that Airport. On this current year; Hanamaki Airport
already installed a type of security x-ray screener feature
directly from the Z-Link Company. That section happens to be the
place where your belongings in your body were being screened by a
certain screening machine or device. That is also the part where
you separate your belongings to be inspected by the Artificial
Intelligence(AI) x-ray screeners. Because the security is tight,
anyone can clearly assume that this is the worst section for every
drug courier. For sure; he would be caught.

He was staring straight towards his front. While wearing a very
serious facial expression, he felt like the movement of that
conveyor belt was so slow, more like it’ll take a very long time
before it reaches its final destination.

As if he was hearing every second of his heartbeat, he looked at
the digital clock placed on the wall of that airport.
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“One.., Two.., Three.., Four..,”
He started to count with a one second interval, the way he counts
matched the exact time as the digital clock alters its seconds. If
you took a closer inspection, that counting method is a part of
the plan. His mouth slowly moves as he was suddenly about to speak
the next succeeding number.

“Five.”
Exactly the same time he said that number, the lights on the entire
airport turned off. Everything turned so dark as the emergency
lights started to turn on. The second the darkness began, Kyotaro
runs as fast as he could until he gets beyond the final point of
that inspection area. So, perhaps that incident could be his way
to make a proper excuse of making a successful drug deal. The power
shut off must be from the police’s work. But really; does that
really help? Because for what anyone can see, it’s not a valuable
reason that everything is a coincidence, if so; then Ryo’s
suspicion will become even worse.

Thus, in a matter of seconds, the lights turned on again. The two
criminals were startled by that quick power disruption. But still,
they seemed to be happy because the drug deal’s execution turned
to a success. Everything became clear again on every human’s
vision; because the lights showed again its presence, the crowd
then continued their respective jobs or tasks like nothing
happened. No one ever found out that Kyotaro just escaped a heavily
punishable crime.

Without a sudden expectation, a commotion starts to be seen from
the airport’s operating room. The security personnel swiftly
barged in and circled around that site, and as a result, the
criminals were alerted. Right that time they realized that
someone’s missing from their group. Hoshi weren’t together with
them, he never returned from the restroom since then.
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The two criminals finally get it. They formulated a question: What
if that black out were caused by Hoshi just to let Kyotaro slip
in? But other question remains, is Hoshi that hardly attached to
Kyotaro for him to do such a very dangerous decision? It’s kind of
real that Hoshi owes his life to Kyotaro, but is that really enough
to come up to that?

The two criminals looked forward in accordance to the commotion
which involves the Hanamaki Airport’s security group. And thus,
their theory seemed to reach its exact resolution.

It’s true; Hoshi was the one behind the power shut down. And now,
the Hanamaki Airport security personnel restrained him. It’s too
late to rescue Hoshi, the two criminal’s final option is to leave
the airport as soon as possible.

[So in the end, the plan was a success.]

Meanwhile, at the Airport’s operating room, Hoshi was carelessly
walking towards the restroom. But really; Hoshi were just arrested
a while ago, so.., is that man really Hoshi? Of course not; that
person removed his disguise, and it shows up that the man behind
it was Kyoshiro. He smiled wryly while looking at the mirror.

“So.., Ryo Kirizawa-san, what are you gonna do this time?”

[ The execution of that plan is quite simple. From the moment
Kyotaro goes to the restroom, he was about to call Hoshi to join
with him, but nothing expected from his criminal friend, he
initiatively followed. That happens to be the first part of the
plan.
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The next succeeding events happens to be very miserable for Hoshi’s
part. Right before he enters the restroom Seto and I restrained
him while we are still disguised as a normal citizen. Then;
afterwards, I played the role of an impostor. I swiftly goes to
the operating room, but before everything starts, the Iwate
Prefectural Police already informed the entire operators group and
personnel of Hanamaki Airport about the plan. I just disguised as
Hoshi so that there will be supporting evidences that can be found
on each and every surveillance cameras which proves that Hoshi did
that kind of sudden action.

The display on the digital clock’s seconds represents as Kyotaro’s
perfect reference for the exact time of execution.
“The moment the number displays “Five (5)” only means that the
power source of the entire airport will shut down.” –that was the
exact words that I said to him. All of it happened as he runs as
fast as he could to show a proper reason why he managed escaped
the Airport’s screening.

According from what Seto heard from Kyotaro’s phone call, Hoshi is
the person who happens to be classified as Kyotaro’s friend. That
attachment started the time Kyotaro saved Hoshi from the Assault
team’s shootout last week. We decided that Hoshi will turn out to
be the one who saved Kyotaro as his friend to make the scene more
realistic.

After the lights turns on, the Airport’s security personnel quickly
entered the scene to show to the criminals their actions of placing
Hoshi as the person who’s been accused about the incident. ]

※※※※※

The next day, Hoshi was sent to the interrogation room with his
both hands cuffed by shackles. He was expressionless that time, as
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if everyone betrayed him. His face was casted downwards looking at
the table.

[Click…,]
The doorknob of the room’s door moved as it slowly opens from the
outside. Kyoshiro and Seto came to have a talk with him. But then
it seemed like having even a small chat is futile for now. Both of
them looked at the criminal’s expressionless face.

Hoshi was betrayed by a friend whom he have never known his true
colors.

※※※※※

The versatile undercover- Kyotaro Takahashi; was on the backseat
of a luxurious car personally own by Kirizawa.

He’s on the right side of the car; Miura was sitting beside him,
while Ryo was on the front and also beside is his personal driver.

“Yamato-san, you really are something.”
Ryo said in a delighted manner of speaking.
“-but even so, I still can’t understand that that foolish Hoshi
will do such a thing. All the things that he just did makes my
head burst. You know, he is such an idiot to begin with. But don’t
worry, because his foolishness still led you to that success am I
right?”

“Eh.., I guess your right Boss.”
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Ryo then seriously gazed at him together with a wide-scary grin.
“Even so; the two of us knew that he’d been mistaken from what he
did. And as a consequence to that, he’s entire family will be taken
care of right this moment. I bet they’re all screaming by now.”

Kyotaro’s eyes wide-opened. He’d gone speechless as he imagines
what will happen to Hoshi’s family. He can’t move a single muscle
with all his own will. That information had really placed him into
a sensation of terror. Is this really what it means to be a member
of the Shiki Criminal Syndicate? When you ended up to failure, all
your relatives will be killed as a consequence.

By telling according to his facial expression, it looks like he
felt deeply sorry for Hoshi. Though an apology is unacceptable, he
knows to himself that feeling sorry for him will never change
anything. Involving his relatives and loved ones is absolutely too
much for a consequence for his mistakes. All that is happening
right now is too harsh. This is not the life that each and every
human in all the corners of this world desires.

As a conclusion; the Shiki Criminal Syndicate is better treated as
the actual hell itself.

Thus, while still focused on Ryo’s words, Miura held his right arm
by his left hand.

“Kyotaro-san, you’re the one to be blamed about it right?”
Ryo questioned with a very sinister smile on his face.

Still shocked by it, the same moment Ryo said those words were
Miura’s sudden actions. Everything was too sudden, without any
hesitations, Miura quickly taped Kyotaro’s mouth and grabbed his
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sharp knife hidden from his back. Removed the knife from its safety
sheath, he quickly sliced Kyotaro’s right wrist where his watch is
placed.

All of it happens in a blink of an eye as he cannot normally think.
As if he was spaced out, he didn’t say a single word. Then the
second thing he knows is that his very own right hand were
completely separated from his arm.

He suddenly felt the very terrible pain that he had never
experienced from before. That was a kind of pain where no any human
could resist. It is a pain that human would never easily knew by
anticipating what it really is. This is very terrible, he was
speechless, more like terrified to the fullest. That terrible
sensation is something that he cannot handle anymore.

It hurts.., It hurts…, It hurts!! It hurts…!!!!
“Huh.., Haaah!!!”
The tape was removed from his mouth. He screams so loud as he saw
his hand together with his watch filled with blood of his own.
Miura thrown it away outside the car’s window.

Maybe; Miura quickly thrown it so that the police will never heard
what happened.

It hurts.., it really hurts…, it really hurts!!!! That was the
exact thing that Kyotaro was feeling right now. His mind is still
jumbled, more like he’s very innocent of what’s happening. What he
only knew this time, is that he’ feeling the most terrible pain
within his imagination. He witnessed his open flesh covered with
continuously falling blood.
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He can’t help himself but to release all the tears in his eyes.
This is really too painful. Every one of the police will surely
took pity for him.

※※※※※

Kyoshiro and Seto have no choice but to leave the interrogation
room. Hoshi can’t even say a single word, he remained emotionless
inside that small quadrilateral room without moving a muscle.

Right after the two police left the room, another police came
closer to them while having a worrisome face.

“Sir! There’s a problem.”

Both of their eyes wide-opened for a sudden.

※※※※※

“What’s happening Sasaki-san..,”
Seto says to
surveillance.

his

fellow

police

in

charged

with

Kyotaro’s

That question was addressed to Tadakoro Sasaki. He is a police
with the same age as Seto. The two of them were colleagues during
their police training. Somehow, they become friends, and after
Seto were placed as the major investigator of the case, Sasaki
volunteered to join the same group with him. Today, he was the one
in charge of having a surveillance to Kyotaro. Their group’s task
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is to locate Kyotaro and supposed to alarm Seto if something wrong
happens; just like exactly what is happening right now.

That watch is really a very great help, but this time, it’s like
that device is futile.

“Hibari-san; quickly!! Take a look at this.”
Sasaki said.

Seto looked through the screen of the hologram monitor being
operated by Sasaki. The view point of that monitor shows the GPS
of Kyotaro’s watch. It was located there, at the exact point where
the transmitter is placed, but then…, looks like something is
wrong.

※※※※※
[FLASHBACK]

“I think it’s kind of weird. I guess the device is malfunctioning…?
It’s not moving.”
Sasaki thought about it.

He assumed that the watch’s transmitter wasn’t functioning well.
He took a careful look on the screen. He was shocked as he came
even closer to confirm what that really is.

“No;”
That was the expression that made him say the word really fast.
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“That’s not a malfunction.”
He quickly carefully listened from the sound captured by the
watch’s microphone feature.
[Vroom..!!]
He heard the consistent sounds from moving fast vehicles.

“His watch were removed from his wrist.”
He says in a terrifying expression.

All the police inside that room were startled by that proposition
of his. Kyotaro’s watch were removed from his wrist, obviously;
this is a very real problem, it’s because Kyotaro were just inside
Ryo’s car a while before that happened.

He ordered something to one police right beside him.
“Quickly! Call for Seto-san and Kihara-san.”

[END OF FLASHBACK]

※※※※※

They still didn’t know that Kyotaro’s right hand were took off.
But that explanation where Kyotaro left his watch is a very obvious
evidence that there’s a big problem. At first look, the operating
team only assumed that Kyotaro was remaining on that position for
several minutes, but they quickly realized that the site was a
highway.., and obviously, you cannot stay on the road from that
situation.
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They were suddenly alarmed by it that’s why they quickly informed
Seto and Kyoshiro.

Kyoshiro’s eyes was different, more like he suddenly came up to
something.

“This is a big problem! Can I hear the previous conversations
before the transmitter became stationary?!”
Kyoshiro said quickly to Sasaki.

“Okay Sir,”
Sasaki replied. He quickly pressed the play button located on the
side of the screen as the previous conversations recorded by that
watch played.

<<Kyotaro-san, you’re the one to be blamed about it right?>>
That was the last sentence that Kyoshiro heard from their previous
conversation. The voice signifies with the mastermind of the
criminal syndicate.

Kyoshiro was extremely shocked as he said:

“It’s over.”

“What..”
Seto replied. He still can’t understand why those words suddenly
came out of Kyoshiro’s mouth but,
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“Their Boss found out Takahashi-san’s true identity. He called
Takahashi-san by his real name.”

Now; everything’s been answered. Kyoshiro’s explanations were as
clear as the blue summer sky. Seto was shocked by those
revelations, which only means that Kyotaro’s in great danger.

“Kyoshiro-san,
tell
all
the
members
of
the
Executioner
Investigation that were having an urgent meeting. I’ll go and
investigate that site.”
Seto immediately ordered Kyoshiro.

“-but, I need to think of something. Apparently I would also want
to investigate there.”
Kyoshiro crossed in accordance to that sudden order.

And thus, Sasaki followed their conversation.
“It’s okay Hibari-san; I’ll be the one who will inform them about
the meeting.”

Seto decided to agree from what his friend have said as he let
Kyoshiro to join him.
Without a sudden, Kyoshiro heard a sound of a breaking glass
together with the consistent noise of the running vehicles. The
same time as that breaking sounds was the loss of the transmitting
signal coming from the watch. It means that that surveillance
device is accidentally broken as a vehicle strongly hits it.

After the attention that they’d given to that signal loss, Seto
and Kyoshiro quickly headed out of the room.
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※※※※※

This is indeed a very horrible problem to be encountered by the
Executioner’s Investigation’s desk. The Shiki Criminal Syndicate
really is a tough group to handle. None of them ever imagined that
something like that could happen. Though the Executioners were
still isn’t showing up, yet they have already experienced the
worst. Ryo Kirizawa is not an easy opponent. He wasn’t like those
minor characters in a movie which is quickly disappearing on the
stage. He is a very tough opponent to be taken care of, more like
a demon who could be even worse than the Executioners. His
authority really is something very horrible. His aura were
surrounded with horror and despair, which despises every humans
with a good will.

The time was already 9:22AM. The clouds were still indicating a
good weather. There was a sole abandoned looking old house which
is surrounded by other tall buildings at that site. The house is
too old enough for a person to take shelter. It was composed of
old woods as well as old tatamis. All the things inside it such as
clothes, vases, curtains, chairs, table, drawers, etc. were
disorganized all over. Most of its chairs were tilted to each and
every different position, but there’s only one which is standing
still.

Despite that chair is creaking, for its quality of being vintage.
It looks like its strong enough to resist a person’s weight. That
chair isn’t classified as useless at all.

A fully depressed man with a blindfold was seating on that creaky
chair. His tears were soaked wet into that white piece of cloth
covering his eyes. Continuously chewing on his lips as if resisting
from a terrible pain inside him. His body is tied on that chair,
and his left hand is strongly gripping his scarlet colored right
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arm. His right hand was cut off recently, now.., he can’t help
himself but to resist the pain that he’s been suffering. Blood
continues to bleed while his arms were still shaking. This must be
the end of him.

Right?

※※※※※

The part on that road of that highway has been strictly restricted
to be crossed by any types of vehicles. Police lines were
quadrilateral-surrounded on that site, that situation had brought
a slight traffic, though that area is quite small, that road is
still classified as a highway that’s why it’s clear to end up like
that.

Seto really have never imagined this scenario even though he’s
expecting terrible things that might come up in the near future
since the plan started. He was about to throw up as his left hand
is covering is mouth. It’s not like he haven’t seen that kind of
a slightly gory scene before, it’s just that the hand came from
his fellow subordinate which is still very new in that career.

“Kyotaro doesn’t deserve all of that
experience.”- He says so in his thoughts.

kind

of

traumatic

The vision coming from that crushed flesh separated from the watch
fragments stained in blood is still pictured into his mind.

“Ryo Kirizawa-san, you really are a difficult rival after all.”
Kyoshiro said in his inner voice.
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He remained calm. As if he didn’t care about Kyotaro’s state,
hence; he was carefully thinking of a countermeasure to retaliate.
Continuously gathering the ideas inside his thoughts, Ryo Kirizawa
is a tough opponent, that’s why he must think of an appropriate
plan to make a sudden move to turn the tide.

A man wearing the same police uniform quickly entered the scene as
well.

“Hah!!!!!”
The man screamed out loud.
He was Eichiro Mikoto: Kyotaro Takahashi’s best friend. That is
really a very regretful and horrifying moment for him. His tears
keeps on dropping to the asphalt road, he’s sure that Kyotaro is
also crying this time. No matter how strong his best friend could
be, it’s treated that this incident is his worst experience. It’s
like he’s feeling hopeless.

Seto’s attention was taken to Eichiro. He looked at him within a
distance: Eichiro was staring at that crushed bloody flesh with
his knees bend. Seto took pity for him, feeling terribly sorry for
Kyotaro as well as Eichiro with a sorrowful facial expression with
his eyes half-closed, with his eyes casted downwards of course.

But despite those; Kyoshiro is still calm, he never indicated any
sign of sympathy. His expression didn’t change at all, it’s very
opposite to Seto’s perception. Instead; he looked up the bright
sky with a serious face, probably still thinking closely for some
countermeasure.

※※※※※
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Kyotaro was tightly tied around the old wooden chair where his
entire body is seated. With his slightly bend body, and blindfolded
face pointed towards the messy floor, his tears kept on falling.

He was rather broken; in the verge of tears. With arms
shivering and keeps on biting on his lower lip as hard as he
in order to resist the very terrible pain. His entire body
fails on producing cold sweat from top to bottom each and
second.

still
could
never
every

“So; in this very crucial moment, I wonder what the hero of justice
would do…”
Ryo said those words with an overwhelmingly smiling face pointed
to the crying police officer.

Ryo and Miura was in front of Kyotaro. The two of them were
standing, while Miura is preparing some tools. He placed a knife,
a hammer, pliers, some concrete nails, electronic drill, and some
needles as well as a baseball bat. Based from those tools, the
outcome of this would be obvious. A “torture” is to be expected to
happen. He suddenly wears a disposable gloves after preparing all
those things and placed it in a single old wooden table.

“You know, Kyotaro-san; you’re very unfortunate. Because it
happens to be that I’m the kind of person who really hates heroes.”
Ryo says so with his absolutely disappointed facial expression,
then he continued:

“-they are disgusting. I really hate watching them save the day.
Their life is absolutely boring, they always win. Oh, I forgot;
sometimes they also lose right? But that only happens on the
beginning of the story, because once the end comes, they always
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win. In the end, they always became the victor; take all the
praises to themselves. When I was a kid, I was disgusted by
watching those, they doesn’t even have the capability to give me
the suspense or thrill on watching them. In other words, they are
simply an absolute form of boredom. Only the idiots loves heroes,
they thought that they were cool, they thought that they were
awesome, they thought that they were superb, they thought that
they were righteous!! Such nonsense!!!”
Ryo shouted with an enraged face, but then he smiled.

“-from the start, I know that heroes don’t exist in the real world.
It’s impossible to do exactly what you’re expecting. When you try
to say that you can do something for someone, the outcome doesn’t
always turn to be the way that you desire. That is something that
you should learn from me Kyotaro-san. In reality heroes doesn’t
always win.”
Ryo turns his back, he looked at Miura as he nodded. To show the
response that his Boss is expecting, he picked something up from
the old wooden table. Those are some nails and a hammer. Thus he
walked until he gets close to Kyotaro.

“Kyotaro-san!! I wanted for you to learn…, that heroes doesn’t
exist in the real world!!!”
Ryo shouted after facing again Kyotaro’s direction.
“-I’ve heard that you haven’t even used a gun since you started to
become a police officer.”

Miura held Kyotaro’s left hand and placed to the chair’s arm.
“Huwahhhh!!!!”
Kyotaro screams. He still tried to struggle while breathing
heavily, but on his condition right now, he just can’t oppose.
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Miura pressed Kyotaro’s left hand.

“Kyotaro-san, as the one playing the role of a villain in your
life, I’d like to give the hero of justice like you a thrill that
you’ve never expected. To simplify things, I may say that I will
erase your beloved dream.”
Ryo said.

Miura lifted his right arm holding a hammer. Then he unexpectedly
smashed Kyotaro’s index finger.

“Arghhhhhhh!!!!!!!”
Kyotaro screams so loud with his face pointed upwards and mouth
wide-opened.

“Ha!! Ha haa!!”
Ryo laugh as strong as he can.

Kyotaro’s index finger was crushed. His bones and his flesh were
revealed from his skin. Scarlet blood burst out from it. At first,
he thought that he had cried enough for losing a right hand, he
never ever thought that he’ll cry the same amount of tears for the
second time. The pain that he is suffering only gets heavier and
heavier. His blindfold were totally soaked wet in tears.

“Right! Kyotaro-san.., I wanted to see that facial expression of
yours for all the time. So how does it feel to lose your dream?
Losing your index finger would just result for your incompetency
as a police officer. Staring this time, you cannot pull the trigger
anymore. You’re nothing but a useless and heavy burden in the side
of the police.”
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Ryo loudly said with delight.

This is ultimately cruel. Ryo Kirizawa erased Kyotaro’s dream in
a second. He really hates Kyotaro’s personality that it takes him
to do such things as torture.

“Do you know, huh.., Kyotaro-san; you should realize that life is
very painful. No matter how strong or skilled you are, still you
will feel hurt, you will feel pain!! You will suffer from agony!!
I know that you still haven’t prepared yourself for this. Those
years of police training still isn’t enough to resist the pain of
losing a right hand and a left index finger. So…, where is that
positive side of yours. Do you really think that you can hide
secrets from me? That plan that your group executed is way too
careless. It’s so obvious that Hoshi will never go that far just
to save you. Though at first I can’t really find an evidence that
you’re an undercover, still I have doubts in you. Then I said to
myself, killing one suspected member wouldn’t really be great loss.
It’s better to sacrifice one person than to consistently have
failed deals right? That is one fatal flaw about the National
Police Agency, they didn’t even regard their opponent’s attitude
and personality. And so, those doubts happens to be correct. Ha ha
ah!!”
Ryo followed his words with laughter.

Then afterwards, he kept his mouth shut together with a very
irritated facial expression.
“I’m really pissed off of your attitude if you know it. Do you
know the main reason why I’m disgusted on watching heroes?”

Kyotaro kept on looking down, with his mouth closed.
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“It’s because they haven’t even seen despair, pain, misery, sorrow,
and terror in their life. Before you try to make yourself a hero,
you should know how to become a villain first. You should first
figure out and understand how the villains are made of, you must
first know the suffering that they’ve encountered. Try to apply
that same suffering to yourself, and if you have endured it without
affecting your psychological manner and point of view in life, and
still have the will to be a hero, then I can say that you deserve
to become one and call yourself as hero of justice.”

“-unfortunately I haven’t seen that on you. You’re only a man who’s
trying to act as a hero, an actor of righteousness, a fake.”
Ryo’s eyes wide-opened.

“Now!!! Talk to me Kyotaro-san!!!... Do you still want to be a
hero!!!!”

Ryo casted his face downwards and closed his eyes, and then he
smiled.

Kyotaro didn’t reply. He already fainted, probably because of that
worst pain.

※※※※※

Two days had passed since then but still, Kyotaro wasn’t found. He
hasn’t shown any evidence or hint about his presence. At the same
time, the Executioners still haven’t appeared. However the topic
about the Executioner were still set aside, for now, the desk’s
focus is about Kyotaro’s disappearance.
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Everyone was worried, but Kyoshiro was an exception, he really is
stone-hearted if we say so as he’s still wearing a calm facial
expression. The Senior Superintendent were already informed about
it, basically; he was shocked about his subordinate’s actions.
More apparently; Seto’s actions. Because of it, he immediately
called Seto to his office.

“I’m disappointed Hibari-san. How could you forget to inform me of
what is happening? Have you already forgotten about what happened
to your father long ago? This method is exactly the same as your
father’s task the day he failed to survive from that Executioner.
You shouldn’t have forgotten that fact Hibari-san!!!”
Jin shouted. Showing a very disappointed feeling.

Seto didn’t speak a single word. He knew all along that he’s
mistaken. Jin is really disappointed about his decision as the
major investigator of the case before Kyoshiro takes over.

“Have you ever thought about this? Though the Executioners are
still isn’t involved, it turns out that your group is already
taking a hard time. All of you aren’t prepared yet to this, if you
can’t handle this current situation, then how would you even
imagine the next possible worse cases if the Executioners starts
to make their move?”

※※※※※

The time was 19:48. Ryo enters a luxurious café’ as he slowly took
a seat and orders a black coffee. Afterwards, a waiter came in and
placed his cup to a glass table of his. That coffee sure is hot as
its smoke is precisely spreading out. It’s the reason why he still
didn’t attempt to sip even a small amount of it. While waiting for
that coffee to cool off a little, he tried to open a newspaper and
read several of its contents.
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“So until now, there isn’t a single news about that missing police
officer.”
Ryo said in his inner voice; and then he smiled and said:
“Just how can you hide that secret for long Kanzaki-san?”

“shiing…”
The chimes from the café’s door sounded because someone just
entered.

A suspicious man with a black hoodie came and took the seat in
front of him. Ryo gazed to that man, which could only mean that he
doesn’t know him.

“Ryo Kirizawa-san; I’m glad that I’ve finally had a free chat with
you.”
The man said. His voice were in resemblance to someone familiar
within the Iwate Prefectural Police.

“I’m happy to hear that from you. But first of all, who the hell
are you?”
That man picked something up from the pocket of his jacket. That
moment, Ryo immediately looked at the man’s pocket with a very
serious stare. He’s assuming that that man is trying to pick up a
gun. Yet, his expectations happens to be a mistake. The man picked
up a police badge and showed it to Ryo. The name written from that
badge was – [Kihara Kyoshiro].
Ryo smiled:
“So…, I assume you’re here for some information right?”
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“It’s so weird to see you reading newspaper. So you really are
staying with the classics. I mean; you can just use the internet
for finding news; that would be more convenient right?”

“Are you telling me to use the hologram system instead of reading
a plain newspaper? I really would argue with that. Those
technologies just makes my eyes irritated.”

“-Shut up.., let’s proceed to the topic.”
Kyoshiro suddenly crossed.
“Actually I came here to have a negotiation. My superiors doesn’t
know anything about this. If you’ll question me on how I’ve figured
out why you’re here, my answer would be simple. I have already
observed your daily routine.”

“You really have no shame of yourself forcing me to shut up though
you’re the one who started that newspaper topic. But setting that
aside, I’m really a bit surprised.”
Ryo replied with a smile on his face.

“-at 7:00 you’ll be awake because of your digital alarm clock,
you’ll be on preparation and then work at your own business
company. That would be the time when you’ll be busy for more
things, but of course you’ll never forget about your main job. At
11:25, you’ll make a call to “Miura” (your most trusted men) to be
updated of all the happenings. At exactly 12:00, you’ll have your
lunch. And thus, after your busy day, you’ll go to have a drink of
coffee in this place. I’ve observed all your movements from time
to time, and based on those information, I’ve found out that this
is the perfect time to have a perfect chat with you.”

Ryo then shows a grin:
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“That observation is futile unless you can’t figure out where that
police officer is hidden right? So now you’re telling me to have
a negotiation with you? Is that it? Kihara-san?”

Thus, Kyoshiro continued.
“-oh I’ve forgot, this is not like those usual times right? Your
bodyguards were not here because you’re meeting someone. Let’s
say, you’re going to have a dinner with your wife right?”

Ryo’s face suddenly turned serious.
“Okay.., okay…, I’m convinced now. So; what is your demand this
time? Kihara-san?”

“As I said just a while ago, I am here for negotiations. More
precisely, the two of us were here for the same negotiation.”
Kyoshiro smiled bitterly as he stared at Ryo and continued:
“-Don’t you get what I mean? To make things clear I am opposing
you with the same kind of punishment.”

Ryo’s eyes suddenly wide-opened. Then he closed it as he said:
“I get it now. Are you really gonna do that? That could be a
disgrace to your ethics as a police officer.”

“Right this time, your wife were being abducted by me, I guess
it’s time to have an unfair fight. I demand to exchange hostages.
You must bring me Kyotaro Takahashi tomorrow.”

“-and then if not! What are you gonna do?”
Ryo crossed with a confident facial expression.
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“I know that you can’t do something injustice. Tell me, what will
you do to my wife if I refuse to your demand? Are you gonna kill
her? I know that you don’t have the nerve to do such acts.”

Kyoshiro looks down the table, then he smiled sinisterly and said:
“Have you forgotten what I’ve just said recently? I said it’s time
to have an unfair fight. To fight unfairly means to fight unfairly.
Say Kirizawa-san, What if your wife don’t have any idea that a
police is the one behind her abduction? Of course; all people can
lie, all people can keep secrets, and most of all, all people can
make anyone suffer the same pain that Takahashi-san’s supposedly
resisting from until now.”

“You bastard!!!”
Ryo was enraged that hard as he replied with his loudest voice.

“You’re the only person to be blamed about this Kirizawa-san.
Actually you’re the person who led me of having the idea of this
plan. The Shiki’s requirements to join is to have someone you care
right? And if that member happens to commit a mistake, then his
family or loved ones will suffer the consequences. So how does it
feel to have the same amount of suffering that your failed
subordinates already had? It’s too painful right?”

Kyoshiro stands up and turned around, then he tilted his head and
looked at Ryo’s enraged and guilty facial expression.

Suddenly he turned his head around with the opposite direction
from Ryo conveying a serous face.

“Oh; I’ve almost forgot.”
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Then he smiled as he continued.
“Just joking. How could I forget the most important aim of having
this chat?”
He closed his eyes as he said:
“I knew that you know something about the foreign phrases entitled
[Facilis Descencus Averni].”

“…”
Ryo’s eyed wide-opened upon hearing those words.

“Don’t worry Kirizawa-san. I know that we’ll talk about it the
next day. After all I just triggered your curiosity.”
Thus he smiled at Ryo.
“You know what you’ll do Kirizawa-san.”

Kyoshiro gets out of the café’ and left the place; leaving the
worried boss behind.

※※※※※

Ryo hurriedly treads towards the parking lot and heads to his car.
He dialed his wife’s phone number, but unfortunately, that call
was unattended. It only means that Kyoshiro’s words is true. Most
importantly, he’s expecting his wife to come, yet she didn’t. With
the possibility that his wife doesn’t even made a single phone
call to him about her current situation why she can’t go to the
café’ is one concrete proof that Kyoshiro’s not joking around.
Before entering his car, he first attempted to keep on redialing
his phone until his hands gives up. But no matter how many calls
he makes, no one’s answering.
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Without expectations, Ryo unknowingly felt a half a second pain on
the left side of his neck. Before he knew it, there’s a needlelike thing thrusted to his neck. It’s like an injection; or some
kind of a syringe.

His head suddenly became heavier and heavier for some unknown
reason. His vision started to blur and afterwards blackout; falling
to sudden slumber. That needle-like thing thrusted to his neck
supposedly has a high dosage of a tranquilizing substance.

※※※※※

Ryo opened his eyes as he observes himself sole on a small
quadrilateral shaped dim room with a single switched on light bulb.
His hands were both cuffed on the metal chair that he’s seated.
Kyoshiro and Seto suddenly entered the room.

He smiled as he witnesses Kyoshiro’s confident posture in front of
him.
“So this is your unfair game.”

“Kirizawa-san, I’d like you to cooperate.
san.”

Take us to Takahashi-

Kyoshiro says with a calm expression.

“Your wife is still under our custody, so if you refuse, I believe
that you’ll only regret it.”
Seto continued.
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“So even the Superintendent of the police approved this
unjustifiable plan. You think that I’ll regret it? Are you making
fun of me? Go on.., kill my wife if you want, you can take her!!
I don’t care.”
Loudly replied by Ryo with his eyes wide-opened.

Then..,

“Bang!!!.., Bang!!!.., Bang!!!..,”
Three succeeding very loud gunshots was heard inside that small
interrogation room.

Ryo and Seto was shocked to the fullest because that very loud
gunshot were apparently doubled because of the very close and tight
space of that room.

Kyoshiro was the one who fired those gunshots for three consecutive
times.

“I really hate to see people that are obviously lying!!”
He said in a very fast manner.

Ryo was terrified by that sudden unexpected action. So Kyoshiro
knows that he’s lying. Actually, those three shots were pointed
and fired towards him, but Kyoshiro didn’t hit him intentionally.
Those actions would supposedly end to Ryo’s shock and fear, and
somehow it seemed like Kyoshiro’s intention turned out to be the
exact way he anticipated.

“Okay!!!”
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Ryo shouted, and then he sighed thus continued:
“I’ll take you to Kyotaro-san.”

So after all, Ryo still cannot be called as inhuman. He still
possesses feelings and emotions. He still has a person who’s very
precious to him that even he; himself cannot betray.

※※※※※

The old house in which Kyotaro’s hidden were filled with silence.
Kyotaro’s still unconscious, his body is bend curvedly, while
facing down the floor. His right arm were wrapped with bandages so
that the continuous bleeding would stop and for him to survive
until this day. Kyotaro was really tough, other people would be
already dead after suffering such kind of torture like that.

He already lost a right hand, as well as his left index finger.
It’s really a terrible pain, but that’s not all. Based from what
you can observe to his entire body from that scourge, the two days
that have passed also ended up to severe torture. He has so many
wounds that literally could never heal. All his remaining four
fingers from his left hand were pierced through with a small nail.
Those nails were pierced to the chair’s arms that’s why he cannot
even make a single move of his hand.

Some of his teeth were forcibly removed from his gums which is the
reason why his mouth is filled with blood. Based on the form of
his wounds from his head, it’s like he was also smashed by solid
material several times. It’s like his entire body were also smashed
by a metal baseball bat. There’s also several signs of acute slices
found in his body. The fingers of his toes was drilled, needles
are thrusted on some parts of his skin. And the worse of all, is
that there are several bottles of disinfectants all over the place.
Probably those disinfectants purpose is not for having an aid, but
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to multiply the feeling of pain once those are spilled to even a
very small wound.

That suffering…, is too much.

※※※※※

Seto and Kyoshiro was inside a taxi (Seto was actually taking the
driver’s seat). Afterwards, Ryo walks towards their car while both
of his hands were tightly cuffed, and escorted by two police
officers. He’s forcibly entered to the backseat of that vehicle,
then; Seto started to run its engine.

“Hmm.., a taxi; how convenient.”
Ryo says in a seemingly convinced tone of voice once the car
started.

The taxi moved forward as its tires screeches and heads out of the
Police Headquarters’ gate. But before the vehicle successfully
left the area, Eichiro directly looked at it with an enraged facial
expression. It’ like he’s gonna curse Ryo even in the afterlife.

Afterwards, an armored vehicle gets out of the Headquarters’ gate
just few minutes after their taxi left.

※※※※※

While Seto was calmly driving the car, he suddenly turned left,
and because of that, Ryo’s eyebrows furrowed.
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“Tell me, to where exactly are we going? You’re obviously taking
us to a different route.”

“That’s just how it is Kirizawa-san, this is just a part of the
game. Do you know the saying “Slowly but surely?” – I guess every
businessman knows it. That’s exactly what we’re doing this time.”
Kyoshiro answered calmly.

Ryo then smiles, his face was filled with delight as he said.
“I get it now, you’re taking a different route so that my men will
be diverted by your actions. I know; that you’ve already send a
decoy that will be directly headed to that place where Kyotarosan is hidden right?”

At the same time as Ryo was saying those words, the [decoy] that
he’s been talking about entered a tunnel, and right before that
armored vehicle get out of the dark place, two men riding a car
fired up barrage of gunshots. Seconds before that [decoy vehicle]
came out of the dark tunnel, its tires were already shot, resulting
for it to be immovable. The vehicle is an armored type car, that’s
why the criminals didn’t have a second doubts of firing multiple
gunshots, and in order for that vehicle to stop, the only way is
to blow up its tires. Other men from Ryo comes closer to that
vehicle and checked if their Boss is inside. Yet, they failed,
instead; they found out that that car was remote controlled. No
one was driving the vehicle. Afterwards, a helicopter and groups
of police cars surrounded the place, which led to the criminal’s
surrender.

But unexpectedly, one of them tried to struggle and thrown a
grenade bomb to one of the police’s vehicles which quickly resulted
for a loud explosion, then as expected, a sniper from that
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helicopter fired a single shot which hit that troublesome
criminal’s head; in which, immediately resulted to his demise.

That explosion was heard by the three of them from a far distance.
Seto looked at the direction of that sound and witnessed smokes
continuously blown away from that place.

“Your men didn’t succeed, isn’t that right, Kirizawa-san?”
Kyoshiro says while he’s still remaining so calm.

Ryo just
affected
wasn’t a
two eyes

ignored his seemingly insulting words, as if he wasn’t
by any of it. More like his men’s unsuccessful actions
big deal. He remained his face casted downwards with his
half closed.

They finally came close to their destination. It’s already 9:28AM,
the sun shines bright as they can have a clear vision of that area.
The three of them gets out of the taxi.

Seto stands straight as he takes a view of a seemingly abandoned
area of the city.

※※※※※

Meanwhile, Jin Kanzaki made his order to many police officers
gathered together in a wide hall. Many numbers of them gets out
with each of their police vehicles as he ordered them to follow
Kyoshiro and Seto’s heading site.
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Jin initiated to go together with Eichiro. Approximately twenty
police vehicles runs fast as each of their sirens sounded lively.

※※※※※

While his hands were still cuffed, he insisted the two police
officers to follow him. Ryo walks towards that old house, while
Kyoshiro and Seto were still following his footsteps. The moment
when they successfully had a distance from their taxi, a loud sound
coming from the helicopter’s rotor blade was suddenly heard by the
three of them.

And then….,
“Swoosh…”
A missile from that helicopter was released and locked on towards
the taxi.

That exact moment, Ryo turned around and faced the two police
officer’s direction. He smiled bitterly as he said.

“My advance apology; Kihara-san.”

“BOOM!!!”
The missile quickly struck down the taxi as its entire parts and
fragments massively exploded. A strong shockwave was released as
Seto and Kyshiro was blown away and fell down to the ground.

Most fragments of that taxi were spread all over. Fortunately the
two police officers weren’t hit by those sharped-edged fragments.
Kyoshiro quickly gets up from his knees as he dragged his
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Superintendent’s arm to get out of the mess. It’s really
unbelievable that Kyoshiro came to drag his seemingly unconscious
vice commander’s entire body. Perhaps it’s because of his
adrenaline. Seto then came to his senses and gets up following
Kyoshiro. While the two of them was running towards the tough and
concrete wall, Kyoshiro looked at the helicopter’s direction as he
witnesses Ryo already inside it and watches them with a pitiful,
smiling facial expression. That face is like a face of a main
protagonist that have decided to end everything. It’s like he have
given up to something, more like abandoning the life of his wife,
but it’s like that’s not the case, it’s like he’s trying to convey
a message from that smile.

“Demon…,”
Kyoshiro said in his thoughts. He took that smile as an insult.

The pilot of the helicopter was about to press the button to launch
another missile but…,
“That’s not necessary for now. Let’s just scare them.”
Ryo said in which the pilot agrees half-heartedly as he nods.

※※※※※
[FEW MINUTES BEFORE THE EXACT INCIDENT]

Kyotaro was fully awakened by the loud explosion coming from that
missile. While still having a blindfold, he moved his mouth as he
whispered to himself the name:
“Eichiro.”

“This is too miserable.., “
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Kyotaro suddenly heard a very soft tone of voice coming from a
girl as he tries to sense its direction. That voice could also be
a mere delusion.
“Angel.”
He said softly.
He just heard a very angelic voice of a girl.

※※※※※

“Sh*t.” Kyoshiro said in his thoughts, he was mistaken again with
his calculations. He sneaked a peak at that flying helicopter.

Ryo then smiled towards him, then he unexpectedly salutes at the
enraged police officer before the helicopter turns around and
prepares to escape. That salute is certainly a grave insult on the
Police Inspector’s side. Kyoshiro was really upset because that
salute is directly pointed towards him.

The helicopter turns around.
Then just in a blink of an eye, the Executioner
All of them was shocked and extremely bothered
sudden appearance. But Ryo was an exception. He
he already knew that the Executioner will show
this.

popped up inside.
by that man’s so
is so calm, as if
up in times like

“So that’s how you looks like, I still can’t understand why [they]
are calling you as a God.”
Ryo said with a calm voice.

From a far distance, Kyoshiro and Seto watched the helicopter while
it’s losing its balance as if it’s directly falling to the ground.
No.., that’s not exactly what happened, because if you make a
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closer inspection, you’ll see that the helicopter’s rotor blade
was destroyed.

Ryo never loses his composure while the helicopter is in the middle
of a great fall. The Executioner was standing still inside, in a
matter of seconds, he bend his body while holding a katana. The
helicopter started to fall vertically as the person’s inside lost
their balance. But of course, the Executioners was an exception.
That assailant is really skilled, he was still on a perfect stance
for assassination as if his shoes sticks through the helicopter’s
base and remains his balance.

The three victims of the chopper; and that includes Kirizawa, were
piled up to the helicopter’s cockpit as it falls even faster. The
motion of everything suddenly turns very slow, as the Executioner
removes his katana from its sheath and slashed the all of them
inside.

Thus, after that action, the Executioner quickly returned his
katana.

“Shiing..,”
That was the sound coming from that action.
At exactly the second he returned it to its case, the motion of
everything returned to normal. Actually, it’s not that the time
really turned slow, that slow motion is only to describe how the
Executioner does his assassination in flash.

To be exact, that action of removing his sword from its sheath,
doing a single slash, and then returning the sword only takes 0.005
seconds to precisely execute. That is what a true assassin should
be, killing a future victim in an instant. The pilot, one other
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criminal, and Ryo were horizontally sliced as each of their blood
splattered the helicopter’s interior.

Seto and Kyoshiro watched this unexpected scenery from under, as
if their faces were exactly looking at that direction. Both of
their eyes wide-opened, they were shocked about this, maybe the
helicopter’s engine shut off, but then…,

Their jaws suddenly dropped as they witnessed the blood that were
splattered inside that falling chopper. And also inside it,
Kyoshiro witnessed a man with a long white straight hair.

His eyes widened even larger.
The helicopter then crashed to the surface as it caused a great
impact which resulted for it to explode violently.
“BOOM!!!”
That explosion was so loud as the entire helicopter still kept on
burning. No one was shouting from inside it which means that all
the three persons would probably be dead.

Seto’s attention was taken to the helicopter broken into pieces.
But Kyoshiro didn’t, he’s staring up with his eyes still wideopened.

Seto looked at the police inspector’s terrified facial expression.
Because of it, he also stared at the same direction where Kyoshiro
is looking. His eyes also widened, as well as his face was
extremely enraged. As if he saw his Arch nemesis, his mortal enemy,
his worst rival – “The Executioner.”
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The Executioner stands still from the top of the tall pillar while
his hair was lifted lively by the strong wind from above. He looked
at the two high rank police officers of Iwate Prefecture as he
smiled bitterly.

※※※※※

“I, was hearing a voice. It was a voice from the heaven, a very
soft voice of an angel. Will God save me this time? Or else…, is
this a sign that God will take me to heaven? Those two options
could work…, but really, is there a God who will save me? Is there
a God who will take me to heaven?”
Kyotaro said in his thoughts.

Then he smiled.
“-of course not, because if God exists, then I wouldn’t be
suffering like this from the start. I guess if there’s really a
presence of God, then I think he despised me. It’s really unfair,
I have a great trust in him. I’m doing all that I can to correct
every mistakes, but why is this happening?”
He said in his thoughts while his tears kept on falling as his
blindfold was soaked wet.

“This world really is unfair isn’t it?”
The girl with the lovely angelic voice said.
Haruka was the source of that voice. She’s the one whom Kyotaro
misinterpreted as an angel. She’s in front of that pitiful police
officer while continuously watches his agony.

“Yes…,”
Kyotaro answered.
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“-you’re right, I think God created this world to be unfair with
his creations. Tell me; why am I suffering like this? Do I deserve
all these consequences.., do a person like myself; -- a person
who’s doing the right thing for the sake of the others – be
suffering from an insanely terrible pain? I don’t know what to do
anymore, this isn’t the kind of compensation that I deserve.”

“You’re dumb…, so dumb.”
Haruka replied softly.

Kyotaro was suddenly shocked by that reply.
“From the moment you were born, you must accept the fact that the
world is unfair and will always be unfair. God didn’t created
humans to suffer, humans are the ones who walks with their very
own lives. You must accept to yourself every kinds of things that
is happening to you even if either it’s for the best or for the
worst.”
Haruka explained with a concerned tone of voice.

This is very unparticular for an Executioner to do such acts. Maybe
it’s only a part of her entertainment, or perhaps she is only
showing her fake face. But despite those possibilities, Haruka’s
words and tone of voice was kind of different. She’s an
Executioner, yet her perception about God is exceptional. Her face
that moment was showing a sad expression, as if she’s carried on
by her emotions.

“So, you think that God can still save me?”
Kyotaro questioned with a delightful manner.

“U-Uhmm, I thinks so,”
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Haruka replied in a hush.
Kyotaro casted his face downwards and smiled.
“Hmm, even an angel can’t make a direct answer from my question.
I guess the concept about God is full of mystery. But setting that
one aside, I really don’t care anymore.”

He took a deep breath and then afterwards he sighed and said:
“Okay; looks like this fight is over for me. Besides, I guess Ryo
was correct back then, even if I miraculously survive, still; I
wouldn’t know whether if I can still play the role of a competent
police officer. Now; for what I’m sure is that I’m just a heavy
burden that anyone couldn’t hold on any longer.”

Kyotaro laughs for a second.
“Ha.., ha…, I guess reality is full of despair, reality is too
painful, being a hero of justice is so hard than I’ve ever
imagined. I should’ve just left that dream behind, because dreams
are extremely opposite from reality.”
“-Angel; I can’t take it anymore, I have longed enough from a
terrible pain. If you insist, please take me to heaven with you.
I just want to be settled down, and if God can’t accept me in
heaven, then I will still respect his decision.”

“With those words of yours, I can clearly say that you’re still a
human. You know…, all the pain and suffering that you’re resisting
right now is not even close compared to the eternal agony in hell.”
Haruka replied.
“-but anything else.”
She continued.
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“-I still have my trust to God that there’s still a chance for you
to be saved by him. So; for now…,”
Haruka tilted head as she shed a single tear.

※※※※※

“-it’s really
anymore.”

sad

because

you

won’t

make

any

good

memories

A quick sound of splattering blood together with a piercing sound
of a steel came to follow after those words that came out of her
mouth.

※※※※※

Kyoshiro’s expression became blank, his eyes darkened, while still
kept on looking up towards the Executioner.

While completely filled with anger, Seto quickly pointed his
handgun and fired four consecutive gunshots to the standing still
Executioner. But before the fast bullets gets close, the
Executioner suddenly vanished. That was too fast…, the two of them
completely lost their vision to him.

Thus, Seto felt a very horrible aura behind him, he slowly turned
his neck with a shocked facial expression. This is the second time
that he felt this terrible sensation. His body just kept on
trembling, and his heart beats so fast.

He imagined like a very thrilling sound was playing to his ear as
he will witness his father’s murderer. A face of a man who’s never
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showing a sign of scare, a very calm facial expression as if he
already witnessed hundreds of people brutally died in front of
him.

While still slowly moving his neck, he saw the Executioner’s back,
with his very long white straight hair. His face also turned
towards him.
A strong wind suddenly blows as the three of them stopped to move
a single muscle.

The entire surrounding turned completely silent after that strong
wind. Each of their face turned serious as they precisely start to
move.

In a blink of an eye, Seto and Kyoshiro pointed each of their
handguns to the Executioner, as the same time as the Executioner
just suddenly returned his katana to its sheath was a metallic
sound produced for about half a second.

The two of them can’t comprehend with the Executioner’s actions.
But then they decided to put that aside first. Their handguns were
pointed towards the Executioner. This game is over. The two police
officer’s face were filled with confidence.

“Farewell…,”
Seto said. Thus, the Executioner suddenly smiled bitterly.

Before they pull the trigger, they were startled because their
handguns were sliced diagonally. The diagonally-cut part of their
gun fell to the ground.
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The two confident police suddenly became speechless. The moment
they witnessed the Executioner placing his katana to its case
indicated the end of his quick actions. 0.005 seconds could really
be even faster than the blink of an eye, at the exact time when
they was about to point their gun towards him, he already slashed
the gun and precisely sliced it.

The two of them assumed that the game’s over for the Executioner,
but consequently, it had turned out that the game is over for them
instead.

There’s nothing else that they can do, Seto just dropped the
useless handgun of his.

The Executioner widely bended his left arm while holding his short
katana. Quickly bended his body, he quickly cleaved Seto’s stomach
with his sword. The very exact moment when the Executioner returns
his katana to its sheath, the blood spilled out of Seto’s wound as
he suddenly fell to the ground. He is crouched, with his legs
spread open, while continuously looking at his wounded body.

Kyoshiro ran out of anger, he suddenly became wild. With his
expressionless eyes and totally enraged face, he was out of his
mind as he rushed towards the Executioner and prepares to make a
powerful but careless punch. He must’ve known that a single or
even a couple of punches is futile, yet he still attempted to do
so. But no matter how it looks, it’s like there is no other option
that he can do, unless he had other weapons that he can use. But
there isn’t anything, his only weapon for this time is his own
strength.

However, no matter how strong will he has, he knows to himself
that it isn’t enough. That action could only be a burst of emotion.
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His fist is quickly getting closer to the Executioner, but the
Executioner made an advanced counter, he placed his right palm to
Kyoshiro’s body and a very powerful shockwave came out of it which
instantly blows off Kyoshiro’s entire body to a far distance until
his back clashes to a wall. He felt the very terrible impact to
his entire body.

That shockwave is something that he have never experienced from
before. It’s like his vital organs were being sting with thin
needles. He was feeling a very terrible pain as his upper and lower
teeth are grinding to each other. That shockwave came directly
from the Executioner’s palm, which is categorized as one of his
supernatural ability.

The two police officers were in their worst situations. Seto’s
vision starts to become very blurry as he touches his wounded body
by his right hand and witnesses scarlet blood all over his palm.
While Kyoshiro was about to breakdown as he can’t feel some of his
body parts specifically starting with his legs and feet.

Afterwards, the Executioner walked towards the old house where
Kyotaro’s been hidden. But after he do so, a sound coming from the
helicopter’s lively turning rotor blade came closer to them. Then,
countless police vehicles sounded with their loud sirens.

Kanzaki quickly entered the scene where he can make a perfect
vision to the Executioner and fired single gunshot with his
handgun. The bullet was quickly approaching the Executioner as
that assailant smiles so bitterly with his face casted downwards.

The bullet directly hit the Executioner in the head. Kanzaki as
well as Seto’s eyes wide-opened. Is everything over? Of course it
isn’t. They were shocked not because the Senior Superintendent
shot the Executioner in the head, but because he didn’t even fell
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down to the ground. That murderer isn’t even affected; not a single
scratch was shown in his head.

Is that really what supernatural occurrence is? This is clear proof
or evidence, that Kyoshiro’s deductions is an entire mistake to
begin with. Executioners really are on the higher rank compared to
humans in the world’s hierarchy. They really resembles the Angels
and Demons.

The Executioner faced Kanzaki’s direction with his head tilted.
Then he smiled.

Thus, without any expectations, a girl came out of the old house.
She was carrying a weapon shaped like a cross behind her.

This was the first time that the police witnessed Haruka’s
appearance. Their face were all differently painted. First of all,
they have no idea who that girls is. They just can’t understand
what that girl’s role is, it’s because her appearance only deceives
every one of them. She is just a young girl, most exactly; a 16
years old young lady. She has a stunningly cute face with her eyes
the same color as blood.

It’s really hard to comprehend if she really is an Executioner –
that was everyone’s first impression. But Seto felt something very
different. That girl is a real devil.., it’s obviously clear, that
a normal person could never carry a heavy looking weapon like that.

Then he suddenly remembered something…,
<<I-I saw it, h-he killed my son…, and his friend by both of his
h-hands, he turned them all into this. It’s like they were
incinerated.., in --hell. And then after those thick smokes came
out of his hands, I clearly saw a huge c-cross. >>
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He remembered the woman’s statement
Executioner’s killing incident.

after

the

first

Fiery

“The huge cross…,” –he said in his thoughts with eyes wide-opened.
It suddenly gave him the chills down his spine as he suddenly
forget the pain from his open body-wound.

“-how could I forget
whispered to himself.

those

important

details.”-he

quickly

Then, he again remembered something very important as his eyes
wide-opened for the second time.

“This can’t be happening…, the worst case scenario, the third
possible resolution….,”

The “worst case scenario”; Seto remembered the three possible
scenarios that might happen. First- one Executioner must’ve been
eliminated after the explosion. Second- is that both of the
Executioners died from that incident, while the third one is this.

The worst case scenario- the situation wherein the two Executioners
forms an alliance. It’s really unparticular because the third event
happens to be the one with the lowest possibility and yet it
happens to be the outcome. Just what are the Executioner’s reason/s
of forming an alliance? No one still can found that answer.

The Executioner walked closely to the nearly frozen Senior
Superintendent of the Iwate Prefectural Police. As long as Jin
keeps on staring at the Executioner’s face, it’s like he’s been
recognizing someone whom he met before. All the police’s attention
were directed to the walking Executioner.
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He suddenly crossed Kanzaki, but then he stopped after he was
already beside the terrified and clueless face of the Senior
Superintendent.

“So; Kanzaki-san am I right?”
The Executioner said with a calm and cold voice.

Kanzaki was shocked after the Executioner named him. He really
can’t understand himself, this was the first time that he saw the
Executioner’s face, yet it he felt like he have met or somehow
crossed him before.

“Have you already forgotten this face? It’s been so long since we
saw each other’s faces closely. It’s like you’ve become older than
me. Kanzaki-san; I want you to do something for me…”
He said with a whisper-like-voice.

He looked to the ground and continued:
“-the “Hell’s Contract”; I guess it’s about time for [him] to take
the bait.”

Jin was startled by the Executioner’s last words.

Afterwards; the two Executioners suddenly vanished from the
police’s sight. They were gone with just a blink of an eye. The
Executioner left the site with a total mystery. It’s like he had
given a highly confidential and special task to Kanzaki. Only the
two of them heard that one-man conversation. One question remains;
just what does he mean about the “Hell’s Contract”? Though Haruka
mentioned that name on her first appearance; still, it has plenty
of mysteries.
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※※※※※

Because the Executioners already left, Eichiro initiated to run to
that old house. He still never loses hope, despite of him being a
pessimist.

“Kyotaro must be alive…, no matter what!! He must be alive!!”
He said loudly inside his thoughts as if he wants to scream those
words out loud.

He successfully entered and then goes inside each of the house’s
corners while shouting Kyotaro’s name. After a short while, he
finally saw his best friend. Tears unknowingly came out of his
wide-opened eyes. He pressed his hand towards his mouth as he was
about to throw up.

He just can’t take it anymore. A Rembrandt light flashed towards
his best friend’s dead body. Kyotaro was smiling with his face
casted downwards, his blindfold was finally removed. That smile
really has a great meaning, in which he really insisted to die in
order for him to be free and be released from very terrible
suffering.

Meanwhile; Kanzaki were still frozen, he is still on the state of
shock as if he have seen a very horrible ghost. And then, without
noticing to himself, he unknowingly mentioned the name:

“Tatsuoh Yatogami.”

-------- END OF CHAPTER 4 --------
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Verse 5: “The Hell’s Contract”
“Tatsuoh Yatogami”; that was the name accidentally mentioned by
Kanzaki right after the Executioners left and vanished into thin
air.

May 08, 2006; there was a Japanese mansion near the clover fields
of Hanamaki. That entire land including the mountains behind it
were personally owned by the Great Yatogami Family. That land
really is classified as beyond extremely vast, it’s said that it’s
even wider than any person could ever imagine.

The Great Yatogami Family were considered as one of the wealthiest
family throughout the entire country that time. They were the
leading company if it comes to the technologies innovation.
Actually; the income that the company earns would approximately
reach to millions of $dollars every month. That is one reason why
the surname “Yatogami” is always being followed with respect and
honor of every Japanese people.

Satoshi Yatogami is the main person behind from all of that
success. He is already 47 years old; that age really is something.
It’s really obvious that he have already fulfilled his dreams. His
47 years of existence is definitely not considered as a waste of
time.

The YUIS – [Yatogami User Interface Series] is the name of their
company which produces computers and other gadgets such as digital
cameras, smart phones, laptops, etc. It leads the innovation when
it comes to technologies that time. Each unit of their limited
first issue of computers have the specs of 16GB memory or RAM, 8GB
graphics card, and 2terabytes of HDD. Despite the unbelievably
high specs of it in that time; the price of it turns out to be the
same of the other average-specs computers of other companies. That
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way; they easily mass produce it as the people gone crazy on having
the first order in the market. Actually Satoshi used his own
personal money to mass produce its first limited edition issue. He
used that certain technique in order for the company to be quickly
well known in the entire world and later on; their products will
be trusted by the people. That high specs Computers is only their
limited issue event which is being held every anniversary of the
company, their grand opening happens to be a very big hit that it
led to the company’s popularity.

The now known as the mastermind of Shiki Criminal Syndicate; Ryo
Kirizawa is still 22 years old that time. He was an employee of
the YUIS. Wearing some personal painful feelings towards that
company; always being scolded by the CEO and felt like everything
is unfair.

The CEO; as well as the president; Satoshi Yatogami is always one
sided if it comes to his successor as well as his son. His son was
named Souichiro Yatogami.

At that moment, the latest branch of
opened in Kyoto and the cutting of
Souichiro. The ribbon cutting caused a
the employees including other groups of

the company was suddenly
the ribbon was held by
grand celebration to all
investors.

Ryo was holding a glass of wine; while consistently watches Satoshi
and Souichiro from a distance.

“Hey..,”
His colleague and also his friend; Maeda slightly raised his hand
while calling.

“…”
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He looked at Maeda.

“Somehow; this is another success for the company.”

“I don’t think so..,”
Ryo disagreed; then he continued.
“-Maeda-san; that Souichiro, is he really deserving to be the
president’s successor? Because for what I see.., that guy still
needs to improve, the president is bias if it comes to him. That
way; probably he’ll never grow up in this business.”

“It can’t be helped. Oh…, I remember it. It’s only a month since
you’ve been employed in this company. You know; the president has
another son. But unfortunately; that son doesn’t have any interest
about business. His wife is also gone, she died ten years after
she gave birth of her only child.”

“-only child?”
Ryo’s eyes slightly wide-opened for a split second.

“So you get it now; the President is not the biological father of
Souichiro. In other words; Souichiro-san is just an orphan living
under the Great Yatogami Family’s custody. I guess he would be the
most-luckiest
person
of
all.
Their
family’s
wealth
is
inexplicable.”

“So that’s
Souichiro.”

the

reason

why

the

President

never

criticizes
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“From what I know; Souichiro-san came from the “Heaven’s Will
Orphanage”, and the president took him by the age of seven.
Souichiro-san’s parents died after their house was burned by an
insane arsonist. That incident really is tragic, but I guess those
things are fated for him to meet that greatest man.”

“-but; what about the real son. I didn’t see him around these
parts. Where is he now?”
Ryo questioned.

Maeda sighed…,

“Now; I think he’s living a normal peaceful life in his own
apartment. Hmm…, I just can’t clearly remember his name. I guess
it’s…, T-Tatsuoh?”

※※※※※

Yes; Maeda was right. Tatsuoh Yatogami was the name of Satoshi
Yatogami’s true son. At this hour…, which is currently 14:00 or
two PM, he was working at a small convenience store. He was working
there as a store clerk, earning a salary that is enough to support
a whole family. Though also possesses the intelligence, skills and
talents the same as his father, he refused to be the company’s
rightful heir and successor because of his father’s self-centered
personality. From the time he was still a child, he was enjoying
himself playing with his cousin Ayumi and his half-brother
Souichiro. They all savor their moments being a child in the vast
areas of the clover fields.

But that enjoyment…, was only the times when his mother is still
alive.
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His mother is always calm, always smiling despite her health
problems. She was always at the hospital because of her weak
physical condition.

Tatsuoh suddenly remembered his past while he is still lying down
the long cushion chair as he’s still on his break for work.

[FLASHBACK…]

“Mom.., we’re here to pay a visit.”
Tatsuoh said; while he was together with Ayumi and Souichiro.

He and Ayumi entered the hospital’s room while Souichiro was left
behind as if having second thoughts upon entering. He is shy to
see his step mother until now.

Mirai Yatogami was his mother’s name. She was sitting there; while
the other half of her body is lying down the bed. Looking at the
entrance; she’s staring at the quitely hiding body of Souichiro
with her elegantly smiling face.

“Souichiro; come out there…, it’s okay.”
Mirai said in a very charming way.

“Yeah; Mom’s right.”
Tatsuoh followed.
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Souichiro slowly entered the room with his face casted downwards.
He can’t make a direct eye contact to his step-mom.

“Oh.., I guess Souichiro doesn’t like me at all…,”
She said playfully which is followed with a little smile.

“No! That’s not right!”
Souichiro quickly replied while his face is lightly red indicating
a sign of embarrassment.

Mirai smiled for the second time as she followed:
“That’s the Souichiro
wonderful day.”

that

I

always

wanted

to

see

for

this

“Ha.., ha..,”
Tatsuoh laughed to Souichiro, then Ayumi followed as well as Mirai.
All of their laughter continued too sudden…,

[END OF FLASHBACK]

His reminiscence just can’t
remembering his mother.

help

himself

but

to

be

sad

for

“Okay…, time to get back to work.”
He stands up and heads to the cashier’s section when a man
(probably a customer) goes in front of him while carrying some
items.
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Tatsuoh smiled as he said:
“Welcome sir..,”

※※※※※

A group of men was invited to enter the Iwate Prefectural Police
Headquarters. It is said that they are authorized directly from
the higher ranks. Among that group was a suspicious middle-aged
man that is currently wearing a perfectly clean white lab coat.

That man smiles bitterly upon entering the building.

Jin happens to cross him from up close as each of their eyes met
for the time being. He felt a very terrifying aura behind that
man. His face were like of a high profile member of a syndicate
who can commit murder for anytime. He never loses his composure;
always smiling with his teeth widely shown. Jin tried to think of
that man’s objective, but in the end; he just can’t speculate any
idea of his arrival.

While the suspicious man is continuously walking away and Jin kept
on looking his back; he said:
“The people around here; are interesting.”

※※※※※

Kanzaki was still a common police officer. Actually he isn’t aiming
for a higher rank, he is only doing the basic duty of a police
officer who can serve justice to anyone. He knocked and opened the
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door in front of him. That room was named as the Police Inspector’s
office.

After opening the door, Kazuto Hibari happens to welcome him
inside.

“Kanzaki-san;”

“Hibari-san; if you may know…, what’s the name of that group who
held a sudden visit? What are they really up to?”

“The higher ranks said that they are only here to observe. I really
don’t know the details. But I guess they are some kind of a religion
group. According to their basic information, it’s stated that their
members came from different countries. Actually their name is
really hard to remember that’s why I forgot about it.”

“So they are a religion group, I still have doubts that they are
only here to observe. Plus; why did the higher ranks invited them
to come here, most specifically; in this city.”

“I have no clue at all.”

※※※※※

It’s already 19:00; it’s dark, and Tatsuoh just finished his shift.
Now; he can rest and relax in his own apartment. Luckily, the
convenience store where he is employed is only a few steps from
his home.
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“Okay Sir; I’m leaving.”
He said to his manager with all respect.

“Thank you for your hard work. Tatsuoh-san.”
The manager replied, as Tatsuoh smiled at him.

He gets out from the store’s backdoor carrying his things.
“Huh; finally it’s over.”
He stretched his arms wide and gazed at the stars glimmering all
over the night sky.

It gives him delight, more like he is happy enough for the life
that he is living. He is satisfied from everything that he has
right now.
“Hey…,”
That was a girl’s voice that is somehow being addressed towards
him. He faced the direction of that voice as he watches an
elegantly looking inexplicable beauty of a lady in front of him.

“Mizuno; so you’re here already.”

“Of course; honestly I’m excited for tomorrow, Tatsuoh.”

“Today’s Saturday so tomorrow we’re both free. It’s time to hang
out for just the two of us. I assure you; that place will be great.
I know that it’s going to be nostalgic for both of us.”

“We’d better head home.”
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The girl said; with her face filled with excitement.

“Okay.”
That girl’s name is Mizuno Aihara, and she happens to be Tatsuoh’s
girlfriend. Their relationship is quite strong. They have
different interpretation if it comes to things that normal couples
usually does. Perhaps it may be kind of weird, it’s like they are
not showing each of their intimacy to the public. Whenever they
are outside, any person can get to the point of judging that they
aren’t really couples. More like close-friends who always
naturally hangs out. It’s not that they aren’t having affection
with each other, it’s just that they are enjoying their
relationship as it is.

Mizuno was cooking for dinner. The ingredients prepared on the
kitchen were a quarter pound of pork, onions, two big potatoes,
three and a half cups of water, three carrots, and a quarter pound
of curry roux. She already finished cooking a steamed rice. By
those represented ingredients, it’s obvious that she’s cooking
curry rice. Tatsuoh was on the living room watching a TV program,
his room is approximately 8 tatami-sized wide. It is quite big for
a common room, but that place was all from his own expense. He
doesn’t want to rely on his father, he wants to prove him that
people doesn’t need much wealth in order to live and satisfy life.

“The dinner is here…”
Tatsuoh faced Mizuno.

“Tonight’s dinner is curry rice. It’s been a long time since I’ve
cooked again that dish. I hope it’ll still taste as good as
before.”
Mizuno prepared their dinner as the two of them sits near the same
table where the food is served. Both of them held their chopsticks
and unite their palms, like a prayer as they said in chorus:
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“It’s time to eat.”
Tatsuoh quickly eaten the meat as he was surprised by its superb
and inexplicable taste together with its captivating aroma.
“It tastes really good, if I have known for a long time that you
can cook dishes such as this great; it would have been a real
pleasure.”

Mizuno replied to his words with a soft but charming smile filled
with satisfaction.

Then, she directed her face pointed to the floor as she starts to
become serious.
“You know, Tatsuoh. I’m still very glad that you’re the one that
I’ve chosen instead of Souichiro-san. I’m just so happy because
now; I can peacefully say to myself that I don’t have any regrets
with my decisions last month. Plus; I also wanted to take this as
an opportunity to apologize, I’m sorry because I have misjudged
you. I’m sorry because I have jumped to conclusions. I’m terribly
sorry because I assumed that only Souichiro is the person who will
fit my life.”

“You’re still thinking about that until now?”

“Yes; I can’t even imagine that I wanted to force myself to
Souichiro though he can’t even prioritize me as his girlfriend.
I’m sorry because I haven’t seen the effort that you’ve done that
time.”
Tatsuoh held Mizuno’s hand.

“Mizuno, never remember about the past okay? Because every time
those memories came to flash within you, the only feeling that
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you’ll get is loneliness. Just think about the present, think about
the seconds in this moment when we can still smile to the fullest.”
He said, and at the end of those words was a severely apprehended
smile.

“Tatsuoh, thanks…,”
Mizuno replied with all her heart’s content.

※※※※※

Souichiro and his Dad went home together. Souichiro is already
exhausted and tired. However, it’s like he’s setting that
troublesome feeling aside.

“Father, do you think I’ve done enough for you to be proud of me
to call me as your own son?”
Satoshi looked behind him where Souichiro is.

“What suddenly comes in your mind to propose that question?”

Souichiro averted his eyes upon hearing his father’s words.
“Ah.., uhmm; it’s nothing. I’m just…”
Before he finishes his statement, his father crossed.
“So Souichiro; if I honestly answer that question, would you take
all of it without hurting your feelings?”
The way Satoshi said it indicates a different meaning. What he
said is obviously an indirect answer. He said that it would hurt
Souichiro’s feelings, then it’s supposedly concluded that his
answer is a negative one.
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But despite that, Souichiro replied with his confident composure.
“I wanted to hear it father. I wanted to hear what you really
wanted to express.”

Satoshi was a little convinced by the reply that he haven’t
anticipated.
“Okay Souichiro; I can say that it’s still too far for you to reach
my success. And without a doubt, I know that you can’t be my proper
heir. You are one definitely incompetent apprentice…”
Souichiro really felt hurt by those straightforwardly insulting
words.

“-you’re the kind of person who will never save the day. A coward,
worthless, pathetic son that I’ve had!”

His eyes widened by that loud voice coming directly from his
father.
Then Satoshi continued.
“-is that the thing that you wished me to say for you?”

His face suddenly became serious as he answered.
“Of course not; father. First of all, you’ve already addressed me
as your son just recently.”
His father smiled convincingly.
“I said a worthless, coward pathetic son. If you know to yourself
that you don’t deserve to be addressed by those negative comments,
then you shouldn’t have questioned me. Souichiro, just remember
this, only you, can judge everything that you have done. If you
know to yourself that you’ve worked hard, then so be it. Remember
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that people’s words can deceive anyone, so you should only believe
no other than yourself. People who hates you will always find a
way to destroy you no matter what. That’s why, you should never be
carried away by their opinions and criticism. You should be strong,
never listen to anyone. Only believe and trust yourself.”
“You made that up on your mind because you heard that worthless
employee (Ryo) right?”

Souichiro looked down the floor and answered:
“Yes; he said that I still need to improve. I heard him saying
that you’re bias or one-sided if it comes to me.”

“Souichiro; it still depends on
constructive criticism or insult.”

you

if

you

take

it

as

a

After saying so, Satoshi walks upstairs to change his clothes.
While walking briskly, he silently spoke.
“-like I have a choice.”

Just what does he mean by that? More importantly, he said all those
words far from Souichiro can hear. Was Souichiro’s role is only to
replace his position someday? He adopted Souichiro by the age of
seven after he found out to himself that his own son cannot be the
appropriate heir. Is that what he really meant of the concept “no
other choice.”?

Satoshi must’ve his personal reason to this. He might’ve some
secrets to Souichiro, but it’s like there’s nothing that he can do
with it, because Souichiro is still in a good shape because of
Satoshi’s help.

※※※※※
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Having a vision of his seemingly blurry eyes, Tatsuoh wakes up
from his ever precise good night rest. Today happens to be his
promised day to his girlfriend, that’s why this time, he is assured
that he’ll never ruin the calm and relaxing mood. Everyone must be
happy; that’s that assumption that he wanted to take. Getting up
early with the use of his digital alarm clock, the schedule must
be precise, there shouldn’t be any single interruptions. He goes
by towards the window of the kitchen part of his apartment;
welcoming the sunrise piercing through his entire body with an
ever delightful smile, he says to himself.
“This is gonna be the promised day…,”

The time is already 7:00AM, and someone just knocked the door. Of
course he knew who that is. A person that he’s expecting the moment
the day started.

“Tatsuoh?”
A voice of a girl called.

“You can come in…”
That girl was Mizuno. She slowly opened the door while saying:
“Pardon for the intrusion.”

She successfully entered as she sit on her knees towards the
tatamis of the apartment where in there is a single round table in
the middle of it.

“So you really did wake up early.., it seems you’re already
prepared.”
Tatsuoh said, seemingly convinced that Mizuno is quite excited.
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“Of course; this is our promised day right?”
Mizuno replied; certainly addressing Tatsuoh from the kitchen.

※※※※※

Meanwhile, there was a small establishment resided near the
Shizukuishi Town, that infrastructure seems quite old. It was
actually an orphanage that was established since 1990’s with the
name “Heaven’s Will Orphanage” -the place in which Souichiro came
from. There are many kids at there who lost their parents, but
despite that; it feels like those children really are innocent
about the world, they are happy playing along with each other,
more like a tragedy never passed through their lives. There could
also be a possibility that the cause of their cheerfulness is
because of the orphanage’s proper care and sufficient guidance,
but regardless of that; they still can’t fully remove the scars
permanently marked all over their past.

Some of the orphans have huge and deep wound scars all over their
body, it might be because of their apathetic parents who treated
them as a wild animal, but some are supposedly caused by a natural
disaster or accident. Those scars painted each of their bodies
with painful memories that cannot be easily forgotten even if time
consequently pass by till the end of their lives. But despite that;
anyone couldn’t really change the fact that they are still young.
So for now; they should enjoy every pieces of their life with the
second chance of being capable of wearing a smile again. They must
be happy until they become an adult and properly think about their
miserable past.

However; even if kids are supposedly playing around this time, it
looks like there’s someone who’s kind of different compared to
them. A girl; apparently in the age of 9, just arrived the
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orphanage since last night. That girl; she merely resembles her
face to Haruka wherein theoretically speaking; she might be the
person whom Tatsuoh witnessed in Haruka’s image the moment the two
of them met for the first time.

The same as Haruka, she has a cute looking face, though the
attitude that they show to each side is kind of different. That
girl is always wearing a very serious look on her face. She might
have lost her parents as well, but it seemed like everything that
happened to her is much worse than that. She never speaks a word
since she arrived, she must be traumatized by the events or
tragedies that happened to her.

Remained seating still in a chair, it’s like her eyes doesn’t
possesses any emotions to be spared for this time. Those eyes can’t
even indicate a shedding tears.

※※※※※

Tatsuoh was already driving his car while headed to their desired
location. Mizuno was on his side, while taking a deep rest and
slumber. She maybe got way too overboard getting to the point that
she cannot have enough sleep during night. Based on that idea;
it’s obviously kind of clear that she’s really excited. The place
where they are headed are towards the promised place in their
promise day.

He slightly stole a glance towards his girlfriend and noticed that
she’s calmly sleeping while her head is leaning to the side of his
arm. The only thing that he can do is a glance, because he must be
focused on having a safe trip.

In the end of the line, he smiled and said…
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“You really are way too excited Mizuno..,”
Then after that is a little smile that is worth of thousands of
happiness.

Thus his car passed through a site where in he can have a vivid
view of his father’s company, he was kind of disgusted upon seeing
it because he just can’t help himself but to remember his Dad as
well as their never ending arguments that ended up for them getting
separated.

The main branch of YUIS is exactly located at the most center part
of the city. It was the tallest building in the entire Hanamaki as
well as in the entire Iwate Prefecture. Actually that building
also leaded the innovation and growth of the city if it comes to
advancement, supposedly because of the YUIS, Hanamaki City became
a popular place in Japan where in this time, its popularity could
also be the same as Tokyo.

Though that could really be a huge success, Tatsuoh still can’t
accept his father, because for his eyes, the insides of that
company is full of darkness. For the reason that the president
itself, is someone whom he’ll just never place his trust to. He
treats his father as a person with a different masks and faces in
which depends on the person/s that he will interact.

“Old man…,”
He said…, he must be addressing Satoshi as an old man.

He was consistently driving as his car entered a dark tunnel.

※※※※※
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“Those visitors are still around here..,”
Jin said towards his superior.

“I think they’ll just about to leave, supposedly, the next place
that they’ll visit is the main prison of Hanamaki.”
Kazuto replied.

Jin rests his chin on his hand while his head is casted downwards,
he really just can’t get over of that topic. He’s totally intrigued
of that mysterious group’s true objective.
“Now; they’ll visit the prison? Just what kind of observation they
are taking up? It sounds fishy.”

“By the way Kanzaki-san..,”

“…”

“I wanted to tell you something. Actually the NPA is already
thinking of making a drug syndicate surveillance on a certain
criminal group about three weeks ago. And then I volunteered to be
the undercover.”

“But you’re the police inspector right? There’s no way they’ll let
you do that job.”
Jin crossed, while his eyebrows curled and sharply pointed.

“Actually everything happens to be already planned since the moment
I’ve been placed into this position. That operation has already
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counted years ago, I’ve been part of the circle before I become a
police inspector.”
“So that’s the reason why, you almost never reveal yourself..,”

“Yes; everything is according to plan from the start, years ago,
they’ve already decided that I will be the undercover though that
wasn’t their final decision. I really wanted to do this job that’s
why I hid my identity as the police inspector as hard as I can.
Now, it happens to be that I’ll fortunately still play that part.
The desk obviously needs a reliable person who can do that task
right?”

“…”
Jin was at loss for words.

“So today, I officially designated you as the temporary police
inspector of Iwate Prefectural Police until I come back. So get a
hold of yourself okay? I know that this is not an easy job, but I
trust you in regards with it. Tomorrow is actually the start of my
investigation. Tomorrow, you will be addressed as the police
inspector.”

“-but I just can’t assure such responsibility.”

“It’s okay…, just believe in yourself Kanzaki-san. So starting
tomorrow, every police will call you as the police inspector Jin
Kanzaki, while I will be addressed by the criminals as Kazuto
Himawari.”
Kazuto said while smiling wryly.

“You didn’t change your given name?”
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Jin wondered.

“Of course I changed it. Do you know why?”

“I still can’t get it.”

“Have you ever scanned the list of the Police’s ranks and the
persons who are assigned to each? If you try to look at it, you’ll
see that the person placed as the police inspector in the Hanamaki
is named as Jin Kanzaki. Being a background that this plan is
already formulated years ago, the moment I became the police
inspector, I intentionally faked my name and replaced it with
yours. I might be pretty obsessed of having that part, but I think
I just can’t blame myself. This is me after all.”

He then did a very short laugh, then he continued.
“I was just wonder why you still didn’t noticed it until this time
Kanzaki-san.”

Jin remained speechless, he really didn’t saw that coming.., all
of it just plainly happened without his concern.

※※※※※

They finally arrived at the Koiwai farm in Shizukuishi Town wherein
they can have a stunning view of solitary century-old cherry tree.
A flower viewing is expected to happen for the time being together
with the amazing view of the snow-covered Mt. Iwate behind it.
Koiwai is a-3000 hectare private farm located near the Mt. Iwate,
it was classified as a tourist destination and is popular with its
dairy products.
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There are so many things that you can do at that place, in the
pastoral area called Makiba-en, you can take a ride with a horse,
watch an amusing sheep-and-dog show, milking cows, etc.

However, despite those activities that you can do, nothing just
can’t be compared to that scenery. The solitary cherry blossom is
still lively taking every second of deepest appreciation.

Mizuno’s eyes wide-opened as her jaw unknowingly dropped. She
really haven’t expected this scenery.

“So this is the promised place.., Tatsuoh.., this is the best. I
couldn’t hope anything for. Thanks.”

“Our promised day; I still remembered those times when I came here
with the old man while he was having an urgent business. We are
still getting along that time. And because of that trip, I came to
see you.”

“The place where we actually first met. It’s quite nostalgic.”
Mizuno said together with a very heartwarming feeling.

The cherry blossom petals are lively carried away by the wind.
Everything seemed kind of relaxing in the eye. The only thing that
you can think of while in this place is tranquility. The vast sky,
and the wide pasture, plus put in together the view of the Mt.
Iwate and the sole cherry tree, everything is considered to be a
perfect place to leave all problems behind, a perfect place to
enjoy, a perfect place to live free.
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That was the thoughts inside Tatsuoh.

It’s like the two of them saw an image of each other. Tatsuoh and
Mizuno where still kids that time.
[FLASHBACK]-

Tatsuoh visited that actual place for sight-seeing using his
camera. He really wanted to treasure that rare moment as he tries
to take a photo in each and any sides of that spot. It’s kind of
fun for him, continuously pressing the shutter as each of the
photos that he take was a part of his admiration. That camera was
from his grandfather who already passed away. It would be really
kind of weird that a son of the YUIS is holding a plainly old
camera which still needed film in order to take pictures. But he
really loved that last sentiment left by his grandfather. Though
Satoshi haven’t used that old camera, (because his focus is on the
advancement of the world) Tatsuoh personally wanted it. Since
childhood, it’s definitely clear that Tatsuoh is absolutely
different from his father.

He kept on taking pictures. Some of the photos are skies,
grassland, the Mt. Iwate, birds, trees (specifically the cherry
blossom), and anything that grabs his attention. While trying to
caption the lady bug walking through a single green leaf, Mizuno
happens to cross a gaze where he is standing. Mizuno looked at
him, seemingly disappointed of Tatsuoh’s incompetency as an
aspired photographer. She also has her own new digital camera.

“You’re not doing it right!”
She shouted.

Tatsuoh came to sense that voice as it ended up for him to look at
Mizuno’s direction.
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“Hmm?”
Tatsuoh was wondering about that girl’s intent.

“Can I look at your pictures?”

“You can’t…,”
“Why not?”
Mizuno doesn’t get it at all.

“Even if I would really want to I just can’t. This isn’t a digital
camera. I need to develop it first at the photo studio near my
home.”

“Is that so? Well then, just by judging from how you’re pointing
your camera, it’ll obviously never give a better result.”

“…”
Tatsuoh just can’t respond to what she’s saying.

“You should try to be one with nature.., let me show you how.”
Then; Mizuno bended her body and pointed her camera towards the
lady bug; just like how professional photographers takes a photo.
Her hands were on its focus, she carefully adjusts the lens of it,
holding still in a matter of seconds. And then “click”, she pressed
the shutter button of her camera as it clicks.

“May I see the result?”
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“I-It’s okay; b-but you don’t need to be s-so i-impressed okay?”
With full of hesitation, she handed her camera to Tatsuoh.

Tatsuoh looked at the picture/s taken by Mizuno. He kind of
wondered… it’s because the photo that Mizuno showed to him is an
image of the vast blue sky. But still he was kind of impressed
with Mizuno’s talent.

“This certainly is great! That photo is obviously telling a story…,
and I think it’s kind of amazing.”

“You think so?”
Mizuno replied; with her arms crossed seemed overly confident of
herself.

“Then; can I also look at the lady bug’s photo?”
He said while he’s smiling. More like playing with Mizuno’s game.
He already knew that Mizuno’s reaction will be like that.

“…”
Mizuno didn’t answer, instead she only conveyed a frustrated face
while she’s quite blushing.

Soon after, Tatsuoh insisted to look along with the further photos
taken on Mizuno’s digital camera, and in the end of the images,
Tatsuoh managed to find the lady bug’s recently taken photo.

That image was blurry, it’s obviously clear that the photographer
that have taken it will delete that photo afterwards for the reason
that it’s another mistaken shot. Upon seeing that image, Mizuno
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was fully embarrassed of herself, she’s kind of over confident and
very proud of herself just a while ago, she perhaps thought that
Tatsuoh is just a kid whom she can mess up for anytime.

“This is obviously not a good shot.”
Tatsuoh bluntly said.

But she had mistaken from what she anticipated. Tatsuoh outsmarted
her as simple as that.

Because of over-embarrassment, Mizuno cannot get ahold of herself
anymore. She’s suddenly in the verge of tears upon saying an
excuse.
“You know, that actually happens most of the time. It’s not that
I’m really bad at taking photos. Don’t worry, I’ll just delete
that image after I come up with a better shot. You better watch,
I’ll take a better shot of that lady bug. So, can I have that new
digital camera…, please hand it over quickly before that insect
flies off!”

“Okay…,”
Tatsuoh returned the camera to Mizuno.

He lowered his head, then afterwards looked at the sky.
“-But even photos that are classified as wrong shot isn’t that bad
at all right?”

Mizuno was about to take again another photo of that lady bug but
Tatsuoh’s words grabbed her attention instead.
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“Hmm…”
She looked at Tatsuoh.

“Whether a taken photo is bad or not, in the end it still tells
you a story. Each time you have a glance at your taken photo,
you’ll simply remember those memories as well as the reason why
you’ve taken it. I guess that’s the strange and mysterious thing
about photo’s that have taken my interest. You can share it to
anyone, it doesn’t need much explanation to other people that are
seeing those. You can just let their imagination soar each time
they watches it. It may be kind of heartwarming or nostalgic, after
all everything still depends on that person’s interpretation. Even
a single photo of the sky tells a story, and even if a single
blurry photo of a lady bug, it’ll give you memories that you can
share.”

“…”
Mizuno was at loss for words while hearing Tatsuoh’s sincere
thoughts.

She was about to delete that most recent taken photo as her thumb
was actually placed on the button that’ll execute the digital
camera’s delete command, but after hearing Tatsuoh out, she
insisted not to delete it. She casted her head downwards…, more
like she came up to a realization.

She’s not really suited to this kind of atmosphere, that’s why she
decided to change the mood.

“I wonder.., why are you still using that old camera? Because
unlike mine, that one you are using is no match at all. Actually
my father just bought it for me. This is the newly presented YUIS
digital camera. I’m sure you’re feeling jealous right now.”
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“Hm.., hmm.”
Tatsuoh giggled, for what he is seeing is that everything seemed
a bit awkward. It’s because Mizuno is kind of showing off her new
digital camera from the one of the most trusted company which
produces those. It’s the latest YUIS camera!

“Why are you smiling?”
Mizuno was kind of insulted by Tatsuoh’s reaction.

“No.., there’s no particular reason actually.”
He replied while still holding a smile.

Then, Mizuno just ignored his answer as she proceeded again on
taking a picture of the lady bug.
“This time…, this time for sure…,”
She said with her crossed eyebrows.

She was really focused starting on that pace as if she isn’t moving
at all. Then, she finally took a picture of it. Quickly viewing
the images until she gets to see her recently taken photo.

“Yes! Finally!”
She shouted with joy as it was followed with a single high jump.

“Hey! C’mon.., take a look at this. You see I’m really much better
than you.”
She says so while she’s handing her digital camera to Tatsuoh.
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Thus, Tatsuoh looked at the lady bug’s photo. It’s really far
better compared to the previous shot. That image perfectly
describes the beauty of that place.

“You’ve really taken a great one this time. I hardly appreciate
it. I’m convinced now that you’re even better than me.”
Seemingly full of herself, Mizuno replied.
“I’m glad that you finally know your place. So you understand now
how really great my skills and talents are.”

Sooner enough, Satoshi finally came to the site to get for Tatsuoh.
Tatsuoh and Mizuno watches him by the edge of that vast land.

“Okay; I guess I need to go home now…,”
Tatsuoh waved a goodbye to his recent friend as Mizuno hesitatingly
returned the favor by also waving her hand.

Tatsuoh came to run headed toward as his father held his hand and
moves forward with him. She watched the two of them consistently
moving away from her, it’s like she’s kind of hesitating and
perhaps regretted for something.

“I haven’t even asked for his name…,”
That might be her regret, she forgot to ask for the name of that
boy who had given her new thoughts and perceptions in life.

“Don’t worry; I’ll assure you that I’ll be a great photographer
someday.”
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She said while her fists are tightly closed upon one another. What
she just said is certainly a great commitment.

Then afterwards she smiled; as she found out to herself that she
cannot have a vision of Tatsuoh and his father anymore.

[END OF FLASHBACK]

“I’m really kind of stubborn that time.”
Mizuno said while watching that place from distance.

Both of them suddenly came closer to the ever-bloomed cherry tree
wherein they looked at the snow-covered Mt. Iwate.

“You know Tatsuoh.., actually I still kept that blurry photo of
the lady bug. Because every time I look at it, it reminds me of
everything that you’ve said before. As I reflects those words of
yours to my mind, it simply reminded me that even if I mistakenly
took a bad photo, I can still turn it as good. Just like life,
even if I made a mistake I can still correct it no matter what.”

“So you’ve actually solved it. Honestly it’s a riddle-like-quote.”

“Riddle-like?”
She just can’t comprehend to Tatsuoh’s reply.

“Let me explain. Actually that quote has so many interpretations
that a person to hear it can learn. Just like the concept of how
strange and mysterious photos are, each photos can have different
interpretations just like that quote, it depends on the person who
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will hear it if what kind of message he/she can absorb. Just like
in your case, for you; the message of that quote is to have a
chance to correct your mistakes no matter what, but for the others,
I think they’ll have different interpretation.”
He thoroughly explained.

“So; from your own point of view…, what kind of massage did you
absorbed from that quote?”
Mizuno is just curious as she can’t help herself but to propose a
question.

“For me…, [sigh] it’s kind of simple, that message conveys that
every life is different, but no matter what, each second of it
tells a story. Whether life may be bad or good, in the end it still
shares memories to other people. They said that a single photo is
composed of a thousand words, then I guess life could be worth
millions and millions of it. You see, each time we look back
towards our past, we can picture so many photos of ourselves
together with the people that became a part of our life. It may
brought us to loneliness or pain.., but indeed not everything is
composed of sadness, there are still happy times around it.”

“Hmm…”
Mizuno just can’t think of anything to say after those meaningful
words. She just stay put while continuously staring at the fallen
petals of that century-old tree.

※※※※※

Both of them decided to head back, as Tatsuoh was having the driver
seat and starts the engine, he suddenly said.
“Can we head at the “Heaven’s Will Orphanage” first…,”
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Mizuno looked at him.
“Of course, there would be no problem.”

He started the engine and runs off his car as its tires screeches.

“I just want to welcome my former colleague out there.”

“So you worked there before.”
Mizuno wondered.

“Yes; Actually I was an employee of that Orphanage before I became
the store clerk of the convenience store that I work in.”
He answered while driving very gently.

“As I remembered, that’s the place where Souichiro-san came from.”

“Yes; actually the old man adopted him by the age of seven. Whether
you believe it or not, but even though different people says that
Souichiro is the luckiest person of all, for me; I still feel bad
for him. He is just the unfortunate person who’ll carry that great
name for the rest of his life, I also remembering him saying to me
that from the moment he became a Yatogami, he is already classified
as a bird in a cage. That’s why I really mean it.., I absolutely
feel bad for him because I escaped that responsibility, and of
course he cannot complain to the old man because he is just an
orphan taking residence to that household.”
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“Sometimes, I just really can’t understand what a person is
thinking, I’m sure Souichiro-san is just forced to take the
responsibility.”
“Mizuno; what should I do? I’m still months older than him that’s
why I still consider myself as his big brother.”

Mizuno let out a sigh and replied:
“[sigh] I can’t think of anything either… but wait;”

She stopped as it seemed like she found out an idea, then she
continued.
“Why not the two of you help each other out?”

“…”
Tatsuoh’s mouth slightly opened.

“That way; I guess no one will feel bad, though you’ll consider
that part as a pain, at least the two of you are still treating
each other as brothers right? I think it would be better to erase
the misunderstandings between the two of you while working out
together, and for sure; I know that you’ll get along again with
your father soon if you go on that way.”

“-I think that would be bad though…”
Tatsuoh crossed.
“Because starting from that pace, I know to myself that I’ll end
up to become also his puppet for eternity. And you already knew
that I just can’t accept that fact right?”

He really does hate his father more than anyone could ever imagine.
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“You know; right after Mom died, he didn’t even cry. Hence he
loudly said to me “Your mother already had enough, she already
played her role in this world that’s why you shouldn’t cry for
her!” that’s what he said to me in the middle of mom’s funeral.
It’s like for him, my mother is just his personal instrument
wherein if she became useless, he can easily throw her away.”

“From that day on, I said to myself; he should be the one who have
died instead of mom. A person like him doesn’t deserve to live for
long.”

“Tatsuoh, do you know the saying evil weeds die hard?”
Mizuno crossed as well; and then she continued.

“It means that evil people needs to stay longer in this world for
them to have a longer chance of reaching the point of realization
and repentance, I guess that’s the reason why your father is still
alive, I may not be really sure but, if your father is really a
kind of person like that, I think God is still giving him a chance
to change. And I think the exact opposite of it is what happened
to your mother, I guess God had taken her early because of her
good deeds that could be enough for her soul to be delivered in
heaven.”

Tatsuoh suddenly appreciated what his girlfriend said.
“That could be the answer, hopefully it is. Hopefully one day, he
will realize his mistakes.”

※※※※※

They finally arrived to their destination as the car stopped. Both
of them gets out of the vehicle as Mizuno was quite surprised from
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“Wow.., the kids sure are having fun.”

“Mizuno; seemed like you’re distracted already. Okay; I’ll go
ahead.”
Tatsuoh said while he’s already moving forward heading inside the
orphanage.

“I think I’ll stay here.”

“Okay; have fun out there.”
He made a single wave of goodbye while saying those words.

He finally reached inside as a former colleague welcomes him.
“Hey; Yatogami-san, you didn’t even informed me that you’re coming
here.”

“Hmmm…, Matsudaira-san long time no see.”
He welcomed his former colleague named Matsudaira.

“So; what took you here…,”

“No particular reason actually, I just
orphanage before properly going home.”

wanted

to

visit

the

“Oh.., let’s talk about more at the guest room.”
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strolled together, Tatsuoh accidentally had a glance
the recent orphan having the almost the same facial
as Haruka. He observed her sole in a single room while
seat near the wide glass window.

He stopped from walking as the presence of that nine years old
girl totally grabbed his attention. That kid was looking towards
the playing groups of children outside. Her head is resting to her
palm, more like feeling bored while waiting for something.

Actually Matsudaira still kept on saying different things as he
assumes that Tatsuoh were still following his footsteps, but after
he found out to himself that Tatsuoh isn’t there anymore, he
quickly looked back. He watched Tatsuoh carefully looking for
someone as he runs forward to him.

“I don’t even know that I’ve been talking to myself all along,
what’s wrong with you Yatogami-san…?”
He said while a little bit exhausted.

“-that girl; is she new in this orphanage?”
A split second after Matsudaira finishes his sentence was Tatsuoh’s
quick question.

Thus he answered.
“You’re guess is right Yatogami-san. Actually she just came here
since yesterday. They said that her entire family members were
murdered by a robbery group. And until now, two of her parent’s
murderers is still haven’t found.”
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“There are still scars left from that incident.”
Tatsuoh quickly came ahead towards that girl.

The girl immediately turned her head towards him as she glared at
Tatsuoh. But then again, Tatsuoh just showed a charming smile.

“Hey kid; what’s your name?”
He softly asked.

“I’m not a kid anymore…,”
The girl said as she turns her head way from him.

“You see, she’s pretty stubborn.”
Matsudaira said while walking closely to them.

Tatsuoh slightly bended his body towards the girl as he asked a
question:
“Do you want to play along with the other children outside?”

“…”
The girl didn’t answer, instead; she just stole a very sharp glance
to Tatsuoh.

“I guess it’s none of my concern;”
He said; then he addressed Matsudaira as he continued.
“Matsudaira-san; can I talk alone with her? Don’t worry; I’ll still
have a chat with you after this.”
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“Well; that would be okay for me; after all, if you can get along
with her, then I think you’ll be a great helping hand.”
And thus, Matsudaira suddenly left the scene as the two of them
are finally alone on that single room.

Silence came to follow….
“I suppose this would be a weird question but…, hear what I’ll say
okay?”
He sighed; then continued:
“Do you want to have revenge to that group?”

That question certainly grabbed the kid’s attention. Her face
really do resembles Haruka as she was shocked as her eyes wideopened upon hearing Tatsuoh’s proposal.

“So having revenge really grabbed your attention for an instant.”
Tatsuoh followed up with a seemingly cunning smile.

“What do you really want.”
The girl quickly said.

“Actually there are so many of them. But first, I wanted to know
your name.”

While casting her head downwards, the girl answered while looking
away from him.
“Miuna…, Nishigaoka Miuna.”
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“Say, Miuna-chan; do you want to start over? It would be very
unnecessary to ask because that incident only happened yesterday,
but you really must think a way how to move on as fast as you can
so that you can liven up an easier life right?”

“Hey; Nii-san;”

“-Tatsuoh; call me Tatsuoh.”
He crossed.

“Well; Tatsuohnii-san; what do you really think of me? Do you think
it would be easy for me to get over from that incident? Answer me;
have someone ever died in your life? And from that pace, did you
recovered just in one day because of that?”

“…”
Tatsuoh had gone speechless from her words as he can’t help himself
but to remember his mother’s death. And the way he said those words
of his towards Miuna is like the way his father did to him.

But then he closed his eyes. He just can’t blame himself for that
answer, it’s because he knew to himself that he is just saying
those words to change Miuna’s perception.

Then he opened his eyes as he said:
“So I can see that only revenge can make everything at ease. Tell
me Miuna, if every those criminals who killed your loved ones dies,
will you be happy for yourself?”
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Then he placed his face closer to Miuna and continued his statement
with a whisper-like-voice.
“Then how about we make an agreement. Of course I’ll feel bad to
myself if I let a little kid to stay that way.”

“I told you I’m not a little kid anymore.”
Miuna crossed for the second time as it stopped Tatsuoh’s words.
However, Tatsuoh proceeded.

“If you’ll let me adopt you, you will surely have your revenge.”
He says so with a seemingly convincing tone of voice.

It’s like he isn’t joking around this time. Is he really serious?
“I told you I’m not a kid anymore, so stop making fun of me okay?”
Miuna said bluntly.

“Well; well…, there’s nothing that I can do I guess, but really;
I think that could be a lost opportunity. First of all, I bet
there’s no any other person in this orphanage who can give that
offer.”
Tatsuoh said while he’s slowly moving away.

It’s kind of weird for a nine years old kid to act as a grown up,
that’s why; Tatsuoh assumed that Miuna would accept his incredulous
offer because of the vengeance that she’s been searching for. Just
what is Tatsuoh thinking this time? Would he really kill in order
to give that girl’s demands?

“Okay;”
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Miuna answered, she finally accepted.

“I will accept your offer, but in one condition;”
She looked straight towards Tatsuoh as she followed:
“-don’t ever talk to me!”

Tatsuoh smiled convincingly as he answered:
“Then it’s already decided. By tomorrow, I’ll arrange the papers
and documents to properly adopt you. So from now on, better
practice for being addressed as Miuna Yatogami okay?”

“I just said that you should never talk to me right?”
Miuna straightforwardly said without any hesitation.

“Oops.., sorry; my bad…,”
He raised his hand as a sign of leaving and thus left the room.

※※※※※

As he walks by, he accidentally crossed Matsudaira.

“So how’s it, Yatogami-san.”

“I bet you wouldn’t believe me but, she accepted. By tomorrow I’ll
return here to properly adopt her.”
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“Wait.., wait.., are you serious about that Yatogami-san, you don’t
know how hard it is to take care of a child. Have you ever had
second thoughts about that decision of yours?”
Matsudaira had just heard something unexpected.

“I know; I know what you’re pointing out, but I can’t just let her
be like that right?”

“That might be true but, reality is the one we are talking about
Yatogami-san.., but wait; what kind of trick did you use for her
to respond to you?”
His colleague’s question has a point.

As an answer, Tatsuoh just giggled and said:
“It’s a secret, Matsudaira-san….,”

Of course, he certainly can’t just say the truth to Matsudaira in
regards with their agreement. After all, the words “kill” or
“murder” is a part of it.

Suddenly, Mizuno came to look for Tatsuoh.
“Oh; you’re right there Tatsuoh.”
She said after having a view of her boyfriend.

The next scene is quite cliché’, Matsudaira was totally enthralled
by Mizuno’s presence. He was watching a view of an elegant girl
that’s why he isn’t really the person to blame about it.
“Don’t tell me she’s your girlfriend Yatogami-san…”
Matsudaira just can’t accept it as his jaw unknowingly dropped.
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“Ah.., let me introduce her to you. Her name is Mizuno Aihara, and
certainly, your guess is correct Matsudaira-san. She is actually
my girlfriend.”
Tatsuoh answered in a very light manner.

“So you’re cheating over me, Yatogami-san.”
Matsudaira
replied
expression.

with

a

seemingly

disappointed

facial

“Nice to meet you; Matsudaira-san.”
Mizuno bowed her head towards Matsudaira as a sign of welcome.

“Matsudaira-san; can the two of us speak in private?”
Tatsuoh said, pertaining to himself and Mizuno.

“Okay; after all, the two of you are couples right.., there’s
nothing that I can do about it.”
Matsudaira answered to his favor and afterwards left the two of
them.

“So; what do you want to talk about? Tatsuoh?”

“Mizuno, could you follow me for a moment?”
Tatsuoh said as he advanced some footsteps from Mizuno’s post.

Thus, Mizuno didn’t answer but she nodded instead. They walked
together as they heads to the same room where Miuna is occupying.
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Upon reaching that room, Tatsuoh insisted not to come closer, as
long as they have an efficient view of Miuna is enough.

Mizuno suddenly took pity for her.
“Isn’t she looking so lonely?”
Tatsuoh said to the affected lonely face of Mizuno.

“That’s why…, it may be kind of shocking for you but. Here it is,
actually I kind of think that I would adopt her and treat her as
my child. No wait, I think I would be too young for that, so I
could be her big brother perhaps?”
Tatsuoh continued his speech with some hesitations running down
his mind.

At first, he assumed that Mizuno would disagree, but then:
“I think that would be the best idea Tatsuoh..,”
Mizuno quickly agreed as if taking care of a child is so easy. She
faced Tatsuoh, then she smiled and continued:
“This is going to be another part of your million-photos-worth of
memories right?”

Tatsuoh faced his girlfriend, and then in a matter of seconds, he
looked again at Miuna as he answered:
“You’re absolutely right about that Mizuno.”

※※※※※

The exact time was 23:11, it was dark already as there is a couple
sitting next to each other in the same bed. Mizuno’s lower half of
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her body was lying down, she slowly stripped her clothes as Tatsuoh
thoroughly watches her half-naked body. Both of them have their
gaze with each other from eye to eye as the cold air conditioning
of that room is just right for this moment. She suddenly casted
her gaze downwards, more like a little embarrassed of herself while
showing a light-red face. More often like blushing in front of the
person whom she loves the most.

The silence were still. As Tatsuoh starts to caress her seemingly
fragile and smooth shoulder, Mizuno felt the warmth of his hand.
She felt like her mind is turning blank. She really is not really
used to this after all, but despite that.., she’d really like to
give it a shot. Their faces came closer to each other, and as soon
as one of them could comprehend, each of their lips are hugging
smoothly.

Then, Tatsuoh hugged her tightly as each of their body slowly lies
down the bed.
They kept on kissing, then afterwards, Mizuno
spreaded her legs open as she let out continuous moans at the same
time as Tatsuoh consistently moves his body with a racking motion.

※※※※※

Mizuno’s eyes opens unknowingly as she comes to realize that it’s
morning already. Her naked body was covered with a white blanket
observing herself alone on that room. Tatsuoh wasn’t there anymore;
it would really be obvious that her boyfriend wakes up earlier,
she suddenly gets up, and then thoroughly watches the window as
the sun lights through it. Hoping that this day would be great,
she smiled with all her hearts content.

Meanwhile, Tatsuoh was some kind of fully awakened as he was
cooking something for breakfast. He really is a morning person,
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it’s like waking up early every day in the morning is his daily
task.

While wearing her casual clothes, Mizuno came to approach him on
the kitchen. She was kind of impressed of Tatsuoh’s effort.
“So you’re preparing breakfast?”

“Yeah…,”
He replied in an instant without looking back.

“Why wake up early?”
Mizuno wondered…,
routine.

though

that

actually

was

Tatsuoh’s

daily

“Have you forgotten? Today would be a very busy day for me,
honestly I decided to absent for my work at the convenience store
for this. I am gonna arrange all the needed documents for Miuna’s
proper adoption.”

“Ah.., so that kid’s name is Miuna.”
Mizuno replied with a wondering facial expression.

“Huh.., I forgot to tell you yesterday. So; I guess I would leave
early today. I need to prepare it as soon as possible before she
changes her mind.”
Tatsuoh followed.

“So she’s still having second thoughts about her adoption.., but
I think, probably he’ll suit you before she knows it.”
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“Hopefully that’s the thing that’ll happen Mizuno.”
He replied as he looked back to Mizuno.

Then suddenly…
“RING!!!”
Tatsuoh’s phone rings as he quickly looked for its caller.

The written name of the caller on his phone was:
[Satoshi Yatogami]

“Who is it?”
His girlfriend questioned.

“It’s the old man.”

She was intrigued of Tatsuoh’s answer as she can’t help herself
but to be a little shock in regards with it. Just what exactly is
the purpose of that call? Is it some kind of an emergency or
something? Those are inside Mizuno’s thoughts. But for Tatsuoh;
his assumption is that, that phone call will lead him again to
another trouble, that’s why in order to for him not to be involved
in the upcoming mess, he didn’t answer.

At first he assumed that it could be the best response, but because
of his action, his father only left an e-mail to him. He pressed
the screen button of his smartphone that commands for that mail to
be opened.
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[
From: Satoshi Yatogami
To: Tatsuoh
Subject: Formal Meeting
Body:
Tatsuoh, I wanted to formally talk to you about something. If you
are free, please come to our home. This is supposedly one of my
few free time, so I’d like to use this opportunity to settle
things.
]
His gaze towards his phone was kind of serious, but his eyes
focused to the words “opportunity to settle things”, that suddenly
came up to him as a chance to settle everything, he assumes that
once he goes after, everything will be over, it’s like that would
be the last message that he’ll receive from his father.

“Tatsuoh…, what is your decision? Will you go and see him?”
Mizuno questioned
direction.

while

consistently

looking

towards

his

“If this will really settle things, then I guess I’ll go.”

※※※※※

“So you still haven’t given up after all.”
Tatsuoh scowled towards Satoshi.

Both of them are inside the guest room of the wide Yatogami mansion
while sitting down the chairs pointing at each other.
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“Tatsuoh; let me know something…, what exactly are your demands?”
His father questioned while looking downwards.

“Demands? What are you pointing at?”

“Do you need anything? Tell me. What can I do to convince you on
becoming the company’s successor?”

“It sounds like your way too desperate this time. Tell me, did
Souichiro did again a mistake?”

“Until now, I haven’t found him as prepared for becoming someone
who’ll manage the YUIS. Of course you know that I’ve only adopted
him for that single purpose right? That’s why, I think the way he
turned out as a failure is just how it is.”

“Is that the thing which you really wanted to hear to your father?
Hey Souichiro, I know that you’re listening out there!”
Tatsuoh suddenly said with a loud voice that could be enough for
his half-brother to be heard from that distance.

Satoshi was startled as he didn’t really expected that up to come.
He thought that Souichiro already goes to work, did he just
disobeyed his task?

“You know, I actually forwarded the e-mail that you’ve sent to me
towards him. I know to myself that he is also interested to know
about this formal meeting that you’re talking about. And it seemed
like this time, he also have seen your true colors.”
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Tatsuoh explained to his father.

“…”
Satoshi was at loss for words in regards to Tatsuoh’s actions.

“Until now you’re still self centered. Honestly that’s the
personality that I hate to you the most. Tell me, Is Souichiro
really is a failure as a successor? If he really is, then I guess
you’re also a failure as his teacher right? Right from the start
he has no idea on anything about business, you kept on forcing him
to do things that he doesn’t really want. You know, once he told
me, “Since I have become a Yatogami I already recognizes myself as
a bird trapped in a wide cage” I think I knew what he meant about
that, though his world could be classified as a wide cage, still;
he cannot change the fact that he is trapped inside that place.”

“Is that really true, Souichiro?”
Satoshiro looked behind where Souichiro is standing.

Tatsuoh was confident by those spoken words of his. He was about
to smile for the reason that Souichiro might have find out what he
really meant. It means that Souichiro has the chance to escape
from his cage because of this turnaround of events. He felt like
this’ll be the best solution to settle everything. Souichiro will
have the freedom while Satoshi will suffer his very own
consequence.

But….
“Those might be true but…, honestly I don’t really wanna hear it
from a bird who just escaped the same cage that I’m still trapped
in.”
Souichiro answered.
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Does he really hate Tatsuoh all along? He really didn’t get what
Souichiro meant. He is giving Souichiro the will to refuse to his
father yet he didn’t, instead; he defended his father. Now he
thought, is Soucihiro’s mind already poisoned by his father’s selfcentered words?

“Yes; Dad would treat me as an incompetent heir, but do I really
need to care and think about it? Would thinking those solve
anything. You know, I’m not like you Tatsuoh, I would rather
struggle with the hardships of learning than escaping a certain
role. After all, all of us knows that you’re the person to be
blamed if I am really suffering right? It’s because you’ve escaped
your duty. You’re a coward Tatsuoh…,”

Tatsuoh closed his eyes with his head casted downwards. Then in
matter of seconds, he opened his eyes and showed a little smile.

“Until now, I still cannot read your mind Souichiro. Tell me; are
you happy with this?”

That simple question from his half-brother triggered his senses.
Is he really happy for himself? Now that he thought about it, he
just couldn’t find for an appropriate answer.

“Answer me; what are you from these two kinds of people, are you
someone who works to make people happy, or are you someone who’ll
make yourself happy with your work? I guess neither those two kinds
of people can make yourself be qualified. First of all, you can’t
just make other people happy if you’re a failure in that field,
secondly, this time it’s obviously given that you’re not happy for
yourself at all.”
Tatsuoh continued with his seemingly insulting words.
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But it turns out that Souichiro isn’t affected at all. Perhaps,
Satoshi’s words really placed him to that state.

Tatsuoh walks away, he was about to leave as he stopped and turned
his head towards Souichiro’s direction.
“Hopefully you’ll qualify to any of those two someday.”
He said with his strong will.

He formally left as Satoshi came to follow him. They were far from
Souichiro’s vision as Satoshi tried to stop him from leaving.
“Tatsuoh wait! Please hear me out.”

Tatsuoh looked behind him where Satoshi is standing.

“Tomorrow; please come again tomorrow. Hopefully you’ll still
think about it. I’ll wait for your answer, and if it’s another
“no” again, then I could admit my defeat, I will stop from
convincing you. That’s why; tomorrow you should really come.”

Then Tatsuoh walks away as Satoshi continued:
“-your Mom;”
Tatsuoh’s eyes wide-opened for a split second.

“-you always keeps on reminding me of your Mom’s attitude.”

Then Tatsuoh holds his breath as he tried to ignore those words
and proceeded to his car.
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※※※※※

[The Iwate Prefectural Police Headquarters]

Finally; the day has come, Jin suddenly earned the rank of “Police
Inspector” without doing any single task. Kazuto isn’t really
joking that time, he is about to leave and become an undercover of
a drug syndicate. Jin knew to himself that that task is really
what his friend really wanted. That’s why he had his full support
to him.

“So; I’ll trust everything in your care Kanzaki-san.”
Kazuto said, he was together with a nine years old kid that time.
Actually that child was the today’s Superintendent. Seto Hibari
was really good and passionate since he was a kid. He really
doesn’t understand what an undercover investigation really means,
all that he knows that time is that his Dad is having a very
important work. There’s no need for him to be afraid of anything,
it’s because he really considers his father as one of the elite
police officers. More like Kazuto was his hero.

“Okay; just be safe Hibari-san.”
Jin replied to Kazuto’s
farewell happens.

sincere

message

before

their

formal

Then, Kazuto bended his body as he as he faces his only son.
“Seto; Daddy will have an important task okay? Starting this day,
I think I couldn’t return home because of this special task. But
don’t worry once everything’s over, I’ll surely give you a very
warm hug.”
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Kazuto said in a much cheered up way while he was holding both of
Seto’s shoulders.

“Promise me that okay?”
Seto replied with his cute charming voice.

Kazuto smiled while looking at him.
“Okay; that’s a promise.”

As Jin kept on witnessing that very heartwarming scenery, he just
can’t help himself but to worry so much. He might sound like
pathetic but, he is rather feeling something bad about it, more
like those moments of Kazuto together with his son will be the
last. He might be becoming a pessimist, but actually, he is just
trying to relate everything to reality. In reality, there is no
such person as a main character, though you can classify yourself
as a skilled and talented individual you still cannot assure to
yourself that you’ll prevail as the victor.

Then Kazuto faced Jin and said:
“If something goes wrong and I fail to make it, please look after
Seto Kanzaki-san.”

Though also having several negative thoughts, Jin replied.
“What are you talking about Hibari-san…, you just made a promise
to your son right? You must never break that very first promise to
your son.”

His superior was convinced with his words as he smiled.
“I guess your certainly correct Kanzaki-san.”
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※※※※※

Each any every pieces of documents are prepared. Right after he
left that mansion, Tatsuoh directly drives his way to have the
papers needed for the proper and legal adoption. Afterwards, he
finally arrived to the “Heaven’s Will Orphanage”, so at that place,
the face of Souichiro when he was still a kid popped up within his
thoughts. He actually remembered the time that he and the old man,
get him from that orphanage to have a new home. Honestly he was
very excited upon his half-brother’s arrival that time wherein it
took him to head together with his father.

But right now, it’s like those memories will just trigger his
sadness, a little guilt, and sudden regret. It seemed like
Souichiro didn’t have fun on staying their home. Actually, right
after he arrived, Satoshi bluntly said to him his very purpose on
that household, Tatsuoh isn’t really against to his father that
time yet Satoshi already had that certain decision. Well, did he
predicted that Tatsuoh will be a nuisance someday?

He lowered down his head as he proceeded. There; he was welcomed
again by his former colleague.

Matsudaira; which is kind of surprised, quickly said:
“For real! You’re serious about that adoption?”
He just can’t understand the reason why Tatsuoh’s doing it.

“Of course.., well really; when was the time that I said a joke?”
Tatsuoh replied, but it seemed like Matsudaira really ignored his
words and followed:
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“I really can’t understand you anymore….,”

“Here…,”
And so, Tatsuoh handed proper documents for Miuna’s adoption.
Both of them headed to an office, where in those documents are
closely examined by the employees designated to that task. Soon
after, he was thoroughly questioned in regards with the adoption.

※※※※※

The results finally came, and it’s like he’ll be qualified at all.
Then Matsudaira had led him to Miuna’s room.

“[Yatogami Miuna]; so, how’s that sound?”
Tatsuoh said while he was right at the entrance of Miuna’s room.

Miuna tried to trace that voice as she ended up looking towards
Tatsuoh’s direction. Then he looked downwards, more like ignoring
Tatsuoh’s presence.

Because of that seemingly unnecessary action, Tatsuoh can’t help
himself but to come closer.
“Miuna; let’s go home?”

Those words; yet so simple, still it grabbed most of Miuna’s
attention. It’s like it had given her a flash of memory. Whether
if it’s good or bad, still, her facial expression is inexplicable.
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Tatsuoh handed his hand towards Miuna and smiled.

Very slowly…., Miuna is trying to react in regards to that action.
She slowly doing her response by placing her hand towards Tatsuoh’s
hand.

Both of their hands held in mid-air. As if that action serves as
a mark of their agreement. While still looking away from Tatsuoh,
it’s like she’s some kind of treasuring that moment.

※※※※※

Upon their arrival at his apartment, Miuna was a little wondered
by the new things that she can see. Thoroughly looking around while
her eyes wide opens for every split second each time she witnesses
something new and unparticular.

“So Miuna-chan, can you manage on staying in this house? I know,
though it’s kind of small…., but soon you’ll get used to it.”
Tatsuoh says so while he was carrying some of Miuna’s things.

“I told you to never speak to me…,”
Miuna quickly interrupted Tatsuoh’s further excuses.

As a result, he just lowered his head, but then suddenly he smiled
as if that facial expression cannot be noticed by Miuna.

“So; how can I have my revenge to those criminals?”
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She followed straightforwardly to the topic that started that
agreement all along.

But Tatsuoh didn’t answer. Then he writes something on a piece of
paper. The message written was:
[I’m forbidden to speak in front of you right?]
Miuna took those words as an insult as she suddenly get mad. The
way she acts is way too far to any nine years old child. It’s like
he is matured enough to handle things such as revenge in a way of
“killing”.

Tatsuoh might really be cunning, but Miuna doesn’t really care
about it at all, perhaps she’s only focused on avenging the murder
of her entire family.

This might be kind of an apathetic agreement wherein Miuna quickly
believed from the words of a man whom she doesn’t even know from
the start, but really, no one can actually blame herself. She is
just a nine years old girl after all. Even though you can classify
her as an intelligent person, her sudden actions were like sparked
by her strong will for revenge. Her family was killed, and in order
to attain vengeance, she would rather choose to play the dice and
gamble with her life.

“Then; we can break that agreement for anytime. C’mon.., speak to
me…,”
She said in a seemingly insulted manner.

Tatsuoh suddenly smiled sinisterly.
“Then that also concludes that I can also break our agreement
right?”
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“What do you mean?!”
Miuna questioned, but rather, it’s like she really did comprehend
what Tatsuoh meant yet she just can’t admit it.

“When you looked at my face…, did you sense a side of me who can
kill other person? You know…, do you really think revenge is the
proper solution for everything? I really didn’t thought that you’ve
taken my words seriously. Obviously everything about it would be
considered as a child’s play.”

“-you’re lying.”
Miuna quickly said as her eyes were about so shed some tears
because of anger.

“-Do you really think that I have the capability to kill other
people. I guess despite your matured behavior, you’re still but a
nine years old child. You really haven’t thought of the fact that
laws exist. I would also become like those people who killed your
parents if I do that certain act.”

“-stop…,”
She said; filled with guilt inside her heart.

“-you see, it isn’t truly in the nature of every human to do such
hideous crimes.”

“Stop fooling…, you don’t understand at all!!!”
Miuna shouted, she was totally enraged for the reason that she was
easily deceived by that man’s words.
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Thus, Tatsuoh became silent. She watches the image of a nine years
old girl while her head is casted downwards as all the tears that
she wanted to shed we’re continuously dropping to the floor. He
may have gotten way too overboard, but actually all of it is for
Miuna’s sake.

“Y-You…, just can’t u-understand.”
Miuna said while she’s wiping her tears. But no matter how many
times she does that action, still; her tears just kept on falling
as she cannot understand what’s really happening anymore.

“You don’t know how hard I struggled from that hell!”
She continued.
“You don’t even know how it feels to see someone you love that is
slowly dying in front of you. So how come you can understand me.”

Tatsuoh kept quiet, as he just let Miuna speak all the way she
wants.

“Our family was wealthy, and I thought that way would have been
easier rather than struggling to one’s daily life. I am the second
of the eldest between my two siblings, but I was actually the most
childish of all. I assumed that our daily life will be at ease
because we certainly never lacks in any needs. It’s like from that
pace, life is way too easy to live. But one day…, just because of
a single day all the persons that are precious to me had been taken
away. A robbery group just entered our house and fired a gunshot
straightly to my father. Actually I was at the kitchen together
with my big sister that time because it’s about lunch. That gunshot
wasn’t supposed to be the thing that alarmed us, probably because
it has a silencer, but because my sister witnessed my father’s
murderer from a distance as well as the noise of my mother’s crying
voice. Because of it, my sister warned me to hide quickly. I’m
really not sure of anything that happened on the next seconds as
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I decided to hide inside the basement from our kitchen. And so I
tried to sneak at several of the floor’s holes from our basement
that is supposedly interconnected to the living room. At that spot
I can clearly witness them. All of them except me where restrained
by those five damn criminals, and because my mother is already in
the state of trauma, my big sister was the one who had taken
responsibility of all their demands. I clearly heard them saying
that she must bring them something important which belongs to us.
Then, after several minutes my sister returned with a wallet that
belongs to our Dad. She gave it to the criminals with her hands
consistently trembling hard. Honestly I assumed that once my sister
does that action which satisfies the criminals everything will be
just the way it is, but at some point suddenly, that group was
quite disappointed from what she brought, they didn’t even have
any second thoughts of killing our four years old little brother
in front of her eyes. In just a split seconds, our worlds crumbled,
say Tatsuoh…, where’s the implication of the existence of law from
that point of view? No one of us ever thought that those damned
criminals can do it without any hesitations. My father was becoming
unconscious, his body wound from that very first gunshot had
brought him to the state of heavy bleeding. And so, the criminals
said-“In order to settle things, I guess you can satisfy us by
your body”. My sister quickly run away after hearing those words
but she just can’t make her escape, in the end, in order to satisfy
their demands, they decided to gang rape my sister. Though it’s
unnecessary for me to know those acts at such age, but every second
of it is classified as my worst nightmare. My 13 years old sister
was continuously crying as she’s trying hard to struggle, those
screams of violence continued until I finally heard the loud sounds
of the police’s sirens. The criminals were alarmed because of it
and then assumed that my sister was the person who had contact
with the authority, at that time, my sister was fully spaced out,
her mind is all blank as one of the criminals decided to shot both
my mother and my sister as a consequence. Though it’s already too
late, still the police came to kill the three of them, while the
remaining two had escaped.”

“-now Tatsuoh, how can you understand anything in my life? After
just an hour all my loved ones were taken from me. Now…, do you
still think that laws exist in this unfair world? No one; not even
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the most influential person nor God can return the life of my
parents and siblings, that’s why, the only thing that I can do in
order to attain justice is to bring those remaining criminals in
hell. I don’t care if their death will be for an instant, because
for sure once they die, their soul will directly be delivered to
the burning hell for eternity.”

“So let’s assume that you’ve had your revenge, tell me Miuna,
what’ll you do next?”
Tatsuoh suddenly came up with a question.

“…”
Miuna was at loss for words while her mouth opened a little, then
afterwards she said:
“What I’ll do? I don’t really need to think about it actually…,”

“-then I guess I should….,”

“-what do you mean…,”

“Say, Miuna; if I happens to be the person who’ll be behind those
two escaped criminal’s death, do you think I can still live on my
daily life the same as the usual? Of course I will not, I will be
imprisoned, I will suffer hell in jail…, now tell me; do you want
me to go under such consequences?”

“-if it’s okay for you then I guess I can never distinguish you
from those criminals who killed your loved ones. You see…, no
matter what happens, no matter how the situation would be,
“killing” will always be a sin. And once you’ve committed a deadly
sin like that; you’ll never ever have the chance to escape it even
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in the afterlife. So Miuna, no matter what happens, you must never
intent to kill. No matter the circumstances would be; I will never
kill, because killing is a sin which you can never atone for.”

Those words suddenly made Miuna’s world stop. She can’t help
herself but to look back towards her happy daily life while her
parents and siblings were still alive.

Reminiscing the past made her tears fall hard, as if she cannot
resist her bursting emotion, as if her life is an absolute form of
regret.
“-then…,”
She paused while her face is so miserable together with her tears
of sorrow as she continued.
“-then what should I do…, huwaaahh!!!”
Crying out loud; she really couldn’t take it anymore, it’s like
her world will collapse in a matter of seconds. There’s no home
that she can call from now on…, “an absolutely ruined life”; that
could be the most appropriate term for it.

But suddenly out of the blue…,
“…”
Her eyes wide-opened as her tears dropped in an instant.
Tatsuoh hugged her tightly…,
“…huwaaaahh!!!”
Tatsuoh haven’t spoken a word, he just let Miuna cry everything
that she can on his shoulders. Perhaps that was his intention all
along- “to let out all of Miuna’s hatred through a hard weep”. He
hugged her even tighter, more like a parent who’s hugging his
beloved child until everything falls at ease. That scenery was
kind of heartwarming.
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※※※※※

The Next Day….,
Tatsuoh and Miuna are finally getting along, it’s all thanks to
him; it’s because if he didn’t do that kind of action yesterday,
there would be a higher possibility that Miuna will be misleaded
to a miserable life.

They’ve already planned to have fun for today, but Tatsuoh needs
to go to his father’s mansion first. He decided to end everything,
his answer will obviously be a refusal, after all; there’s Miuna
whom he will properly take good care starting today, that’s why
being busy for work will be unnecessary.

He finally arrived to the inexplicably vast Japanese style mansion.

※※※※※

Meanwhile; the representative of the so called religion group who
visited the police HQ as well as the prison came to talk to someone
wearing a police uniform. Based on that police’s mid 50’s
approximated age, it’s like he is the person in which Kazuto
classifies as a part of the high ranks. But not only the police
officer is suspected as a big deal, it’s because the one talking
to him is the leader of that group wearing a white lab coat. His
smile is as evil as ever.

“There are still few of them that could be strong enough to see
the “Boundary between Heaven and Earth”.
The scientist-like-man said.
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“Seijiro-san, Just tell me exactly what you need.”
The police replied; seemed like the two of them are quite getting
along so well.

Supposedly, the name of the man wearing a perfectly clean lab coat
is “Seijiro”.
“Hmmm, let’s see, I think the person I need is someone who is
famous in this city. I wanted to document every happenings in the
near future, and if my theory happens to be correct, then I guess
I can call this project as a success.”

“Someone popular?”
The police questioned.

“The God’s Code; I wanted to make sure if it’s really true. And
after that I wanted you to come and join me on my next mission.
I’m sure that it’ll be fun…, Commissioner General.”

※※※※※

“So; have you already decided?”
Satoshi said…,

Tatsuoh closed his eyes, breathes heavily, opened again his eyes,
and then answered:
“I won’t take it.”
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Satoshi lowered his head upon hearing that answer.
“-then there’s nothing that I can do…,”

Tatsuoh stands up after his straightforward answer.
“-please excuse me.”
He said as he quickly left the mansion. Maybe he just wanted to
get rid of that topic as fast as he could, but there’s also a
probability that he just wants the conversation to be over so that
he and Miuna can finally hang out and have fun.

On the way to his car, he will first cross the clover fields, and
thus at that spot, he accidentally saw a four-leaf clover. That
plant suddenly brought him again towards his past together with
Souichiro and Ayumi. The time he picked a four-leaf clover reminds
him of his promise to Souichiro that the two of them will always
be together.

But he decided to leave that sorrowful memory aside and tried to
cheer himself up. He suddenly remembered Miuna as he tried to pick
up that accidentally seen four-leaf clover.
“I’m sure Miuna-chan will like this…,”

Returning home just consumed about 20 minutes of his time; that
was really kind of a fast formal meeting. The time is already
08:42AM. Tatsuoh quickly welcomed Miuna.

“I’m home Miuna-chan.”
Thus Miuna answered with a smile:
“Welcome back…, Tatsuohnii-san.”
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That smile was like the same as a maid welcoming customers from a
café’.

“I have a simple present to you.., actually I just freshly picked
this clover from the old man’s house.”

Seemingly overexcited, Miuna’s face were covered with delight as
she receives the clover from Tatsuoh.

“Do you know what the four-leaf clover means?”
Tatsuoh questioned.
“-Of course I know.”
Miuna quickly replied as she continued:
“-it’s also called as the “lucky clover” or “lucky leaf”. And
according to the tradition, those leaves can bring good luck to
their finders, especially if you found it accidentally. Each leaf
represents something: the first is for faith, the second is for
hope, the third is for love, and the fourth is for luck. So in
other words, the clover’s appearance to you Nii-san will bring you
luck.”
She says so as it had ended with a smile painted to her face.

“-nope; I guess you’re mistaken…, it’s because the “luck” that
you’ve been speaking of is already there, that’s why I don’t need
it anymore…,”
Tatsuoh followed.

“-then; I think I’m the luckiest person from now on for meeting
you Tatsuohnii-san.”
Miuna said while her face is a little red.
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“Let’s go; Miuna-chan.”
Tatsuoh lend his hand towards Miuna as the little grasped him in
return.

Both of them goes to different places to enjoy such as amusement
parks, shopping malls, restaurants, etc. From that day on, Tatsuoh;
of course with also a little help of his girlfriend Mizuno; they
made Miuna’s perception of the world change. They made Miuna
realize that the world is worth to struggle on if it’ll give you
a bright and new welcome in the future. She also continued her
studies as she’s starting to have her new friends on the new school
that she’s attending. Miuna might still be kind of gloomy and
miserable for sometimes as she can’t help herself but to remember
her died loved ones, but Mizuno and Tatsuoh is always there at her
side to comfort her. Anyone could misinterpret the three of them
as a family whenever they hang out together. Mizuno is the mother;
Tatsuoh is the father; while Miuna is their child.

Filled with good memories, the world that they live in is kind of
strange to anyone. And thus, the time had passed so suddenly as
the one of the worst and terrible news came over to the entire
city of Hanamaki.

[June 02, 2006]
The day where in the most respected man in the world disappeared
for a sudden. 28hours had passed since that ever wealthy and
popular business man vanished. No can hear a single phone call
coming from him, as Souichiro just cannot stay calm. Satoshi is a
popular personality, that’s why his disappearance is a big news
throughout the media world-wide. No one has ever expected any of
this, just who are the person/s that planned to kidnap him?
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Because of it, the current police officer holding the position as
the police inspector personally took that investigation. There’s
really no clue or follow up evidence for now. Satoshi just
disappeared after his formal meeting at the main branch of YUIS.
And as a result, Jin just can’t make a move…, everything is just
too precise, it’s like the persons who had taken him is a part of
a much, much larger group.

“So; Kanzaki-san, is there any news about the case?”
Souichiro said to the police inspector.

“… unfortunately.., there’s nothing else for now.”
Jin replied.

“Are you really doing your job properly? Tell me…, can I still
place my trust towards your group? Can you really caught the
person/s or group that abducted my father? Answer me.., Kanzakisan.”
Souichiro followed in a very fast manner, as if he just cannot
fall at ease to this situation.

Meanwhile, that news also alarmed
in a dilemma if he will help or
thinks, if he happens to cross
will just occur out of nowhere.
happen, that’s why for the time
any idea.

Tatsuoh, but for now, he is still
not.., it’s because for what he
Souichiro, for sure an argument
Of course he doesn’t want it to
being, he just can’t come up to

[June 03, 2006]
The second person vanished as well.
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It was raining so hard as a man runs over the spots near the
Hanamaki Elementary School. Approximately two hours had passed
since the school ended.
“Miuna!!!!”
Tatsuoh shouted for her name….,
Just what really is happening.., everything isn’t just right.
He runs over to different corners nearby the school as well as the
parks, convenience stores, shopping malls, etc. but he just can’t
sense the presence of the girl.

“Miuna!!!! Miuna!!!! Miuna!!!!”
He was already tired and exhausted, losing his breath, and totally
soaked wet. But he decided to endure it for Miuna’s sake.

Keeps on calling for the little girl’s name…, but in the end; no
one’s making a response.

Then….,
“Ring”
His phone rings for a sudden.
He quickly responded as he looked at the caller. With eyes wideopened, he was shocked because it was an anonymous caller. But
even so, he still replied.
“God.”
Why does he suddenly addressed as “God?”, that voice had suddenly
given him the chills down his spine. It was a distorted voice the
same as the demons has. It’s like he just suddenly heard a voice
of a devil.

“…”
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He was speechless as the unknown caller continued:
“I know that you’re smart enough to comprehend what this means,
so; I’ll get straight to the point. Minutes from now, a man will
come over at your position, you must follow our directions
carefully or else you’ll know what will happen.”
Thus the anonymous caller suddenly hang up as Tatsuoh cannot make
a follow up response. He is sure to himself that that caller is
the one behind Miuna’s disappearance. But still, he just can’t
fully think of that group’s reasons and intentions. One theory
remains inside his mind; is this involved to the criminals who
robbed Miuna’s family?

Just like the unknown caller has been speaking of, a man suddenly
came over to him with a black car. Tatsuoh decided to keep quiet,
for the reason that he knew to himself that he’ll just know the
group’s intention once they arrive to their destination. He
insisted to enter the car as he observes two men (including the
driver) inside it.

He was suddenly blindfolded, according to his own senses, he was
supposedly taken to a tall building as he, and the men escorted
him enters an elevator.
Now that he’s finally inside, he just can’t think of anything.
Perhaps like asking the question to himself “Why did I came here
in the first place?” It would be obvious that everything could
turn out to be one sided in favor of that unknown group, that’s
why Tatsuoh wondered to himself… “Why did I quickly accepted their
demand?” But he just cannot blame him, first of all, he already
sensed something very terrible from that group, just from hearing
that distorted demonic voice, he is sure to himself that they
aren’t really capable of joking around. And once Tatsuoh made some
faults, Miuna’s life will pay the price. He just don’t want that
possibility to happen, that’s why he’s already out of options from
the start. Miuna is his weakness, it’s like the group holds the
card of ace in this case.
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At last, they reached the peak of their destination. His blindfold
was removed by one member of that group as he observes Miuna’s
overly terrified face, but after he moved his sight a little, his
eyes wide-opened for a very sudden.

Satoshi Yatogami watches him from a distance. The two hostages
were seated to each of their respective chair while they are bind
with it. Just what really is that group’s intention?! Tatsuoh’s
messed up to the max. He really can clearly observe to himself the
feeling of guilt as he witnesses Miuna’s totally terrified facial
expression. She’s about to reach the point of trauma, it’s like
this incident could be compared to her entire family’s murder.

Then; a man wearing a completely clean white lab coat suddenly
entered the scene. A very terrifying presence is spreaded all over
this man as he never loses his composure while wearing a satanic
smile.

“Welcome, God. Please have a seat.”

Just like what that man said, Tatsuoh had a seat on a luxuriouslooking chair. He needs to stay calm at this point so that he can
follow the criminal’s demands.

“My name is Seijiro, and I’m glad because you voluntary followed
our demands.”

Without any warning, two men came over to him as he was tightly
cuffed in the chair that he’s sitting. This is clearly the one
sided situation that he anticipated. It’s like he’s useless this
time.
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“Now; God…, there’s no need to think of anything for now. That’s
why…, you just need to rest at ease.”
Seijiro said as he decided to walk away.

“Tell me! What are you plotting?!”
Tatsuoh shouted.
Seijiro turned around towards his direction in return.

“Then you’ll break the surprise if I’ll tell you…, but don’t worry,
you’ll know it soon enough. It is going to be an entertaining game,
better make yourself prepare.”
Thus after a single step forward, he continued with his eyes
averted from Tatsuoh.

“-better prepare yourself to kill.”
He said with a low tone of voice as it cannot be heard by Tatsuoh
from that distance.

“Hey! Can I come closer to them….,”
Tatsuoh followed.

Seijiro turned his head towards Tatsuoh.
“Of course; there’s no problem.”
Then Seijiro finally left the scene.

Tatsuoh’s chair that he’s been sitting was dragged nearby Miuna.
“Miuna…, everything’s alright now. There’s no need to worry, I’m
here.”
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Miuna just came back to her senses, she’s slowly making herself
calm as she watches her big brother right next to her.
“Tatsuohnii-san…, what’s happening…, is it gonna turn out again
like what happened before? I’m scared Tatsuohnii-san.”
Miuna said while her eyes are about to drop again some tears.

“Everything’s gonna be alright; Miuna.”
Tatsuoh said closely to her face.

[June 04, 2006]
Three o’ clock AM just started. A man with a long brown hair was
crying out all of his tears while he was surrounded by four men
with their handguns sharply pointed towards him.

Tatsuoh was holding a knife with his continuously flowing tears.
“No! I just can’t do this…,”
He said with his loud voice.

[FLASHBACK]
Seijiro returned as the time was exactly 2:45AM. All of them are
just fully awakened for that very unparticular time set. Miuna is
finally feeling calm as Tatsuoh fully comforted her.

Seijiro raised his arms wide.
“Now! Let the game begin….,”

He smiled sinisterly as he continued;
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“God…, the concept of this game is simple.., actually this is just
a survey from our group. We just want to know the person whom you
love most. Everything is simple to comprehend right? So, in order
to know the answer from our special survey, you just need to do
this task.”

Tatsuoh was already feeling terrible since Seijiro started his
words. Afterwards, so sudden that the three hostages just cannot
cope up, but the three of them are being pointed by the men
surrounding them with handguns.

“What is the meaning of this?!”
He shouted…, feeling like this’ll turn into a worst possible
scenario.

“I’m disappointed to you.., I thought you already understand.”
Seijiro handed a knife to Tatsuoh.

“…”

“You still can’t get it….”
Seijiro said with a disappointed facial expression. It’s like he
isn’t getting entertained anymore.

Just from that simple devil look on his
intimidated as he quickly grabbed the knife.

face,

Tatsuoh

was

Then afterwards, Seijiro resumed with his smiling face.
“God; do you know the “Boundary between Heaven and Earth”; that is
supposedly the place that I wanted for you to see. They said that
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it’s ever more beautiful than any place on earth. Now let’s go
back to the main topic,”
Then he looked
expression.

again

at

Tatsuoh

with

a

very

serious

facial

“-kill one of them.”
He straightforwardly said.

All of the hostages eyes wide-opened. Just what the hell was that?
Tatsuoh was released from his chair and his handcuffs are removed.
He was only grasping his knife while his hands started to tremble.
He didn’t came here to become a murderer. He was on a dilemma.
This is certainly a game of death that he wasn’t expecting. Then
he looked around as he can’t help himself but to observe the men
with their handguns pointed through each of them. He is certainly
sure that gunshots will follow once he disobeyed the rules of this
one-sided freaking game.

He closed his eyes for a while. Feeling that his body still kept
on trembling as his heart beats so fast. He just can’t come up to
any countermeasure, everything was so sudden. Everything is just
way too unfair. Thinking that if he disobeyed the rules, all of
them will see each other in the afterlife, and an instance were in
even if he follows the rules, there will be no guarantee that
everything will be at ease. All of it still depends on Seijiro’s
short tempered state of mind.

He closed his eyes tight and at the same time opened it wide. Then
he slightly raised the knife that he’s been holding as if he
finally come up to a decision.

But…,
“Tatsuohnii-san…, please don’t! You said that no matter the
circumstances would be you will never kill. You said to me that
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killing is a sin which you can never atone for. So… p-please!!!
Tatsuohnii-san! Please never attempt of doing what you’re thinking
right now! You’re the person who changed me…, so this time; please
let me return the favor…..,”
Miuna shouted as Tatsuoh suddenly remembered what he said.
<<if it’s okay for you then I guess I can never distinguish you
from those criminals who killed your loved ones. You see…, no
matter what happens, no matter how the situation would be,
“killing” will always be a sin. And once you’ve committed a deadly
sin like that; you’ll never ever have the chance to escape it even
in the afterlife. So Miuna, no matter what happens, you must never
intent to kill. No matter the circumstances would be; I will never
kill, because killing is a sin which you can never atone for. >>

Upon hearing those seemingly irritating words in his ear, Seijiro
came closer to Miuna.

“What are you gonna do to her…!”
Tatsuoh said.

“Being a nuisance is also a form of disobeying the rules.”
Thus, Seijiro held Miuna’s hair as he was about to smash her head
towards the armchair…, that action was prevented because of Tatsuoh
call.
“Seijiro please stop…, I’ll do everything that you want.”

Seijiro smiled.
[END OF FLASHBACK]
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Three o’ clock AM just started. A man with a long brown hair was
crying out all of his tears while he was surrounded by four men
with their handguns sharply pointed towards him.

Tatsuoh was holding a knife with his continuously flowing tears.
“No! I just can’t do this…,”
He said with his loud voice. He still has so many second thoughts
running down his mind. But then he witnessed a very unparticular
occurrence.

Satoshi…, looked at him with a calm facial expression as if he is
already prepared for all of this.
“My son…., it’s okay;”
He said in front of Tatsuoh.

Tatsuoh eyes wide-opened again for a split second as he looked at
his ever pitiful father having a seat with all his tears coming
out of his eyes.
Then he casted his head downwards. In order to fully do this
action, he don’t have to look on the faces of those two hostages.
He half raised his knife, with his eyes tightly closed, he pressed
the knife towards his father’s stomach.
“-father…, this sin is something that I can never atone for even
in the afterlife.”
He said as he feels the blood of his father running down his hands.

With all his remaining strength and ability to talk, Satoshi
replied:
“-finally, you can call me again as your father…, s-sorry T-Tatssuoh…,”
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Closing his eyes like he just suddenly fell asleep while resisting
such pain, he still smiled with all his heart’s desire. It seemed
like he treated his death as his compensation to his mistakes in
the past. But being forcibly killed by your only son might be
classified as the worst punishment for his sins, even so, he was
still smiling as if he had finally fulfilled his life.

Tatsuoh kept on crying while hugging his father’s dead body, it’s
like hell was raised within his surroundings. “Everything is beyond
one-sided, everything is beyond unfair”; that; was the thing that
he thought of first.

“Bang!!!!!!!”
[A very loud sound coming from a single gunshot.]

[The motion of everything turned slow.]

“…”

Silence….,

[Long hair of a girl sways down as blood splatters out of her
head.]

-silence….
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[Tatsuoh’s eyes wide-opened.]

-silence

“…”
Tatsuoh’s eyes was all blank. Just what is happening.., of course
no one can admit this scene. With a smile that never losses
composure, Seijiro watches Tatsuoh’s state of total shock.

That gunshot directly came from Seijiro as he fired it closely at
Miuna’s head. Because her body is still tied on the chair, she
didn’t fall down the floor. Instead, her head remained lowered
down as blood consistently flows from it.
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“Huwaaaah!!!!!”
That was a very terrible and loud screaming of regrets from
Tatsuoh.

He tightly hugged Miuna’s dead body as he continues to make an
apology.
“I’m sorry….,”

“-I’m sorry…, I’m sorry…,”
“-I’m sorry…, I’m sorry…, I’m sorry…, I’m sorry…, I’m sorry…, I’m
sorry…, I’m sorry…, I’m sorry…, I’m sorry…, I’m sorry…, I’m
sorry…,”
Only an apology is the thing that he can do this time. But he knew
to himself that that is futile. Everything is his fault all along.

“That serves as a warning, for now…, we will let you free…., but
for the next hours, you need to make sure that you’ll protect
everyone, better warn them…., warn them that they’ll die soon…,
because from now on…, all people that are related to you will die!
No one can escape death…, remember that! On June 05, you will
return under our hands.”
Seijiro said with the loudest voice that he can convey in order
for Tatsuoh to fully comprehend.

※※※※※

Tatsuoh suddenly wakes up from a terrible nightmare…, it’s really
sad to say but…, his assumption of treating what happened hours
ago as a long dream is a mistake. He wakes up as he observes
himself under the bridge of some unknown place…, he’s sure that he
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isn’t in the city anymore because of the refreshing air and
environment. It’s like he isn’t on his normal self.

While slightly wondering why still having his phone, he quickly
remembered what happened on the last hours. Both his father and
Miuna was murdered. The worst case is…, their death is very
terrible. He killed his father within his involuntary will, while
Miuna was shot in the head without a single notice.

Everything was awful as he cries so hard.., feeling like he wanted
to shout…, but his voice just can’t come out of his mouth. Then…,
an e-mail was unexpectedly sent to him. He looked at his phone and
opened the mail coming from Mizuno. From that time he realized
that Mizuno already sent him for up to 24 mails. It’s like he made
Mizuno worry for the most because he vanished the same time while
in the middle of Miuna’s disappearance.

<<Tatsuoh…, please answer my call…>>
That was the content of the messages (the same interpretation
actually). But still, he kept on opening those until he arrives to
a mail from an unknown sender.

<<Remember what happened…., >>
That was the message that he read from it as he opens the attached
image inside.

“…”
His eyes wide-opened as he unknowingly dropped his phone.
He suddenly recalled those miserable memories…, in which he
witnessed Miuna’s sudden demise. The image content was a picture
of Miuna sitting on a chair with her head casted downwards while
her hair turned scarlet red.
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He suddenly remembered what Seijiro said:
<< That serves as a warning, for now…, we will let you free…., but
for the next hours, you need to make sure that you’ll protect
everyone, better warn them…., warn them that they’ll die soon…,
because from now on…, all people that are related to you will die!
No one can escape death…, remember that! >>

He quickly picked up his phone, as the smiling image of Mizuno was
pictured in his mind. He stands up, and then runs wild as fast as
he could. There’s no time left…..

From now on….,
He will protect everyone. The time from his phone was already
8:30AM. Surprisingly…, he has money inside his pocket that is
enough for him to travel from Oshu to Hanamaki city.

“Mizuno…, I’ll save you!”
He said while he is still running.

Soon after…, another e-mail was sent to him by the same unknown
(probably Seijiro’s Group) sender. That mail informs him of his
father’s remains’ location.

※※※※※

Seijiro was again talking to the Commissioner General of the
National Police Agency.
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“Why did I let him escape? The answer of that would be a part of
the test. He needs to be known first all over the entire Japan.
According to the previous documents of the [Facilis Descensus
Averni] it is stated in the [God’s Code] that our [Gods] memories
will be vague under the human’s mind once they reach that certain
state. But that possibility is still less supported by now that’s
why it is the thing that took my interest.”
Seijiro answered.

“-if you wanted a famous person, then you would’ve chosen Satoshisan all along.”
The Commissioner General followed.

“That might also be right, but do you really think that businessman
will have his full commitment of becoming a God? That Tatsuoh have
already seen hell…, everything is just going to be the way I
anticipated.”
Seijiro said with a smile on his face.

“But Seijiro-san; what if he doesn’t come back…,”

“I know he will;”
He said convincingly.

※※※※※

Tatsuoh quickly rushed towards his girlfriend’s house. Mizuno
witnessed him extremely exhausted, it seemed like he’d already
gone crazy as he was having a terrible race against time. What
makes his appearance even worse is that his clothes are soaked by
his father’s and Miuna’s blood.
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“Tatsuoh…, what ha…”
Mizuno said with her eyes wide-opened and seemingly shedding tears.
But before she finishes her statement, Tatsuoh quickly grasped
both of her shoulders tight.
“Mizuno! Listen to me!”
Tatsuoh said with his loud voice.

“…”
Mizuno just can’t tell what is actually happening as she remained
speechless.

“Mizuno; I made a mistake…, so, so please…, run away from this
place as soon as possible!”
Tatsuoh continued with his dropping tears.
“-Tatsuoh I can’t understand…, what did really happened?”

He suddenly lowered his head…,
“I want everything
relationship.”

to

be

over…,

Mizuno.

Let’s

break

this

He bluntly said.

“…”
Mizuno’s eyes opens wide for a split second.

“I said leave this place!”
Tatsuoh quickly said as it directly hurt Mizuno’s feelings.
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“Why…? Explain it to me…, why…?”
With her tears consistently falling, Mizuno followed up with a
question that only Tatsuoh can answer.

“I killed someone.”
That answer wasn’t something that she’s expecting.

“What do you mean by…”

“-Mizuno, this is my last wish for you…, please stay
Souichiro; you’ll be safe if you’ll remain beside him.”
He continued
conversation.

as

if

that

is

his

last

words

to

close

with
the

“Tatsuoh…, explain me what exactly is happening, of course I’ll
never straightforwardly believe on what you’re saying. Now you’re
telling me to stay on Souichiro’s side…, just what is really our
relationship means for you? Tell me Tatsuoh…, you don’t need to
keep secrets from me.., we can help each other out.”

“-please…, we can work this out Tatsuoh.”
Mizuno said while she was really crying, this isn’t only sadness,
she’s also miserable and about to breakdown.

“Mizuno! I killed them! I killed my father!”

Someone just dropped a phone from the outside as it resulted for
them to face that person’s direction.
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Souichiro was the person who dropped the phone.
“Just what the hell did you said…,”

Ignoring Souichiro’s words, Tatsuoh said directly straight to
Mizuno:
“-please believe me this time.”
He conveyed a very pitiful facial expression while saying those
seemingly meaningful words.

Then without a single warning, he runs out of the scene as
Souichiro tries to follow him.
But really, Souichiro isn’t some kind of an athlete to begin with,
he easily gets tired as he had no other choice but to give up. He
punched the asphalt road as he can’t help himself feeling guilty
of what’s happening. He’s too helpless, the culprit (Tatsuoh) was
already on his sight but he cannot even make a move.

※※※※※

Running as fast as he could, Tatsuoh really did fall all the
accusations to himself.
“Mizuno…, please believe me.”
He said in his thoughts.
He’s really out of options since this game of death started. And
Souichiro’s appearance made everything all worse. This time, the
only thing that he needs to do is trust the person whom he loves
the most.
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“I need to stay calm…, just what are the options left for me this
time?”

※※※※※

The time was 13:00. An e-mail was sent again to Tatsuoh from
Mizuno.
<< Tatsuoh; where are you? Please make a reply, I believe in you
but…, I just want to have a talk. Everything still isn’t clear
until now, Tatsuoh; I’ll follow what you’ll say…, but my only favor
is, I wanted to personally talk to you. >>

Then he quickly replied:
<< Then this is my location >>
He sent the mail together with an attached image of his smart
phone’s GPS.

After about half an hour, Mizuno came while riding her car.
Both are already inside, as Tatsuoh questioned:
“Where are we going, Mizuno.”

“…” But Mizuno stayed quiet with her ever-painted lonely facial
expression.

The place that the car headed was: “Koiwai farm”.
It was already in the month of June, that’s why the solitary cherry
tree isn’t in blossom anymore, but still; it was so beautiful.
Both of them gets close of that tree as Mizuno looked back towards
Tatsuoh.
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Her tears fall at the same time. Casting her head downwards, she’s
already broken. It’s like she is really helpless, hence, she
breathes heavy as she said:
“The “Koiwai Farm”; this is the place where everything started;
and at the same time, it’ll also be the place where it all ends.
Tatsuoh, I still believe in you, based from what I’ve observed all
along, I know to myself that you are lying to me. But still; all
of it is for the best. Though I don’t really know what to do.., I
will try,”
Her tears are already taking over her entire self as she continued.
“I’ll believe in you.., everything is really out of nowhere, but
even for only once…, please believe me…, Tatsuoh please trust me…,
please tell me the truth.”

“I killed both Miuna and my father.”
Tatsuoh straightforwardly said.

“-please don’t lie.”
But Mizuno tried to cross him as quick as she could.
“-I know that you’re lying.., you can never do such things.., you
loved Miuna so much.., just how could you. You’re saying a very
obvious lie, are you being forced by the escaped criminals who
murdered Miuna’s family? Tell me!”
Ignoring those concerned words, Tatsuoh turned around and head’s
back. But then after commencing for about five steps forward, he
suddenly runs fast towards Mizuno and hugged her tight.

“Mizuno, I don’t want to lose you like my father and Miuna does…,
please, leave this place quickly, going to other country is the
safest way.”
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Mizuno just cannot understand every details. But she is sure to
herself that Tatsuoh had given a death threat by someone. Because
of coming up to that idea, she had no other choice but to accept.

“Okay…, Tatsuoh.

Tatsuoh lowered his head, afterwards he looked at the weeping face
of his girlfriend as he turned around and commenced steps away.

Then on the middle of his walk, Mizuno breathes heavy as she spoke:
“There is still time, hide if you want to hide; but when you
started running, don’t you ever look back. Because if you do, there
will surely be a change that’s gonna happen in your life, and the
worst part of it, is that we don’t know whether it’s good or bad.”

Tatsuoh didn’t turned his face around towards her, more like
carefully thinking of what she have said. This time, he decided
not to look back, because he knew to himself that changing ones
decision can result to the ruin of everything. But despite that,
he still answered with his heads down.
“I’ll remember that.”

※※※※※

The time was 16:00; Kazuto Hibari was on the middle of his
undercover investigation. Actually, that present time were
classified as the group’s hour for a deep rest. That drug syndicate
is having their stay at a somehow classy building. The
infrastructure is personally owned by their Boss, in which Kazuto
is already being closed with. It’s like the Boss trusted him more
than any other persons inside as he was the one in charge of the
small faction.
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Meanwhile; that classified group (involving Kazuto) was currently
watching a TV show from an LED flat-screen TV as a breaking news
suddenly comes up.

The news announced that the culprit behind Satoshi’s disappearance
was finally found.

“The initial report says that Satoshi Yatogami’s son turned himself
over to the police. Tatsuoh Yatogami claimed himself as the person
behind YUIS president’s disappearance. After turning himself over,
he pointed the location of his father’s remains as the police finds
out that he has been murdered. A stab wound happens to be his cause
of death.”
The news anchor reported thoroughly.

Kazuto was shocked from what happened. Of course he’s also
observing this big news throughout the city, after all; his friend
is the person holding that case.

“-it can’t be…,”
He said in his thoughts.

※※※※※

Tatsuoh turned himself over. This time; there’s no turning back,
his actions might be his way to break Seijiro’s plans. First of
all, Seijiro says that by June 05, they will meet again. He knew
to himself that the only way to disobey that certain order is to
claim to the police as his father’s murderer.
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“I’m sure that they will never go after Souichiro once I turn
myself over because the case about the disappearances might be
opened again. Now that Mizuno is starting to leave the country,
and thank God because Ayumi-san is currently under her vacation
with her fiancée’; there’s no one that I could think about anymore.
It’s all thanks to Seijiro’s help for giving me the location of my
father’s body. Catch me if you can…, Seijiro; I don’t know what
you’re really up to, but the only thing that I care is that you’re
my worst enemy this time.”
He said within his inner voice.

“-if this one fails…, then there’s only one option that I can do.”

He insisted to enter the police’s armored vehicle. The engine
started as its tires screeches and runs off. The next thing that
he knew is that he was getting drowsy little by little until he
blacks out.

[June 05, 2006]

He slowly opens his eyes with his seemingly blurry vision. But in
a matter of seconds, those blurred images were quickly replaced
with vividness as he watches the most terrifying person within his
imagination.
That man really never loses his composure.
That smile is as malicious as ever.

He witnessed Seijiro’s face while wearing a big satanic smile.
With eyes wide-opened, he really is clueless of what’s happening.
What really is this sh*t? That question would really come out of
nowhere.
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“Now our [God] starts to become notorious. The certified “Murderer
of the richest man in Japan” how’s that sound to you?”
Seijiro said with his ever relaxed posture.

Tatsuoh’s plan might have already been successful if that group
and the police doesn’t have their conspiracy over him.
<< Now…, do you still think that laws exist in this unfair world?
No one; not even the most influential person nor God can return
the life of my parents and siblings >>
He remembered what Miuna said to him during their argument.
Does the concept of law really exist in this unfair world called
reality? Even he himself is starting to doubt human’s ethics. But
then he thought, perhaps Seijiro isn’t a human to begin with. He
is already beyond the capability of humans, more like “demon” is
an appropriate term to address him.

“I’m glad because you’re never breaking a promise. You’ve finally
proved to me that you are worthy for becoming a “God”.”

“What are you talking about.”
Tatsuoh followed up quickly.

“To become a “God” is to see Hell. To become a “God” is to see
“The Boundary between Heaven and Earth”. And to become “God” is to
witness the truth.”
Those words really made Tatsuoh wonder.

“-Our group is called [Facilis Descencus Averni]. Do you know the
other meaning of the word “Executioner”? Executioners are
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classified as Gods created in this material world. According to
our doctrine, The Executioner’s soul will be sealed under the
Agreement and their body will be resurrected on earth to serve as
a vessel of salvation and death. Have you ever heard the
Executioner named “Liberta” in Rome? She was the Executioner who
revealed the truth with a use of a song.”

“…, “The Executioner’s cry”; that was the song that she performed
after she vanished. Anyway, today is actually June 05, we’ll just
wait for one day…, and after that; the new history will be written
on the entire world.”

“-so in other words, your group is the so called “Executioner
Religion”?”

“Yes; you’re right.”
“-tell me! What is my role in this insane child’s play!?”

Seijiro closed his eyes, then he unexpectedly walks out as it
really bothered Tatsuoh. His actions really is so unpredictable,
it’s kind of obvious that he’s enjoying this game.

[June 06, 2006]
The most awaited day of Seijiro had finally come. The exact time
was 1:47AM, it was still pitch black as Tatsuoh’s glance was very
sharp towards the gun that was closely pointed at his forehead.

“Tell me, just what are you really planning?”
He questioned to the man who was pointing out that gun to him.
Still never loses the essence and aura of his terrible presence,
Seijiro answered.
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“Tell me Tatsuoh, do you want a decent and memorable way of death
before you become God?”

-But that wasn’t actually the answer that he’s expecting. All that
comes out of Seijiro’s mouth are absolute nonsense.

As Seijiro continues, he says:
“Rest at ease my friend, are you really that curious? Okay; I’ll
tell you. But first of all, do you really believe that there is
someone watching us from up there? Do you really believe in the
concept of God itself? The people across the world assumes that
the Executioners are creations of God;”
He paused as he smiled so evilly as if his following words will
terrify Tatsuoh.
“-what if I tell you that, even myself can create an Exectioner?
Would you also call me as a God?”

That statement really did terrified Tatsuoh as his eyes were still
wide-opened.
“Don’t tell me-..”

“-yes; and whether you believe it or not, you’ll be the person who
will witness it from beginning till end.”
He turns around and looked at his analogue watch…,
“-let’s have a stroll outside, the stars are still out there.”
Then after that was again another smile.

[02:06][Jun 06, 2006]
Tatsuoh’s hands were still cuffed while the two of them together
with Seijiro’s men walks and heads towards a certain place. They
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are inside a forest-like place, perhaps they are actually headed
to the heroes graveyard near the police headquarters. Seijiro
looked up the sky.
“How unfortunate, we can’t even see a single star, the weather
this time is really against me.”

It was cloudy, as neither the stars nor the moon was sharing even
a little gleam of its light.
“Are you really planning on making me as an Executioner? Just tell,
what is the benefit that you’ll gain from this stupid research of
yours?”
Tatsuoh suddenly questioned out of the blue.

“Actually there are other people that’ll benefit from this aside
from me. Tell me our God, haven’t you ever thought of changing the
world? This place is as boring as it is don’t you know it? The
Stygian once tried to recreate the world in his own image, but
unfortunately he had failed to do so in the end. Most humans never
refrains from their mistakes, that’s why the Stygian made them
realize the true hell on earth. But on Liberta’s case was
different, she wasn’t a big hit on the news, but all the deeds
that she secretly succeeded is an even greater accomplishment than
the Stygian does. Do you know why I am telling you this? It’s
because I wanted you to surpass those two, so once you’ve finally
arrived to your destination, do your job properly okay?”

“Just tell me how can I become an Executioner? Will you burn me in
hell?”

“ha ha..”
Seijiro did a short laugh.
“That’s totally absurd…, of course we aren’t doing that.”
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He looked again at his watch as Tatsuoh took a suspicious glance
at that certain action. He was starting to doubt something.
“Is he waiting for someone, no; it isn’t like that…, but what is
actually this feeling?”
He said in his thoughts, then his eyes suddenly wide-opened for a
split second as he figures out something.
“You will have your decent death that’s why there’s no need to
worry about.”
Seijiro said to him.

“Everything just makes sense, now; the only thing that I need is
to prove that assumption.” His train of thought brought him to a
theory that might help him otherwise. Then he suddenly recalled
his father’s death as well as Miuna’s.

He took a deep breath, as his following actions will be his so
called “test” to prove his assumptions.
Then; [-steps….]
Continuously stepping forward as fast as he could. The trees
surrounded all over really did the greatest advantage for him. He
suddenly runs wild, but what is really the meaning of that? That
action will just lead him to his early demise.

After having several steps away. He said in his thoughts:
“So I am right all along, how come they are not firing gunshots
towards me? From the moment he forced me to kill my father, he is
already making precise procedures.”

Few seconds after that unexpected action, Seijiro looked again to
his watch. The time displayed was [02:48]. He suddenly wears a
displeased facial expression, it’s like he can’t smile anymore.
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“Find him! Quickly!”
He shouted to his men as they quickly responded.

The chase commenced, Tatsuoh’s assumptions is making a sense in
this turnaround of events. Carefully hiding himself behind the
stone graves of that cemetery, the pitch black of the night helps
him in this situation. But certainly, there is a question that
comes up to his mind.
[Now that he figured something out about Seijiro’s actions, what’ll
be his countermeasure?]
[Will he just hid himself right there until someone finds him?]
He’s really out of options but;
His eyes wide-opened as he remembered what said after he turned
himself over to the police.
<<-if this one fails…, then there’s only one option that I can
do>>
He sighted a sharp-edged branch near his post and picked it up.
“Is this really the only option that is left for me?”
Questioning himself while he is between the devil and the deep
blue sea, his eyes remains wide-opened.

With his hands in constant tremble, he slowly pointed the sharp
edge of that wood towards his stomach.
Just what really is that one and only option that he thought?

“Suicide; this is my last option, with all the considerations that
the [Facilis Descencus Averni] had given to me, it’s obviously
clear that they need this body of mine. Seijiro said that I will
become an Executioner, I also recalled him saying that Executioners
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serves as a vessel of salvation and death. If I am
a vessel, then it’s concluded that they need me,
body. And so, in order for them to fail, the only
left is for me to die.” –he thoroughly analyzed in

supposed to be
they need this
option that is
his thoughts.

The only thing that is not clear for him begins with the question
“how”. How can he become an Executioner? Seijiro said that he will
kill Tatsuoh at the heroes graveyard, is that place required so
that he can be an Executioner?
It just doesn’t make sense out of it.

Lightning flashes down at the same time with the loud roar of the
dark clouds. It seems that the lightning was so close to that
place. Seconds after that beam of light, heavy rain started to
pour as Tatsuoh was soaked wet all of a sudden. Despite that, it
seemed like he is ignoring it, his focus was only pointed to the
piece of wood that he is holding.
His arms are stretched out…,
[Bang!!!]
Someone just shot his hand as he can’t help himself but to let go
of that sharp-edged wood.
“You don’t have to die right now…,”
That voice, yet demonic, it was already familiar on Tatsuoh’s ear.

Seijiro shot his hand with a pistol. Because of hesitations,
Tatsuoh didn’t do what needs to be done. This is the worst case
scenario.
Thus, Seijiro looked again to his watch, afterwards he gazed
Tatsuoh’s direction with a maliciously disgusting smile.

“It’s time!”
Seijiro shouted because of unexpected excitement!
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“-You’re really a pain in the ass if you know it. But don’t worry,
you can rest at ease. Now; I shall give you the most glorious death
that you’ve been searching for.”
Tatsuoh just cannot make any response for much long. Now he’s
absolutely sure that the game’s over for him.

[Bang!!

Bang!!

Bang!!]

Seijiro fired his gun for three consecutive times. The first shot
hit Tatsuoh’s left leg, the second was on his right foot, while
the third was on his right shoulder. Those fatal shots ended up
for him to totally lose his balance as he falls down.

Actually, he would have really been lying down that time, but the
grave at his back serves as his support that’s why the upper half
of his body hasn’t fallen down yet.
Seijiro slowly comes closer, smiled for the last time as he closely
pointed his handgun towards Tatsuoh’s forehead.

“When you come back, I will certainly welcome you as my God.”
The motions of everything started to slow as it conveys Seijiro’s
actions wherein he is slowly pulling the trigger together with the
normal speed of the lightning.
The motion returned to normal as a loud thunder suddenly occurred.
At that same time, Tatsuoh’s eyes were already closed, his forehead
has a deep small hole in which blood slowly drops from it together
with the rain waters.

Then afterwards; his entire body burned into
soul was being dragged to hell. His body was
trace of it, is that really a sign that he
next steps of becoming an Executioner in
[Facilis Descencus Averni] treats as Gods?

ashes, more like his
missing, there is no
will proceed on the
which the group of
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※※※※※

Upon opening his eyes, he observed a so unexpected scenery. This
isn’t considered as “hell” for the very least, more like “heaven”
is the most appropriate term for this. He was observing himself
floating in mid-air; no, that’s not something like that. He wasn’t
floating, it’s only that his reflection were as clear as a mirror.
His entire body together with the cumulus clouds above him is
completely reflected in this seemingly universe-wide-place. Maybe
this is really “heaven”, but for his perception; it isn’t.

“The Boundary between Heaven and Earth.”
He said while looking up the vast sky.

This is really similar to the border between heaven and earth
located on the largest salt flats in Salar de Uyuni of southwest
Bolivia.

“So you’re finally here.”
Then suddenly, a distorted combined voices of a boy and a girl was
heard by him.

In blink of an eye a shadow in an ethereal form; most likely a
formless being came to approach him. That shadow has no definite
appearance, and [his/her] voice turned into a mechanical tone of
a speaking demon.

“I am “The Hell’s Contract”.”
The shadow said. [His/Her] name was “The Hell’s Contract”. [He/She]
might be the one taking the authority in this world.
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“It seemed like you’ve finally reached the circumstances of
becoming an Executioner. So; Tatsuoh Yatogami, do you really know
why you are here?”

“-what are you talking about…,”
With seemingly widened eyes, he unknowingly replied.

“Humans are merely tools for the ones who created them. They are
created for one purpose, and that purpose is to serve their lords.
Tell me; why do you think people keeps on having their very own
remorse and suffering? It’s because of their selfishness, it’s
because of their sins, and it is also because of their emotions.
Tatsuoh Yatogami; I believe that you’ve become a sinner because of
your love and desire to save someone right? Now answer me; is it
worth it to have such decisions? Do you consider your decision as
right? Remember that thinking capabilities of every humans is
exceptional. On your world that you are living, you cannot tell
whether someone is telling a truth or keeping a lie. For that
moment, you’ve been crying…, and forcibly following the orders of
your lord, because if you don’t, your loved ones will die. But
what happened is different, even if you fully follow their orders,
still; they instantly taken away the life of the person whom you’ve
chosen to save. Isn’t that just so unfair? That time you’re likely
compared to a machine created by humans. That moment; do you
consider yourself as human?”
“The Hell’s Contract” was still on the middle of [his/her] words
but-

“-yes; I still consider myself as a human.”
Tatsuoh crossed.
Then on the middle of their conversation, their world suddenly
changed into a universe-like-environment wherein “The Hell’s
Contract’s” body were reflected by the bright shines of the stars.
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“The Hell’s Contract” smiled:
“-and how do you suddenly come up to that answer?”

“It’s simple; I still consider myself as a human because the ones
you are addressing as my lord isn’t a part of mankind to begin
with. They are demons, a disgusting being just like you!”

The shadow still showed a sign of amusement.
“Yes; you might be right. They’re disgusting beings just like me,
but first of all. What is “me” for you?”

“You are simply a very disgusting creation who had given the
supernatural abilities to those Executioners right? But on earth,
people believes that Executioners are creations of God. They
believed that he sent those judiciators to make people realize how
hell really feels like…”
He was continuously speaking when “The Hell’s Contract” suddenly
followed.
“-then it concludes that I’m also a “God” right? And those damned
humans who placed you in this situation are treating the
Executioners; my Creations as their “God” ha ha…, what a very funny
capability of thinking in which only humans can come up. Do you
really think humans are the most rational beings? “God” has created
humans; and I had created the “Executioners”, based from what you
have experienced, do you still believe that human rights, laws,
and ethics exists? You’ve already seen so many unfair scenarios in
your life, do you still want to see good people suffering from an
unfair society?”

Then their environment changed again. This time, this is the real
one. The place where they are both standing is “hell”. The endless
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heat suddenly submerged all over his body as he kept on hearing
never ending cries.
Tatsuoh witnessed hell by both of his eyes. He witnessed every
suffering of all those tortured souls.

Souls that are full of regrets and agony. Every sin has
corresponding punishment that those demons of murder executes.

a

He believed that those demons totally hates humans for the reason
that humans are creations of God. The demons are the ones who are
taking over of hell which gives endless scourge to every souls.

At that time, he was hearing thousands of them begging for the
Savior’s help for their souls to be cleansed, and afterwards; be
saved. All of them are crying, but then again, their repentance is
already too late for a very long time. Their names weren’t written
to the Book of Life, and their souls will never touch even a tiny
bit part of the heaven.

“Tatsuoh Yatogami, this is what I call “Hell”. It is a place of
last and never-ending regrets. But then again, it’s no different
compared to what you have seen on earth right? Answer me, do you
still want to see a nine years old girl being killed by an
unreasonable gunshot to the head?”

Tatsuoh’s eyes wide-opened upon hearing that mechanical demonic
voice as Miuna’s death was pictured to his mind.

“You see, your world is twisted, but you still have the chance to
change it all. Somehow, all the past Executioners couldn’t really
understand their role, but I think you are different compared to
them. It’s because you really understand the value of one’s life.
“The Angel” is doing things on her own ways, the “Stygian” went
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too overboard and abused his power, “Thanatos” only wants to search
for other Executioners that can have a fair fight with him, while
“Liberta” disobeyed the rules. All of them are merely failures as
an Executioner. But by observing how they fail, you can simply
distinguish their mistakes right? So let’s get straight to the
point.”
[He/She] paused; the continued:
“Do you want to become an Executioner?”
“-Of course you have come in here because you are qualified to
become one. Now choose; do you want to become and Executioner and
change then cleanse the dark side of this world, or you will burn
your soul for eternity. It’s really great offer right?”

“-now; you can take your time to decide.”

Tatsuoh was bereft of speech. Everything were just too sudden, he
really needs to take his time, after all; this isn’t just a virtual
game. Though this scenes were only on his imagination before he
comes to realize that everything is true. However, as long as he
kept on thinking, the more times he remembers Miuna’s suffering.

“The [Hell’s Contract] is created so that humans can realize that
they are inferiors to beings like us. But before you fully decide,
there are questions that you need to reconsider to yourself. Are
you prepared to oppose the heavens once you starts to agree with
the covenant? Will your entire life won’t be the same as before?
Your soul will be sealed under the deepest parts of the burning
Avernus.”
Before [he/she] finishes [his/her] words, Tatsuoh finally come up
to an answer.

He had already made his decision:
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“I will not have any regrets about this, I will prove them that
their world is already twisted for a long time.”
He was overcame with hatred and suffering. According from what he
said, it seemed like Tatsuoh isn’t afraid of anything anymore for
he had already witnessed hell --- the scariest place within a
person’s imagination.

“I will accept it.”

“The Hell’s Contract” smiled bitterly.
“Then let’s proceed to the contract signing.”

Flames spread out of [his/her] ethereal hand as a scroll-likepaper suddenly appeared from it together with a burning feather
pen.
“-this is what I called [Hell’s Contract]. It consists of the
Executioner’s rules and Natural Order. You can first analyze it if
you want, after all; this is a covenant that should be agreed by
both parties. But don’t worry, you can review it anytime even if
you’re already on earth.”

“-then it won’t be necessary to read about the further details
right now isn’t it? Perhaps, I’ll just need to follow the rules
right? There should be no trouble to think about it then.”
He crossed.

“-you’re really something, Tatsuoh Yatogami. Okay, so now I’ll
just tell you one of the most important rule. “Executioners can
only kill unrepented sinners. If you kills or accidentally kills
a non-heavy sinner, then I will send another Executioner to
eliminate you.”
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“Okay; I understand.”
“The Hell’s Contract” handed [his/her] contract paper to Tatsuoh.
Tatsuoh held the burning feather pen and finally signed the [Hell’s
Contract]. After doing so, the [Hell’s Contract] was torn into
pieces and burned; converted to glimmering balls of light. Those
lights entered his heart and felt like all of it flows through his
entire body.

“-that is the sign that our Covenant started from this moment. The
[Hell’s Contract] is now on your entire body. As stated on the
Executioner’s Natural order, “Every Executioner's soul is sealed
under the agreement, no one; not even myself can manipulate it”.
And from now on, there is going to be a printed roman number on
your body. It was actually printed on your right palm.”

Tatsuoh looked at his palm and witnessed a letter “V”.
“-It is a roman number “five”; which means that you are going to
be the fifth Executioner. In other words, “Fifth from the
strongest”.”
“The Hell’s Contract raised [his/her] hand and pointed its palm
towards Tatsuoh’s forehead as Tatsuoh starts to glow like the
flames.

“-Tatsuoh Yatogami; the world that you’ll face will be different,
because you’re going to be the person who will change it. This
world must be cleansed, and the death of those unrepented sinners
shall be the world’s salvation.”

Thus Tatsuoh finally vanished as “The Hell’s Contract” looked at
his soul being delivered back to earth together with the gleaming
flames coming from the [Hell’s Contract].
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※※※※※

Already ten days had passed since he roused from the dead, observed
himself in the middle of nowhere. The scene were covered with thick
mists where almost nothing can be seen by a normal person’s eye.

But not in Tatsuoh’s case, he was surprised by his even clearer
vision. He felt that something changed on his physical state. He
felt the warmth all over his entire body. His flesh were
rejuvenated.

His long brown hair turned to straight silky white. He observed
himself wearing clothes that are all black from top to bottom. His
coat were like the shadows, and in the darkness, only his white
hair stands out.

As he started to make a single step, he suddenly heard a clank,
it’s like a sound of a metallic material. Thus, he looked
underneath his coat, he was filled with surprise for he observes
a very dangerous weapon.

It was a katana, but this isn’t like those common type of Japanese
sword that he have witnessed in his past life. It is a short single
edged sword which makes it multiple times faster to be removed
from its sheath casing so that its user will always be the one who
makes the first assault.

It also take lesser weight compared to any other katanas. A perfect
weapon for executing 200 years of assassination.

He started to make a smile as he said:
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“The Hell’s Contract was true.”

He looked up above those darken clouds and thick mists.
As he goes beyond that dark and foggy place, he observed himself
in his hometown. The place is Hanamaki City, Iwate, Japan.

※※※※※

He really doesn’t understand this sudden gut feeling to himself,
though there’s no any basis, he just assumes that there are
unrepented sinners at some forsaken looking warehouse at the city.
More like that feeling is some kind of information that he can
rely on, perhaps that’s another capability of an Executioner- to
naturally place a jurisdiction to an individual if he/she is a
heavy sinner or not. If it were so, then that ability is really
classified as a basic advantage.

He went to that place and found out that his feeling is right all
along. That forsaken looking warehouse is being used as a drug
den. He entered the site in a flash and finished his first
execution as fast as he could. His last victim was unfortunately
Kazuto. He really cannot understand himself that time. He keeps on
questioning himself:
[How can I do such hideous acts?]
[How come I’m not feeling disgusted of what I’m doing?]
[The scene was all gory, but why am I so calm?]
He was about to reach the gate of that warehouse as he formulated
an answer from those questions.
“Those are simply facts proving that I’m not a human anymore.”-he
said in his inner voice.
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His answer was absolutely correct. He isn’t a human anymore, from
today on, he will carry his sins until he finishes his task. Though
his way of execution is inhuman, he really cannot blame himself,
after all, human’s ethics and the Executioner’s ethics are
different.

Leaving the warehouse completely covered in blood and dead bodies,
he was walking, thus, while on the middle of his calm footsteps,
a kid unexpectedly shouted.

“Wait! Don’t leave yet.”
His eyes was like burning because of rage, his eyebrows were
closely pointed to each other while continuously breathing
heavily. He confronted Tatsuoh without showing any sign of aghast.

“Why did you left me alive!!”
The kid’s reasoning has a point. What could be the reason why he
spared the kid’s life? Is there at least a bit of mercy that
remains on his heart? No; that’s not the answer, it is because
that kid isn’t classified as a heavy sinner, and he knows to
himself that getting a non-heavy sinner involved to his murders is
against the rules.
“I will take all of this as my responsibility. One day…,”
“—I will avenge all these loss!!!”

The kid grabbed Tatsuoh’s attention. While behind the darkness, he
looked at the kid and smiled convincingly.
“Then; you must remember this face until you’re prepared to see
hell itself.”
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“Well then kid, you must remember this face and you should call me
as an—“
He paused; then he continued.

“-Executioner.”

After commencing a single step away…,
“Ha! Ha ha aaah ha!!!”
Unexpectedly, the kid laughed so hard.
Though he really cannot admit it to himself, but Tatsuoh was quite
terrified by the presence of that kid.

The kid was bursting out of excitement. It’s like he was the real
scary devil that time.
“So it’s true, that people that are afraid to kill doesn’t deserve
to kill, because in your case, it’s clear that you deserve to do
so because of the calm expression that you are wearing until now.”
Tatsuoh never expected those words to come out from that kid’s
mouth. He suddenly thought the future that awaits that kid- he
will be a serial murderer or even beyond that.

Tatsuoh left the site and looks up the sky as the sunrise is about
to start. From this day on, he will carry that fate. From this day
on, he will be the villain. From this day on, he will never look
back. From this day on, he will cleanse the world!

-------- END OF CHAPTER 5 --------
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Epilogue:
In a place wherein any humans could simply misinterpret as Heaven
relies a true existence of Hell. It’s what people calls as the
border between heaven and earth. That place really is beyond vast.
A universe-wide-environment; it’s like this utopia can only be
found in dreams. The entire ground serves as a clear mirror in
which every clouds were completely reflected.

“Do they really deserve to suffer like that?”
A girl with an angelic tone of voice said.

In that vast space in which Seijiro calls as the “Boundary between
Heaven and Earth”, Haruka was talking to Tatsuoh.

“I wouldn’t say that they really deserve it but.., at least right
now they’ll take us seriously.”
Tatsuoh replied.

The Boundary between Heaven and Earth is their material world. It
is a world that is actually designed only for the Executioners. A
place where they can hide, a different space that has no
connections on earth, more likely, the concept is like this:
[Earth is for humans]
[Heaven is for the blessed]
[Hell is for the unrepented sinners]
And [The Boundary between Heaven and Earth is for the Executioners]
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“The Hell’s Contract” designed that world exclusively for the
Executioners. This world has many functions, one of it is that
each Executioners have their very own Boundaries that they can
control. If you are an Executioner, one boundary is composed of
that universe-like-space, and you have the right or authority all
over it, if you don’t want other beings such as Executioners
themselves to get inside your Boundary, then you can just forbid
them to enter. That is why this time, whoever that Boundary belongs
to, it’s definitely clear that he/she let one other Executioner
inside. This scenario proves that Haruka and Tatsuoh is seriously
under a covenant.

“But setting that aside, do you really think that that so called
[NameLess] will take the bait just because of your actions of
giving a hint about the concept of the [Hell’s Contract]?”
Haruka questioned…, in a seemingly serious tone of voice that is
actually really far from the exact personality that she shows to
everyone.

“I’m still not quite sure, but if [NameLess] really is smart
enough, we must never let our guard down. He’ll come soon, I know
it.”

“I just wanted this to be over as soon as possible, I don’t really
have much time left. I need to hurry…,”
Haruka said while wearing a serious facial expression.
That face really invoked Tatsuoh’s curiosity as he can’t help
himself but to propose a question;
“Tell me; who really are you..,”

Haruka smiled; and then answered:
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“This time; I’ll be the alpha and the omega, in other words, I’ll
be the beginning and the end.”
Tatsuoh really cannot understand what that means, but he is sure
to himself that Haruka can never be trusted. No one knows why they
suddenly had an agreement, but from this pace, it’s like they will
betray each other for anytime.

And so, after those words, Tatsuoh again remembered Miuna’s
presence from Haruka as he really cannot control his emotions,
though their personality is far more different, it seemed like it
wasn’t really the case, the true reason behind his helping hand is
for the atonement of his sins, it’s like he is treating himself as
Haruka’s servant for him to compensate with Miuna’s tragic end.

Afterwards, he suddenly remembered their recent battle against the
Police. And inside those train of thoughts, the persons pictured
on his mind were “Jin”, “Ryo”, and lastly; “Kyoshiro”.
“Those four persons, they are quite intriguing. Jin Kanzaki is the
person that I’ve known after he handled the case about my father’s
disappearance, for sure starting this time, he’ll never stop on
searching for my documents from the HQ’s archives. And later he’ll
find out my entire identity. That person named “Ryo”, there’s
something strange about him, just by addressing me as a “God”, it
certainly returned all my memories regarding the past. While on
the last one-..”

When he was about to describe his impression to Kyoshiro in his
thoughts, Haruka crossed:
“That police inspector, are you really aware of what you’ve done
to him? By using your ability to him simply means you are taking
everything. The lower half of his body could be paralyzed, and the
worst case is, he could be wheelchair-bound for the rest of his
life.”
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“-all that I’ve done was intentional.”
He quickly followed.

“-what?”

“I have just known that that police inspector named Kyoshiro Kihara
was the one who proposed the plan to trap and eliminate us.”
“-then he’s really a fool to underestimate us.”
Haruka crossed but Tatsuoh immediately followed:
“-that’s not the case, do you really think he will do that foolish
plan just to sacrifice the lives of his comrades? Maybe I’m just
overthinking things but honestly, I believe that he is doing his
actions not for the sake of the others. After observing those two
groups for weeks, I’ve figured out that Kyoshiro doesn’t really
care if someone is hurt, so do you really think the flaws of his
plans is unintentional, just by observing them, I sense that he’s
been luring someone. That is why, I really did intentionally used
one of my supernatural ability the moment I had the chance.”
Just what is really the thing that bothered Tatsuoh from Kyoshiro’s
presence? Is he afraid that Kyoshiro might outsmart him that’s why
he made the first move? If his assumptions happens to be true,
then Kyoshiro would have really failed because of Tatsuoh’s
advanced unexpected actions.

※※※※※

[The National Police Agency]
A police officer suddenly entered the Comissioner General’s Office
to have a report.
“Sir, the report. The Executioner Investigation’s desk had a
confrontation with the Executioner, and according to their report,
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though it’s really unbelievable but…,” the police breathes deep,
and then continued “there are two Executioners.”

The Commissioner General’s eyes wide-opened.
“So their proposed theory is correct all along.”-he said in his
thoughts.

“Unfortunately, the two Executioners escaped, and the worst case
is, one police officer was declared dead. The superintendent as
well as the police inspector of the prefectural police were also
severely injured.”

“-so that means the Senior Superintendent was okay, quickly! Report
to the prefectural Headquarters that I personally need to talk to
Kanzaki.”
He quickly said as the police officer rushes out the room.

“The sudden resignation of the previous Commissioner General was
actually the reason why I am here right now, at this position. 20
years ago right after the Executioner appeared in this country, he
decided to resign and went abroad, and because of it, I had this
authority. That’s why…, I will never let anyone take this position
from me…, those damned Executioners, they are giving an indirect
insult towards my presence. I don’t give a sh*t in this f*cking
game. If only [NameLess] responded from my call 20 years ago.”

Then.., a so unexpected scene just happened.
[Beep!]
His phone rings consistently.
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As he tried to look at it, he found out that it’s an unknown
number. It was not registered on his smartphone, but still he
answered.
“Hello?”
Upon saying so his eyes wide-opened as his expression was truly
shocked. And then he said:
“NameLess!”

After that mysterious call, his face were filled with overwhelming
delight and excitement.
“So it really does makes sense that there is going to be a higher
possibility that [NameLess] will come over once he finds out that
there are two Executioners in Japan. Without a doubt, that caller
was [NameLess], so the rumors about him being connected to the
data around the world was true. The report in regards with the
existence of two Executioners were still kept hidden, but he
already found that information in a matter of hours. This time, I
won’t
need
any
of
those
fools
from
the
Executioner’s
Investigation’s desk, actually I really assigned them to that role
for only one purpose, and that purpose is to hide every details
about the Executioners before [NameLess] fully accepts our request
and takes over. In simple words, they are merely tools or somehow
pawns that goes in the frontline.”-he paused, then continued with
his eyebrows sharply pointed.
“Executioners, from now on, you will witness the true declaration
of war!”
The Commissioner General said in his thoughts with all confidence.

※※※※※

[Tatsuoh’s Monologue]
Am I too desperate to compensate for my sins?
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But one question suddenly comes up to my innocent thinking…,
Before thinking of a compensation, I must
question. Is my sin worth for an atonement?

start

up

to

this

Now that I think about it.., this time; are my actions making
sense?
No matter how many years I spend time on helping Haruka with her
goals, it’ll never change the fact that I’m the reason behind
Miuna’s death. I’m really not sure if our encounter was a miracle,
is it fated? Is it destined for me to always be reminded of my
horrible sins? Does her face; exactly resemblances Miuna’s so that
I will never escape my past?

It may be true but; becoming an “Executioner” was actually the
reason why my entire world is ravaged into pieces. Haruka said
that she I going to be the beginning and the end, just what is
really the meaning of the end that she is speaking of?

Who knows.., first of all; how can an Executioner like her leave
an important role to be written in the history someday? She
directly said to me weeks ago that she is going to be the “Messiah”
that will save the world.

How preposterous, how absurd, did she forget that she is an
Executioner in which mankind addresses as monsters?

She may have been said an apathetic proposition but…, I just cannot
remove this feeling to myself. Every time I look at her, it just
reminds me of a miserable girl. I might have took pity for her…

How come….
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How come I took pity for a monster like her. I’m actually sounding
very unreasonable, but I can’t help it. It’s really strange, on my
very first day of becoming an Executioner…, I assumed to myself
that all my emotions will disappear. Yet I was mistaken..,

Haruka; are you really serious?

I made a commitment to myself that I will never have my full pledge
of trust towards you. I cannot remove the doubts that you will
just betray me someday. However, I’d really like your preposterous
and absurd game.

Don’t worry; in the end, I’ll assure you that I will be the next
victor.

It’s better to betray than to be betrayed. That’s why, I will
deceive you. I will deceive everyone, I will destroy them
psychologically. And someday; once I finally found Miuna’s
murderer(Seijiro) together with the ones in the higher ranks on
that group…, I will certainly guarantee them what “us”; the
“Executioners” whom they addresses as “Gods” is capable of placing
a unimaginable jurisdiction.

I will return the favor!

This time;
I will show them-

-what hell feels like!
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Author’s Notes
Hello, I’m S0rahana.

You’ve just read the first volume of “Hell’s Contract”. This is
actually my first written story and also classified as my
masterpiece. To tell you the truth, this story is already being
nurtured inside my head for about four years. That is why,
finishing the first volume is actually placing me into cloud nine.

Though not published yet…, I’m really not in a worry. It’s because
I just can’t stop myself from writing. This is already a hobby,
its one unique hobby actually…, a hobby that makes progress every
single day (I really love how that sounds).

Let’s start first with myself. Honestly I’m not really sure if
this story will take the attention of the readers. I’m still an
amateur writer, that’s why my work is kind of filled with many
grammatical errors and such. My writing schedule is just precise
and limited as it is, it’s from 10:00PM to 12:00AM. That info
directly shows that I’m a nocturnal person.

I’m also the one who made the art. But I’ll tell you I’m not a
good artist. Most of those illustrations have their direct
reference, so if someone there knows where the reference came from,
you shouldn’t take things seriously okay? Still, I wanted to
acknowledge the people behind those references.

Thanks! It’s actually a great help for a starter like me.
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Now for the story. This story will take long enough to meet its
end. According to my own estimation, I’ll need to write six volumes
just to tell the entire tale. It’s actually long, so to all my
readers, simply assume that the Volume 01 is composed of the entire
prologue. But don’t worry, Volume02 will be as great or even
greater than ever. There are characters that hasn’t revealed their
true nature yet. And on the next following chapters, the character
of [NameLess] will be revealed. The chapter five showcased the
Executioner’s story, Tatsuoh’s background is the most important of
all, because whether you believe it or not, Tatsuoh Yatogami is
actually the main character. It’s not Seto or Ai, so those who
misinterpreted, please spare me T_T.

Now that everything’s clear.., I can proceed. This time, the
rivalry will begin and the mysteries will unfold. There are still
mysterious characters like Zack Reinhardt, Archbishop, the
[Facilis Descencus Averni], [NameLess], “The Hell’s Contract”, and
many more. I really don’t have the intent to spoil the plot, but
I’m actually excited to myself once I begin on writing the roles
of each.

I really wanted to thank my readers who have consumed their time
on reading this unpublished amateur-written light novel. Though
the prologue and the next two chapters is really slow paced, I’m
still glad that you’ve taken your time and given this little piece
of work your patience. It almost took me a year to finish one
volume, but it’s really worth it. I can describe that it is beyond
“fun”. I really enjoy it each time the story moves along and
arrives to every chapter’s end. At the same time, it feels like
I’m making a progress in life for each day.

Below is the design of my upcoming character in Volume02. Just
look how cute she is. Don’t worry, she’s not an Executioner.
Again; thanks’ for the reference.
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________________________________________________________________
In case a professional writer reads this work, this is my proposal.
Since I found myself enjoyed on writing stories, I decided that I
wanted to pursue my career as a novelist. I know that I’m not the
best, but I think it’s really worth a shot.

-S0rahana

“My reality is meaningless without my imagination”
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